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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits

and

1
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$600,000.00
Stockholder's Liability

Your account solicited Safe Deposit Boxes for rent

Save 33% on YOUR CLOTHES.
Look over our Fall and Winter

Novelties. Full Dress Suits,
Silk lined throughout, $50.00.

Overcoats, $40.00 and up.

Sack Suits, $35.00 and up.

Honest, Good, Reliable Workmanship.

URBAND, SON & CO. - - Tailors

203 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y.
RHB in
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STORM COATS THAT FIT

The storm coat of today must be not only "guaranteed to shed rain and supply
sufficient warmth for the body, it must have the reinforced military collar, raglan
shoulder, emergency pocketlets, swell skirt and be appropriate for all occasions.

The well dressed man will dem-md all these esentials, which are to be found in

our carefully selected line of storm coats. Prices $3.75 up.

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"—"The Mistress of Shenstone"— "Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"— "Max"— "Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
119-121 EAST STATE ST.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

R.A.Heggie & Bro.Co. CORNELL LIVERY
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper First-Class Livery, Hack and

8@~Opposite Tompkins County Bank. Boarding Stabl e
208-210 S. Cayuga St.

m HOUSE

WHEATON

107 N. Aurora St Practical Tailor and Cutter

Ithaca, N. Y.
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H. J. BOOL GO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

\
WEBSTER'S

\ Unabridged Dictionary

The new edition is not the

old book with a few^ ad
ditions and corrections

but rather a new book.

There are many changes.
The new arrangement
will be found very "con

venient. Words which

are unused now are

placed at the bottom of

each page.
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BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and i'lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.

1
ESTABLISHED 1818

fcentUmrn* fcnuslitngmoad*.

Registered,
U. S. Pat. Off.

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

BROADWAY COK.TWENTY-SEC0ND ST.

NtW YORK.

Complete College Outfits
For FALL AND WINTER

Clothing, Furnishings,
Hats, Shoes, Trunks,
Bags and Dressing

Gases

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
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See What's Coming!
WL^_C_tHKIf_S_H_U_E-EMOT^

Next month THE ERA will present in these

pages the result of a long-continued investigation

of the present boarding house system. We have

gone slowly, attempting to give the subject in

telligent and thorough treatment, and as we go

to press, we have the matter well enough in hand

to assure you that the results will be lively

reading. As the copy came in, we were more

and more astounded at the way our idea was

developing. It soon came to take the biggest

part of our card index not to say our interest—

and although we can hardly keep it for a whole

month, we promise it for the November issue.

If you are an eating man you will be interested !

And besides that there will be some of the

best short stones you ever read, not to mention

articles. Just about a dollar's worth for a quarter.

Invest in this issue, or better yet, have it de

livered regularly each month by depositing $1.50

with the Business Manager.

DONT MISS IT !
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On Men and Apples.

^\JrOU good people who worship the All-Good by

Y tramping o' Sundays, you members of the local

branch of the National Fruit Pickers' Association,

you eaters of man}) apples,
—did you ever pause to consider

what an apt likeness an apple bears to yourself

There are hosts of analogies in this gorgeous, electric

A utumn-world. The analogy between an apple and a human

soul is not inconsiderable. The apple is born in a glorious,

expectant world of pinl^-tinged white and new-green, a world

vibrant with climbing sap and the thrill of the robin. May

your childhood have been as happy I Then came June with

her garland of yellow roses. The sun beamed warmly; the

nights were tender ; the apple grew. It made the most of its

dainty green bower and the life-giving sunshine and the cool

ing rains. You are in your June. May you be making the

most of it !

The long, long summer with its burning heat and its terrific

showers is before you. Will the misty Autumn -time findyou

a shriveled nonentity, or will it find you a robust crimson

apple,
—

one that has seen many suns and many storms, and

has turned them all to account ? It is not all suns, nor again

it is not all storms that produce the true, firm, ripe soul ofman.

ft is the happy well-proportioned combination of sunny days

and dreary. May you see many of both. May you live !

rkis

4 *__>

4 *7\

—CIarence E. Simonson.
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A Toast toJCanada's Grand Old Man in his

eighty-seventh year.

Joseph Lewis French.

Hearts of old England and Canada to you !

Hearts of the North and the empire below !

We that had found you and held you and knew you

Knew you as more than the passing show ;

Knew you a light, a torch, to the nations-

Something withheld from the enemy's clutch,

Holding aloft 'mid supernal foundations

Faith, Truth, and Scholarship. Aye ! it were much.

—Courtesy of the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
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Goldwin Smith at Cornell.

Andrew D. White.

OLDWIN SMITH'S connection with the institution

began at the very beginning of its work. More than

twenty years before that time he had attracted wide

attention as a most thoughtful and brilliant scholar

at the University of Oxford and shortly afterward, as a young

graduate, had shown himself a man of great promise in public
affairs, had advocated deep and far-reaching reforms in that Uni

versity and had become, in connection with other eminent English
men, a main agent in realizing them. He had also made various

important publications on historical and political subjects, which

brought him great admiration and respect and would, indeed,
have opened the doors of the British Parliament to him had he

consented to enter active political life. In the Royal Professor

ship of History at Oxford, to which he was now appointed, he
greatly distinguished himself, and such was his reputation that

though he was known to have a decided tendency toward republi
can institutions, the Prince of Wales, afterward King Edward the

Seventh, was placed under his instruction in the history of his

0
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country. Finally he had especially distinguished himself on the

side of the United States in the war for the Union. He was in

the small minority of English political leaders as regarded this

question, but his writings and speeches wrought powerfully to

enlighten his countrymen and to encourage our own : it is not

too much to say that of the whole group of Englishmen who stood

by the American Union during that time of its greatest trial, he

was one of the two or three foremost as orators and altogether the

foremost as a clear and convincing writer.

In the spring of the year 1868, the recently elected President

of Cornell University, being in England, met Mr. Smith, and

learning that he was intending to visit the United States, brought
to his attention the proposed university which, under its charter,

was to open its doors in the autumn of that year at Ithaca. An

important feature in the plan of the institution at that time was

the establishment, in addition to the regular resident faculty, of a

body of especially distinguished non-resident professors or lec

turers, and he was now invited to become one of these.

This position he accepted at once and in the early autumn of

1868, arrived on the grounds of the University. Though in deli

cate health and greatly wearied by his journey, he began his

duties immediately, his inaugural address having as its subject

the relations between the United States and Great Britain. It

unquestionally produced an excellent effect far and wide and did

much to allay the bitterness between the two nations which had

remained after the close of the war.

During the first years of his professorship he resided at Ithaca

in one of the college buildings, and not merely endured, but evi

dently enjoyed, the various privations and even hardships of that

period. His cheerfulness in trying times encouraged all about

him and endeared him both to the faculty and to the students.

His interest in the University was deeply aroused and was never

relaxed. One curious evidence of his feeling remains to this day.

Seeing the need of skilled workmen, he sent to England for

masons, carpenters and stone carvers, who wrought upon our first

buildings. All did well, and the beautiful work left by one of

them a man of genius, is well known to lovers of architectural

sculpture who have observed the buildings then erected on the

university domain.
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The Library of the University at that time being by no means

full as regarded English history, he sent to Europe for his own

large and well chosen collection and made a free gift of it to the

institution. Nor was this all ; from time to time he made liberal

gifts of money which were used to increase the collection.

His association with the students was also a valuable element

in the university life of that period. They were invited to his

rooms and he visited them in their houses. When such men as

James Bryce, and Professor Dicey and Thomas Hughes visited

Ithaca, he brought them into the midst of student gatherings to

hear and take part in discussions of historical and current ques

tions. He talked with striking originality and suggestiveness on

English and American subjects and, indeed, on the current his

tory of the world with all comers who showed any real interest in

the subjects to which he had given thought.

Various features in the new institution attracted and ever held

him to it. Among these were, especially, its freedom from sec

tarian trammels, the breadth of its courses of instruction, the place

assigned in it to studies in history and political science, and the

fact that the tone of its student life was given mainly by men who

regarded, and were obliged to regard, a university course as a ser

ious preparation for life and not as a pastime.

Among the endeavors nearest his heart was the development of

more fraternal relations between the United States and Canada,

and after a few years at Ithaca he took up his residence at Toronto

and devoted himself largely, as a journalist and as the author of

various treatises in permanent forms, to Canadian questions, mainly
of the sort which bore upon relations with the United States. But

he still, as a rule, during many years visited the University an

nually and gave courses of lectures. At a later period, owing to

failing health and the cares of age, he came more rarely and his

lectures became fewer ; but that his interest in the work was un

diminished was shown by his correspondence with members of the

faculty and by the hearty welcome which he gave to any of them

who passed through Toronto.

During the forty-two years between his coming to Ithaca and

his death, his devotion to the University never faltered. The ser

vices he rendered were great indeed. His coming to the institu-
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tiou at the time when it was very widely and grossly misunder

stood and attacked gave it strength. His lectures gave an im

pulse to historical studies in the University which has never been

lost. The style of his discourses, perfect in its kind, was an es

pecially valuable influence upon the more thoughtful members of

the student body. He was pronounced at the time of his coming,

by Senator Charles Sumner, one of the most competent judges in

this or any other country, to be the writer of the best English of

that period, and those most competent to judge will hardly dis

pute this statement, all the more striking because made by an

eminent statesman and man of letters who had been an opponent

of Goldwin Smith in some of the most important questions which

then agitated his country and ours. The personal influence of

Professor Smith upon the faculty and students, whether in histor

ical, literary, or social matters, was thoroughly good. To hear

him discuss any question whatever, whether one agreed with him

or not, was a liberal education, and it was a most happy thing for

the University that at its formative period so profound an influence

for truthful, cogent, and lucid thinking and expression was exer

cised among us.

In his last will and testament his feeling of deep loyalty and

love for Cornell again asserted itself. The University was made

his residuary legatee and a very considerable sum has been be

queathed by him to it to be used in the promotion of that great

group of studies,— literary, historical, philosophical, and political,
to which he was so deeply devoted. In the building erected to

his memory, and in the busts and tablets placed within it the

University Trustees have endeavored to show their appreciation
of the varied and precious services rendered by him, but the

deepest tribute must ever be that which is written upon the

hearts of those who heard him, who knew him, who revered him,
and who will pass the influence and tradition of his character and

his services on from generation to generation, thus weaving it

into the most real and vital history of our country.

Butterflies.
Mark yon frail brace of fluttering spirits whirled

Inseparable in the chill autumn wind ;

Within their fragile compass is confined
The secret of the world. C. E. S '12



At Effie Ann's Ferry.
M. V. Atwood.

££ *ffl^ BLLO the ferry ! Hello the ferry !
"

▼▼ MB7 m The river was growing dusky in the fast-settlingih(B^r autumnal twilight as this drawn-out, echoing call

came floating across from the opposite shore. Effie

Ann, the old ferry woman, laid down the half-gnawed ear of cold

roasted corn she was eating and quickly got up from the table.

Picking up the lantern she flashed it several times in the window

and started down the winding path, her heavy shoes crunching
the coarse gravel as she walked. She soon got up steam in her

crazy little ferry boat and the slack chain, extending from shore

to shore, commenced to rattle over the turning cog wheel. The

nondescript, patchwork craft moved slowly across the river.

Effie Ann, sitting on her broken stool in front of the wheezing

engine, made a picture strangely in keeping with her queer little

craft. Her old form, bent by years of hard labor here at the ferry,

was gaunt and spare, and her scant, homespun skirt, heavy bro-

gans, and shapeless dickie gave her more the appearance of a man

than of a woman, Her face and claw-like hands were browned

by the weather and coal-soot till they were almost the color of the

weatherbeaten woodwork of the cabin.

The boat crawled up at last to the opposite shore, and Slid

against the landing platform. Then Effie Ann saw that her fare

was a horse and buggy with two occupants, the same which she

had brought across early in the afternoon. The same horse and

buggy, yet hardly the same couple, for as she peered up under

the raised top of the old fashioned vehicle, the happy expression

which had shone from the faces of the boy and girl, starting off

for an afternoon at the fair, had given way to youthful anger.

She sat primly erect, as far to one side of the broad seat as she

could get, while he was softly whistling to himself.

Before Effie Ann started back to the other shore she looked up

at the horizon where the big harvest moon was just beginning to

appear. Some low muttenngs of thunder gave warning of a

summer shower.
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u
Guess we'll git some rain," she remarked, and disappeared in

her little cabin. The chain began to clank once more and the

boat moved off.

In the meantime, the storm came up rapidly. A few spurts of

rain on the boy's hand warned him to get out the rubber lap-robe.

He tucked it about himself and the girl ; but the girl did not

move from her former position. The shower now began to rage

with all the fury of a summer storm, and the unprotected horse

cringed under the beating drops. The little engine wheezed

even more asthmatically than ever, and soon the chain ceased

clanking. The engine had given out, and left them stalled at the

middle of the river.

At first the storm rained down torrents of water, but soon the

lightning began to play and the thunder to boom. At the first

flash it seemed to the boy as if the girl edged along a little closer

on the seat, at the next clap of thunder he was sure of it, and as

a flash of lightning more vivid than any which had preceded it

lighted up the whole river, she instinctively clutched at him and

his arm went about her waist. Then her head fell on his shoulder.

"There, there, Marcia," he said clumsily "don't be scairt.

Nothin's goin' to hurt you. Effie Ann'll have the engine fixed

in a jiffy, and this storm can't last but a minute longer."
The girl did not answer, but only snuggled closer to him. The

wind continued to blow and beat the rain in under the buggy top
so that it struck them in the face.

Almost as quickly as it came up, the storm began to abate.

The flashes became more fitful and less blinding, the thunder

sounded farther and farther away, the rain had almost ceased. As

if there were some connection between the elements and the crazy
little engine, it began to wheeze again, and the boat lurched ahead

with the monotonous clanking of the chain.

By the time they reached the shore, the moon was again shining
brightly ; all traces of the storm had disappeared. The boat slid

up to the landing, the boy gently withdrew his arm from the girl's
waist, and after slipping his hand into his pocket, leaned out and

dropped some coins into the outstretched hand of Effie Ann. He
clucked cherrily to the horse which sprang ahead up the narrow,
stony lane leading to the main road.
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Effie Ann banked her fire for the night, and cared for her engine

lovingly. Then, picking up two empty coal buckets, she made

her way up to her cottage, and as she sat down to the table and

picked up the half-eaten ear of corn, she was chuckling softly to

herself.

II.

For several weeks after the storm, nothing occurred at the ferry

except the routine work. Effie Ann saw nothing of the boy or

girl. Every morning she was up bright and early, ate her simple

breakfast, and then went down to the ferry. Some days the old

boat was busy from morning until night ; at other times Effie Ann

sat by her engine, apparently asleep, for hours at a time. But at

the first call, however faint, .she roused up at once and got her craft

in motion.

At last one warm afternoon, as the yellow haze of November

was over everything, the old-fashioned buggy, drawn by the fat

little horse, appeared at the opposite shore, and the clear young

voice of the boy roused Effie Ann from her meditations. When

the old boat had crawled across, and the boy had driven on to the

platform, Effie Ann noticed that the occupant of the buggy was

fidgeting uneasily on the broad seat.

uSay !"

Effie Ann came out of the cabin.

"I'm glad th' old boat busted that night."

Effie Ann grinned up at him, her toothless gums making a queer

caricature of a smile.

"I reckoned you would be." She turned away and began to

tinker with the chain, testing its slackness as it rocked in the

water.

For several minutes the silence of the gathering night was

broken only by the clank of the chain and an occasional dull

thud, as the horse shifted his feet on the planks of the platform.

Finally the boy burst out.

"

Say, I'm goin' to show you somethin'
"

!

He got out of the buggy
and after fishing for some time in the

depths of an inside pocket, pulled out a little white box, around

which was snapped a rubber band. He carefully removed this,
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took off the cover, and disclosed a cheap ring, set with a single

imitation ruby.
"
It's for her," he said proudly.

Effie Ann took it in her brown, lean fingers and held it close to

her eyes.
"

She'll like it."

"

Yes, I bet she will, but I don't know'f her dad will let her

wear it. Says I ain't good enough to court his girl. Just 'cause

he's sup'visor and's got money, and my dad's had to mortgage his

farm."

He carefully put the ring back in his pocket. The rest of the

distance was covered in silence. As he drove off the platform and

up the steep bank, Effie Ann asked her usual question :

"
Be you comin' back ?

"

"

No, I'll go 'round by the road."

The next morning about eleven o'clock Effie Ann was coming

back from a trip across the river. She was perhaps a quarter of

the distance across, when a man came driving rapidly down to

the opposite shore. He shouted at her several times, but Effie

Ann merely tooted the whistle, and the boat continued at the

same deliberate pace, the only one of which it was capable. The

boat had hardly nosed up to the bank when the man urged his

horse on to the platform.
"
What do you mean," he fairly shouted at the old woman, "by

keeping me waiting like this! My time's valuable !
"

Effie Ann looked at the wrathful man calmly.
"
I don't care ef you'd 've been the President of Ameriky, I

couldn't 've got across any sooner, and you know it."

The man said nothing ; he only snorted. He seemed too full

of anger to sit quietly in the buggy, for soon he got out, and

began pacing up and down the length of the platform. He was a

tall, stockily-built man, with bushy gray eyebrows, beneath which

glistened a pair of steel gray eyes. After a few minutes he paused
in his walk and burst out,

" The impudence of the young puppy !

The idea of his giving a ring to my daughter ! I'll show him !
"

He jammed his hand viciously into the side pocket of his coat

and pulled out the white box which Effie Ann had seen the night
before. He looked at it contemptuously a moment, and then
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thrust it back again into his pocket. After that he resumed his

pacing up and down. Effie Ann, in the meanwhile, kept dis

creetly within the cabin.

When the boat finally poked up to the opposite shore, the man

got quickly into the buggy. As he did so the pocket of his coat

caught on a projecting bolt of the buggy and the small white box

dropped out. The man was in too much of a hurry, however, to

notice it, and drove off. Effie Ann waited until the buggy was

out of sight, then quickly picked up the box and went into the

cabin. She went over to the corner where a little cupboard was

fastened to the wall ; she opened the door and put the white box

on the shelf. Before shutting the door again she gazed a long

time at a faded photograph which was tacked on the inside.

That night, after Effie Ann had eaten her supper and washed

and put away the dishes, she went to an old chest and took out a

box several times larger than the one she had picked up on the

boat. She put the ring inside, and wrapped it all in paper. Then

she slowly and with great care wrote in a queer, scrawly hand,

Miss Marcia Perkins,

Ahwaga, N. Y.

R. F. D. Nq. 3.

This done she picked up her candle and went into the other

room to bed.

The next morning Effie Ann returned from her first trip across

the river just as the rural mail carrier was slipping the weekly

paper into
the old weather-beaten yeast-box which served her for

a postoffice. She pulled the little package from her pocket and

inquired,
"Who usually gets the mail up

at Perkinses?
"

The mail carrier looked up wonderingly at the question, "Why

I don't know. Yes, I do too," he added, "I never stopped to

think, but the Perkins girl usually gets it."

III.

A week or so after Effie Ann had sent the ring to the girl, the

old ferry woman was sitting one evening in her cottage counting

and sorting a heap of small coins, the accumulation
of several

weeks' fares. The heap was made up mostly of coppers, only a
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few nickels and dimes were scattered through it, and a single

dollar bill lav grandly to one side. About nine o'clock the old

woman was roused from her occupation by a muffled hallo. She

swept the unsorted money in an old sack and put it in the drawer

of the table; the little piles she put by themselves. Then she

lighted the lantern and went out. The pleasant fall nights were

past, and a cold wind was blowing from the north. A fine sleet

was falling. A few rods up the road the ferry woman discerned

the dim shape of the old fashioned buggy.
"
Wonder where he's going to-night," she said, and started down

the path. She was hardly on the boat and in the cabin before the

buggy drove on the platform.
"

Oh, Effie Ann," the boy called out,
"

Hurry up ! Get us

across, quick."
Not till then had Effie Ann noticed that there were two occu

pants of the carriage, but now she saw the figure of a girl close

beside that of the boy.
"
I'll have steam up in a jiffy," she said, and went back to her

engine. When she came out again the engine had begun to

wheeze and the boat was moving slowly through the water.

"

We're, we're goin' to get married !
"

Effie Ann looked up into the boy's face.
"
You be ?

"

"

Yes, her father told her she mustn't see me no more, and so

we decided to get married to-night. We're goin' down to the

Methodist preacher's at the Corners."
"

S'pose her father finds it out and comes after you?
"

The girl looked at her entreatingly.
"
You won't bring him across the ferry, will you?"

"
I guess I can fix it some way."

The boy was so excited he drove off without paying Effie Ann

her fare. She started to call to him for it, but did not, and turned
to her engine again. She was just leaving the boat to go back

up to her cottage, when she heard some one driving rapidly down

the road. As the buggy came on the platform the old ferry
woman recognized it as that of Supervisor Perkins.

"

Hurry up and get me across here," he roared. "
I'm trying

to catch that rig you just took over. Haven't you more sense than
to ferry a runaway couple ?

"
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Effie Ann took her time about getting up steam again. She

found the boiler needed filling and came outside with a pail for

water.

" Ain't you ever going to get me across here ?
"

"

Just's soon's I can get enough steam."

"

Well, be quick about it," he snapped back.

At last the boat moved, if one may call its almost impercept-
able lurches through the water motion. The man bullied and

swore, but Effie Ann said nothing. Occasionally she poked her

fire and looked at the steam gauge. When they were about three-

quarters of the way across, without any warning at all, the engine

stopped and the boat stood still.

If Mr. Perkins had been angry before at the slowness of the

boat he was now furious at this new interruption.
"
So you think you'll stop me from catching those fool kids ?

I'll teach you to meddle in other folk's business ! Your old ferry

ought to have been taken out of here years ago. The idea of

you're being allowed to control all the traffic ! What we need is

a new bridge, so's to get across without taking all day to do it.

And we'll get it too ! Now you fix that engine and get me across

here about as quick as you can !
"

Effie Ann had been tinkering with the engine all during this

tirade.

" Ain't I tryin' to ?
" she replied calmly.

"
I can't seem to

find what's the matter. I've been running this ferry for a long

time and there ain't no man ever swore at me before. I guess

that's what ails the engine."

Finally she turned a nut or two with a wrench and the engine

started up again. Slowly as ever it lurched along and up to the

shore. The man whipped up his horse and drove rapidly down

the road.

"I'd like to see him catch 'em," said Effie Ann to herself as

she started back.
"

They've got to the Corners long before this."

IV.

A bright May sun was sparkling on the river, as Effie Ann, her

bent form still more stooped under the weight of the pails of coal
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she carried, went down the winding path to her crazy little ferry

boat. She had been up since daylight, tidying up her small
cot

tage, but as yet no one had appeared on the other side of the ferry

to be brought across. Effie Ann stepped on the broad platform of

the boat, and went into the weatherbeaten, patchwork cabin.

The fire under the boiler of the upright engine, only
needed a

little poking and the addition of more coal to get up steam for the

business of the day. This done she looked at the water gauge,

and picking up a tin bucket went out on the platform. As she

leaned over the side to fill the pail she glanced across the river.

While she had been busy with her engine two persons had ap

peared on the opposite shore. Even at that distance Effie Ann

could see that one of them was a man much older than the other.

The young man was without his coat, and hiswhite shirt gleamed

like a patch of snow against the dark shore. In his hand he held

a long rod, with alternate red and white stripes along its length.

The older one was carefully setting up a three legged arrange

ment, on the top of which a burnished piece of metal reflected the

bright sunlight.
"
Wonder what they're doing ?

"

thought Effie Ann as she pulled

up her dripping pail.
"
Guess they don't want to come 'cross,

though."

She went back in the cabin, and filled the boiler. Then she

sat down on a box in the corner, some kind of mending or coarse

sewing in her hand. Slowly her bony fingers, grimed with the

soot and the weather, clumsily pushed the needle through the

cloth. Her face, brown and wrinkled, shaded off into her rough
clothes. Her scanty, short skirt, disclosing her heavy shoes, was

drawn tightly over her knees ; her shapeless dickey hung lankly
down from her bent shoulders. Under an old straw hat a few

wisps of greyish hair straggled out.

Every now and then, as she worked, she glanced through the

small window to the men on the other side of the river. The one

with the three legged instrument was squinting through the metal

tube towards Effie Ann's side of the river. Occasionally, as she

could see by the reflection of the sun on the metal, he swung the

tube to the right or left. The young man still stood to one side,
watching his companion.
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"
Hello the ferry ! Hello the ferry !

"

Effie Ann quickly got up from her seat and pulled the whistle

cord. A shrill screech echoing over the water told the men that

their call had been heard. Then the old ferry woman started the

engine. Slowly the boat with many groanings and clankings,
started crawling to the other side.

When it finally heaved up to the platform only the man with

the long rod came aboard.
"
Ben't you goin', too?

"
she asked of the other. He shook his

head and continued to adjust the instrument.

Effie Ann reversed her engine, and the boat, with more groans

started again across the river.

The old woman came out of the cabin and joined the young

man who stood curiously watching the guy wires glide along the

cables which stretched across the river, high in the air, on both

sides of the boat. It was these cables with their sliding guys that

kept the boat from being blown out of its course at time of high
wind.

"
What you folks doin' ? " she asked.

"Surveying for the new bridge."
"New bridge?"
"

Why yes, didn't you know they were going to put a bridge in

place of your old ferry here?"
" I ain't heard nothin' 'bout it. My old man and me has been

runnin' this ferry for fifty years now. Since he died last year I

been tendin' it alone. Can't nobody say, either, that I ain't always

been here to bring 'em across. Guess I'd know 'bout it ef any

thing like that was going to be done."

The young man said nothing, but watched the guy wire slide

along the cable.

" Poor old woman," he thought,
"
It does seem kind of hard on

her."

In a few minutes they lurched to the shore and the young man

got off. Effie Ann, a worried look on her wrinkled face, went

back into her dingy cabin, not regarding the bright, warm

sunlight.
The man on the other shore once more began squinting through

the shining tube, and also to make motions with his arms, now

with his left, now with the right. The young man moved the

vertical pole in accordance with these motions.
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At last the man across the river seemed satisfied, for he waved

both hands. The other shoved a sharp iron stake into the ground.

The man shifted his tripod, the same operations were gone through

again, and the young man shoved in another stake. This was

repeated several times. After they had finished the young man

went aboard the boat once more.

"
We'll go across and get him," he said shortly.

When they arrived at the other shore the surveyor picked up

his transit and came aboard. The young man went up the road

a short distance to a barn, and soon came back driving a horse

hitched to a buggy. When he got the rig on the platform, Effie

Ann started the boat. She then went up to the older man.

"
Be they goin' to take my ferry away and put in a bridge ?

"

" That depends on my report. I am on my way now to Ahwaga

to see the commissioner. From my survey this morning it seems

to me entirely feasible. Of course the town will pay you a good

price for the old ferry. It's preposterous that a crossing so much

used as this should have been controlled by this antequated old

ferry so long.
"
It's answered for fifty years now, and nobody ever found fault,"

answered Effie Ann,
"
No matter what kind of weather it was

we've been here to bring the folks across. It seems most as ef

this old boat was part of me. I know every link of that old chain,

just where it's liable to break. And the old cabin. It ain't much

on looks, but it's tight and sound as can be. Every year they've
nailed more signs on it. Why, that one of Keegan's drug store

was put up the year my first baby was born. Don't seem right to
take my ferry away from me. I don't know how I'd live 'thout

it. 'Tain't the money," she added quickly. "We never spent
much, and I've got enough to keep me."

The surveyor said nothing and turned abruptly away. When

the boat reached the shore, the two men climbed into the buggy
and after paying Effie Ann drove off.

The two drove along in silence for several minutes. Then the

older man said brusquely to his companion, "The woman's a

fool !
"

But as he said it he took out his handkerchief and blew his nose
very hard.



Undergraduate Activities.

William J. Dugan.

F there is a valid excuse for this contribution, the subject
of which has commanded so much attention and written

consideration, it is due to the fact that at this season of

the year there is a novel and an unusual interest in all

matters appertaining to the academic and the social life of the

men and women interested in Cornell University. A perspective
of undergraduate life during the immediate past, and an estimate

of the notable tendencies of the immediate future, may afford in

teresting consideration in these the opening days of the Cornell

University Calendar for 1910-1911.

For the purposes of this article, the writer will employ the terms
" Social Eife,"

"
Social Activity

"
and "

Undergraduate Activities
"

as applying and referring to all those interests of the undergradu

ate which are of a public nature and are outside of his academic

duties and responsibilities. The social life of the undergraduate

body of Cornell is very complex ; the interests involved are more

numerous, and, as a whole, more highly developed, than in any

other institution in the collegiate world. Virtually, every con

ceivable form of organization known to American college men

may be found at Cornell. Publications, dramatic clubs, musical

organizations, athletic organizations, social clubs, debating socie

ties, honorary societies, scientific societies, class and college organi

zations, are numerous.

The enormous growth of student activities is of comparative

recent date, and this sudden growth has during the past decade

presented numerous problems of adjustment, control and manage

ment. Let us for a moment consider the relation of undergraduate

activities to academic interests. As undergraduates, we have been

inclined to believe that the apprehension and alarm of faculties,

expressing itself in ever stricter rules and regulations for the gov

ernment of student activities, to be prejudiced, unsympathetic and

unfair. A large number of graduates are or have been of the same

opinion, not to mention the opinion of the public at large. As a

rule, this view has been in error. The very fact that student

i
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activities exist as they do to-day in the American colleges is proof
sufficient that educators have quite generally recognized that there

is something fundamentally sound and human in the interest of

young men in their activities, and that this undergraduate inter

est conforms to American training and ambition as expressed in

play as well as in business. We must remember that faculties

have scarcely had an opportunity to become informed of the pro

cedure necessary, which enforced will continue that which is

fundamentally sound and desirable in student activities, and will

eliminate that which is of itself bad and undesirable. We must

also remember that the rapid growth of student undergraduate
activities has prevented those primarily and directly interested in

their development from oftentimes intelligently and sanely ad

vancing that development. Those charged with the responsibility
of the management and control of undergraduate activities have

scarcely had an opportunity to understand the meaning and ten

dencies of their work. There has been a constant misunderstand

ing on the part of educators and those interested in undergraduate
activities, and the time seems to be approaching at Cornell when

this conflict of interest and welfare will disappear. The general
aim of educators is to encourage student activities to a degree
which is not inconsistent with the welfare of the individual stu

dent who participates in them. The general aim of those partici
pating in or engaging in the control of student activities is to ob

tain as great a degree of development and efficiency for their

particular interest as is consistent with the welfare of the indi

vidual student who participates in them.

The aims then are not inconsistent, The methods employed
for obtaining results, however, are by no means perfect. Failure
is due to misunderstanding and lack of co-operation between the
two interests. The fault on the part of educators is not that they
lay down rules and regulations, but rather because as a body they
have failed to engage and command the voluntary support and

approval of undergraduate interests as a whole. Many teachers
have absolutely no interest in the control of student activities ;
they offer nothing by way of suggestion or advice for their effective
progress and uplifting, but on the other hand never miss an op
portunity to oppose and condemn generally because of a particular
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case or prejudice. No sane man will deny that it is the duty of

teachers in our American colleges to place certain restrictions

upon undergraduate activities. But is it no less a duty that

teachers as a body and as individuals should offer every consistent

and convenient assistance for the effective progress and sane ad

vancement of undergraduate actiyities ?

I grant that many complaints are unjust and that the prejudice
of many educators is only surpassed by that of individuals and

groups who are interested primarily in undergraduate activities,
but it has been my privilege to observe that where members of

our facuity and governing bodies have expressed a kindly and

progressive interest in the undergraduate and his several pastimes
that they have accomplished a remarkable amount of good, for

no other reason than that they have had the confidence and esteem

of the undergraduate. The fault finding of faculty legislation is

absolutely ridiculous and has never accomplished good results.

Teachers who condemn without interesting themselves in the

undergraduate as he is, and in his interests as they actually exist,

accomplish little good so far as the relation of academic life and

student activities are concerned.

But it is the control and government of student activities by
themselves which has been the real stumbling block in reaching
a proper and sensible relation with academic life. In the first

place, the principle of student activities for the many, instead of

the few, is not promulgated. There has been too much crowding
and concentration. The student honor craze has assumed pro

portions which in many cases has defeated the purposes of student

activities and resulted in relations with the academic authorities

which has been far from ideal.

This statement is I think particularly true with the freshmen

classes during the past few years. The incoming men, unac

quainted with the conditions in which they are placed for the first

time, and suddenly cast loose from parental and preparatory school

control, are perhaps more apt to get into difficulty through too

little attention to academic duty and too great an interest in out

side activities than are the more experienced upper classmen.

Indeed, I believe it to be almost a general rule that the freshman

who enters Cornell with the average mental development and
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more than average physical and athletic ability, is apt to find him

self at the end of his first year in college either dropped from the

University altogether or in bad standing on the Hill. The lack

of proper appreciation of the correct relation between academic

duties and outside activities is, however, by no means limited to

the members of the freshmen class. There are by no means infre

quent cases in which the older students permit the lure of college

honors to dim their sense of duty towards the studious interests

which should be their first consideration while in college.

There is then a crying need for some systematic method by

which the proper relationship between student life and academic

life can be arranged, and to my mind the necessity for such a

system is so great that an arbitrary set of rules would be by no

means out of place. I do not wish to give the impression that any

such arbitrary system would prove a panacea for all difficulties,

but I do believe that it would be a step in the right direction and

that future developments would guide us further along the right

path.

Why would it not be possible to arrange the various outside

interests in which the undergraduates take an active part into

systematic outline to which we could then apply our rules. To

explain in detail, let us qualify participation in any of the major

sports or major sport managerships, or in the editorial or business

management of the Era, Cornell Sun or the Cornell Widow, as
"
Student Activity Class A." Then let similar participation in

any branch of the minor branches, or in any of the debating clubs

or similar organizations, be listed as "Student Activity Class B."

Then let us say we will make an arbitrary law that no student

will be permitted during the course of one college term, or even

of one college year, to take part in more than one student activity
of Class A, or two student activities of Class B. I offer this ex

ample for your consideration in a state which is by no means com

pletely worked out, nor do I intend that you should take the above

example as a complete arrangement. It is given simply by way
of illustration and to give some general idea of the scheme in

mind. I believe that some such set of arbitrary rules would go a

great way towards limiting too heavy a participation in under

graduate interests ex curiosa on the part of any one individual.
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The plan would have to be worked out systematically, and if

adopted must have the sanction of the proper authorities.

The idea at the present time is simply to present the matter to

you through the columns of the Era in the hopes that it may

appeal to you or may at least stimulate in the minds of the readers

the necessity for some such action.

There are many men of the present generation in college who

never graduate from any institution because of too great a parti

cipation in undergraduate activities and far too little attention to

their University work.

The above outlined relief is undoubtedly open to many criti

cisms, nor would it be an easy matter for us to establish such a

system at Cornell. If, however, I shall have succeeded in convey

ing to my readers any clear explanation of why some such relief

would be. a move in the right direction, then the purposes of this

article shall have been fulfilled.

Grind 1 Grind 1 Grind!

Grind, grind, grind,
And such is the student's toil,

And I would that my pen could sputter

The tale of the midnight oil.

O well for the ones who get
'

'busts !
'

That they laugh and have fun as they go !

O well for the ones who get
'

cons ',

That their marks are respectably low.

And the fussers fuss right on

And the athletes win honor and fame :

But O for the marks of him who grinds,

Who has thoughts of a key in his brain !

Grind, grind, grind,
Phi Bet's must be had at all cost,

But the care-free hours of your college days

Will ne'er come back when once lost.

R. H. F.
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October.

By Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.

Autumn clad in aureate gown

Sweeps across the mellow fields ;

Silently the greenwood yields
To her witch-fires red and brown.

Sylvan giants crimson-capped
Surge the valley, leap the rill,
Clamber up the misty hill,

While the calm world watches rapt.

Purple of the asters tall,

Purple of the thistle-down,
Trick the meadows sere and brown,

And the west wind rustles all.

Rusty-pinioned butterflies

Flutter midst the honied gold ;

Winged fairies of the wold

Flit the purple paradise.

Crickets all the drowsy noon

Weave a shrill enchanted hymn—

Song of spirits pale and dim,

Underneath a haunted moon.

Swallows like a flight of leaves

From their moaningmother torn

Whirl above the sallow corn,

And golden pumpkins midst the sheaves

Bask contented in the sun—

A duller sun—a shorter day,
And the year hears frosty voices say,

"

Prepare ;
—

thy race is almost run."
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Theodore E. Dickinson.

-R-R-R-R-R-R ! Tommy Wyatt sat up, rubbed his

eyes and mechanically shut off the alarm clock. He

had a vague recollection of something unpleasant. It

was not bad dreams or indigestion, or—sh ! he re

membered now—the election! " Ta ! Ta! Life Secretaryship,"
he said grimly, as he sprang out of bed and hurriedly dressed,
"
not that I ever had any expectations of making it ! Only when

a fellow has been up here nearly four years, and gotten stung in

everything he's tried for, except lemon jobs, and piled them in by
the thousands—

"

"I say, Tommy, where's the soap?" interrupted stentorian

tones from the next room.

"
[ don't know. Shut up !

"

responded Wyatt.
"

Aw, don't get funny so early in the morning !
"
and Tommy

finished dressing and escaped down stairs.

But down-stairs it was worse. He had forgotten that this was

the day when everybody had eight-o'clocks, and already the dining-
room was full. Some of the men said,

"

Hello, old fellow !
"
with

elaborate assumed indifference, to make him feel as if nothing had

happened. Others made room for him at the table and passed
him the sugar and helped him to butter, and were so kindly at

tentive that Tommy wanted to swear at them. Tubbins, who was
never known to miss a chance to make a break, said sympathetic
ally,

"
Better luck next time, old man !

"
and Tommy saw him

wince as some one kicked him savagely under the table. The
break was so much worse because everybody knew there couldn't
be any more next times, now.
"Next time I'll send six cart-loads of candy up to the Co-Eds

and carry the Sage vote !
"
said Tommy, and everybody chuckled,

and began to talk again, and felt better—except Tommy.
The meal was over at last. Wyatt escaped as soon as he could,

in 5-pite of Sambo's protests that he hadn't " teched a thing but
oat meal and coffee !

"

He grabbed his hat from the hall rack, then remembering he

_s
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had left his pipe on the dining room mantle, he started back for

it, in time to hear some one inside, who had just come down say,
"
Wasn't it fierce about the election ! Just lost it, too ! They

say Sage went solid for Carroll. But of course old Tommy won't

take it hard ! He's such a sport !
"

Wyatt decided he wouldn't bother about that pipe. He turned

quietly, opened the outside door, and left the house.

It was raining, and the climb up the Library Slope was some

thing awful. And of course he had some other fellow's slicker on

and it was too short for him, and pinched him at the neck, aud

his shoes went down into six inches of mud at every step.
"
No. of course I don't take it hard," he growled to himself.

Oh, certainly not. Just because I was born a clown and never

miss a chance to crack jokes, of course I haven't got any feelings
like other fellows ! I tried for the Masque Chorus Freshman

year. I was too short for a man and too tall for a girl. I tried

for the Glee Club when I had a cold in my head. I was up for

Junior President and the other fellow kicked a field goal in the

Princeton game the day before election. I actually did manage

to squeeze in on the Cornellian Board ; and then had to get off

because I was put on probation. Oh ! Lord ! And if anybody is

aware of any old lemon committee that I haven't served my time

on, I wish they'd let me know about it—Oh, Hello, Shorty. No,

I haven't looked at it. What's the use ? Pop Lacy has it in

for me. Fierce weather, isn't it !
"

Once arrived at his eight-o'clock, Tommy settled himself com

fortably in his seat at the back of the room and pulled his Sun

out of his pocket, to drive dull care away for a little while. The

first thing that struck his eye was a black headline—
"
Carroll

elected Life Secretary of '08 !
"

He jammed the paper back into his pocket with such violence

that it made a noise like a cannon cracker, and the mild eyed pro

fessor looked up in hurt surprise.
" You may put the next prob

lem on the blackboard, Mr. Wyatt," he said, sadly.

Tommy waded through his troubles with the problem to the

mental tune of
"

Masque Chorus, Glee Club, Junior President,

Cornellian, Life Secretaryship "—until he was nearly crazy. Not

until the next class did he summon up courage to open the Sun
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again. This time he took care to open to the sixth page. He

read an elaborate advertisement of Fatima Turkish Cigarettes,

and devoured the account of the coming lecture in Agronomy,

and then suddenly he had another shock, for just beneath the

delights of Agronomy was a little notice announcing the appoint

ment of a committee to collect the Special Crew Tax. There

were five Freshmen on the committee, three Sophomores, two

Juniors, and one Senior—Thomas H. Wyatt ! Tommy swore a

great round oath. He didn't say it very loud, but the girl in

front—the girl in the green suit with the canary in her hat, turned

round and favored him with a horrified stare. Then Tommy

swore again—for he had just observed the name of the chairman

of the committee, and it was H. L. Hayes.
" And to think he had the nerve ! And a fellow in my own

house, too !
"

groaned Tommy,
"

well, I'll fix him. Wait until

lunch !
"

And fix him he did, for immediately after lunch Hayes found

himself in Tommy's room with the door shut behind him, listen

ing to such a volley of expletives and denunciations that even he

sat still in admiring silence. When Tommy stopped for breath

Hayes inquired mildly,
"

Well, what's the joke ?
"

"

Joke ! I'll let you see if it's a joke ! Talk about grass green

nerve ! Here I'm behind forty-eight hours of Design and stuck

on your old lemon committee—and the only Senior ! I won't do

it, I tell you ! I won't ! Haven't I done enough whole-sale beg

ging yet? I've done four years of it. Don't you think a fellow

might get tired once in a while ? Why didn't you soak Jones or

Roberts or Smith or Bob Spencer or any other of the four thousand

boobies up here ? Why didn't—
"

"

Why, Tommy, we didn't think any one else could drag the

money out of people ! You can jolly the fellows so well, and

you've had such a lot of experience, and—
"

Hayes found himself removing a sofa pillow from his mouth

and running down stairs for his life, as his host made for him.

But Tommy didn't go down stairs. He stayed in his room,

and tried to get warm. He had Sambo build a fire in the fire

place and sat shivering over it, all afternoon, trying to cram for

the Pollycon Exam. Finally he threw himself on his bed and
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went to sleep. When he woke up he found Hayes's steamer rug
over him, and his pipe and tobacco on the table by the bed. But

he didn't feel like smoking. His throat was too sore. He lay
quite still and swallowed twenty-two times. His throat was

certainly very sore. Maybe he was getting scarlet fever. Well,
he might just as well die off. No body would miss him much.

His mother—of course, but then she had two other boys, and as

for the fellows—they would shell out twenty-five cents apiece to

buy a wreath of white roses, and immediately forget all about

him. He heard a scratching at his door and he got up and opened
the door and let his dog in. Then he lay down again and the

dog curled up against him and stuck his cold nose into Tommy's
hand, and licked his fingers.

"
Now Spider, please don't," said

Tommy.
"
I say, you've got to stop it, I'm sleepy!" Then he

held out his other hand, and the dog licked both of them.

He heard voices in the next room—Al Keenan's room, Al was

saying,
"
What's the matter with Tommy, Bill ? Haven't seen

him all day. Ordinarily I have to hit him with a brick to make

him clear out when I want to study."

Ah, of course, that was the way they felt about it. He was

good enough to amuse them when they had nothing else to do.

What was it that little Billy Davis was saying now ?

"

Say, have you heard Tommy's latest? This morning at the

breakfast table that fool Tubbins made a break about the election

—but Tommy laughed and got off the best joke—he's a sport, all

right. No, I don't think he minded much. He said—
"

With a bound Tommy was out of bed and banging on the door.

"
Come in," yelled Al.

"
See here !

"
roared Tommy.

"
I think you fellows might

keep a little quiet when I'm trying to sleep. Can't a body get

any rest in this house—even if he's sick ?
"

"Ha ! Ha ! that's a good one !" shouted little Bill Davis, "say,

Tommy, you got a phone call. Guess it's from your latest lady

admirer !"

"
Go to the devil !

" shouted Tommy, and slammed the door

shut.

It did not add to his comfort to hear Billy exclaim. "Why

what's come over him !
"
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Did those fellows think he was going to call Eleanor up? Not

much ! She had gone back on him, too. She had as good as

promised him the Sage vote. Probably she had forgotten all

about it, and was calling him up to apologize. Well, she needn't

bother !

Some one knocked at the door.

"

Stay out !
"

yelled Tommy, but Hayes came right in.

"Oh, it's you, is it?" grumbled Tommy. Well, you can stay

if you want to, only keep the other fellows out, for the love of

Moses ! I've got to study. Where's that Pollycon book?
"

He started after it and fell over the shoe-box, and swore.

"

Well, what do you look at me that way for?" he shouted,

"do I offend your eye sight ? If I do you can—
"

"
See here, Tommy," said Hayes, "you're sick. That's what's

the matter with you. You pile into bed and I'll get you some

quinine, and have Sambo make you some hot lemonade. You

look to me as if you were in for a spell of grippe."

"Grippe? Not much ! There's nothing the matter with me.

I've got a little cold, that's all. (Of course he wouldn't tell them

just yet about the scarlet fever. Maybe it was pneumonia, any

way.) Hayes departed.

Tommy threw himself on his bed again. He tried to pull the

steamer rug up over him, but he got lost in it, and it tangled all

around his neck, and nearly choked him. He yelled for Al, and

Al came in and fixed it for him.

"
Are you really sick, Tommy ?

"
Al inquired in a surprised

way.

"

No, only taking gymnastic exercises on the bed. That'll do,
thank you. Goodbye !

"
and Al went.

He closed his eyes. But it was only a couple minutes till he

had to open them again, for there was Hayes, back again—the

deuce take him—and the doctor with him.

Tommy grumbled a bit, but obediently presented his tongue
for the doctor's inspection, and let his throat be examined, and
allowed the doctor to hear him breathe.

"Tonsilitis !
"

announced the doctor curtly. Pack up his

things somebody, and I'll take him right down to the Infirmary
with me."
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Tommy roared and expostulated in vain. Herb and Al packed
his suit-case with reckless haste, jamming in tooth-powder and

medicine and his best trousers that had just been pressed and—
"
I won't go !

"

yelled Tommy.
"Shut up Tommy," said Hayes.
"
I don't want to go down to that old barn and be jammed in

with six or eight other fellows and—"

"

Well, you can have a private room if you want to pay for it,"
said the doctor, "there's one vacant. Come on, now, hustle up.
I've got a lot of other patients to see yet."
Doctors were certainly heartless fellows ! It didn't matter to

them if anybody was dying ! Just so they got their fee ! Tommy
solemnly bade his fraternity brothers goodbye, and managed, with

their assistance, to climb into the carriage beside the doctor.

Spider tried to get in, too, and one of the fellows had to hold him,
and Tommy heard the money jingle in his pocket, and couldn't

help wondering if he was getting his quarter ready for the funeral

wreath.

The house looked grand, as they left it, and suddenly all the

good times he had ever had there came crowding into his mind,
and after them came the monotonous refrain—

"

Masque, Glee

Club, Sophomore President—
"

"

Well, we're almost there, now," said the doctor briskly.
When Tommy was finally settled in the white bed in his own

private room, and a curly haired nurse in spotless while uniform

had brought him a bowl of chicken broth, he felt better. It

wasn't that he was better, but he could lie still and face things.
He wouldn't need to worry about graduating, now. Even old

Pop Lacey would let him through after pneumonia—for it was

pneumonia, of course. The doctor would find it out in the morn

ing. He was glad, now, that he had come to the Infirmary. He

wouldn't have to bother the fellows.
, Up at the house things

would go on just the same. "Bet old Spider's the only one who'll

know I'm away," said Tommy, grimly.
That night was the longest night he had ever known. His

throat got sorer and sorer. And though he kept the buzzer at

the head of his bed going nearly all the time, it wasn't the curly

haired nurse who answered, but a tall thin nurse who kept telling

him to
"

try to go to sleep !
"
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Hour after hour the boy tossed about and thought. Oh, how

sore his throat was ! If he wasn't better in the morning he would

certainly have to get the doctor to telegraph for his mother. She

knew how to take care of a fellow that was sick, even if he was a

failure. She wouldn't care that he had lost out in the Masque

and Glee Club and the—oh damn !
"
said Tommy.

When the doctor came in the morning he did not seem alarmed.

He said Tommy could have a poached egg, and some milk toast,

and well, no, they wouldn't let his mother know just yet. He

would probably be out in a few days.

Tommy subsided in angry silence. The day dragged on. The

curly haired nurse came in pretty often. Sometimes it was

medicine for Tommy to torture his throat with. Sometimes it

was to bring him a glass of milk. He didn't like milk, but he

managed to worry it down. Once she came in with a big box

from the florist's.

"
Take 'em out ! Take 'em out !

"

pleaded Tommy.
"
I know

what they are. They're white roses ! I don't want to see 'em !
"

"
But you might open them," said the nurse, mildly.

"
Give them to some other fellow," said Tommy generously,

"
flowers always make me sick." The nurse took the box away

and presently brought word that they were red carnations, and

there were six dozens !

"
That must have stuck the fellows fifty cents apiece," observed

Tommy,
"

'gee ! I bet old Tighty Smith kicked."

It was strange, though, that the fellows didn't even phone to see
how he was. Of course he didn't think any one of them would

get down, and probably no one but his own fraternity knew he

was in the Infirmary, but Hayes or Billy Davis might have phoned,
just for appearances' sake.

But they didn't. The day was over at last, and another long
night came. Tommy tried in vain to sleep. He moaned and

swore to himself, but he didn't ring the buzzer. The curly haired
nurse wasn't on night duty, and he didn't want that skinny woman
bustling round.

Somebody across the hall had the night-mare, and yelled and
screamed. It sounded horrible in that big lonely place. Tommy
was sorry he had a private room. He wished somebody was

with him. Why, he'd even be glad to see Tubbins !
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"
Tubbins is just in my class," he said bitterly,

"
he's a failure,

too, only he just tried for a couple of things. He knew when he
was stung ! I'm the kind that don't. Well, when I get out of
here I'm going on just the same—just the same old laughing fool
that people have around because he's amusing and don't care much
about,—poor old Dad ! He made the Varsity Eight when he was

here ! I made the Special Crew Tax Committee ! He tries his
best to be proud of me—but, oh Lord ! And the worst of it is
that I don't care, just for myself. I came up here four years ago

just crazy to do something for Cornell, and I've been trying ever

since, and there don't seem to be anything for Cornell that I can

do !
"

The next morning, when the doctor came, he said to the nurse
"

Well, Miss Jones, I think we can let Mr. Wyatt have a little

company to day.

Tommy laughed. It wasn't a funny laugh.
"

Oh, didn't you tell him ?
"
said the doctor.

"No, doctor, I was afraid to. He's hard enough to manage,"
said the nurse, smiling,

"
and we were at our wits end yesterday

and the day before. I believe there were thirty boys here yester

day—and the 'phone calls nearly drove us crazy."
"
Oh you're kidding me," said Tommy.

"
Indeed I'm not. They were quite cross about it, some of them

too ; but I told them they couldn't go over doctor's orders. They
had to leave. And they brought the queerest presents—men are

so funny—your pipe, and a dog that of course we didn't let in,
a copy of The Black Cat and a dozen oranges and a box of choco

late buds and—ah, there's quite a collection !
"

"

Well, why the deuce didn't you tell me !
"
said Tommy.

"

Why the doctor was a little afraid of pneumonia, and said you

must have absolute rest."

"
Rest !

"
shouted Tommy,

"

you people have nearly rested me

into Willard—that's what you've done !
"

But when the doctor had gone, and the nurse had departed to

fetch the
"

collection," Tommy began to puzzle his brain again.

Oh, of course it was dandy of the fellows to come and see him.

If he could only be really sure they had missed him ! But they

probably came to make him feel good
—especially after that old

election.
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"

Say, Wyatt," said Tommy solemnly, "if you don't watch out

you'll be a sore-head. You better take what comes and be

thankful !
"

This heroic resolution was interrupted by a knock at the door.

It was Hayes and Al Coggins and Bob Spencer and Stover, and

Billy Davis, and Tighty Smith ! And wonder of wonders ! Tighty

Smith had a box of candy sticking out of his coat pocket !

"
Come in, fellows," said Tommy gruffly, to hide the lump that

would keep rising because of his sore throat,
"

gee, but I'm glad

to see you !
"

"
Of course you haven't missed us," said little Billy Davis, but

it's been fierce without you. Nobody to make anyone laugh and

forget their troubles ! No one to play the piano! No one to

keep Spider from getting hydrophobia. No one to keep Sambo

from getting delerium tremens ! No one
"
—

"

Shut up, Frosh," said Hayes,
"

say, Tommy, there's eight

other fellows down-stairs to see you, but we came up first, because

we're your Brothers, we are ! And now the head nurse says no

one else can come up. We were lucky, all right. And, say,

Tommy, I can get some one else for that old Tax Committee if

you don't want
"
—

"

Why Herb, I've thought of a grand scheme to raise money, if

you'll let me stay on," said Tommy.
"
How soon are you coming back ?

"

inquired Al,
"
no matter

where I am—

campus, theatre, street corner or any old place, I've

got to answer fifty questions at a time how soon you'll be out and

how you're getting along, and if you want to see company. I

never knew anybody so blame popular. I'm thinking of having
a card printed to hang around my neck whenever I see a fellow

coming my way
—bulletin effect !

"

"
And say, Tommy, didn't you get your red carnations ? All

the Architect fellows chipped in and got them. We didn't think

you'd want roses. And, wait, I've just got to tell you something-—

you know yesterday morning Pop Lacey made me stay after class

to ask me how you were—he'd gotten the Infirmary notice,—and

while I was talking to him I noticed a fellow hanging round. I

thought he wanted to speak to Lacy but all at once he butted

right in and said,
"

Say aren't you taking money for those flowers
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for Wyatt ?' I said yes, and he said,
<

Well, could—that is—I'd

like to give fifty cents if you don't mind. I'm not an architect,
I'm an Ag fellow, myself, but I took Landscape Gardening up in

White, and that Wyatt's a fine fellow. Why, one day I happened
to say to him that I hadn't had any breakfast as I'd been cram

ming from five on—and he never said a word and after a while he

came up with a fried egg sandwich and a chocolate pie he'd gone

all the way over to the Dog to get for
' "
—

"
Aw ! cut it Al," cried Tommy.

"Wait a moment, my friend," persisted Al, "you've got to hear

the rest, so shut up. Old Pop Lacy had been listening and he

spoke up and said,
'
I guess there's no one up here that's done

more fine things in a quiet way than Wyatt.' Now what do you

think of that?"

As Tommy was racking his brains for a joke to ease the tension

of the moment, the curly haired nurse came in, her arms full of

letters and packages and boxes of flowers and magazines.
"

Shall I put them on the bed for you?" she inquired,

"Just dump 'em on the floor, thank you," responded Tommy,
" I'll look at 'em after a while. I only want the fellows, now."

The Freshman at Cornell.

BEING SUNDRY ADVICE TO THE ENTERING CLASS.

C. V. P. Young.

+MJBT SUPPOSE that to every Freshman wending his way up

|j the Hill to his first lecture the thought comes, What am

|$ I going to get out of this great University ? What will

these four years with their work and play, their interests

and associations, mean to me? The number of students who start

out without a more or less definite idea of getting something worth

while out of their college course is so small as to be negligible

as far as the purpose of this paper is concerned.
To the average

Freshman, therefore, coming to Cornell with such a purpose,

I should like to offer a few suggestions.
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You have heard all your life, probably, about profiting by your

opportunities, getting as much as you can out of this thing or

that, and while most of us find too late that we have not followed

the advice, the time has now come when you need to change your

viewpoint. It is now up to you to recognize the fact that you

are a number of a university community, and that as such there

are certain duties and obligations resting upon you which you

cannot avoid. The communal idea is not, What I am going to

get out of the people and things about me ? but, What am I going

to contribute to them ?

In other words, while your only thought in coming to Cornell

may have been that you were in need of the things that Cornell

could give, in a much larger sense it is true that Cornell is in need

of the things that you can give. An institution such as this is

not merely a mill grinding out facts and formulas, so much per

day and at so much per head. Cornell could not justify her ex

istence, her tremendous equipment, the large endowment entailed,

by merely turning over to the State each year a certain amount

of " congealed
"

science, or philosophy, or history, which is to act

upon the social firmament as a sort of parasite, the sole end and

aim of whose existence is to extract a livelihood and administer

to its own comfort. Rather must its object be the training of

mind and body for leadership in the activities, social, political,
and religious, without which no State can long continue. How

can the University fulfill this function unless you contribute your

share, a part of yourself that is, to the interests and activities

which hold the community together?

Probably the one thing that every college graduate regrets
most in looking back over the preceding four years is that he did

not contribute more to the life which he is leaving, that he allowed
so many things to go by without manifesting a particle of interest

in them, or even, as in the case of some, that he did not know

half the time what was going on. I have been surprised frequently
in asking a student, generally a Fraternity member it happened,
whether he was going to hear a noted lecturer or an important
address, to receive the answer that he did not know anything
about it, where it was to be given, who was to give it, and possi
bly even that he had never heard of the lecturer. It may be that
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some day such a student will wake up to the fact that he has been

going through college in a half somnambulistic state, but gener

ally it is too late. Just as this Republic stands today and pros

pers in spite of that considerable portion of its citizens who feel

under no obligation to exercise their franchise, who concern them

selves not all about the public and private institutions which

safeguard the welfare and happiness of themselves and those de

pendent upon them, and who go on their way with thoughts con

centrated upon the small ringlet within which they live and move,
so Cornell stands for what she does and accomplishes hermission in

spite of those men who enter and pass through her walls, with no

purpose in view other than to take away and use to their own ad

vantage as much as they can absorb in classroom and laboratory.
I believe, therefore, that the best advice that can be given to

freshmen is that they should give themselves not only to the work

which is the primary object of their coming to Cornell, but they

should take an interest in their surroundings, know what is going

on, become a part of the life of the institution, select lines of acti

vity, literary, athletic, social, or what not, in which they feel they

can contribute something, and enter into them with enthu

siasm. Read the college publications, editorials as well as news

items
, they are your papers, and if they do not represent your

views it is because you are to indifferent to assert yourself and

hence do not merit representation. Attend lectures and addresses

which you feel are worth while ; they are given for your benefit,

not for that of the lecturer, are an essential part of a college train

ing, and if you do not manifest a live interest, they fail of their

purpose and the efficiency of the University suffers. Take part in

your class organization and in class functions ; have some pride

in getting proper officials and
in making the class stand for some

thing. Don't allow yourself to be bound up in the small coterie

with whom you are most closely associated, but be looking for

opportunities to extend your acquaintanceship and influence, and

become accustomed to meet and mix with men.

No man deliberately and with malice aforethought chooses to

play the part of amillstone or drag upon society, but a considerable

number of citizens answer to that description because of their in

difference, if not direct opposition, to all measures which tend to
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promote the general good. The boy is father to the man, and the

college student is pretty certain to assume toward the larger duties

and responsibilities of after life the same selfish and indifferent

attitude that he allows himself to fall into while pursuing too in

tently the particular goal of his desires or ambition.
If you can

not be convinced, if you fail to act upon the conviction, that the

highest end of a university training is equipment for greater in

fluence rather than greater earning capacity, and is to be acquired

by the greatest possible contribution during these four years to the

life about you, you are doomed some clay to face the realization

that you have missed the mark, that the
"

game
"
for you has not

been worth the candle.

There is one further warning in this connection, it seems to me,

which the stndent entering upon new and varied experiences needs

to heed. Not only should a healthy interest in all things that

pertain to the university community be kept alive, but he owes it

to his country as well as to his friends and to himself to keep in

touch with the affairs of his home town and of his State, and with

the events that are transpiring in the country abroad. The ignor
ance of some students upon public affairs is profound, at least by
the time they are supposed to be fitted for active participation in

them, and yet there is no reason why they should not as frequent

ly serve as a topic of conversation and discussion as those other

matters of perennial interest—weather conditions, achletic events,
and girls.

Plodders.

Wreathe, wreathe the victor bay
To crown the man who treads the lightsome way,

His goal in sight ;

But save thy heart's acclaim for him

That trudges on through distant ways and dim,
Where all is night.

C. E. S., '12.
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Henry G. Seipp, 'u.

HEN Representative Tawney of Minnesota, Chairman
of the Committee on Appropriations and one of the

foremost members of the House was defeated last

month for renomination, it was by a Republican who called him

self a Progressive. When Barnes, Wadsworth and Woodruff, at the
head of the forces of the Old Guard were routed at Saratoga, only
a few weeks ago, it was by Republican Progressives and under the

leadership of Col. Roosevelt, a Progressive. Under the circum

stances, I suppose, it would be permissible even for a Regular
standpatter to rub his eyes and ask himself the question, "Who

are the Progressives? What is this Progressive movement that

comes and destroys our peace and comfort?" " The application of

old time moralities to new conditions," is the answer the great

Progressive leader has flung from coast to coast. The Progressive
movement is distinctly a moral movement,—even a stand-pat
office holder would admit that. And in so far as it is a movement

for higher ideals in politics and a greater regard for honesty in

public officials, it deserves at least the attention of every college
man and public spirited citizen.

On April nth Gifford Pinchot, still glowing with the glory of

his martyrdom, met Roosevelt at Porto Maurizio and obtained

from him a promise to speak before the National Conservation

Commission. Future generations may celebrate that day for it

marks the definite intention of Roosevelt to enter into and lead

the Progressive fight. Arriving in New York the Colonel plunged
into a whirlwind tour of the West announcing his policies and un

folding the platform of the New Nationalism. All summer long
the bosslets in New York fretted. When Roosevelt announced

his intention of going to the Convention as a delegate to fight for

Direct Primaries all doubts were swept away. The fight was on.

Jimmie Wadsworth, ex-college man and brilliant orator, rose in

awful wrath to defend the sacred principle of representative gov

ernment and the mighty Boss Barnes loudly lamented the end of

honest primaries and the presses of the Albany Journal squeaked

m
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an echo. The first skirmish took place Aug. 16 in New York

City, when the State Committee voted to recommend Sherman

instead of Roosevelt as temporary Chairman of the Convention.

Here was a clear issue between Regulars and Progressives, and

the Regulars won. But not for long. The final battle occurred

at Saratoga on the floor of the Convention, when Roosevelt in spite
of the adverse recommendation of the State Committee was elected

temporary chairman by a vote of 568 to 443.

The result of the battle of Saratoga was a good ticket and a

mildly progressive platform. Henry L- Stimson was put in nom

ination by Col. Roosevelt, who referred to him as a man of " trucu

lent integrity." The only other candidate for Governor was Con

gressman Bennet of New York. Mr. Stimson, a lawyer of consi

derable repute, is a Yale man though our Stimson Hall was

named in honor of his father, a professor at the Cornell Medical

School. He was responsible for the successful prosecution of the

Sugar trust which resulted in the restitution to the Government

of over three and a half million dollars and the conviction of the

Secretary of the company. He was also attorney for the Government

in the case against Charles W. Morse who was convicted of falsely

using National bank funds. By his acts Mr. Stimson is clearly in

accord with Governor Harmon and President Woodruff Wilson on

the subject of corporation responsibility. He, too, believes that

"guilt is personal." The Republican ticket contains the names

of two Cornellians, Thomas F. Fennell '97 and Edward R.

O'Malley '91. Mr. Fennell who was a prominent football player
in his undergraduate days has served in the Assembly and is now

a candidate for State Treasurer. Mr. O'Malley, candidate for re

election as Attorney General has been an efficient servant and has

gained an enviable reputation.
The Democratic Convention, held in Rochester was throughout

under the dominance of Tammany Hall, although Murphy the
astute leader of that organization kept himself in the background
as far as possible. The various bosses were in conference several

days and a number of men, among them Martin H. Glynn, formerly
Controller of the State of New York, Edward M. Shepard, W. B.
Osborne and William Sulzer were under consideration.

'

Disap
pointment was felt because Mayor Gaynor refused to allow his
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name to be considered for there is no doubt that Gaynor would

have been the strongest possible candidate. John A. Dix, Chair
man of the State Committee was seized upon as the most available

candidate and finally consented to accept the nomination. Con

gressman Sulzer the only other candidate received sixteen votes.

Mr. Dix's nomination was then made unanimous.

John A. Dix of Washington County is a Cornell man of the

class of 1883. He is a successful business man, the president of

a bank and interested largely in lumber and paper manufacturing.
He was defeated for the office of Lieutenant Governor in 1908 and

early last June succeeded William J. Conners as State Chairman.

The ticket is honored by the name of another Cornellian, Thomas

T. Carmody who was a student here from 1878 to 1880. He is

the candidate for Attorney General, thus insuring the election of

a Cornell man to that important office. Tammany may fairly be

said to have two names on the ticket, William Sohmer, candidate

for Controller, and John A. Bensel, candidate for State Engineer.
If a Progressive were to choose between the platforms of the

two parties he might find himself in a quandary. Direct primaries,
the bone of contention in the Stand-pat vs. Progressive fight re

ceives much more hearty support in the Democratic platform.

The platform of the latter party, moreover, denounces the Payne-

Aldrich tariff whereas the Republican platform indorses it. Both

parties fervidly declare that the grafters must "git" but it was

noticeable that no strenuous efforts were made in either conven

tion to unseat any of the delegates. Both parties missed the glori

ous opportunity of fulfilling part of their campaign pledges before

the campaign began. There is this much to be said regarding

these platforms, however, that while the Democrats will probably

fall short of their pledges, the Republicans are apt to go beyond

theirs. The Republican platform was drawn up by a Committee

partly made up of the best brains of the Old Guard and their

efforts must have counted for something. The Progressives,

moreover, were under the necessity, if they wished to win, of con

ciliating their opponents.

The situation this year is not complicated by the attitude of

Hearst and the Hearst journals. To be sure the Independence

League has nominated a full ticket with their founder and finan-
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cial support this time contented with a second place
—the Lieu

tenant Governorship. It is generally believed, however, that this

ticket will draw as many Republican as Democratic votes. What

Hearst's plans are it is difficult to see. His support of Roosevelt

during the summer months pointed to the fact that he intended

to aid and support the Republican nominee for Governor in the

event of Roosevelt's success. But for some reason his plans have

been changed. Two factors of the situation mulitate against the

success of the Republicans, the high character of the Democratic

slate and platform, and the opposition to Roosevelt of capitalists
and business men.

But whatever the outcome may be, the issue is clear. The

Democrats may give us a good administration but the moral effect

of a defeat of the Republican ticket upon the Progressive move

ment is one that will take long years to neutralize. Honest men

may differ as to the New Nationalism but none can decry the

movement for healthier, cleaner and purer politics. As college
men our duty is plain. We must form high ideals of public life

and we must demand to see those same ideals in our public offi

cers. The spectacle of a State Senator convicted of accepting a

bribe to influence legislation,—the proud possessor of a Phi Beta

Kappa key and the author of a commencement oration on the

subject of
"
No Sunday School in Politics," is one that should

bring the blush of shame to every college man's cheek and make

him resolve that from that moment on he will do his best that

such a thing shall never happen again.

Have you read the announcement ofthe next issue ?
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Whereas, we learn with deep sorrow of the

death of our friend and fellow-member of the Cornell

Era Board, Franklin B. Shaw, be it

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heart

felt sympathy with them in their grief and affliction,

and be it also

Resolved, that these resolutions be printed in the

Cornell Era and the Cornell Daily Sun, and that a

copy of them be sent to the family.

Henry G. Seipp, '11,

Hubert H. d'Autremont, '11,

For the Cornell Era
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EDITORIAL

Now that the enjoyable days of the long summer recess are but

a sweet memory, and the students have returned again to their

labors on the hill and their pleasures in the town, it becomes once

more the pleasant duty of The Era to extend

To 1914 the to new Freshman class, the conventional

welcome to Cornell. Men and women of

1914, we are proud of the fact that you are .one of the largest

entering classes we have ever had, and we sincerely hope that

every one of you will find it within his power to continue here

during the four coming years.

You have the opportunity to create a new Cornell tradition, as

President Schurman has already told you. If every freshman

would only speak to every other wearer of the grey cap, before

the first year was over he would have a larger acquaintance and

more friends than has the average member of the present Senior

Class. So, form the habit of greeting each other as you meet on

the hill or down at the field ; be democratic now, and in this way

you will accomplish much toward doing away with that spirit of

snobbery and class distinction which is not entirely unknown at

Cornell. Big in number you certainly are, but you have yet to
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show us how big you are in ability and achievement. The Uni

versity, however, does not doubt that you will prove to be just as
earnest and conscientious students, just as sweet singers, and just
as brawny athletes as the student generations that have preceded
you. The University needs you, but not nearly so much as you

need the University, so do not fail to get all you can out of Cor

nell, as well as to give all that you can to it.

Despite any previously formed conception of yours, you will

find that it is necessary to work in order to stay here, but there

will be sufficient time and opportunity for participation in student

activities. We hope that you have already bought a Major Sports
Season Ticket. In case you haven't, buy one if you can well afford

to, and give athletics your loyal support ; but do not let yourself
be persuaded that it is either necessary or advisable to cut a re

citation or laboratory period in order to watch a football game or

to attend a class meeting. Athletics and other student activities

are very desirable, and enhance a University's reputation ; her

crews have made Cornell a word to conjure with in places where

otherwise her name would be unknown. But our University
would still prosper, and would be of as distinct service to the

community were the Trustees to prohibit all participation in in

tercollegiate athletic contests. Not that we deem such a step ad

visable, for we do not—no one believes more sincerely in the

benefits of intercollegiate athletics than does the Era. No one,

however, more strongly decres the false position taken by some

that there is no place at Cornell for the man who will not support

athletics.

Cornell's primary need is for men and women who are willing

to work and to work hard in the pursuit of knowledge, for men

and women who are not above availing themselves of the oppor

tunities such a finely equipped University as ours affords. If in

addition these students enjoy a good game of football or baseball,

so much the better for them. A student misses much out of his

four years at college if he does not actively participate in or

support some form of
" student activities,"—whether it be athletics,

musical clubs, dramatics or college journalism. But it is equally

true that the student who does not give of his best to
" studious

activities
"
has no place in college life, and is unworthy of his

Alma Mater.
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For an organization that so closely touches the students'

interests and pocket-book, the Major Sports Athletic Association

is singularly reticent in giving information about itself. Upon

the payment of twelve dollars the purchaser

Wanted:— is given a voucher stating that there has been

Information "received of Mr. John Doe, Twelve Dollars in

payment of membership dues to the Cornell

University Athletic Association for the season of 1910-1 1."
" This

ticket admits the holder to all football and baseball games, and to

all track contests held in Ithaca throughout the college year
"
—

so much we are informed by the Freshman bible or by some im

portunate competitor for an assistant managership. There are

also other privileges, such as one day advance purchase of re

served seats. Further than this, however, we are not informed.

The Major Sports Athletic Association is incorporated under

the laws of the State of New York, but its so-styled student

members have no voice whatsoever in the management of the Asso

ciation, are given no report as to how the money they contribute

for its working is to be spent.
"
The books are open at any time

for inspection, but it is against our policy to make public any com

plete financial report," says Assistant Graduate Manager Scott.

True, there is a governing board, the Athletic Council, but the

undergraduate body has practically no voice in the election of

that board, as the Council is strictly appointive. It consists of

one University trustee, four faculty members, representatives of

the Alumni, one representative each of the Minor Sports Associa

tion and of the undergraduate wearers of the
"

C," one representa
tive selected at large, the Graduate Manager, and Assistant

Manager, and the captains and managers of the four major sports.
About the only reports that Council ever publishes, are statements
of the election of student managers and announcement of schedules.

We do not claim that the work of the Athletic Association is

not managed in the best interests of the University's athletics ;
we are inclined to believe that it is. But when the price of

Athletic Association tickets is increased twenty per cent in one

year, and no adequate reason given for such action, we think it
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time that the students be informed as to what causes that increase,

and that there be published in the Cornell Daily Sun, where all

students may read it, a complete financial report of the receipts
and disbursements of the Association. We want to know how

much athletics cost at Cornell—and why that cost is so much

greater than it is at any other University of our size.

We have urged before in our editorial pages a reduction in the

price of season tickets. Twelve dollars is a prohibitive price to

many who otherwise would be only too glad to financially support
Cornell athletics. It is a question worthy of

Retrenchment serious consideration whether a tax of half

the present one, would not raise nearly twice

as much money, as is now the case. Or some such plan as this

might prove feasible—let the price remain as it is at present, only

let it include admission to all athletic games : to basketball,

wrestling, hockey, and the other minor sports, as well as to the

four major sports. It is an open question whether athletics is

ever justifiable when the expense of its maintenance is so heavy

that three-fourths of the students of the University feel them

selves unable—not unwilling, but actually unable—to pay their

proportionate share.

In this connection we wish to commend the step taken by the

Minor Sports Athletic Association in reducing the price of their

tickets to Three Dollars and we hope for such a large sale as will

prove their action justified.
It would seem to the layman that a policy of retrenchment,

judiciously planned and judiciously followed, could not fail to

lower the ever-increasing cost of Cornell athletics. If we have

more sports at Cornell than we can support, let us lop off the

superfluous branches. It is not necessary that the Athletic Asso

ciations lend assurance of financial support to every branch of

sport from football to cricket and chess. Again, several hundred

dollars could very well be saved by doing away with the present

season ticket books. The gate-keeper at Percy Field seldom

bothers about looking at the photograph on the cover of the book

and identifying it with its bearer. In consequence, the season

ticket books, though in theory non-transferrable, are often

transferred.
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More money also could be raised, if, in addition to a season

ticket good for the entire year, there were placed on sale two

tickets—one, good for admission to all the home football games,

the other extending the like privilege in regard to baseball. A

ticket selling for three or four dollars and good for admission to

every home football game, except Chicago, for which a single
admission of one dollar might be charged

—would appeal to a

larger class of students than does the present season ticket, and

should meet with a ready sale. In the Spring, a ticket admitting
to the home baseball games

—of which last year there were

twelve—might be sold for six or seven dollars, that is, at the rate

of fifty cents a game. As no admission can well be charged to

the crew races, and as only one or two track meets are held in

Ithaca each year, season tickets would be unnecessary in these two

branches of athletics. A plan similar to the one we have just out

lined is in use at Harvard and, we understand, works there very

successfully. Is there any reason why it should not work equally
as well in Ithaca?
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WANZER & HOWELL

The GROCERS

Ithaca Cold Storage.
Established 187 1

J.W.Hook,
Fruit, Produce

Butter and Eggs

Long Distance Telephone No. 80.
Nos. 113-115 S. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Atterbury System Clothes and Regal

Shoes. - - BARNEY SEAMON.

PETER SCUSA

MODERN Shoe Repairing
405 Eddy St. Ithaca Phone 428C

Choice Cut Flowers

Floral Decorations
Mail Orders given prompt attention.

BOOL FLORAL CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.

Boston

Boston Garters are made
of be£t materials in a clean

factory, by well-paid help.
Every pair warranted

—

penalty, a new pair or your

money back.

BOSTON GARTERS
RECOGNIZED THE

STANDARD, AND
WORN THE WORLD

OVER BY WELL

DRESSED MEN.

Sample Pair, Cotton,25c. , Silk,50c
Mailed on lieceipt of Price.

George Frost Co.makers
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OLIVET?
TypeWriHter

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

ill Till 1

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

before buying elsewhere.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L. O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St.

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENT ~-"The ToggeryShops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(_.) Shops d) Factory

^Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
118 IVortti Aurora St.

ffctttr? framing - §>mttlj s
315 £. State %>t. Jttjara, 5J. f}.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347-b
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"If you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.D. S. O'BRIEN,
I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets '. 222 N. Auroraa St. and 430 N. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY * « J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, g N- AURORA ST-

Greetings to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps& Gowns

To the American Un-

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

of Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage

Over forty years of existence

places them among the oldest

and best college stores in th

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Students
on subscriptions for the

====%ea&ing

engineering journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record

Electric Railway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the practical problems
which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. NEW YORK
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TURKISH
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CIGARETTES

gTCHEMISTRY
Two atoms of Hydrogen,
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gen, make water

—

just that

proportion
—

no other.

So in Fatima Cigarettes,
the same exactness in blend

ing fine tobaccos has been

made a definite science, in

order that theirgood qualities
may never, never vary.

A strong affinity exists
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men. No fancy box but an

extra 10 cigarettes, making
20 for 1 5 cents.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits

and

Stockholder s Liability

$600,000.00

Your account solicited Safe Deposit Boxes for rent

Save 33% on YOUR CLOTHES.
Look over our Fall and Winter

Novelties. Full Dress Suits,
Silk lined throughout, $50.00.

Overcoats, $40.00 and up.

Sack Suits, $35.00 and up.

Honest, Good, Reliable Workmanship.
^.HWM__MWHH«P___«_^W«^^

URBAND, SON & CO. - - Taflors

203 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y.
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t*reat talkers are like leaky vessels—everything runs out of them

Y VitSl>e^killg confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

lgnt weight or the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous
niand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources of our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derbys, Reversible s and other forms of
olip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who
demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed
man m Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats. Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"—"The Mistress of Shenstone"— "Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"—"Max"— "Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
119-121 EAST STATE ST.

R.A.Heggie & Bro.Co.

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper

g^lpOpposite Tompkins County Bank.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

CORNELL LIVERY
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

First-Class Livery, Hack and

Boarding Stable
208-210 vS. Cayuga St.

The
HOUSE

of-

WHEATON
107 N. Aurora St

Ithaca, N. Y.

Practical Tailor and Cutter
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H. J. BOOL GO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

WEBSTER'S

Unabridged Dictionary

The new edition is not the

old book with a few ad

ditions and corrections

but rather a new book.

There are many changes.
The new arrangement
will be found very con

venient. Words which

are unused now are

placed at the bottom of

each page.

Cornell Co-op
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BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.

ESTABLISHED 1816
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?ntUmm& Xkrnislpingi
BROADWAY cor.TWENTY-SECOND ST.
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Registered,
U. S. Pat. Oft

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

Heavy Suits, Overcoats,

Ulsters, Fur Lined Coats,

Angora and Shetland

Knitted Garments

Attractive Neckwear,

Shirts,Hosiery etc.

Novelties in Hats from Lon

don and the Continent.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLIS0N?
The Bachelors' Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof house with ac

commodations equal to any Broadway hotel, at half the price.

Shower and plunge baths free to guests, Turkish and Russian

Baths, seventy-five cents.

Restaurant service a la carte at moderate prices.

Rates for Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards.

Special Rates by the week. Writefor Booklet.

KOHM & BRUNNE

MERCHANT

TAILORS

ANDRUS & CHURCH,

Booksellers, Stationers, Printers and Bookbinders,

1 43 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



WORK.

E are thankful for work I Where should we be

without work
— the work of hand and brain ?

Without the toiling ones to precede us what

would it profit us to stand in the foremost files of time ?

Work made the calendar. A 11 that we have is born ofMan

and his work- Without work we should have no United

States of America, no Cornell University, no eight o 'clocks.

Scorn not the eight o'clock, brethren. It is the epitome of all

that is desirable. For what should we be without work ?

We should be giving three long simian shrieks for the Big

Red Team of the jungle ! Work in some form or another

is essential to Man. It is a part of Man. Without it love,

song and rest are alike bootless. We are thankful that

through Work we become better able to love, to sing and to

rest. We are also thankful that through love and song and

rest we become better able to work- We are thankful for

work
—

work in itself. It is our road to God I

w

—Clarence Earl Simonson.
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The Crime of the Boarding-Houses.

S. P. Lovell, 'i2.

AST winter The Era began an investigation of the

Ithaca boarding-houses. Week after week was spent in

visiting eating places of all sorts and prices. In telling

what we have found, we want it understood at the out

set that we were looking for truth and not muck. We have found

both.

On May the ninth, 1903, the students of Cornell University

gathered in a mass meeting in the Armory. The terrible typhoid

epidemic had just finished its work in the town, and the following

resolutions were passed :

"

During the past winter the City of Ithaca has been visited by

an epidemic which has borne most heavily upon the university,

resulting in the serious illness of nearly three hundred students

and the death of thirty-nine. This large proportion of cases

among the students was due
in large part to the unsanitary condi

tion of the boarding-houses in which many of them live."

From whatever source the fever came, it is significant that the

-boarding-houses were uncleanly enough to be blamed for it. Dur-

%
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ing this epidemic there was not a case of typhoid in Sage College

and practically none in the fraternity houses. Thus the evidence

points to the restaurants and boarding-houses as the most likely

cause. We fully realize the fearful meaning of our statement

when we say that the conditions in the Ithaca boarding-houses

have not been improved since the typhoid epidemic of 1903. On

the contrary, they are worse than ever before. That we are not

confronted with more sickness is nothing short of a miracle. As

we go to press, two students are down with typhoid in the Infirm

ary. Both of them eat in cellar-hotels.

With a view to finding out in what measure the present system

was satisfactory to the students, and whether the restaurant keepers

and boarding-house proprietors were doing a good or poor business,

we made a personal canvass of twelve so-called
u

dogs
"
and over

twenty boarding-houses. In each case, several of the students

were asked for their opinion of the food served, and the proprietor

was asked,
" How's business?" A list of the answers shows two,

striking things : first, that in only four out of the thirty-two places,

is the food satisfactory : second, that with two exceptions, the pro

prietors by their own admission, are making good money. Of

course, this is only natural, otherwise they would not be in the

business—the surprising thing is that with prices so high, they

can continue to make money without raising the price of board !

A grammar school boy could figure it out—it comes out of the

food.

The average student, then, realizes that the food is bad. Many

asked us,
"
What can we do about it ? We've tried a dozen

places—they're all the same." In fact, the five and six-dollar

houses are little better than the three to four dollar places. The

cellar, ill-lighted and with room at a premium, seems to be the

chosen place for students to eat. The quality of the food is about

the same in all the houses—it is only the variety that changes.
The description of the kitchen of a five-dollar cellar on Eddy

Street, told by an ex-waiter, was fairly nauseating. The facts

that he vouched for should cause a university that boasts a course

in Sanitary Science to blush for shame. As truly as charity be

gins at, home, Sanitary Science begins in the kitchen. Cleanli-

ness costs little or nothing—it is the mere acquiring of a
T,~r *•*-■
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Let us sketch a few of the commoner methods in use in the

kitchen-laboratories of Ithaca. The practice of "shifting
" is al

most universal. Shifting consists in transferring from a plate re

turned to the kitchen, to an outgoing dish, those pieces of meat,

potato, and so forth, that have not yet been consumed. This is

not a fancy of the writer's—it is a cold fact. The enormous dan

ger of carrying diseases of all kinds by this means, is evident. In

A Kitchen Entrance on Cou<ege Avenue.

Five hundred people pass here every day.

only one place seen last spring, was there any provision for keep

ing the flies out of the food. The piece of butter (see frontispiece)

was served just as it appears, in a large restaurant on College

Avenue. It was taken as the most representative of five pieces

served there, all similarly thumb-marked and dirtied. In a IMflp

ttjl}^' dog," they have devised a unique system of washing aishes.
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During rush-hours the writer has seen a high stack of dirty dishes

returned with new orders on them after only the bulkier refuse

had been discarded. Gravy makes an excellent cloak for filth in

more than one "dog." The outside of most houses is as bad as

the inside. Note the three exterior views given here. We have

a dozen more in which food, garbage and fruit are mixed. All

attempts on our part to get a photo of the interior* of a kitchen

were in vain. Over a dozen proprietors refused to let our photo

grapher near the premises. One snap-shot of a typically vile

kitchen was spoiled by the intervention of the proprietor. We

are acutely aware that the Ithaca
"

dogs
"
and boarding-houses

are not supposed to be photographed.
There is no doubt that the methods in the boarding-houses are

both unhealthful and unsanitary. Step into the kitchen while

they are cooking your dinner today and see for yourself. Come

early, and hide behind a door and you will see more. Work there

regularly, and you will see the most. This is muck to be sho

velled, not raked.

We were surprised, in talking with several proprietors, to hear

them say that although they did their best, they could not
u

keep
the place clean." Of course it takes more time to be clean than

dirty, but once the habit is acquired, the time is made up. If

they cannot realize that to be clean is to keep the typhoid bug out

of Ithaca, they must be made to do so. They have big questions
to face. Food is generally served in rush-hours, and by waiters

oftentimes inexperienced. Capable help is a big problem, espec

ially that of finding a good chef. A competent cook is almost

impossible to get
—and keep.

When a boarding and rooming-house mistress has to pay $1800
rent for nine months' use, of course food is as small an expendi
ture as possible. The house we refer to is the one whose kitchen

entrance is shown on page 4p It is a typical cellar-hotel. Sixty
men eat in one room (dimensions 15x40) and the food, at the

ridiculous price of $3.50 a week, is neither clean, wholesome nor

varied. There are two dozen more like it on the hill. What can

we do about it ?

. Unquestionably, it is a problem for the university. It is a pro
blem that other universities have met and solved. It is a problem
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that Cornell must meet, if the health, and through that the

scholarship of her students is to be maintained. For some years

the women students have been provided for at Sage College Din

ing Hall—why can not the men have the same advantages?
To obtain, so far as was possible, some idea as to whether the

eating establishments were an improvement over those of a few

A Linden Avenue Cellar-Hotel from the rear.

years ago, or not, a considerable number of graduates have been

seen, and from all sources the infiSffiation is disheartening. As

nearly as a present undergraduate can judge, food has never been

so poor nor prices so high since the founding of the university.

The question of clean food at reasonable rates has become para

mount to the average student. The statement in the ..oc^'io

Register (page 62) that both room and board may be obtained in
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clubs for $3.50 a week is a libel on the eating houses,when one con

siders that that price is the lowest cost of board alone—and at

$3.50 the bill-of-fare is not enviable.

There are restaurants at Cambridge as bad as and worse than

those in Ithaca, but there are also Memorial and Randall Halls.

These two Commons, run by the university, are listed as
"
Estab

lishments to keep down the cost of living at Harvard ". Memorial

is run on the American plan, Randall being a la carte. Board at

"
Mem

"

ranges from $4.50 to $5.50, at Randall from $3.00 to

$3.50. Students are paid twenty-five cents an hour to wait on

table and a large number are so employed. The food is first of all,

clean and wholesome. At Dartmouth Commons, the management

is entirely graduate. The books for 1 908-1 909 show a surplus

of less than five dollars. From this you can get some idea of how

good, clean food may be obtained at such reduced prices. All

the profit goes into the food.

Cornell needs a new Armory, along with a new gymnasium and

four hundred and eighty-three other things. The present Armory,

once we get a new one, would make an ideal commons. The addi

tion of a kitchen, cooks, and the assistance of the Agricultural

farm, would quickly sound the knell of the whole unhealthy,

unwholesome system. A Commons would be an easy step towards

the introduction of a dormitory system.

At Harvard, Dartmouth, Amherst, Yale and other colleges, the

commons dining hall scheme is a success and much in favor among

the students. The daily getting together would do more than

anything else to foster Cornell spirit. The question of good food

at reasonable prices—at any price— is paramount to the average

student. Why should not the university co-operate with us in

solving it? Of what use is the lesson of 1903 ?

We are one of the ten best endowed universities in the country,

yet much poorer and smaller institutions have adequate eating
facilities. The following is from a report of the Trustees on the

subject :

"

Whereas, if the Trustees used the endowment fund of the

university for the provision of . . . residential and dining halls,

they would, if they demanded current rates of interest on the in

vestment, be compelled to charge higher prices for board and
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lodging than the great majority of the students could afford to

pay, and if they accepted less than current rates of interest on the

investment, they would reduce the income of the university, and
to that extent impair its educational efficiency,

u

Whereas, nevertheless, the University is deeply interested in

securing residential and dining halls for its young men ... it

stands ready to strain every energy for the accomplishment of

Things that aren't seen from the Front of a

Dryden Road
' '

Dog.
' '

that end, provided the character of its educational work suffer no

depreciation in consequence,

"Be it therefore Resolved, that the University pledge itself . . .

to duplicate out of its own funds, all residential halls received as

unrestricted gifts up to the aggregate limit of five hundred thousand

dollars."

The

Kitchen

opens
on
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An expenditure of five thousand dollars would, we think, give
so much greater returns in health and democracy if invested in

transforming the Armory or some other building into a Dining

Hall, that the loss in
"
educational efficiency

"
would be justified.

If we cannot have both dining and residential halls, at least we

may have the former. The student body stands ready to co-operate
with the trustees in this matter. A commons, no matter how

cheap the building or how poor the service, would be an improve
ment on the present situation.

Prominent members of the faculty, when interviewed regarding
the boarding-house problem and the impossibility of continuing
under the present conditions, confessed a total ignorance of the

whole matter, many of them saying that they had never been in

side one—one saying that he hoped that he never would be ! While

we have indifference instead of co-operation, little improvement
will be made. The Era wants cleaner, more liveable dining
rooms, preferably a University Dining Hall, and will strain every

energy to realize that end.



The Dreams of Vulcan.

Lingard Loud, '12.

**
+MW SN'T it a shame," the keeper said mournfully. I saw

II tears shining in the kindly gray eyes, and pressed his

|| hand in token of sympathy. We stood on the turf

close to the edge of the cage, watching the eagle's
tremendous struggle for liberty. The huge creature would circle

swiftly about the airy upper part of his prison, apparently be

wildered by the netting, then in an ecstacy of fury he would seize

the wires in his strong talons, screaming and threshing about with

his great wings. A broken feather fluttered down within reach,
and the keeper tucked it away inside his coat.

"This is his first experience with a cage, isn't it, Cal?" I asked.
"

They put him in half an hour ago. But he won't get used to

it," the keeper answered slowly, forestalling my question. "This

here is an old bird,— those others were young when they came.

Besides, those aren't real eagles,"— jerking his thumb contemptu

ously,
" those are just cage eagles, and won't feel at home any

place but here. You see, Mister Elliott, that big fellow is kinda

like me, strong enough to live a good while yet, but too old to

change his ways. He'll never be satisfied to eat and sleep and sit

around in this little coop after he's been used to all of God's out

doors. Did Mister Olmstead tell you how they happened to catch

him? No ? He probably told you that it is one of the biggest

eagles that's ever been captured, and all about what a fine job it

was, eh ?"

I nodded assent. Cal was not merely a keeper of birds, he was

also a bird-lover. It was his favorite text that a wild free bird is

the finest thing God ever made, and though he was always kind,

he never felt toward the sodden semi-domesticated zoo-creatures

quite as he did toward the wild ones. The depth of his affection,

his tenderness, sometimes amazed, but never puzzled me. He

was an "outdoor" man and the mainspring of his being was a

passionate devotion to the unrestricted Nature which soars in the

air beyond the sullying influence of humanity.
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After a pause he continued sorrowfully, "If he'd only had a

chance to fight it'd be different. But there he lay, the finest, freest

thing in all the world, stretched out on his back with his wings

spread, and alongside of a sheep carcass that had been poisoned

for the coyotes. I can see him shaking and trembling as the

poison slowly kills him ! Then up rides Mister Olmstead ; carries

him off by the feet ; and gets him doped up in a near-by town so

he can ship him east here to be shut up in a cage ! Gee ! isn't it a

shame that a thing like that—what's been used to sailing for

miles and miles way up in the air, with his mate for company,

and a nest hidden away somewhere under the ragged top of a

mountain ;
—with everything big and broad— O, it's too bad !"

—Suddenly the melancholy tone changed to one of enthusiasm,
"

L,ook at him now ! What an old king he is !"

Tired at last of circling the cage and breaking his feathers on

the netting, the bird had lit and was sweeping along the ground,

wings outspread and short powerful legs moving rapidly. The

cage's other occupants, some ten or fifteen in number, had been

watching him in a dazed wondering way, and now huddled to

gether out of his path, emitting a curious shrill sound indica

tive of mingled rage and fear. He saw them, turned, and dashed

angrily toward the group. They scattered to the most distant

parts of the cage, like chickens before a hawk, and left him there

alone, sullen, dejected, despairing, the tips of his broad wings

trailing in the dust. After a time, with a slow, shuddering move

ment he drew them in and glared surlily at us.

I looked into his red eyes ; noted the steely flash of his uncon

querable spirit ; and found myself wondering if eagles have not

some rudimentary intelligence,—some consciousness that in this

eagle could appreciate the utter impossibility of escape. The

keeper expressed my half-formed idea in an awestruck whisper,
"
He's tried to get out, and can't. He knows it and he won't try

again." Then after a pause and with an altered manner,
—

"
What

shall I call him, Mister Elliott ? I want some name that'll be

respectful,—not like Baldy or Kingy or Crusty, those are too

kinda—O, well, they aren't respectful. I want some name that'll

show maybe what awful hard luck the poor devil's had."

"

Why not call him Vulcan! "I suggested,
"
Vulcan was the
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old Greek god you know, who deserved a better fate than most of

them, yet who suffered—"

"

Vulcan," he interrupted softly,
"

Vulcan, I like its sound

Yes, we'll call him Vulcan."

A fortnight later I stopped at the feed-house to see my friend.

Almost the first words he spoke concerned the eagle. We were

walking down the crackling gravel path that led to the bird

department. On our drawing near he informed me in a hushed

voice that Vulcan had not used his wings since the first day, and

that we should find him sitting on a low perch at the eastern end

of the cage.
"
He sits there all the time—won't even go into the

shed at night. He's no fat old hen like the rest of them."

Then in a voice full of suppressed feeling,
"
Mister Elliott, I'm

afraid he's dy— getting worse,
—he eats less and less every day.

Yesterday he scarcely ate anything ; he's certainly getting mighty
poorly."
Arrived at the farther side of the cage we arranged ourselves

on a bench near the motionless eagle. Decidedly he was changed.
He paid no attention to us at all, not even so much as to turn his

head, but faced straight off to the west and allowed the lately-
risen sun to dry the dew from his back. His feathers looked

uncared for, bedraggled. About a yard to the right of him was

a dish of apparently untouched food,—special delicacies, I knew

instinctively, placed there by the solicitous keeper.
Cal drew my attention with a gesture that spoke volumes, to a

sign which was hung outside the cage just above our heads :

" This Golden Eagle, the latest capture of Mr. J. H. Olmstead, is

probably one of the largest in existence ; he measures etc." The

pettiness of the whole thing struck me suddenly. It was very

likely the bird would die—heart-broken by captivity. Olmstead's

idea accordingly was to have him stuffed and mounted with a

gilt-lettered inscription underneath to point out who had achieved

this great thing. Certainly if animate nature holds value for

mere mortals it is as inspiration. But what inspiration is a

broken-spirited eagle languishing in a cage, or a life-like collec

tion of feathers mounted stiffly on a board ? The Genius of Free

dom stuffed with sawdust and set with glass eyes ! What a

mockery ! And on the other hand, what is more uplifting than
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this same incarnate Freedom in his native state, aloft, afloat on

dusky pinions, soaring in calm majesty far above the small

feverish meanness of our world.

My companion reached over and touched my arm.
"

Look at

Vulcan !
"
he whispered. The eagle had turned around facing

us, and now with tight-shut eyes and claws that clung to the

perch, was beginning slowly, steadily to move his immense wings.

A gasp of amazement broke from my friend, "do you know what

he's doing, Mister Elliott? Look at him hang onto the perch

and fly ! See his closed eyes ! Don't you reckon he's dreaming?

Look at him soar—see him lean over, now he's turning to the

right,—now to the left !—
"

Beyond question he dreamt of flying ! There he sat,
—that

magnificent bird
—sailing along in spirit! What does he see?

What does he feel? Surely those piercing eyes, though veiled from

actual vision are not fixed on vacancy , surely that strong soul is

experiencing some emotion. His home land calls him,—thither

he flies ! And we flew with him far up into the sunshine of the

blue heavens, where the broad old earth stretches out its motley

carpet. Out of the city we go, away from its noise and smoke

and crowding humanity as fast as possible ; soaring along, now

high, now low, over green meadows and greener forests, all inter

sected by crooked yellow lines of road, and embroidered with the

flashing silver of shimmering streams! Down below we see our

fleeting reflection in gleaming steel-blue lakes, set each in a golden

circle of sand, like rich mirrors which Nature proffers to the deity

on her uneven green plush cushion of hills and vales.

The country spreads away beneath us : ploughed fields, moun

tains tufted by ancient forests, fertile valleys dotted with tiny vil

lages,
—all we pass in swift succession. The lowing of kine comes

up faintly amid a confused chorus of barnyard sounds. Some

where a thrush is singing his hymn of praise to the rising sun.

Yonder—that black smudge on the horizon,—that's a great city.
. . How the rushing upper air expands the lungs and thrills

with its cold pure invigoration ! A gay little white cloud appears.

We race past it
—another, another—another. A summer thunder

storm is raging ahead, and we rise through the drenching gray

mist above the heavy black masses that hide the earth, shivering
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with pleasure as the burning vertical sun dries our wings. Soon

the rumbling clatter is left behind and little by little the glisten
ing wet world appears again.
On and on we soar . . . fields of grain in full panoply of

ripening color—they present the appearance of a fantastic varie

gated sea as they wave irregularly under the soft-stirring breeze

. . . Far ahead—that bright belt of green trailing crookedly
across the landscape. Ah ! we see the explanation for it now in

that broad muddy river which flows through it. . . We circle

over a bend and a sound in a confused, clinking jangle floats vaguely

up to us from the tiny boats that crawl like insects on the stream.

To the north on that long black cobweb of bridge a fast train rat

tles forth and vanishes shrieking.

Westward, westward, ever westward we go ! Now flying

strongly now sailing with the cool freshening wind. The gray

line on the horizon begins to take form—rising up slowly into the

calm air of evening. There is our goal—the home land of the

eagle, and Vulcan screams a noisy joyful greeting to the savage

mountains which move toward us from the distance. Those jagged

peaks, resplendent in the sunset's glory ; those deep abysmal pur

ple-shadowed valleys,—how he loves them and strains forward

to them ! Again he screams, and as if by signal a wide-

winged form shows silhouetted against the glowing sky ! An

answering scream floats to us ! Vulcan's mate is coming to meet

her lord ! .

Our voyage into the realm of fancy was at length brought to an

end by the sound of a crisp footstep on the path. The familiar

self-satisfied voice of the superintendant greeted us,
"

Taking a

peek at my eagle, Mister Elliott ?
"
he called,

" isn't he the bully

old boy though !
"

" Mister Olmstead," began the keeper abruptly in an appealing

tone,
"
I told you yesterday that Vulcan,—I mean that eagle can't

live more'n a couple of weeks at most, and—and—isn't there

some way I can get you to let him go ?
"

"

What, let him go !
"

Olmstead ejaculated indignantly, why

good lord man—O, you must be crazy !—Suppose he does die,—

I'll get Jake to stuff him up. If he does as good a job as he did

on old " Bill
"
—

you remember the lion that died last winter,
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Mister Elliott ? he'll be just as handsome as he is now. . . Why

do you talk of letting him go !
"

I glanced at Cal and averted my face. Our conversation had

aroused the eagle. Was I still dreaming or did his glittering eyes
have an accusing—nay, almost reproachful look? . . Is that

all rubbishy sentiment ?—Moonshine?—Mere dreams? . . at

any rate it was not long ere Vulcan launched forth on the sleep
that brings eternal dreams.

The Truant

Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.

I lie upon this gusty hill

With coronal of pine
And gaze and dream and drink my fill

Of Autumn's ruddy wine.

The breezes flicker down the leas,
And up my being swell

Still paeans that are borne of ease—

But yonder is Cornell.

Afar the blue Cayuga gleams
And glimmers through the haze,

Ivike maiden smiling in her dreams—

Dreams of songful days—

Oh, laughing lake and landscape dear,

Who, oh who can tell

Whether 'twere better I were here

Or yonder at Cornell !

Whitmanese.

Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.

Hast thou moved mountains, my friend ?

Art thou eminently puffed up ?

In Pennsylvania I know a rock called the Squaw's Foot ; it projects from the
broad oval of a lonely lake.

Go thou of a starry midnight to a place similar thereto ; recline thou upon thy
back.

Then consider the endless procession of the suns.



A Bull Fight in San Sebastian.

J. S. Fassett, Jr., '12.

/^^fc^ HE bull fight to the Spaniard is what baseball is to the

/ 1 American. The newspapers have special columns de-

^g^ voted to it, the grown-ups talk about it at the breakfast-

table, and the children play at it in the streets. So it

happened that, hearing it so much discussed, and filled with a de

sire to see the great national
"

sport
"
of Spain, I purchased tickets

for a Corrida.

When Sunday came, a beautiful day, with its special train-loads
of spectators, its countless automobiles, its crowded cafes, and the

martial music of its bands, I was keyed up to a high nervous pitch.
The Corrida was to begin at four-thirty, but already at three

o'clock the huge stream of humanity was directed toward the

Plaza de Toros . Never have I seen such an interesting parade.
There were beautifully dressed women from Paris, quaintly ap

parelled peasants from Arragon, dapper Frenchmen, gruff Ger

mans, phlegmatic Englishmen, and Spaniards of all types and

classes. All were hurrying toward the Plaza ; some on foot, some

crowding the tramways, others in carriages, and still others whiz

zing by in motor-cars.

Soon there passed a band followed by a richly caparisoned mule-

team, whose gruesome duty it is to drag the carcasses of bulls and

horses from the arena. Behind this came a troupe of children

laughing, singing and dancing as though entirely unconscious of

their surroundings.
We were soon caught by the human tide and carried to the

gates of the Plaza, which is a large circular building built some

what after the Arabian style. We had plenty of time to see every

thing. Few people had taken their seats. Nearly every one was

promenading around the arena, or visiting behind scenes. Thither

we went and saw the corrals. Then we saw the small dark rooms

where they keep the bulls before their appearance in the ring.
These rooms all communicate by means of huge doors worked by

pulleys, with a very narrow stall which opens directly into the
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arena. During the Corrida this stall is always occupied. When

one bull is let out, another takes his place, and so on to the last.

Next we had a look at the infirmary, and at the room where the

Toreros wait their turns. Adjoining this room there is a little

chapel where the more devout commend their souls to the Virgin

before entering the arena.

Again outside, we saw two picadors with their lances testing

the resisting powers of their horses by rushing them against a

stout post. Several chulos were busy mending harnesses and sad

dling extra horses. The crowd was impatiently awaiting the ar

rival of the matadors, the real heroes of the day. A 'bus rattled

up to the gate and three magnificently arrayed Toreros descended

and made their way through the crowd to the waiting room.

Cries of Bombita, Gallito and Machequito arose as each was greeted

by his friends. Bombita seemed to be the favorite, and he made

a fine appearance as he walked smiling through the crowd. Up

on returning to the ring we found our seats just below the presi
dent's box and directly opposite the gate through which the bulls

were to come.

Before proceeding further it might be well to give a short de

scription of the ring. A wooden barrier, low enough for a man

to jump but too high for a bull, encloses a circular field of about

seventy-five yards' diameter. Immediately within the barrier are

two or three shields behind which a man may hide if he is hard

pressed. Outside the barrier rise the seats which are built in

tiers much like those in our stadiums. Above the last row project
the covered boxes. Everywhere was color, and everywhere the

movement of fans coupled to the murmurs of conversation.

At exactly four-thirty the arena was cleared, the gates were

thrown open, and the glittering pageant entered. First came the

three matadors, resplendant in their costumes of silk and gold.
Behind each marched his cuadrilla. Each cuadrilla consisted of

three banderilleros, two picadors, and several chulos or attendants.

Behind the cuadrillas came the mule teams. They marched

straight for the president's box where each made a low sweeping
bow and turned aside.

Again the gates were thrown open and two men called Algu-
aciles, wearing the dress of the XVth century, galloped in. They
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rode once around the arena, pulled up in front of the president and

asked his permission to go on with the Corrida. A huge be-

ribboned key was flung to them, they wheeled about, encircled

the arena once more, and then departed.
The members of the first cuadrilla took their places, the presi

dent waved his handkerchief, there was a roll of drums, a blast of

a bugle, a gate thrown open, and a black bull rushed into the

ring. A barbed yellow ribbon fluttered from his neck, and the

red blood from the wound mingled with the yellow of the ribbon

and formed the national colors of Spain. He stood bewildered for

an instant, and then, goaded by the shouts of the spectators, and

maddened by the sight of a red cape, he rushed with terrific speed
and lowered head at a Torero. The fellow dropped his cape,

stepped easily to one side, and, turning his back to the bull,

walked slowly away, to the great delight of the crowd.

One of the picadors rode his poor worn-out beast within a few

feet of the infuriated bull. There was a pause, a snort of fury,

and then with a sickening crunch the animal had charged the

horse. The poor blind-folded creature managed to keep his feet,

and the rider to stick the bull in the right spot in the back with

his lance. A shout of approval went up from the people. Then

there was more play with the capes, and another horse brought

forward. The rider couched his lance and waited for the attack.

It came with a mad rush as before, but this time horse and rider

were not so fortunate. The force of the attack lifted the horse off

his feet and they both came down with a dull crash. The bull

plunged his reeking horns again and again into the almost evis

cerated animal. The picador was rescued from his perilous posi

tion by two chulos, while a Torero succeeded in drawing the bull

away by some clever cape play.

Once more was a poor horse sacrificed before the president

again waved his handkerchief. At the bugle-note the horsemen

retired, leaving two horses to be put out of their misery by a blow

of the poniard. I heaved a sigh of relief as I turned my eyes

from their twitching limbs to watch the progress of the bull.

They were playing him with their capes, and that pleased me

infinitely better. The Andalusian bull is as agile and as quick as
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a cat, and will follow a cape as a cat will a mouse. The Toreros

simply stood still and waved their capes back and forth. The

bull followed them closely, striving to gore something solid, but

finding nothing but air. I saw that the personal danger was

slight, for the bull followed the capes, not the men.

Soon the president signalled for the banderilleros to begin their

play. This is the most exciting as well as the most picturesque

part of the performance. A banderillero took two barbed sticks

covered with colored paper and advanced toward the bull. The

animal turned from the capes to look at this new form of trouble.

The man paused and stood with his weapons poised. The bull

lowered his head and charged. I held my breath, for this man

had no cape to protect him. However, he jumped nimbly to one

side and planted the banderillas in the beast's neck as he went

rushing past. There was a roar of applause from the seats, and I

must acknowledge I joined in, for it was prettily done.

After three banderilleros had tried their skill, the president

again gave the signal and there came another blast on the bugle.

Bombita advanced to the president's box and asked permission to

kill the bull in honor of the people of San Sebastian. Tossing

his hat over the barrier, he took a long keen-edged sword and a

large red cloth and advanced toward the bull, who was trying in

vain to shake the cruel barbed sticks from his neck. Enraged at

the sight of the cloth he charged, but his courage and strength
were fast failing him, and after a few futile attempts to gore his

enemy he gave up and stood waiting his next move.

Bombita waited until the beast's fore legs were close together,

then, aiming his sword between the bull's shoulder blades, he

stood motionless for a moment. There was a quick forward lunge,
a spurt of blood, a groan, and the bull lay dead at his feet ! The

applause was tremendous. Bombita walked to his place behind

the barrier with a smile of satisfaction upon his face. He had

pleased the people and he was happy.
With a cracking of whips and a great amount of shouting the

mule teams entered and dragged out the carcasses, leaving the

arena ready for the next bull.

There were five more killed that afternoon. With each one it
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was the same. Horses gored, cries of the spectators, blood, more

blood, and sickening excitement. All the bulls, however, were

not so spirited as the first, nor were the other Toreros as skillful

as Bombita. Two or three of the bulls had no fight in them, and

one Torero had to try as many as five times before he found the

vulnerable spot.

I watched all six animals butchered, and never have I had so

many emotions played upon at onetime. I returned to the hotel

worn out and sick, and resolved never again to see the national

"

sport
"
of Spain. We had beef-steak for dinner :—I refused it !



Told by the Candy-Butcher.

M. V. Atwood, 'io.

VEN the candy-butcher can keep his eyes and ears open,

and there isn't much going on among the kinkers—

ring people as you folks call 'em—that I don't know

about. There's a whole lot of things that don't any

body else even mistrust. Now take Gus, for example,—anyone

else that was with Hamburg's show that season will tell you that

he was just an ordinary circus bum that could do a good high act,

but finally got banged up because he took to boozing. But I

knew more about it than that.
•

Gus joined us one morning just as we were pulling into the lot,

and struck the boss canvasman for a job. The boss set him to

pounding stakes with a gang of other razor-backs. I never saw

a much dirtier specimen than he was—hat gone, coat torn up the

back, pants all out at the seat. He looked like a general, all-

around bum. He'd been boozing, too, and his eyes were bleary.
But he hadn't been with the show long before we saw he wasn't

any ordinary tramp, and that he'd been around a circus before.

The first we found it out was one morning when Sanders, always
a mutt at any kind of a job, was trying to lace up a couple of sec

tions of a tent, and was making all kinds of a mess of it. The

new man was working near him setting up poles, and when he

saw what a job Sanders was making, he came up and shoved

Sanders out of the way, and wove those loops in and out like

lightning. In no time he had that section done and had started

on another. The boss came up just then and said to him "
I

guess you've done that before. We can use you better'n pound
ing stakes." And he put Gus with the canvas-gang.
Gus seemed to know how to do most everything around a circus

lot; one day I saw him in the animal tent helping the head
trainer fix up a sick lion. But he never talked about himself,
and when anybody asked him what shows he'd been with, he got
surly right off and told them all to mind their business. He never
went out with the men of a Saturday night for a spree ; but he

E
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must have got the stuff somewheres, for he kept a little soused all

the while. He picked up some new clothes somehow or other,
and when he got cleaned up he was really quite a decent looking
chap.
At Bramton one of the dagoes in the Donaletti group that did

the high work got a fall that laid him up. The main-guy was in

all kinds of a huff, for this was one of the big acts ; and the other

dagoes said they wouldn't go on without the full number. The

main-guy did a tall lot of cussing, but it didn't do any good. The

five of them jabbered among themselves in dago, and the only one

that knew United States said they couldn't do it.

The boss was having it out with them just after the parade near
the dining tent, and Gus happened to go by on his way to dinner.

He heard the talk, and said to the boss,
"
Mebbe I can help you out. I used to do high work once, and

these dagoes don't do anything great."
The boss started to laugh.
"

Try me," said Gus.

"
All right ; we'll see what you can do."

The dagoes didn't care much for the idea, I guess, but finally

agreed to try it. In about fifteen minutes the six of them were

ready, and when Gus came out in tights we all saw he had the

gymnast's build.

Well, he went up into the top and on to the swing as if he had

been doing that sort of work all summer. After a little practice
he was working with the group as smoothly as the other dago
himself did.

That afternoon when the Donaletti group trotted out they got
the usual hand, and nobody on the seats knew that one of the

group was brand new to the act. But if Gus was new he'd learned

his business somewhere. He made the long swing that was the

feature of the act as well as I'd ever seen it handled.

When Gus was dressed and came out of the tent, we all crowded

around and congratulated him. But he was as glum as ever and

when I asked him what team he'd worked with before, he lit his

pipe and went away by himself without answering.
That same afternoon along about five o'clock when everybody

was getting cleaned up for supper, I saw him sneak around back
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of the dressing-tent where Mile. Trevania was sewing some span

gles on a riding costume. He looked all about to see if anybody

was noticing. I was out of sight back of a wagon. When he

thought there wasn't anyone around he went up to Nell—her

real name was Nell Spencer
—and touched her on the shoulder.

Nell looked up and began to talk to him as if she'd known him

always. This was a poser for me, because Jennings, the advance-

man had been sweet on Nell for a long time, and we all thought

it would make a go. I made up my mind I'd keep watch but

didn't say anything to a soul.

The next day about the same time they talked a long while

back of the horse-tent. I couldn't catch much they said, but I

thought I heard him say,
"
It isn't my fault." And then after a

little from her,
"

No, I tell you it's too late to do anything now,

Gus."

The Donaletti group came on in the first ring at the same time

Mile. Trevania did her riding act in the middle one. Her new

act was a mighty good one and both this and the Donalettis kept

the audience alive every minute.

A few days after I had noticed Gus and Nell together, as

Mademoiselle was doing her turn, in some way she lost her balance

and got a fall. She wasn't hurt any, but it looked bad. And

just as this happened Gus was ready to make his long swing.

Even way up in the top as he was I thought I could see him get

white and give a little start. At any rate his foot left the bar

just a fraction of a second too late, and instead of shooting out

across the tent, he fell headlong. Nell was only stunned and got

up just in time to see this. After what I'd seen going on the past

few days I expected she'd scream and rush towards him. But in

stead of that she coolly watched them pick him up and carry him

out. Then she got back on her horse and went on with the act.

In a minute, of course, the ring master announced that Signor
Donaletti was not seriously injured. But Gus was hurt bad just
the same. The doctor said it was a concussion of the brain. The

boss tried to find out something about Gus's people. He couldn't

find out a thing, so he left Gus at the hospital. The dago that

had been laid up joined us next day and everything went on just
the same. Everybody but me said that Gus had been boozing
and lost his nerve.
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A day or so after this I was coming up from the car to the lot,
Nell and Jennings were just ahead of me. They were talking

very earnestly, and he seemed to be urging her to do something.
I knew well enough that he wanted to marry her, but from what

she said I saw that she did not dare. Finally Jennings said,
"
But Nell when will you tell me ?

"
And I heard Nell say,

"

Oh,

Jim, I can't tell you how it is. But I just can't marry you now."

That was all I heard, but it set me to thinking. That same

day I saw in a paper that an unknown man had died at the Hamp-

stead hospital from injuries received in a circus. As soon as I

got a chance I showed the paper to Nell and sort of carelessly said,
"
Don't suppose you've got any idea who Gus was, have you ?

"

She looked at me apparently as surprised as could be.

"
Me know that old bum ? Well, I guess not. I never spoke

a word to him as long as he was here."

"

Oh," I said and folded up the paper and put it in my pocket.

But the next week the New York Clipper contained the announce

ment of the marriage of Mile. Trevania and James Jennings, both

of Hamburg's Consolidated Shows.
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An Interpreter of Browning.
E. B. Hallock.

*^f^|
pON what does the interpretative power of Professor

k I Corson* depend ? Does the secret of it lie in his ability
^|^%- to see and explain more clearly than others the

subtle meanings and relations of the thoughts of

Browning? Would a reader find his notes on Browning's poetry
more helpful than he would those of other critics? By what

method has he won for himself a name that is almost unrivaled in

America as an interpreter of Browning? These are some of the

questions that are asked by faithful students of Browning-
questions that the younger generation, who have not come under

the personal influence of Professor Corson, would like to have

answered. A description of an experience that took place in the

home of the venerable scholar may give in a satisfactory, though
unexpected, manner, the information desired.

The short December afternoon was drawing to its close. The

gray light was beginning to creep down the hillsides, and a shadow

had already fallen over the library where we were sitting. With

the fading of the light came a slight feeling of relaxation and a

pause in the conversation. Very gently Professor Corson said, as

if doubting the great favor he was conferring,
"

Shall I read to

you before you go ?
"

He opened his book apparently at random,
but no other selection could have suited the time and circumstances

so well as the one chosen. Nature had shifted the lights to the

right degree of grayness, and our minds, tired from our long

journey to this home, a little depressed because of circum

stances, furnished at this moment the fit stage for the enactment

of one of Browning's soul-dramas. When the poem was named

*Hiram Corson, LL.D., Professor Emeritus of English Literature in Cornell

University ; a beloved friend of Mr. and Mrs. Browning, and widely known as an

interpreter of Browning's poetry ; author of many works on literary subjects ;

Handbook of Anglo-Saxon and Early English ; A Primer of English Verse, chiefly

in its _Esthetic and Organic Character ; An Introduction to the study of Shakes

peare ; An introduction to the Study of Milton ; An Introduction to the Study of

Browning ; The Aims of Literary Study ; The Voice and Spiritual Education, etc.
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we regretted that we were not familiar with it, but the fact

that we did not know it, nor of the literary controversies over

it, supplied just the conditions necessary for testing the powers

of the interpreter. We gathered ourselves together mentally, as

almost any student of Browning thinks he must do in order to

appreciate a new poem. As if the effort were divined, before

beginning to read, Professor Corson said :
"
Do not try to follow

this poem intellectually, but with the spirit. Follow it lightly,
catch its spiritual meaning, and make it subservient to your own

souls." Could we do this—relax mental effort, while listening
to Browning, fail, perhaps, to catch the meaning of whole sen

tences, possibly of stanzas, and drift with the spirit of the poem

into the realization of some wonderful truth ?

The deep voice began reading with such a note of weariness

and despondency in it as would find an echo in every heart that

has striven long and hard and failed to attain :

' '

My first thought was he lied in every word,
That hoary cripple with malicious eye
Askance to watch the working of his lie

On mine, and mouth scarce able to afford

Suppression of the glee that pursed and scored

Its edge, at one more victim gained thereby.
' '

The voice, more than the words, made one feel the last insult

offered to despair—the luring by the lies of the hideous cripple
with skull-like laugh into an ominous tract where the Dark Tower

hides. What was the Dark Tower ? Neither question nor answer

troubled us. We felt only the darkness that closes round one

when hope dies. Hope may have died utterly, but something
survived greater than hope. The faintest note of a far-off triumph
sounded as the lines were read :

' '

Yet acquiescingly
I did turn as he pointed : neither pride
Nor hope rekindling at the end descried,
So much as gladness that some end might be.

' '

Then, like a wave of warmth in the evening chill, was felt the grim
endurance of the soul that was persevering under tremendous

difficulties :

' '

Thus I had so long suffered in this, quest,
Heard failure prohesied so oft, been writ
So many times among

'

The Band
'
—to wit,

The Knights who to the Dark Tower's search addressed
Their steps—that just to fail as they, seemed best,
And all the doubt was now—should I be fit ?

"
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The dim day of the poet settled about us. We were in the midst

of the great gray plain, endless and dreary beyond description.

Monotony and lifelessness were everywhere—worse than lifeless-

ness, for the few signs of life, the grass that "

grew as scant as

hair in leprosy
"
and the "

one stiff blind horse
"

only added to

the horror of the scene. We hardly noticed the words themselves

—there was something finer and more powerful accompanying

them, something that works when a great actor, speaking in an

unknown tongue, is able to bind spirit to his spirit and take it

whithersoever he will. So now, not words, but unending gray-

ness, weariness and hopelessness were all that we were conscious

of. Not a recollection, even, from the past could throw a ray of

light on the pathway :

' '

I shut my eyes and turned them on my heart.

As a man calls for wine before he fights,
I asked one draught of earlier, happier sights,

Ere fitly I could hope to play my part.
Think first, fight afterward

—the soldier's art :

One taste of the old time sets all to rights.
' '

But—
"
Not it ;

"
the only taste of old times that came back brought

with it the bitterness of defeat and disgrace :

' '

Better the present than a past like that,

Back therefore to my darkening path again !

No sound, no sight as far as eye could strain.

Will the night send a howlet or a bat ?

I asked when something on the dismal flat

Came to arrest my thoughts and change their train."

A break came in the monotony, but the change only brought

worse things.
' '

A little river like a serpent crossed the path
—

Which, while I forded—good saints, how I feared

To set my foot upon a dead man's cheek

Each step, or feel the spear I thrust to
seek

For hollows, tangled in his hair or beard !

It may have been a water-rat I speared,

But, ugh ! it sounded like a baby's shriek."

The horrors grew worse, but the soul moved on, and ever "just as

far as ever from the end
"
—

"Not in the distance but the evening, naught

To point my footsteps further !
' '

The spirit of the reader, the spell of
his voice held the listeners

relentlessly to the plain, as if fascinated with the scene and the
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movement forward that never ceased. At last a change came.

The plain gave way to ugly heights. The soul could go no fur-

ther. What would be the end ?

"

Burningly it came on me all at once,

This was the place ; these two hills on the right,

Crouched like two bulls locked horn in horn in fight ;

While to the left, a tall scalped mountain . . . Dunce,

Dotard, a-dozing at the very nonce,

After a life spent training for the sight !

"

What in the midst lay but the Tower itself ?

The round squat turret, blind as the fool's heart,

Built of brown stone, without a counterpart

In the whole world. The tempest's mocking elf

Points to the shipman thus the unseen shelf

He strikes on, only when the timbers start.
' '

The weariness in the voice was gone. As if stirred by distant

notes of martial music, we were awake, alert, and intent on the

great issue before us. The Tower had been reached—whatever

it stood for—the dark end to which all the preceding had been

only a prelude. Ugly, strong, unlike anything else in the whole

world that mortal had ever approached—what would the soul do

now in the face of it and its forces that had never known defeat ?

The day came back to kindle the scene. The air was full of noise,

tolling like a bell, telling the names of adventurers—the strong,

the bold, the fortunate who had come to this place and were lost,

lost ! Ranged on the hillside in a sheet of flame, stood the defeated

ones, met to see the last of one more adventure—
"
a living frame

for one more picture !
"

What could the end be with no memory

save that of defeat and no prospect but of defeat, with the defeated

living and the defeated dead waiting for one more to join their

ranks ? And yet
—a bugle-note of victory rang through the room—

' '

Dauntless the slug-horn to my lips I set,
And blew,

'

Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came !
' '

The great play was done. A drama of a soul that always
u
inarched breast forward

"
and endured

"
unto the end," had been

enacted before us. No lights were turned on, no voices were

heard. We passed quickly into an adjoining room for wraps, said

a few words in parting, and, like David in "Saul" after the truth
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had come upon him, found our way through the dusk, how, we

knew not too well. The message of the poem had been received.

No papers from the Browning Society, no comments of any scholar

were necessary in order to understand the spiritual meaning of
" Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came." The voice of the

poem had spoken distinctly through the voice of the reader. His

desire that the spiritual teaching of the poetry be made subservient

to the spirit of the hearers had been realized. We knew now, as

never before, the dramatic power of Browning. We knew also

what was meant by the interpretative power of Professor Corson

—a power that is distinctly his own, that cannot be imparted nor

imitated—the gift, rather, the natural possession of a man whose

attainments ofmind have been allowed to pay tribute to the spirit,
and spirit in turn trained to find perfect expression through the

voice.

—Reprinted by request from Methodist Review, fuly ipio.

Fate.

By Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.

Fate is an all—devouring flood that sweeps,

Black as the blackest tide of Acheron,

Through vales where Chaos never knew a sun.

It bears us ever on, and moans and creeps,

Then surges swifter, till it yells and leaps,

And hurls us downward,—till a life is run ....

We row and sweat in vain : our barks are spun

To shudder headlong down the shrieking deeps !

Yet comes a hero-man, serene of brow;

Who stands like Jason on his Argo's prow,

To flaunt a fiery torch, and breath on breath

Hurl shouts that thunder like a Titan war :

His hero rowers ply the clanging oar

To plunge with laughter down the Falls of
Death !





Fall O' The Year, and a White Throat Singing.

"Hoel."

(This poem, was entered in the recent English Club Competition under the above pseudonym.
Unfortunately the key to

"

Hoel's
"

identity has been mislaid. Upon notification we should be

pleased to accredit the author. The poem has undergone slight alterations at the hands of

Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.)

Autumn took the woods to-day,

Hushed, for all her brave array
—

Dusky carmine, crimson, brown,

Rose—gold, saffron ;
—

fluttering down

Silently through branches gaunt

Bright leaves left their summer haunt,

Soon to crumble beneath our tread

With the fallen and the dead ;

While the portly sable crickets,

Hopping from among the thickets,

Feel once more the genial sun

Ere their little day is done.

Buoyant breezes gently blew

Wisps of whitest cirrus through

Boundless depths of perfect blue ,

Almost mute, in sombre trim,

Flitted birds from limb to limb—

Juncoes, with their twittering flight
And their tails that flash the white,

Warblers, showing glints of yellow,

Hermit thrushes, famed for mellow

Fluting in the forest dim
—

A serene and soulful hymn.

But their rapt and hallowed flute,

Far from twilight woods is mute,

And the white-throat, comrade there,

Now alone adorns the air—

Pensive, quavering, high and clear,

How his whistles thrill the ear !

Full of mystery
—the spirit

That the breathing woods inherit

From the gods they knew of yore ;
—

No mere bird-heart ever bore,

From its little flights of feeling,

Tones such boundless depths revealing !

Eerie pipings, such as ran

From the very heart of Pan,

Heart o' the woods, into his reed ;

Then the forest spoke indeed,

Strong, impersonal and calm,

Through the silence breathing balm.

Pan is dead ; but still his song

These clear-whistled notes prolong :

Still the heart o' the woods doth float,

Living, from a sparrow's throat.



Ambassador Straus on Andrew D. White.

Theodore Stanton.

HE European Alumni Association of Cornell University

has just had its annual banquet, under the presidency
of Mr. Theodore Stanton. Among the letters of regret

read was one from the American Ambassador to Turkey,

the Hon. Oscar S. Straus :

"
I wish I could be with you to unite with the Cornell Alumni

in Paris in honoring your distinguished guest, the Father of Cor

nell, to whom America looks up with justified pride and unbounded

gratitude for his services as educator, scholar, historian and

statesman.

Andrew D. White has had a greater mental influence upon the

young men of our country than any living American ; not only
because of his long services as founder and president of Cornell ;

but through his writings he has laid the broad foundations of

scholarship and of historical investigations which have contribu

ted so much to emancipate the minds of the young and old of our

generation from the cramping fetters of ecclesiasticism and other

forms of irreligion that have for ages barnacled the progress of

science and knowledge. His " Warfare of Science and Theology
"

is the richest arsenal of liberal thought in all literature, and has

enlightened the pulpits of all denominations no less than the

lecture-rooms of our universities for a proper understanding of

the past. It has clarified the outlook into the future in accord

with the true spirit of brotherhood and humanity.
Permit me to raise my glass with you in wishing our beloved

and esteemed guide, philosopher, and friend many years of health

and happiness among us who love him and deem it a pleasure to

do him honor."

z



Guiseppe.
"

His name Guiseppe, called more briefly Beppo."—Lord Byron.

A. Dale Riley, '12.

S Guiseppe read it a great sob choked up his throat, and

the hot tears began to gather in his eyes. Then he

folded the letter carefully, placed the little faded rose

between its leaves, and thrust it into the pocket of his

blouse.

"

Annett'," he murmured, as he started down the hot, dusty
street that led to the Italian quarter of the town.

"

Annett'," he whispered, as he climbed the rickety tenement

to his little room among the rafters.

He flung his cap on the nearest nail and sank dejectedly upon

his bed. He pulled out the letter and read it once more. The

faded rose fell out on the bed and rolled to the floor unnoticed.

"

So, she comma tomorr',—Annett'," he said half-aloud. For a

moment he sat gazing vacantly at the little gilt-framed Madonna,
the only ornament on the bare walls.

" Ave Maria," he whispered softly,
"
Mater Dolorosa, help me,

help Annett'. Miserere, I could not helpgetta seeck. I did notta

know the hospeet'l 'ud tak' it all, all ma mon', da mon' I worka

so hard to save for Annett' when she come. I worka for tree

mont's, gotta seeck two week, an' dey tak' it all,—all," and he

buried his face in his hands.

For a moment he sat thus, then, as he raised his head, he

noticed the rose on the floor. He leaned over and picked it up,

ever so tenderly. "You Italy," he said,
"
an' you," drawing a

gold locket from the bosom of his shirt,
"

you are Annett', Annett'

from Italy. Deesa rose show how mucha she luv'. It say she

comma all da way from Italy for me, for Beppo."
"

Ah, Sancta Maria," he entreated, turning again to the

Madonna,
" she luv' you too, even more than me. Help her, show

me how to getta mon'. Please, Sancta Maria, please ! Annett' an'

me are all alone in da worl'." He flung himself upon the floor,

and kneeling with his head buried in the pillow on the bed, wept

as if his heart would break.

a
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The single beam of sunlight that entered the little window un

der the eaves, crawled slowly up the opposite wall. It lingered

an instant upon the gilt-framed Madonna, then faded as the sun

dropped below the building across the street.

Later, a little sparrow flitted out from the eaves, and lit upon

the window sill of Guiseppe's room, in search of the crumbs that

he usually left for his
"
leetle frien's." But finding no crumbs

and the room dark, it flew away. Then came another, and an

other, but still there were no crumbs and still the room was dark,

so they all flew away.
■Jfi. Hfi iji ^ ifc 5}J

Guiseppe had decided, and he was now walking down a back

street that led to Signor Tamalio's Card Room. At the corner of

an alley he stopped, and removed the locket from his blouse. The

stem of a faded rose was entangled in the chain and Guiseppe

pricked his finger on a thorn while he was removing it. Then he

took a picture out of the locket. He gazed sadly at the picture
for awhile.

"

Annett', it ees for you, I do dees for you," and he carefully

placed the picture and rose in the folds of the letter. Then he

put the letter in his pocket, but he carried the locket in his hand,

looking at it from time to time as he hurried on. Of course

there was no picture in it now, but on the back, neatly engraved,
was the single word

"
Annetta."

Signor Tamalio's Card Room was nothing more nor less than

the basement of an old deserted two-story Italian tenement-house,
and Signor Tamalio was none other than Sor Tamalio Tullerra,
who had been implicated in more than one Black Hand exposure,

and who had adopted gambling as the most honest trade to which

he could turn his hand.

In the small low-ceilinged room some half-dozen hard-faced

Italians had already gathered when the hostess, Sora Tamalio,
came in to light the only lamp, which cast dancing shadows upon

the grimy walls as soon as she placed it on the table at which the

men were seated.

"
Buon Sera, Sora Anna," called one of the men as she left the

room, then, when she returned with the cards and wine,
"
where is

your husband, drunk again?" he inquired with a smirk.
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"

O-ee, Sor Tommasso, do notta giva me talk, for if he iss, who

was near caught lasta night. You know ! You tak' care of da

card, you getta caught next, Ha ! Ha !
"
and with this parting shot

the buxom old house-wife with her pink cheeks and red bandanna,
left the room.

"
An apoplexy on the woman," growled Sor Tommasso, as he

began to deal the cards. At that moment the door opened and a

young fellow entered the room. He was small and slightly built,

and, for an Italian, unusually fair. Slowly and hesitatingly he ap

proached the men at the table.

"
Will you playa witha me for—for—a dees ? he inquired anxi

ously, as he held the locket up to the light of the lamp.
The men looked at each other, at the locket, and at the man.

"
Oro e' che oro rale, all is not gold that glitters," remarked he

who was called Sor Tommasso, as his gaze rested upon the heavy

gold locket. Yet in his eyes there was a covetous glitter, and he

motioned Guiseppe to a vacant chair. Then he collected and dealt

the cards.

Guiseppe was fortunate. From the first deal he held three aces,

and he won the second and third hands by a bold raising of the

extravagant bets made by Sor Tommasso.

Three of the players dropped out.

"
You playa verr' goot," smiled Guiseppe, as Sor Tommasso

swept the winnings of the fourth deal into his blouse pocket.
Then Guiseppe won three successive hands.

" More wine," called Sor Tommasso gruffly.

All the men but Guiseppe had been drinking quite freely, and

in the heat of the smoke-filled room, were becoming somewhat in

toxicated. Now two more of the players dropped out, leaving

Guiseppe and Sor Tommasso to play the next hand alone.

Sor Tommasso was becoming desperate. Coin after coin had

been handed over to this new player who had appeared tonight,

for the first time, at Signor Tamalio's Card Room.

"
I mak' da cheat," he muttered, and he deftly placed a card up

his sleeve. The other men said nothing, and Guiseppe did not

see.

"
I do notta wan' to win all, mak' dees da last'," said Guiseppe

as he received his hand and laid his bet. Sor Tommasso smiled

grimly and called the cards.

"Ace of a Hearts, Ace of a Spades," replied Guiseppe.
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"

Jesu Christi, I have da Ace of a Hearts," cried Sor Tommasso

maliciously, displaying that card in his own hand.

In an instant the place was in an uproar.
"
You da cheat," hissed Sor Tommasso as he rushed upon

Guiseppe, and the others gathered around threateningly. But he

was staggered by a blow from Guiseppe's chair.
"
I do notta playa lika dat," cried Guiseppe indignantly, as the

next man dodged the chair, tumbled backward, and managed to

roll out through the door.

"
I do notta playa lika dat," repeated Guiseppe.

"
I only playa

for da mon' tonight, notta before, nev-v-ver before." He was now

standing with chair upraised, his back against the wall. Those

who had not rushed out were hovering about Sor Tommasso in

the opposite corner of the card-room.

"
You bigga mans, me not so big, you notta 'fraid ?

"

laughed
Guiseppe derisively, and he edged cautiously toward the door.

At that moment he espied the letter lying under the table,
where it must have fallen from his pocket during the game. It

took but an instant for him to reach the table, but in that instant

Sor Tommasso had smashed the lamp, and the raftered ceiling,
the vulgar adornments, and the smoke-begrimed walls were veiled
in darkness. Only the doorway was clear-cut in the blue light of

the late evening. Guiseppe sprang toward it. There was a

wicked glitter of light, a scream of pain and horror, and the thud

of a heavy body as it struck the floor. In a moment more, money
and locket were seized, and the bloody stiletto was wrenched away.
Then the doorway was darkened by fleeing figures. The door

shut with a bang, and the sound of running footsteps died away in

the darkness and the night.
******

As Guiseppe tossed about on the floor his hand struck some

thing smooth and flat, and his fingers closed over the letter. He
drew out the picture and the rose, and placed them tremblingly
to his lips.
"
Sancta Maria," he gasped, still holding the rose and the

picture to his lips,
"
Sane—ta Mari—a, tak' gooda—care da

leetle—Annett'.—I—am—so—sorr'.—She—iss—all alone—in—
da—worl'.—Please,—Sane—ta—Ma—ri—a,

—

please."
There seemed to be a great light in the darkness and in the

light was the face of Annetta. Guiseppe raised himself on his
elbow.
"

Annett'," he whispered,
"
I—am—so—sorr' ".

He fell back. A faint fragrance seemed to fill the room and
the fragrance was of—roses.



The Spirit of Cornell.

J. Malcolm Strelitz, 'n.

ONCE heard a lamenter lament, that plays with a moral,

long since out of date, have discontinued their once suc

cessful run in the City of Sighs and Tears ; that the

up-to-date Pastor has given up sermonizing and now

attempts
—often painfully—to be interesting; that we buy our

morals of the Associated Press—it's so easy to turn over the page
from the Illustrated Sunday Sermon to the Saturday baseball

scores ; that Mathewson has a better delivery than Moody, Lina
Cavalieria is more melodious than village choirs and Portugal's
"
uncrowned Queen

"

gets more space than the Memoirs of Florence

Nightingale ; in short that Morality seldom gets curtain calls and

preachments are out of date.

Perhaps the Lamenter was right,—anyhow,
Horace Walpole Pendleton, as a pedestrian upon the paths of

knowledge, was doing a Marathon over the Philosophy course in

the College of Arts and Sciences. His elixir of life was study
and daily he tasted of the Pierian draught so deeply as to be

practically always several laps ahead of assignments. The result

of all this was a considerable amount of extra time during which

Pendleton wrestled with problems outside the regular curriculum.

At present Horace was in search of a phantom, and it troubled

his mind that the search to overtake this visionary tormenter of

his mind was so far unsuccessful.

Pendleton was a matter-of-fact idealist. From the time he had

first donned his Freshman cap, he wondered just what was this

widely heralded Spirit of Cornell. The abstract idea failed to

satisfy him. Horace wanted something he could place his hands

upon
—something tangible.

The editorial columns of
" the only eight page college daily

"

flaunted the metaphor in his face. Daniel Websters in the De

partment of Oratory breathed it in the modulated tones that its

sacredness demanded. And the more Pendleton heard of it the

less he knew about it.

ir
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Then one day Pendleton's practicality asserted itself. He went

out to look for the Spirit of Cornell.

On the campus he met Steven Parsons, a class politician, who

buzzed like a bee round the flower of student politics, hoping to

extract therefrom the honey of holding office.

"

Say, Steve," asked Pendleton,
"

got time to answer a question ?

"

Sure, let's hear it," replied the ever obliging Stevens.

"

Well, Steve, I'm tackling a problem you might aid me to

solve. I'll try to explain if you will pardon some apparently

vacuous expressions."
" Pardon is already granted," said Parsons affably.

Pendleton went on.

" The earth was originally a molten mass of cosmic matter. In

the process of cooling there sprang into existence the spark of

human life. Out of the materialistic appeared the spiritualistic.

From mere matter came life."

Parsons did not understand but he made a noble effort to look

intelligent.
"This is interesting," he said.
"

Now, for centuries," Pendleton resumed,
"

philosophers have

tried to discover what life is. I'm working on a similar though
easier question. This University was founded in 1865. Some

time afterwards there sprang into existence the Spirit of Cornell.

Now, Steve, you're a prominent stude, closely connected with all

that is going on. Maybe you can put me on the right track and

tell me what is the Spirit of Cornell."
"

Sorry, Horace," said Parsons,
"
but it's too deep for me. But

say I'm getting signers for Dick Treadway's petition to be nomi

nated for class president. Wouldn't mind affixing your John

Henry, would you ?
"

Pendleton signed.
"Much obliged, Horace. So long."
Pendleton walked around the quadrangle until he saw Jack

Thomas of the football team.

"

Hello, Jack," Horace cried.
"

Say, with your permission I've

got a connundrum to propound to you."
"
What is it ?

"
asked Thomas.

Horace varied the attack.
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"

Jack, this University is composed of you and me and several

thousand others."

"Honest?" interposed Thomas.

Pendleton was adamant to sarcasm.

"
Each possesses his own particular idea about the University.

But the confluent mass of assembled ideas coalesces into an unin

telligible living something, which we most indefinitely call the

Spirit of Cornell. Now I am looking for that which not only
represents but is actually the whole or part of this subtle some

thing."
Thomas was quietly and unobservedly dozing.
"The life of the University," Pendleton rambled on, "depends

upon this mystic Spirit. You are interested in our greatest ac

tivity."
Thomas was coming out of his slumbers.
" For at least a brief season of the year, I believe that you can

hear the very heart throbs of University life ; perhaps feel the

beat of its pulse. Tell me, then, what you believe is the Spirit of

Cornell."

Thomas awoke with a start as the chimes struck the hour.

"Say, Horace," he said,
"
I'm late for practice. See you again

sometime."

Pendleton started down the hill.

Just then, out of the Library, lightly and gracefully tripped

Mary Fairfield, the one feminine that eternally interested Horace.

He hastened his steps and caught up. Mary wore a hobble skirt

and was interested in things Cornellian.

"

Mary," quoth Horace scholarly,
"

you've heard of the despair
of philosophers who tried to find the Final Formula."

"
Don't know as I have," chirped Mary.

Horace was impervious to coquetry.
"

Well," he said,
" I'm trying to evolve facts from a formula.

Maybe you can help me."

"At your service, Horace," said Mary attempting to look inter

ested.

" The words—Spirit of Cornell
—are vacuous, empty, and mean

ingless," Pendleton continued,
" but they represent a magnetic

essence distilled from the mystical Alembic of life. Again—mag-
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netic essence means nothing. It's that which the words stand for

that is the all important something. Perhaps you have dwelt

close enough to this forcible something as to be able to explain it.

If so tell me in plain words just what is this Spirit of Cornell."
" You want an exact definition ?

" asked Mary.
"

Yes," said Horace eagerly.
"A concrete picture, a tangible image?" questioned Mary

thoughtfully.
"
Yes ! Yes ! Can you give it to me?

"
asked Pendleton.

"Me—Oh no—"laughed Mary. "But there's Clara Morris

ahead of us. Philosophy is the same as Huyler's to her. Sup

pose we catch up."

They did—to Horace's disgust. Mary's introduction was de-

cidely informal.

"My friend, Miss Morris, Mr. Horace Walpole Pendleton. In

troductions according to Hoyle being over, Horace has a question

to ask you, Clara. A mere philosophical one," she added laugh

ingly.
Horace was confused.

"
We will let it go for a while," he said,

"
I've got to turn back.

I forgot I was to stop at the Library. Pleased to have met you,

Miss Morris. Good-bye, Mary."

Pendleton did not go back to the Library. Instead, he con

tinued down the hill. When dinner was over he went to his

room and after Freddy, his room-mate, had started down town, he

got out his books. He was about to study when Mrs. O'Grady,
the landlady, looked in, ostensibly to see if an antiquated furnace

was keeping the mercury up ; and incidently, if prospects seemed

fair, to exchange receipts for checks.

An inspiration struck Horace.

In the business lexicon of Mrs. O'Grady there were no such

words as
"
non-collectable." With an art surpassing the Necro

mancer's magic, she extracted from penniless students the sum-

total of their arrears. She possessed a nature as tempestuous as

her fiery red hair. Surely here was a character. Horace was in

spired to make at least one more attempt to arrive at a solution of

his problem.
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"

By the way, Mrs. O'Grady," he said,
" do you happen to know

what is the Spirit of Cornell?
"

"
'Tis the Demon Rum," answered Mrs. O'Grady without hesi

tation, "sich as the likes of yez, Mr. Pendleton, should never

touch."

Horace paid his rent regularly and was, consequently, the star

boarder.

"
I said Spirit, not spirits," corrected Pendleton.

" Divil a lot a respectable woman sich as rneself should know

about ghosts. But the late Patrick O'Grady once said that"—

But Horace, realizing that to listen was to encourage the land

lady's garrulity, had turned to his books.
5_c 5_i _4c _4_ _fc _fc _J_

Night came on and Darkness wrapped her cloak around Man

kind. Habit, the mighty Admiral of life, stalked out upon the

look-out bridge and took in hand the pilot wheel of Humanity.
Here and there the threads of life were stretched and turned and

twisted by that force of which each day we weave a thread.

Down town within the "

biggest little city's
"
lone theater a

thousand devotees of habit enthusiastically applaud the score of a

late musical comedy. Upon the hill relentless pursuers of

knowledge received from the Librarians, formidable looking

volumes in exchange for signed promises to return the same.

Within their rooms habitual grinds were pondering over the

problems of to-morrow.

Among the last was Pendleton. Oblivious to everything else

he studied with the joy of working in his heart. As he labored

on, the problem of the afternoon was forgotten. The work of the

present was all that interested him.

Freddy rolled in about the time when
"

graveyards yawn."
" Not in yet ?

"
he asked.

"Ready to go," said Horace briefly.
"
Where you been all day ?" questioned Freddy.

"

Only saw

you a moment after dinner. Out this afternoon weren't you?
"

Horace had almost forgotten the problem of the afternoon.

"

Yes, I was looking for something," he said.

"What were you looking for?" asked Freddy.
" I'll answer equivocally," said Pendleton.

"
You've heard of
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how Sir Launfal, as a youthful Knight Errant, searched in foreign

countries for that which he afterwards found within his own

gates?"
"Weren't down-town, were you ?" questioned the suspicious

Freddy.

Pendleton paid no attention.

"I went out this afternoon," he said, "to look for the Spirit of

Cornell."

Freddy humored him.

" Find it ?
"
he asked.

"
Not this afternoon," said Pendleton,

" but I did to-night.
1 The grail in my castle here is found.'

"

As the Lamenter says, "tales with a moral are out of date."

Hence this is no preachment ; it's merely HoraceWalpole Pendle

ton's guess.

Dusk.

Richard Doane.

Hush ! for the grey dusk sings

Drearily, drearily ;

Sinking on slumbrous wings

Wearily, Wearily ;

Drunk with the dew she brings
From hidden nectar springs
Out in the heart of things,
Far and away.

While drowsy rich perfumes,

Languidly stealing
From waving lotus blooms,

My senses sealing,
Over the dreamless deep
Ocean of Chaos creep,

Into Nirvana's sleep

Lulling the day.
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EDITORIAL.

At the recent Crew Celebration, President Schurman expressed

his approval of the plan set forth in Graduate Manager Dugan's

article in the October Era, for limiting the extent of undergradu

ate participation in student activities. Mr.

A Needed Dugan advised limiting each student to one

Reform.
major activity

—such as the managership of

a major sport
—or to two minor activities—

such as membership in the Glee Club or Masque.
* Such a plan

would prevent the monopoly of many activities by a small number

of men to the detriment of their University work, and by thus en

couraging a more general participation in student activities would

lead to a saner view of
" student honors." Now that this plan

has received the stamp of public approval by the President of

this University, it becomes worthy of the consideration of the

Senior Societies and the General Committees of the upper classes.

It would be a good thing for Cornell to have a saner system of

participation in student activities than now obtains.
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What is the matter with the literary monthlies in our colleges?

Why is it becoming increasingly difficult for them to enlist the

interest and the necessary financial support of the student body ?

We believe that the indifference which charac-

"

There's a terizes the present attitude of the average Uni-

Reason." versity student toward his literary publication

is largely the fault of the paper itself, and
is due

to the limited appeal it is apt to make to the undergraduate.

Student story and verse are too often crude, sentimental, and

utterly lacking in literary merit ; undergraduate articles are not

infrequently upon subjects above the author's power and outside

the field of general undergraduate interest.

In common with our contemporaries, The Era has in past

years been too prone to commit the journalistic sins just men

tioned. We make no excuse for past errors ; but we do want to

assure our readers that we shall carefully guard

Our Program. against their repetition in the future. This

year we have set as our ideal, the publication

every month of a magazine alive and interesting from cover to

cover. The stories and poems we are using and shall continue to

use have been pronounced by a member of the English faculty to

be some of the best undergraduate work he has ever read, and

scarcely inferior to professional work. The articles will be upon

subjects of vital interest to every student in Cornell University.
As part of this program, we have thoroughly and carefully in

vestigated the present disgraceful boarding house conditions, the

registration system, the matter of fire protection for students, the

need for dormitories—as well as other vital matters, which will

be more fully announced in later issues. We have made a begin

ning this month by printing
" The Crime of the Boarding

Houses
"
and we ask you to read that article before proceeding

further with these editorials.
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A rather startling title that, is it not ? But it is one that seems

fully warranted by the existing unsanitary conditions which that

article only too plainly reveals. If you do not believe us, conduct

a little private investigation of your own and

Augean you will soon agree with us that we have un-

a es'

derstated rather than overstated conditions

existing in Ithaca boarding houses and "dogs."
What are you going to do about it? The University Trustees

have placed themselves on record as being "deeply interested in

securing dining halls for its young men." There is a passage in

Scripture which might well be quoted here :
"

By their fruits ye

shall know them." The undergraduates would like to know why
certain promises have not been kept, and why with an annual in

come the sixth largest of any American University, Cornell still
lacks that "system of dining halls, supervised and controlled by
the University" which in 1903 was regarded as "imperatively
needed."

In fact, the growing sentiment of the student body in regard to

the whole unsavory question of the present boarding house sys

tem, seems to be that the actions of the Trustees do not square

with their promises. As long as so many of

Is this the executive committee of the University
the Reason?

Trustees are Ithaca business men and as such

are financially interested in Ithaca real estate,

it is claimed that it would be futile to expect of them any com

prehensive scheme of student dining halls or dormitories, which

would so heavily cut into their personal revenues. When the

choice lies between fulfilling their duty to the students or their

duty to their own pocket-books, it is alleged that sentiment has

to yield to cash.

The Era hesitates to believe that such can be the real reason

of the Trustees for holding to their present laissez-faire policy and

permitting the existing disgraceful conditions to continue un

abated and without remedy. Rather would we lay the blame at
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the door of indifference than at the door of self-interest. But the

lesson of 1903 will have been learned in vain if the Trustees fail

in the future as they have in the past to provide Student Com

mons for the men of the University. Again we repeat :

"
What are you going to do about it, gentlemen ?

"

Considerable complaint has been made recently in the columns

of the Sun about the too general attendance of townspeople at

Sage Chapel Services to the exclusion of many students who

would be glad to attend if they had any hope
A Tempest in of being able to secure a seat not already
a Teapot. monopolized by some citizen of Ithaca.

Sage Chapel was liberally endowed by

Dean Sage for the primary purpose of giving the students of the

University an opportunity to attend divine service on the campus.

It was endowed for the benefit of the student body, not for the

benefit of the citizens of Ithaca, who were already supplied with a

superabundance of churches. Not that the townspeople should

be excluded wholly from Chapel Services, but that the preference
in seating should first be given to students and faculty. This

must necessarily be done because the seating capacity of Sage

Chapel is unfortunately too limited to accommodate town and

gown alike, and it certainly is unfair for the former to attend in

numbers large enough to exclude the latter.

If the Ithaca dailies ceased to print general invitations to attend

organ recitals and Sunday Services at Sage Chapel, and would

state that the Chapel is primarily for the University, the present
situation might easily be remedied. If this were done, the people
of Ithaca could not fail to see the reasonableness of the argument,
and would understand that, although not excluded from attending,
they are yet far from being invited to attend services held in the

University's Chapel.
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How many men there are quite content with the modest attain

ment of 6o's and 70's who would be very much ruffled at the

suggestion that they were dull fellows, and comfort themselves

with the assumption that 80's and 90's are only
Athletics and obtained by inborn brilliancy and the "

Greasy
Study. Grind." And indeed these same men are any

thing but dull in matters not pertaining to

class-room work. Let it be granted that the
"

grind
"
is anathema

and let us then look closely at this "inborn brilliancy
"
which

enables a man to gain knowledge and wisdom without effort. It

is at least doubtful whether the most brilliant of men have been

endowed with a peculiar faculty which enables them to grasp in

tuitively abstruse truths, or indeed the ability to comprehend any

thing which is not simple and easily comprehended by the average
man. Brilliancy, then, lies in the ability to reduce the complex to

simple, understandable things. And wherein lies this power to

analyze ?

In the application of the same humble virtues, the possession of

which makes a quarterback or a hurdler—self control, involving
concentration ; truth, involving honesty ; courage, involving per
sistence ; and love, involving one man's attitude towards another.

These virtues are the materials of which character is made, and

determine the quality of achievement in any line of endeavor.

Evidence of lack of them in "
student activities

"

brings con

tempt
—far from it in study. A man's failure in that direction is

set down to the lack of a peculiar kind of brain cell—his misfor

tune, poor chap, not his fault. "Doc
"
Wilder (a brain specialist,

by the way) and his blackboard are proper objects for the derision

of the
" stude

"
—but doesn't that rather reflect on the "

stude
"

and not on the good Doctor ? Perhaps, after all, his estimate of

the relative importance of studious and athletic achievement is—

well, a little nearer the truth than that of the derisive student.

A. G. P.

A special department has grown up in the College of Arts and

Sciences—the Department of Chemistry. As Professor Dennis
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points out, the work done in this department is identical with

that in other colleges, leading to the degree of

B. A. or Ch. E. Chemical Engineer. Practically no subjects
are taken except chemistry and mathematics,

and it would be difficult to see any reason for the granting of a

B. A. degree for such purely technical work. The "

Sp. Chem."

stamped on his sheepskin is the only distinction made between a

chemist and a specialist in archeology. In the interest of fair

ness and accuracy, a degree of Chemical Engineer should be

granted to the persistent toilers in Morse Hall.

S. P. L.

Books Received.

Great American Universities. By Edwin E. Slosson. The MacMillan Co., New
York. $2.50 net.

The Unexplored Self. By George R. Montgomery. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York. $1.25 net.

World Corporation. By King Camp Gillette. The New England News Co.,
Boston. $1.00 net.
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WANZER & HOWELL

The GROCERS

Ithaca Cold Storage.
Established 1871

J.W.Hook,
Fruit, Produce

Butter and Eggs

Long Distance Telephone No. 80.
Not. 113-115 S. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Atterbury System Clothes and Regal

Shoes. - - BARNEY SEAMON.

PETER SCUSA

MODERN Shoe Repairing
405 Eddy St. Ithaca Phone 428C

Choice Cut Flowers

Floral Decorations

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

BOOL FLORAL CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.

Boston

Boston Garters are made

of be£ materials in a clean

factory, by well-paid help.

Every pair warranted
—

penalty, a new pair or your

money back.

BOSTON GARTERS
RECOGNIZED THE

STANDARD, AND

WORN THE WORLD

.<«T-_r__l OVER BY WELL
^_*U_?x>*« DRESSED MEN.

Sample Pair,Cotton,25c,Silk,50c.
Mailed on Keceipt of Price.

George frost Co.makers

BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

See that Boston Garter

is stauiped on the clasp.
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OLIVE-!.
TjJpeWrrter

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

hi i

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

before buying elsewhere.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes ofmachines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St.

A High Grade of Work Only
)Ot3O8OttO(3OttO8OO0

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C7BEMENT -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(a) Shops (i) Factory

Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

W

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
118 IVorth Aurora St.

ftrim* framing - £>tmtty 0
315 E. #tatr &t. Jfljaru, ». f.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347-b
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**If you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

D. S. O'BRIEN,
Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.

I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
*

Markets : 222 N. Auroraa St. and 430 N. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY « = J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, « * AtJRORA ST-

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

To the American Uni

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

0f Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage

Over forty years of existence

places them among the oldest

and best college stores in th

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Students
on subscriptions for the

Xea&ing

£ngineertng journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record
Electric Railway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the practical problems
which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. - . . NEW YORK
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are now bearing fruit in the
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lbsPre-eminent Cuvees
of

Champagne

Their

fine quality

will at once

commend them

to the

most critical
«#2%.\
«*«««fcNjf» \m

CHAMPAGNE

OTRNAY-FRANCE

MOET & CHANDON

Imperial Crown
"Brut"

MOET & CHANDON

White Seal

"Very Dry"

GEO. A. KESSLER & CO.
SOLE IMPORTERS

New York==and= San Francisco

Press of Andrus & Church, Ithaca, N. y
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Great talkers are like leaky vessels—everything runs out of them
Speaking confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

light weight or the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous
demand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources of our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derbys, Reversibl.s and other forms of
Slip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who
demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed
man in Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats. Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"—"The Mistress of Shenstone"—"Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"—"Max"—"Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
119-121 EAST STATE ST.

R.A,Heggie & Bro.Co.

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper

gg^Opposite Tompkins County Bank.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

CORNELL LIVERY
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

First-Class Livery, Hack and

Boarding Stable
208-210 S. Cayuga St.

S£ HOUSE

QUALITY

WHEATON

107 N. Aurora St

Ithaca, N. Y.

Practical Tailor and Cutter
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H. J. BOOL GO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

S CHRISTMAS BUYING

There is the advantage

of looking over our as

sortment between classss

and buying when you go

down. We sell Cornell

things. A Calendar

makes an excellent

present.

Should be done at the

Cornell Co-op
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BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.

ESTABLISHED 1818

Registered,
U. S. Fat. Oft

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

tntltmtn'0 Ifurnialtm^ Sfltfd*.
BROADWAY cor. TWENTY-SECOND ST.

NEW YORK.

Overcoats, Ulsters, Westburys, Don-

casters. Fur and Fur Lined Coats.

Trunks, Bags, Dressing Cases and their

separate fittings.

Dressing Gowns, Breakfast Jackets,

Angora and Shetland Garments.

Umbrellas, Sticks, Pipes and Pouches.

The Latest Novelties in Leather from

the West End London Shops.

EnglishHaberdashery,Hats and Shoes.

Special Christmas Catalogue mailed

on request.
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLIS0N?
The Bachelors9 Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof house with ac

commodations equal to any Broadway hotel, at half the price.

Shower and plunge baths free to guests, Turkish and Russian
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Rates for Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards.

Special Rates by the week. Writefor Booklet.
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Sursum Corda !

PEOPLE
don 'l thinly. They let others do their thinking

for them. And— they don't think either !
"

It was

Mark Twain, I believe, who turned that paradox. Per

sons who think for others and who don't think either do indeed exist. I

had that truth thrust upon me as I passed over Cascadilla Bridge
one recent noontide. This particular person-who -don't-think-either

happens to he the author of an atheistic leaflet. There is no Qod,

declares he. If there were a Qod He would save His people from

forest fires. He does not. Therefore there is no Qod. Q.E.D.

Truly it is a hard thing that some of the forest-children die a

painful death by fire. {T)ut it is also hard that some of the city -children

die a painful death by pneumonia. Following the argument there

is no Qod because people die of pneumonia. To go another step,

there is no Qod because no Qod allays the horrendous pangs of

chicken-pox. Who shall say : There is no Qod because no Qod

Would suffer us to undergo this degree ofpain ; that degree of pain

concerns not ? And indeed all Life, the true Life of attainment to

something higher, the Life of the upward looking and the light, is

compounded of pains. It is one continuous travail. Is there then

no God because our car of 'Progress is not furnished with shock-

absorbers ?

{F$ut, my friends, there is some good in even the base progeny

sprung from the union of a cheap printing-press and a half-baked

philosophy. The moral is that we must not buy our creeds ready-

made like hats and shoes. We must think for ourselves. We must

ourselves ponder the eternal enigma ofLife andDeath. Leave be

times your green shaded Pallas-torches ! For once in this too

meagre life contemplate o 'night the flaming suns and seek their

Wisdom ! Lift up your hearts ! Sursum corda !

—Clarence Earl Simonson.
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Sanitary Boarding Houses.

Martha Van Rensselaer.

Home Economics Department, Cornell University.

CARING
for large groups of persons under one roof is a

modern problem and one which faces us with rapidly

growing frequency. Health is so dependent on the

nature of food and surroundings that it is of exceed

ing importance that those centers, where numbers are gathered

together in a kind of loosely bound community life, should be

clean, sanitary, carefully governed from the inside and super

vised from the outside.

Many of the perplexities which exist in the single household

are more than multiplied in the larger one for there is not the

team work between manager, service and patron which holds in

the family, binding its members for the common good.

It is certainly the responsibility of the proprietor of a boarding

house to provide clean and sanitary surroundings for his patrons.

This is his business and he is being paid for it. On the other

hand, has not the patron some duty in the matter and may he

not be partly responsible for existing
conditions ?
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There must be co-operation between proprietor and patron with

some one outside to hold the stakes, if improvement is to be hoped

for. Careless, destructive patrons lead to indifference and hostili

ty on the part of the proprietor. The student is often receiving

that for which he himself has set the standard.

The constant presence of food stuffs means ever threatening de

composition of some kind, and frequent disinfection or the use of

antiseptics is necessary to prevent the development of germs

which may prove dangerous. Preventive cleanliness is the surest

safeguard. With the house manager such vigilance is the moral

equivalent of an eternal warfare.

The surest way of destroying objectionable germs is where

practicable, by the use of fire. Burn all possible refuse, for its

storage gives abundant opportunity for the development and dis

tribution of any germs which may have originally been present.

Half-washed dishes, utensils and soiled linen are all possible and

have been proved to be frequent causes in the transmission of con

tagious diseases. Strong soap suds and hot water are good dis

infecting agents, but well washed articles should not be reinfected

by dirty towels and dirty hands. Boiling will sterilize knives,

forks, plates, linen, etc., and where there is danger from suspected
sickness this method should be resorted to.

An abundant use of chemicals such as quicklime, or lime fresh

ly slacked is inexpensive and should be used in dark, damp places
out doors and in. White wash the cellar once or twice a year

and keep it free from accumulated truck. A disinfecting solution

of chloride of lime is prepared by dissolving something less than

a cupful of the material in a gallon of water and may be used

effectively in those places where some careless person has emptied
water or the garbage pail has been spilled, or on the mouldy cellar
floor.

When the garbage pail is the offender, clean it with a few

crystals of permanganante of potash. Place a quart of water in

the pail and add crystals until the color of the water is deep pink.
The garbage pail should be kept clean and sweet smelling. Lin

ing it with newspapers will help to accomplish this. The news

paper goes out with the garbage and leaves the pail practically
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clean. Corrosive sublimate which is a white crystalline solid

may be used by dissolving in water. This is an exceedingly
poisonous substance and if left to stand, it should be labelled and

colored by some substance as bluing to give warning that it is

something more than water. A medium solution of one part to

one thousand of water, prepared by adding one teaspoonful of the

chemical to one gallon of water, may be used for disinfecting
suspected glassware, crockery, woodwork, etc. Any utensils

which are later to hold food should be thoroughly rinsed after

this treatment or they may be dangerous to the user. No metallic

substances should be treated with corrosive sublimate as it acts

on the metal.

A five per cent, solution of carbolic acid or a cupful of carbolic

acid to a gallon of water is a useful disinfectant about the house.

It maybe used for soaking bed linen, handkerchiefs, etc. Thorough
flushing of the pipes with water should follow the use of corrosive

sublimate, carbolic acid and chloride of lime.

Boarding places which have already taken the permanent form
•

of brick and mortar have serious difficulties in fighting the rat—

a hearty boarder and a recognized enemy to health. It has been

estimated that it costs two cents a day to support a rat. To

fumigate effectively means to clear the house of humans as well

as vermin and there is the danger that the rats may die in the

walls. To poison them also invites the latter difficulty. The

house even at considerable expense should be made rat proof by

the use of cement. Unless the house is rat proof there is little

likelihood of more than a temporary withdrawal of the pest by
even the most effective fumigation. Concerted action in a com

munity is needed and probably will sometime be compelled by

law as it was in San Francisco a few years ago when there was

danger from the Bubonic Plague. The warfare there was success

ful, why not in a community of boarding houses ?

The fly's days are numbered. Everyone is on the war-path

though in some cases rather ineffectively. The connection be

tween typhoid fever and flies is now well understood. First keep

the breeding sources of flies as far away from the kitchen as

possible. This may mean garbage as well as manure for the little

fruit flies are believed to carry typhoid germs. Second, screen
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effectively and in time. Third, kill those which have forced their

way into the house in spite of all precautions. An aid to accom

plishing this is at night to place on window ledges and tables

saucers containing a five per cent solution of formalin with a little

piece of blotting paper sprinkled with sugar projecting from the

liquid.

Every now and then persons are made ill or their efficiency is

lessened by an attack of ptomaine poisoning. This may be due

to the purchase of food which though seemingly good is in a

spoiled condition, or to using old food kept in unclean places.
If labor-saving machinery used in kitchens is not sterilized and

properly cleaned, there is danger of such poisoning. The cause

may be a dirty refrigerator, ice-cream freezer or milk receptacle.
So dependent are we on intelligence in the kitchen that an entire

family was made seriously ill by the one stroke of the can opener

into a can of salmon. The maid who removed it decided not to

use the salmon till a later date when the can opening was com

pleted and the contents served to an unsuspecting family.

Some Problems of the Boarding House.

Flora Rose.

Home Economics Department, Cornell University.

^_^HE business of housekeeping has until quite recently
/ 1 been regarded as an intuitive something, particularly

^^^ possessed by women. Any person, whatsoever the pre
vious training, trade or habits in life, was considered

eligible for this business either privately or in a public capacity
and might hope to make a reasonable success of it. The old order

is changing, that we must not doubt, but at present there are still
many housekeepers, both mothers in the individual home and

boarding housekeepers, who lack the training which is so sure to

make or mar their success in this business.
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Three things are needed to change the living conditions under

which the students say they now suffer. First, those engaged in

the boarding house business should put themselves in possession
of the knowledge which is fundamental to right sanitation and

nutrition. The student who patronizes such a business has a right
to expect a fair return for the money expended and this should be

in the form of clean, well-prepared and wisely chosen food.

Second, the student should himself learn at least enough to make

him eat wisely of that which is put before him. No matter how

wholesome the food is, it has not the virtue of a feast unless the

consumer is able to exercise an intelligent choice. Third, in order
to maintain the right standard there should be supervision of every

house which caters to a student trade. The question of nutrition

and its influence on both mind and body is too important a one

to leave to its present disorganized, unstandardized form.

The knowledge necessary to ensure careful preparation of food,

right planning of dietaries and wise choice at table is to be ob

tained only by the usual painful process of study and investiga
tion. The results will be well worth the effort.

A few suggestions will be made which may be of help to the

unskilled.

All the food which is returned from the dining room and which

with the scrupulous finds its way to the garbage pail, represents a

double loss. The individual needs, and must have, just so much

food if he is to maintain his efficiency. If a part of this is sup

plied in poorly cooked, unpalatable form it is rejected for the

something else which must then be supplied in double quantities
to make good the loss. It is an unwise manager who permits any

quantity of food to return from the dining room without challeng

ing the cause. It is hardly necessary to state that the most fre

quent cause is poor cooking.
If economy of diet is considered—as it must be when students

are paying from $3.50 to $5.00 a week for food—the bulk of the

dietary should be in serial form, breads of various kinds or por

ridges. The word
"

porridge
"
is used advisedly for, while the

ready-cooked cereals like Shredded Wheat and Corn Flakes are

both good and wholesome they are more expensive than the

mushes made from such cereals as Rolled Oats, Corn Meal and

Wheatlet. That is, they are more expensive if the mushes are
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eaten and not returned to the kitchen as waste. Unfortunately,

the cooking of cereals is so universally poor that it is usually safe

to choose those cooked at the factory. If well cooked porridges

could be more generally served and eaten it would leave a larger

margin of money to be spent on better grades of other foods.

That was not a thrifty soul who said,
"
I know how to make

good bread but I cannot afford to serve home made bread because

the boys eat so much more of it." Of course they did, but the

meat bill was undoubtedly proportionately lower. The boarding

hall in one of our Western colleges recognizes this in making ex

cellent bread and cutting it in thin slices,
"

for," says the manager,
"
the boys then eat quantities of bread and butter and are satisfied

with less of the more expensive foods."

Fruit should be considered a necessity in even the cheap dietary

and it should be served at least once or twice a day. Home canned

fruit is one of the cheapest ways to accomplish this. Fruits in

season may be served fresh and there is no more wholesome or

palatable fruit than the prune if it is not ill treated by the cook.

The student should supplement the fruit served at table by dips
into an occasional barrel of fruit sent from home.

Succulent vegetables should occupy an important place in at

least one meal a day. The homely vegetables such as cabbage,

onions, turnips, parsnips and carrots must be the ones most often

served for economy's sake. Unfortunately, a prejudice against
them is very common for the experience of the consumer has not

always been an agreeable one. In consequence canned peas, beans

and tomatoes are substituted and the diet is neither so inexpensive
nor so wholesome. Two things must be done to change this;

first, cooks must learn to prepare the cheap winter vegetables so

as to make them delicate in flavor and agreeable to both taste and

digestion, and the consumer must learn to conquer a then no

longer needed prejudice.
More milk and eggs should be used in place of so much meat.

It is neither necessary nor wholesome to eat meat three times a

day. The money saved on meat at one meal would serve to buy
better meat at another.

After all, the problem, of right nutrition must be solved by a

training of both consumer and manager to a knowledge of food

uses and through an adjustment of the one to the other.
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The Registration System.

C. H. Newman, '13.

MHAT
are they selling tickets for at this time of

the year ?
"
asked a stranger of an Ithaca

Street Railway conductor, on the morning of

September 30th as they passed through the

campus. Well might he ask such a question, for a long line of

patient students stretched from the Registrar's office in Morrill

Hall down past the Library Building, obscuring the sidewalk, and

even blocking the roadway. There were tall men and short ones,

co-eds and their friends, quite a few freshmen, a good many sopho

mores, and now and then a luckless upperclassman, in all attitudes

and costumes, but all wearied by the tedious delay.
"
No tickets are being sold," replied the man who knew,

"
that

line is made up of Cornell students waiting to register. Each of

them is so anxious to stay in the University another year, that he

wants to be the first one registered."
The couductor came nearer to the actual fact than he realized.

But was it true that this far-reaching line of men and women were

waiting to register? No, they merely wanted permits to register,

and after standing in line anywhere from one to four hours, the

majority of them got what they wanted. The pleasure of being

in one of these lines can only be realized by participation. While

there one encounters a number of rare privileges. He may sign

up for the Sun, the Widow, and the Era, renew his laundry and

pressing contracts, buy a season ticket, or get the latest Saturday

Evening Post, without moving a step, and without losing his

place in line.

In recent years Registration Day has been favored with ex

ceptionally fair weather, so that the anxious waiter could sit down

on the walk or steps and read his magazine with comparative

comfort. Suppose that next year it should happen to be a raw,

wet day, with perhaps an all morning drizzle. Would the per

formance be postponed or would the whole line
"

stick," and be

exposed to all sorts of coughs and colds, to say nothing of the
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danger from pneumonia ? In any kind of weather standing in

line is a pretty good test of patience. Again, think of the time

that is lost. Suppose a thousand persons lose two hours each in

accomplishing what should be done in five minutes. That is two

thousand hours, the equivalent to a little over eighty-three days,

which must represent a considerable amount of
cash value.

It seems strange and uncalled for to most students and other

observers, that Cornell University should subject its students to

such an apparently needless inconvenience.

Who is to blame for this annual performance ? Any careless

observer would say, without hesitation, that something was radi

cally wrong with the registration system, and those of us who

have had the
"

waiting
"

experience are doubtless quite ready to

adopt this theory.

When the Era undertook the consideration of this matter, it

was our impression that this was an abuse needing correction. A

careful investigation of the facts leads us to a different conclusion.

Why are these men standing in line? Is it the system that

makes it necessary for so many students to see the Registrar on

the same fateful morning? In answering these questions we

strike at the root of the whole matter ; for we find that every per

son in the line, in some way or other, has failed to meet the re

quirements.
There is a rule of the system, the importance of which is often

overlooked, perhaps because it is not sufficiently emphasized, that

reads as follows :

" No application for a registration permit will be entertained by
the Registrar after September ist, until September 29th, when

the student must apply in person at Morrill No. 10." It will be

noticed, therefore, that there is abundant opportunity to secure

the permit at any time prior to September ist. Another rule,
which was printed last year with the examination schedule under

the word notice is also important.
" Marks are not reported orally. Leave with the Registrar an

envelope, addressed and stamped, not later than January 17th for

the first term marks. For the second term return the card by

June 6th with another envelope."
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The mistake is often made of looking upon the above as an en

tirely optional proceeding, done as a favor to the student. On the

contrary, it is an important requirement, and failure to comply
with it accounts for a part of the line on Registration Day. When

a student receives his marks, in the envelope left by him for that

purpose, he finds enclosed an application blank for permission to

register for the next term. This he fills out and mails to the

Registrar's office, where, if the applicant's work has been satis

factory, it is countersigned and returned to the owner. If then,

anyone should neglect to leave an envelope for his marks, he re

ceives no timely reminder that he must have his permit before

September ist, and as a result he is found among the " kickers"

in the Registration line.

The rest of the long line, which our careless observer assumed

to be due to a faulty system, is made up of students who were un

able to secure a permit, on account of some condition or entrance

shortage. They are seeking by petition to be allowed to remain

in the university. Even in their case, the difficulty of standing
in line might have been avoided if they had straightened matters

up during the summer.

The registration system then, is not responsible for the line.

The man who pays attention to the requirements does not even

have to see the Registrar.
After investigating the methods employed at a number of other

large Universities, the Era is satisfied that the Cornell way is the

best way. Most other institutions make the mistake of trying to

combine college, class, and University registrations in a single

process. At Missouri they take four days for what is done here

in one. Indeed there is hardly a college or University in America

that has not applied to Registrar Hoy for the details of our system.

As another result of this investigation, we have come to ap

preciate more fully the work that is done by Mr. Hoy. We are

convinced that he has shown phenomenal ability in the perfor

mance of the task assigned to him. He has perfected the Cornell

system of registration until there seems to be little room for im

provement.
The position of the Registrar is one of large responsibility and

importance. He it is, who in most cases must decide whether a
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man of doubtful qualifications shall, or shall
not be permitted to

enter the University. The questions are often perplexing. It

is often difficult to satisfy men whose qualifications almost meet

the conditions, but who must be turned away. It requires much

patience and firmness. Beneath the sometimes abrupt manner of

Cornell's Registrar is a kindly heart, as many an anxious student

has had occasion to know.

At the present time we think that too much work is handled

by the Registrar. To keep an accurate record of the work of five

thousand students so that the standing of any one of them may

be ascertained in a moment, to handle all petitions and all entrance

and diploma qualification is too much for one man. In the

opinion of the Era, a larger force of assistants should be assigned

to Morrill No. io if its present efficiency is to continue.

4 'The Cadet Corps Twenty Years Ago."

E. L. Phillips, '91.

/^p__fc^HIS year the class of '91 will hold its twenty-year reunion.

g
\ Two decades have scattered its members pretty well

^^^ over the globe, and it is not unlikely that some of those

who return this year will see the University for the

first time since graduation. As they go strolling around the

campus we may see them rubbing their eyes and trying to shake

off a strange feeling of bewilderment, for Cornell is not the same

now as it was then. To the class of '91 the old gray row,

Morrill, McGraw and White, was the essential part of the picture
of Cornell University. The library was nearing completion but

had not yet been in use, and had not fixed itself in the mind as a

part of the University. Sibley was not half its present size.

Boardman Hall, Rockefeller, Stimson, and the beautiful home

of the college of Arts and Sciences, were still in the realm of

dreams. The Veterinary College, too, was yet to come. The

site of the College of Agriculture was merely a field on the college
farm.
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The old Cornellian who returns for the first time may not de

spair, however, for there is one corner of the campus where he

can feel perfectly at home. There, strange sights and scenes will

not extinguish his sentiments, and visions of old days will flood

his brain without limit. This place is the Armory. It is the

same old place. True, the annex has been enlarged and improved,
but this slight change alone will not disturb his reveries. The

low fronted building, the flag staff on the peak, the dingy white

washed interior, the gallery, the gun racks, and the office of the

Commandant of Cadets,—all will call back the most vivid re

collections.
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The Armory is practically unchanged ; but the military depart

ment and the Corps of Cadets have undergone many alterations.

In the old days both under-classes were required to take military

drill ; and if I remember correctly, physical training was required

of Juniors. It may seem that this reduction from two years to

one would necessarily imply a decline in the efficiency of the

work of the Cadet Corps. Such, however, is by no means the

case. Both in extent of instruction and in practical efficiency as

a military body, the Corps of Cadets as it is at the end of the year

in June, is far and away ahead of the corps twenty years ago. In

the first place, the reduction in time has been less than commonly

supposed. Then the three term system was in vogue in the Uni

versity, and drill was held during the fall and spring terms only.

Freshmen and sophomores took physical training in the gymnasi
um during the winter term, and this period of suspension enabled

the cadet to forget before spring pretty much all of what he had

learned in the fall. There was no general theoretical instruction

in that day. Then, in fact, there was no instruction worthy of

the name save in drill, pure and simple. The first principles of

Guard Duty were unknown in the Cadet Corps at large. Field

service regulations and minor tactics were practically never

touched. For instruction in marksmanship 150 or 200 rounds

sufficed for the year, whereas 50,000 are now used.

In point of numbers, also, the Cadet Corps was below its present
size. True, both under classes were included and excuses were

proportionately much less than at present ; but the entire student

body of that day was only equal to the present Freshman class.

The Corps of Cadets was organized as a regiment of infantry con

sisting of a band and ten small companies. There were also a

signal corps detachment and a platoon of field artillery. The

artillery was equipped with two old brass cannons of obsolete

type. Blank charges were seldom used, and shotted ones, never..

Horses of course were not at hand. The artillery instruction was

meager and of very little practical use, according to modern

standards. But then, the whole trend of military instruction has

undergone a great change since that day. Then spectacular dis

play and extreme refinement of details were the prevailing ideas.

Now, practical value for service in the field, is considered of
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primary importance. The arm of the Infantry Cadet was the old

Springfield rifle, Caliber 45.
In appearence, likewise, the corps has been materially changed,

and this change has been decidedly for the best. The old corps

wore a dark blue coat with brass buttons, and trousers of the same

color. A cheap white helmet surmounted by a brass spike was

the head gear. Belts were of white with brass buckles ; chevrons

and stripes, for those entitled to wear them, were also of white.

The fit of the uniform was not always good, and the
"

bogie
"

of

the second hand uniform was already very much in evidence.

That the corps did not always keep a good line, even when pos

ing for a picture, is evident from the old photograph taken in

1888. In this picture the Cadet Corps is occupying the ground

where now stands Goldwin Smith and Stimson Halls.

The uniform of the commissioned officer was similar to that

worn by the men, but with shoulder knots of gold braid, and

sword knots of gold lace. The insignia of rank was worn on the

front of the collar. The officers were upperclass-men, drilling

voluntarily, and their only remuneration was the valuable ex

perience which they obtained.
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The picture showing the commissioned officers of the Cadet

Corps was taken in the spring of 1891. To the student of the

present day it will have merely the interest which attaches to an

old fashioned picture ; but to those who were students twenty

years ago it possesses a far deeper interest. In the center of the

picture will be recognized the old Commandant, Herbert E.

Tutherly, then Captain of the First U. S. Cavalry ; certainly one

of the best who has ever held the place. He has since obtained

the grade of Lieutenant-Colonel, has been retired from active

service, and is now residing near his old home in Vermont. In

the front line one will recognize F. A. Barton, now Captain in

the 3d U. S. Cavalry, he who filled the place of Commandant at

the University so successfully from 1904 to 1908. Our worthy

Attorney, George S. Tarbell, wears the Major's leaf. Among the

other faces at once recognized are those of Louis Rouillion, a

noted Scientist; Emory M. Wilson, principal of the Central High
School of Washington, D. C; C. D. Bostwick, the Assistant

Treasurer of Cornell University ; R. E. Danforth, General Manager
of an extensive system of railways in New Jersey, an occasional

lecturer at the University ; C. C. Dickinson, president of the

Carnegie Trust Co., and University trustee, now deceased ; and

William R. Doores, now Captain of Coast Artillery, U. S. Army.
Numerous other well known faces are in the group, many in

positions of no less prominence than those named.

The Night Wind.

The gale-hosts roared at midnight through the pass,
And shook my little cottage ; so I rose

And dimly peered into the rocking night,
Until me seemed that on themurky sight
I saw pale Caesar's legions charge his foes,
And heard the Eagle screaming o'er the mass.

C E. S. '12.



The Unfinished Lecture.

A COMEDY IN ONE ACT.

Henry C. Bate, Jr., '12.

CAST.

Richard Andrews Student at B University
Robert Bowen .... Likewise a Student. Richard's roommate

Mr. Andrews Richard's father

TIME.

November.

PLACE.

The living room in the boys' suite.

SCENE.

The curtain rises disclosing a typical college room, decorated

however, with brewery advertisements and other such works of
art. Tn the centre is a table upon which empty bottles, steins,

cards, and chips are scattered about. The room has the appear
ance ofu the day after.'' On the right, to the rear is a door into

the hall, with a speaking tube beside it, to the front is a couch

covered with pillows. On the left, to the rear is a door into the

bed-room, and to the front a door into a closet. There is a chair

to the right of the table and Robert is seated in a Morris chair to

the left, with his feet on the table, reading a magazine.

ACTION.

Bob—{Throwing magazine on the table.} Rats !

{Looks at watch, grunts, rises, stretches, yawns, and looks at

the table disgustedly.) What a hell of a mess ! Damn Dick and

his parties anyway !

{Takes out a cigarette and fumbles for a match.) I suppose

he's out getting another load.

{Tube whistles, he grunts andproceeds to light cigarette.
Tube

whistles again. He crosses to it, speaking impatiently.) Wait a

while, will you? I'm coming.
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{ Talking through tube.) All right ;—No, he's not in. His room

mate. Who?—Oh ! Dick's father !—Why, yes, Mr. Andrews, he

ought to be here soon.—If you'll come around a little later—

[Aside.) That won't do. He'll suspect something.

{Loud.) Er—Er—can't you come up?—Yes, third floor, the

second door to the left.—Good-bye.

{Rushing around, straightening the room.) Suffering cats ! I'll

have to get a move on. Damn it ! Why doesn't Dick stay at

home.

{Noticing pictures on walls.) Thunder ! Those will have to

come down.

{Tears down pictmes, piles them on couch with pillows over

them. There is a knock on the door. He looks around hurriedly.)

Gee ! Where can I put them ? Where can I put them ? Oh,

yes. The closet.

{He dumps everything into the closet.) All right. Coming.

{Opens door. Enter Mr. Andrews.)

Mr. Andrews—So this is Robert Bowen ?

Bob—The same. Here, take off your coat. This is sort of

unexpected.
Mr. Andrews—{Taking qfi his coat.) Yes. I was suddenly

called to New York, so I thought I would drop in on the way

back. Where did you say Richard was ?

Bob—Why—sir. He went down town awhile ago. Funny

you did not see him.

Mr. Andrews—Where?

Bob—In the town.

Mr. Andrews—Do you call the hotel, the drug store and the

cafe the town ?

Bob—Yes sir.

Mr. Andrews—Well. He wasn't in the hotel or the cafe. I

didn't notice the drug store.

Bob—You say he wasn't in the cafe ?

Mr. Andrews—Er—er—that is—I did not see him—from the

street. Why?
Bob—Oh, nothing. Won't you sit down ?

Mr. Andrews {starting towards couch)
—Thanks, I will.

Bob {excitedly)—Wait sir. Wouldn't you rather sit in a chair?
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Mr. Andrews—It makes no difference. Why ? What's the

matter?

Bob—Nothing. Only it's rather risky.
Mr. Andrews—What?

Bob—The couch. It's more or less ornamental.

Mr. Andrews—Oh, I see. And I don't know the safe spots?
Bob—That's it.

Mr. Andrews—Then I'll sit here. {He sits in chair to left.

Bob sits to right. Mr. Andrews looks around the room.) I

always thought college boys utilized all available wall space.

Bob—What ?

Mr. Andrews—For decorations.

Bob—Oh. Does look kind of bare, doesn't it ?

Mr. Andrews—I should say.

Bob—Yes. We've been so busy that we haven't had time to

fix it up yet.

Mr. Andrews—Oh, I see. How is Richard getting along in

his work ?

Bob—University ?

Mr. Andrews—Why, yes. Why ?

Bob—Oh, fine. Fine as silk.

Mr. Andrews—I'm glad to hear it. It is good for him that

he is.

Bob—How's that ?

Mr. Andrews—You see, I sent him up here on probation.

Bob—On probation ? Funny he did not tell me.

Mr. Andrews—Not at all. He doesn't know about it himself.

Bob—What ?

Mr. Andrews—I'm testing him.

Bob—Is it fair to him ?

Mr. AndrEns—Oh, yes. He's here to make good. If he can't,

he doesn't belong here.

Bob—But you're not going to decide now ?

Mr. Andrews
—Why not ?

Bob—He hasn't been here long enough to get used to things ?

Mr. Andrews—Two months? When I went to college, it

took me just one week to get wise to the place.

Bob—Then I suppose you studied hard ?
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Mr. Andrews—No, I didn't.

Bob—You didn't ?

Mr. Andrews—I caught the next train. Now look here. I'm

serious about this. I want to find out exactly what Richard has

been doing, do you understand?

Bob—Yes sir.

Mr. Andrews—And you are the one that can tell me the most.

Bob—I, sir?

Mr. Andrews—Yes.

Bob—Don't you think you can find out more from Dick?

And besides, there's plenty of time. You have just come. You

must be hot and tired and uncomfortable from your trip. Say,

don't you want to wash up ?

Mr. Andrews—Wash ? Why, yes. I would like to. Have

you a bathroom ?

Bob {both rising)
—Sure, in the next room.

{Mr. Andrews starts to open closet door. Bob rushes over

frantically.)
Bob—Not that door ! Here ! Through the bed-room.

Mr. Andrews.—Oh, I beg pardon. Ah, I see.

{He enters bed-room. Bob sees him in, then closes door softly
and rushes over and transfers pictures to closet. Dick enters

partly drunk.)

Dick—Hello old top ! H'w, are you ?

Bob—What, are you drunk again ?

Dick—Me ? Drunk ? Of course not. D'you ev' see me

drunk? I'm not drunk.

Bob—Well, I'll be damned!

Dick—Don' do it ol' fella. Might hurt y'self, y'know. D'you
think I'm drunk ? I believe you think I'm drunk. Ha ! Ha !

Ha ! Ha ! Thas funny.
Bob—You poor fool ! Your father's here !

Dick—What !

Bob—He's in the next room.

Dick—The Governor. Hooray ! Mus' go'n see him.

{He starts towards door unsteadily. Bob stops him.)
Bob—You fool. Not in this state.

Dick—Leggo ! I'm not drunk.
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Bob—S-s-h. Here he comes. What the devil can we do ?

What the devil can we do? Here ! The closet ! Quick !

{Bob shoves Dick in closet. Dick in stage whisper—)
Dick—Bob !

Bob—What ?

Dick—I'm not drunk. Am I?

Bob—Keep still !

{Bob shuts door. Mr. Andrews enters and resumes chair.)
Mr. Andrews—You seem to work so hard, what do you do

when you are off? What kind of recreation do you indulge in?
Bob—Oh, we play jack-straws, or tiddle-winks, or attend the

sewing societies.

Mr. Andrews—What do you sow ? Wild oats !

Bob—No chance.

Mr. Andrews—But Richard remarked in one of his letters, that

he had a considerable time to himself. What does he do during
this time ?

Bob—Why—er—He applies himself.

Mr. Andrews—How ?

Bob—By conscientious application.
Mr. Andrews—To what ?

Bob—Oh. Different things. His correspondence, reading, etc.

Mr. Andrews—Doesn't he ever go out ?

Bob—Oh, yes. Once in a while.

Mr. Andrews—Down town ?

Bob—Every now and then.

Mr. Andrews*—Well—er—has he any bad habits?

Bob.—A few. He talks in his sleep sometimes, when he's not

snoring. And he's always leaving his things scattered about the

place.
Mr. Andrews. You know what I mean. Does he smoke?

Bob—I have seen him, when sufficiently urged.

Mr. Andrews—Humph ! Does he drink?

Bob—Do you mean liquor?
Mr. Andrews—Certainly. Well? {There is a

noise in the closet, as if someone were blundering around, mut

tering.) What's that ?
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Bob—That? Oh, that's in the next room.

{The noise continues, grotving louder.)

Mr. Andrews—They must be having a fit. Who is it?

Bob—Er—er— the landlady.

Mr. Andrews—Oh, I see. Well, you haven't answered my

question.
Bob—Well, to tell the truth, Mr. Andrews—

{There is an outburst of curious noises. Voices are heard.)

Mr. Andrews—What is the matter with that woman ? Is she

sick ?

Bob—Oh, no. You see, she
—er—er—is taking singing lessons.

Mr. Andrews—And is she practicing?
Bob—Exactly. Don't pay any attention to her. She's peculiar

anyway. 1 hey all are.

Mr. Andrews—Yes? But you haven't told me about my son.

If he drinks or not. [There is a crash in the closet. Sounds ofa

struggle. A 7?ia?i')s voice is heard. Mr. Andrews ju?nps ttp.)
Listen ! There's a man in there ! He's hurting her ! This

won't do ! {Mr. Andrews rushes to the door.)
Bob—Don't open that

{Mr. Andrews flings the door open. Dick walks out s?niling
with his hands in his pockets, looki?tg a bit mussed up though.
Mr. Andrews gases astonished.)
Dick—Hello Dad. When did you get in ? {Mr. Andrews

gazes first at Dick, then at the stuff iji the closet, speechless.)
What's the matter? {Dick sees the stuff and immediately becomes

embarrassed.)
Bob—If you will excuse me, I have a class. {Dick motions

him to
"
stick around" but Bob shakes his head in refusal, takes

his hat and starts, pausing at the door.) Don't forget to take

notes, Dick.

Dick—What for ?

Bob—On the lecture.

(Exit Bob. Mr. Andrews turns to Dick who sinks on arm of
Morris chair.)

Mr. Andrews—You ! And this ! I thought I sent you here

to study ?
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Dick—I do.

Mr. Andrews—How to keep out of work, I suppose. Now,
listen !

Dick—Well ?

Mr. Andrews—You're going home with me !

Dick—But Dad

Mr. Andrews—No. I have decided. You're going to work.

Hard, too.

Dick—You don't mean it?

Mr. Andrews—I certainly do. When I send you here to study,
you have to study—or quit. You've chosen to quit.
Dick—But I want to stay.

Mr. Andrews—Do you expect me to let you stay after this

kind of goings on ?

Dick—Well, what do you want? For me to
"

grind
"
all of

the time ?

Mr. Andrews—No. But I want you to do the work you have

and then spend the rest of your time in some legitimate occupation.
Dick—Aw. Be reasonable Dad. You sent me here, against

my own will, where there's nothing to do but work or this

little fun. What do you expect? What do you know about

college anyway ? You didn't go but a week.

Mr. Andrews—I've never felt the loss either.

Dick—You can't expect me to act as if I were still tied up with

apron strings.
Mr. Andrews—You'd be better off.

Dick—When I came here, I didn't know a soul. Now, when I

am just beginning to take an interest in my work—Aw. You

can't mean it !

Mr. Andrews—But if I let you stay, you would keep this up.

Dick—What if I do drink a little now and then ? You're not

a prohibitionist yourself, you know.

Mr. Andrews—Humph ! What do you know about it ?

Dick—Oh, I know all about your little club from the inside

too. And you're not a dead member either ! Listen Dad. I'm

not a kid any longer. I know which side my bread is buttered on.

Mr. Andrews—Well—Dick—I believe you are right, after all.
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You are nearly twenty-one. It's hard to believe it though
—

think it over about letting you stay.

Dick—You're a
" brick."

Mr. Andrews—And in the meanwhile, let's go down town.

want you to try one of my favorites.

Dick—What ! Put it there ! (They shake.)

CURTAIN.

Will O' The Wisp.

Clarence Earl Simonson, ,i2.

Only a little way, they said,

Over the hills and away,

The sun shone calmly over his head,

The birds sang blithely all the day,

And his feet kept time

To a whistled rhyme,

Over the hills and away.

Only a little way, they said,

Over the hills and away,

But the sun has spun the way of the dead,

The north wind moans the livelong day,
And the road is as bare

As a mortal care,

And the tramper is lodged at the Inn of Despair,
For his goal is ever a little way,

Over the hills and away.

The North Wind.

Boreas I, Lord of the frozen north ;

Over the year's dim death-bed howl I forth.

I chill the hearts of men ; I roil the skies,
Rattle the skeletons of trees, till flies

The dullard summer to the slothful south.

Hearty am I, and blunt, and loud of mouth ;

I buffet all men, and all buffet me ;

Yet cheer bring I, and wintry jollity :

The hearth burns ruddy only in my rule ;

Mine the full board and mine the merry yule.



The Lady and the Song.

A. Dale Riley, '12.

I.

^||4 R. JAMESON settled comfortably in his spacious arm-

m | ^k chair and, drawing deep puffs from his fragrant

J^ II%/ meerschaum, sent clouds of smoke floating out into

the room. For several minutes he remained silent,

watching the sparks go dancing up the chimney while an old

negro piled fresh logs upon the fire.

"

Mose," he said finally, when the white-haired valet had kicked

the last log into place,
" mix us a whiskey and soda."

"And say, Mose," he added, as the darky was leaving the room,

"bring some for yourself, and open a bottle of that eighteen-thirty-
two in the brown case."

u
We'll celebrate our first night in the apartment," he chuckled,

and propping his feet before the fire, he floated more smoke clouds

until the little Billikenon the mantle, the marble Aphrodite in the

corner, the old-fashioned pictures, and even the dancing shadows

cast by the flickering fire-light, became enveloped in a soft blue

haze.

"
Dat thu'ty-two mus' be good sah, him pop lak' a gun," ex

claimed Mose gleefully, as he reentered the room.

u

Yes-sah," he continued, placing the bottles and glasses on a

little Flemish tabaret,
" him pop jus' lak' dem pistols you show' me

when you was trampin', roun' niggah shanties in Geo'gia," and he

filled two wine-glasses with the precious liquid.

"Well, Mose, we've done some knocking around since we left old

North Carolina, haven't we?" exclaimed Mr. Jameson,holdinghis

glass to the fire-light.
"

Yes-sah, dat's so, yes-sah, an' Ah totted yo' kodak roun' all

summeh, didn' Ah ?" reminded Mose, rolling his eyes and smack

ing his lips.
"

Yes, you've been a pretty good servant, Mose, a pretty good

servant," admitted his master, as he sipped the wine.
u
But then
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I've always believed that yours was a race of servants anyway,"

he added thoughtfully.
Mose scratched his head sympathetically, then refilled the

glasses and commenced mixing the whiskey and soda.

" Marse Jam'son," he began, as he replaced the siphon on the

tray.
"
What is it, Mose?"

"

Wha,-wha doan' you get a wife, Marse Jam'son?"
"

Why Mose !" cried Mr. Jameson in astonishment.

u
'Scuse me sah, but,

—doan' you want a wife ?"

u

Why no, Mose, I don't need a wife, besides, who would want

an old fellow like me, who does nothing but write magazine

articles ?"

"

Well, dar's a beautiful lady up stairs," ventured Mose confi

dentially, "looks jus' lak de picthas you mak' sometimes."

"

Look here, Mose." rebuked his master severely, "you've been

spying on our neighbors again. I've told you
—

"

"
Oh no-sah, Marse Jam'son, no-sah. Jus' met huh on de staihs

dis aftehnoon when de elevatoh w7as busted, sah."
"
All right, maybe I'll see the lady sometime," replacing an

empty glass on the tabaret,
"
but you know, Mose, people in flats

don't get acquainted so easily."
"

No-sah, dat's true, but—you keep yo' eyes open, Marse

Jam'son," as he replaced the bottles and glasses on the tray,
"

maybe de elevatoh'll go busted again, an'—an' ladies is moughty
fine com'ny," he added, and shuffled out of the room.

"Good-night, Marse Jam'son," he called, closing the door after

him.

"

Good-night, Mose," responded Mr. Jameson.
"
I wonder what's got into the old fellow's head," he mused,

knocking the ashes from his pipe. Then he arose and, drawing
a pen from his inner coat pocket, stepped to the mantle. On the

first page of a neat bundle of manuscripts he wrote the words :

For Union Magazine. W. E. Jameson.

The Eternity of Racial Distinction.

Article 7. Conclusion.

He was just replacing the cap on his pen when he heard the
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low, plaintive tones of a piano, and an old negro melody came

stealing into his ears.

He smiled tenderly and in his eyes there was a look, wistful and

far-away.
"
The lady in the next flat," he whispered.

She was singing so faintly that he could scarcely distinguish
the words,

"
Ah was bo'n in fields o' cotton,

Fields o' cotton white as snow ;

An' Ah's jus' a po'r li'P niggah,
But mah Home's up dar, Ah know."

Long after the song was ended he stood, leaning against the

mantle-piece and gazing vacantly into the fire.

"
Mose is right," he murmered,

"
Mose — is — right !

II.

Two mornings after, Mr. Jameson encountered a young lady in

the lower hall. For an instant he caught the inquiring glance of

dark brown eyes, then he turned and gazed after the girlish figure

entering the elevator. He started at the sound of her voice as

she spoke to the elevator-boy.
" The lady," he ejaculated half-aloud,

"
the lady—of the song,"

and for some moments after the car had disappeared he stood

looking absently up the empty shaft.

" There is something about her," he mused, as he walked slowly

away,
"

something fascinating, and something strange." And even

when he was out on the street, swinging along in the bracing

autumn air, he kept muttering to himself, "There is something

about her,—something fascinating, something strange,
—some

thing that reminds me of home."

III.

The dull November day was fast drawing to a close when Mr.

Jameson stepped out of the elevator into a dark hall-way on the

third floor. He immediately began groping for the door and

presently his hand rested upon the knob. For a moment he hesi

tated, then,
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"
It's the only way," he muttered, and swinging the door open,

he entered the room.

A bright fire blazed on the hearth and in the air was a faint

smell of mignonette. As the door closed with a click, a young

woman started up from her seat by the fire, and looked with

startled gaze upon the intruder.

u
I—I beg pardon," mumbled Mr. Jameson nervously,

"
I have

made a mistake. I live on the second floor."

" This is the third," said the lady, slightly inclining her head

and exposing a wealth of dark brown hair.

"Then I hope you'll pardon me," he continued, "for I just

moved in a few days ago, and besides, I never made such a mis

take before."

Her full lips parted in a smile.

"
You are pardoned," she said.

" I wonder what makes her so—so different," Mr. Jameson

asked himself as he hastened down the stairs. But when he

thought of her smile he began whistling an old plantation tune.

Then from some half-forgotten chest among his possessions, he

produced an ancient album, and far into the night he sat, looking
over old Southern views and faces that he had not seen for years.

IV.

For several days Mr. Jameson had heard no singing in the room

above, and he had already mentioned the fact to Mose,

when, coming home later than usual one evening, he met the

lady at the foot of the stairs. As he saw her stoop to raise a

bulky suit case from the floor, he glanced in the direction of the

elevator and noticed the little white card on which was written

the forbidding phrase :
"
Out of Order."

He took in the situation at a glance, and turning to the lady
"
Won't you let me help you ?

"
he inquired politely.

"
It's pretty heavy," she admitted, allowing him to relieve her

of the suit case.

"
Much too heavy for you," he agreed, then as he escorted her

up the stairs,
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"
I—I heard you singing," he began,

"
and it reminds me of

home."
"

Oh, do you come from the South ?
"
she asked.

"Yes," he replied,
"
and—I should like to hear that song

again."
She was silent but, as they mounted the next flight of stairs,

she kept looking at him from time to time.
"
I'm sure you must be tired," she said, when they had reached

the third floor, and he stood hesitant with hat in hand,
"
And you have a terrible cold," she added, as she heard his

heavy breathing.
"
Do come in and rest."

Mr. Jameson smiled happily, and when she had opened the door,
he followed her into the apartment.

"Just set the suit case anywhere," she said, "and please take a

chair."

"

Mary is expecting me," she continued,
" and will have some

hot tea ready, which, I think, will help your cold."
"
But I'm putting you to all kinds of trouble," he protested.

"Oh, not at all," she replied, ringing a little bell on a gilded
tabaret near the fire-place. While she was removing her hat be

fore an ornate French Pier glass, the door opened, and a colored

maid appeared with a steaming teapot and quaint little Japanese

cups on a lacquered tray. When she had placed the tray upon

the tabaret and departed, the lady began to pour the tea.

Meanwhile Mr. Jameson employed himself in glancing around

the room, and it was with a deep sense of artistic appreciation
that he beheld the wonderfully carved baby-grand, the antique

music-rack, and the beautiful bronze bust of Diana, all set off by

the rich Louis XIV furniture.

"
Won't you pledge me in a cup, Mr. Jameson ?

"
asked the lady,

when she had finished pouring the tea.

"With pleasure, but,
—how did you discover my name?" he

inquired with some surprise.
She laughed knowingly.
"
I suppose you think me amazingly unconventional," she

began,
" but I don't think I have the advantage of you, for

—that

was a terrible mistake you made
—the other night," and she seated

herself before the fire.
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This time it was Mr. Jameson who laughed.
"
But do you know," she went on, smiling at him over her tea

cup,
" these apartments become awfully lonesome—when one is

all alone."

"Indeed, I have noticed that myself," replied Mr. Jameson, sip

ping his tea, then, when he had replaced the empty cup on the

tabaret, he drew a business card from a little Morocco case.

"I'm sorry," he said, extending it to her, "but it's the only

kind I have, and," as she accepted it,
"
I want this friendship to

be conventional enough to last."

The lady read the card at a glance, then, looking up in evident

astonishment,

"You're not the Mr. Jameson who writes for the Union Maga

zine ?
"
she asked.

"

Yes," he admitted,
"
I am."

For a moment she was silent, then she arose and, crossing to

the music rack, dropped the card into a dainty silver tray.
"
I didn't think the man who wrote those articles about race

distinction was so—so young," she said, as she resumed her seat

by the fire.

"
And why not?

"
asked Mr. Jameson in surprise.

"

I,—well, I didn't think a young man could be so
—prejudiced."

"

Prejudiced? Why, have you read my articles?
"
he asked.

"

Yes," she answered slowly,
"
I have read them—all," and she

looked dreamily into the fire-place.
" And you don't agree with them ?

"

"
I don't see how I could," she replied,

"
for you call every

person who has any dark blood in his veins a—a negro."
"

Why certainly, no one with negro blood in his veins belongs
to the white race, for he is not all white and—

"

"
And do you really believe there is an eternal distinction be

tween the races ?
"
she interrupted.

"
Yes indeed I do," replied Mr. Jameson, afire with all the en

thusiasm of his subject.
"
I—thought perhaps you wouldn't—in all cases, I mean,"

suggested the lady, nervously clasping her hands.

"
But I couldn't write what I don't believe. I couldn't be a
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hypocrite," he protested.
"

Anyway, what difference can my

opinion of the negro make to you?
"

"
Mr. Jameson, I have many very good friends who are negroes."

"
Of course, one can have friends, my valet is a very good

"
—

"
But I mean dear friends."

"

Yes, but you could never consider a negro your equal ; you

could never think of marriage with a negro," cried Mr. Jameson

earnestly. But the next moment he cursed himself for his

brutality, as he saw the lady close her eyes and sink back in the

chair with a look of intense pain.
He sprang to prevent her from falling.
"

Oh, forgive me," he begged, kneeling by the side of her chair,
"
I didn't mean to speak unkindly of your friends. I wouldn't

have hurt you for the world—not for the world," and he trembled

as he seized her hands.

She shuddered at his touch.

"

No, no," she cried, opening her eyes, . please don't, please."

He looked at her inquiringly, but without releasing her hands.

Suddenly she tore herself away and fled to the other side of the

room, where she crouched, pale and trembling.
"
Don't come near me." she pleaded, as he arose, don't come

near me, for your own sake, if not for mine."

Mr. Jameson remained standing by the chair, astonished,

dismayed.
"
Can't you ever forgive me ?

"
he implored.

"

Oh, it's not that," she replied sadly,
"
I have already forgiven

you."
" Then why—"he began.
" You are honest and true to your blood and to your cause," she

continued, "but
—I—I—

"

She burst into tears and buried her face

in her hands.

"But if you have forgiven my rudeness, I don't see why we

can't again be friends," he persisted, "the best of friends."

She turned to the piano and, seating herself upon the stool,

commenced running her fingers nervously over the keys.

Mr. Jameson regarded her wonderingly from his place by the

mantle, when she began, in a clear contralto, the little song that

had so entranced him one evening before.
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" Ah was bo'n in fields o' cotton,

Fields o' cotton white as snow ;
"

As she sang the last lines, her head bent low over the piano,

and in her voice was a note of infinite sadness,
"
An' All's jus' a po'r li'l'-niggah,

But mah Home's up dar, Ah know."

She fell forward upon the keyboard with a crash of discordant

tones, and lay with her head in her arms, as they died away into

silence.

Breathless and pale, Mr. Jameson sank weakly into a chair, and

sat gazing vacantly at the fire-place. Presently he arose and went

to her.

"Forgive me," he said gently, "I have been a hypocrite, the

worst that ever lived."

"

No," she replied, rising unsteadily from the piano-stool, "you

cannot be a hypocrite, for you have converted me."

A moment he was silent, then, as he looked into her brave,

tender eyes.

"Is this the—last time—I may ever see you?" he asked.

She stepped to the music rack, lifted his card from the tray,

and returning, pressed it tremblingly into his hand.

"Yes," she whispered softly,
"
this must be—the last."

V.

When Mr. Jameson stepped into his apartment that evening he

was greeted by a bright, cheerful fire. He walked .slowly over to

the mantle and, for a moment his fingers toyed nervously with a

bundle of manuscripts that was still there, but he put it back and

turned away.

He took his pipe from its case, filled and lighted it, then seated

himself in the chair and gazed at the flames. But he did not

smoke. His thoughts were far away and, as he sat, silent,

thoughtful, an old Southern melody seemed to haunt his dream.



The Library.
Alfred C. Hottes, '13.

r^^ytfH^E Cornell University Library Building, together with

/ I the interest on an endowment fund of three hundred

^J^ thousand dollars, to be used for the purchase of books

and periodicals, was the gift of the late Hon. Henry W.

Sage. With this fund, by generous appropriations from the trus

tees of the University, and through memorial gifts, the library
now contains about three hundred and ninety thousand volumes.

The library consists of open shelf books, seminary reserve col

lections, books contained in the stacks, and current numbers of

leading periodicals.
The general reference bookr, about eight thousand in number,

are arranged around the large reading room ; and comprise, besides

the standard books of reference upon each subject, also the best

general books. Upon these shelves can usually be found such

books as will give a brief survey of the subject. In order to make

the best use of the books one should become familiar with their

arrangement, first by large subject groups. Within each press,

for that is the term applied to the separate compartments of the

open shelves, can be found the bibliographies, dictionaries and

cyclopedias, followed by the works dealing either with the general

subject or some special phase of the subject. The books contained

in the open shelf reference library are reserved for use in the

library. In exceptional cases, they may be drawn for home use

over night, to be promptly returned at eight o'clock the next

morning.
A sub-division of the open shelf library is the periodical room,

where there are kept the current numbers of about six hundred

periodicals, arranged around the room by subjects. Here the per

iodicals are collected until complete volumes are obtained, when,

after being bound, they are issued from the delivery desk of the

reading room.

Another division of the library is the seminaries, eight in num

ber. These contain the seminary libraries, supplemented by books
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and periodicals from the general library bearing upon the subject.

Students are admitted to the seminaries upon the recommendation

of the professor in charge of the particular seminar.

At the rear of the reading room are seven stories of books, com

prising what is known as the
" stacks." In the stacks are kept

bound periodicals, rare first editions, autograph copies, govern

ment documents, maps, and all general and special books not in

use elsewhere. Students are admitted to the stacks when research

work is to be done or the literature of a special subject is to be

looked up.

We have so far only learned what the library contains, let us

now consider how to find and get what is wanted.

To get a book other than those contained in the circuladng,

periodical and open shelf reference libraries, the book needs to be

looked up in the card catalogue, contained in the large cabinets,

immediately in front of the delivery desk. This is really a diction

ary, for the cards are arranged alphabetically. In the catalogue

all books are entered (i) under the author's name, if the author is

known ; (2) under the specific subject, if it deals with some sub

ject (written in red ink at the top of the card); under the first

word of the title, omitting the articles, except in works of fiction

or when the title gives no indication of the subject of the book ;

in this title entry, the catalogue, except for anonymous books,

tells who the author is and directs one to look there for fuller in

formation about the book ; (4) under the name of the editor, com

piler, translator or illustrator, if the work has been edited, com

piled, translated or illustrated by other than the author.

Periodicals are of two classes ; periodicals proper, magazines
and newspapers ; and publications of societies. The latter are not

listed under the authors of the various articles contained in them

but under the name of the society. Should the exact name of

the society not be known, the general subject should be looked

up. For example, under Entomology will be found a card bear

ing a list of the societies whose publications are in the library.
All books deposited in the various college or department

libraries are catalogued in the main library.
The words and letters on the outside of the catalogue drawers

are the beginning words in each drawer and correspond to the
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running heads of a dictionary. Guide cards, standing above the

regular catalogue cards, direct the reader to the words he wishes,
for the alphabetical order runs from front to back. Having found

the main card—author or title—the reader may observe the

editions and number of copies posessed by the library. If more

than one copy is mentioned, the numbers .should be noted and

placed on white slips, if for reading room use and on cream-colored

slips should one wish to use the book outside the library. The

author, title and volume, if the book be one of a set, should be

placed upon the slip. If the book is a periodical the volume or

year should also be given. All slips should then be signed by

the reader.

Any registered student may draw books for home use by apply

ing for a blank at the desk to be taken to the treasurer's office

where a five-dollar deposit is made. Undergraduates are allowed

two books to be kept two weeks with the privilege of renewal for

two weeks more, when not wanted by other readers. Graduates

may have five volumes at one time. No manuscripts, theses in

cluded, are allowed to circulate, but theses may be used in semi

naries or department libraries and laboratories.

The Musician.

Richard Doane.

Oh, he strung the new moon with the sheen of stars !

Oh, he swept the strings with a master's hand

Till they leaped to life at his command

And men forgot to worship Mars.

As the music bounded and thrilled and throbbed,

Mad with passion and rich and wild,

Old Death sat down with a little child

By the side of a new-made grave,
and sobbed.

The music surged from place to place

Until it came to the walls of space :

The great walls trembled
and shook and swayed

And shivered to dust, as the master played,

And the music raced o'er the fields of light,

And the touch of the master was infinite.



Some Comments on Our November Issue.

From the Chicago Inter-Ocean editorial page :

"
What a keen sense of great opportunity missed, must fill the

souls of Mr. Lincoln Steffens and Charles Russell when they read

the last issue of The Cornell Era !

The Cornell Era is, it is true, but a college publication. Its

editors, it is likewise true, are but simple college youths, untaught

by contact with the rude world. Yet these editors have discovered,

and this publication is exploiting an immense and practically un

developed field.

What is the remedy ? It is here we must confess to a feeling

of particular surprise. In the hands of almost any of our better

known writers, like Mr. Steffens, such a state of affairs could

hardly lead to anything save the conclusion that corruption was

so universal that a complete change of government, if not, indeed,

of the whole social system, was imperatively demanded.

But the promising editors of The Era, with a conservatism as

beautiful as it is rare, simply demand that the Cornell trustees

provide
'
student commons, where the undergraduates may secure

good and wholesome food !
'

In so doing, of course, they show

their sense. But they raise a question as to whether they will

ever be great muck-rakers, after all."

From The Pennsylvanian :

"The whole point of the article is missed if attention is directed

only to this sky-rocketing of the boarding-house keepers. The

paper was written as an appeal to the Cornell Board of Trustees

to hasten the erection of a Commons, and these side-lights are

only used in order to emphasize the immediate need of action.

We hope that the editors of the Cornell Era will have as

much courage in supporting their side of the fight as was in

dicated in the publishing of the article mentioned. If things are

a tenth as bad as they say, their denouncer should be welcomed

and supported."
One of the telegrams we received :—

"
1 am delighted to note that you have taken up the fight

against the dogs and other animals. I know from personal obser-
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vation the unspeakable horror, the unhealthy effect and the de

moralizing influences of present eating conditions on the student

corps. I want to encourage you in your efforts, and will willingly
lend you my assistance."

From the Chicago Evening Post :

"The Era's excursion into ultra modern magazine methods may,
however, have its effect. It would seem that official university
supervision is as much needed over boarding-houses and restaur

ants that draw most of their patronage from students, as it is in

the case of student rooming houses, which have long been kept
under close inspection. And students would be deeply thank

ful to be justified in placing implicit confidence in the composition
of the dishes placed before them at their boarding-houses.
So far as we know, nothing has been done in this direction.

Perhaps The Era will succeed in awakening college officials to

another duty they have not yet realized."

What We Need.

Thirty-two eating houses of Bloomington, the site of Indiana

University, have been inspected by a committee of experts. Of

that number twelve were rated good, and the others fair, except

three, which were declared below standard and were ordered to

clean up at once or suffer prosecution.—News Item.





Sometimes when the day is gloaming.
And the swallows lithe are roaming.
Roaming np the rosy portals of thewest ;

I sail away on the Mere o' Dreams,

Mystic cradle ofwizard streams.

And oft there comes to me a sparkling guest.
Elfin fire burns upon his crest.

And he wares an elfin wand

In his tiny elfin hand ;

Then across the haunted strand

Comes many another elf.

Glittering starlike like himself,
And they laugh and hold their sides.
Point the finger that derides ;

Me know they well, as well they may.

For each scintillating fay

Represents a dazzling something that I might have said.

But I never thought of them till afterward.

When the sun was down and dew was on the sward. ....

And sometimes in the night
There comes an angel white ;

And his look is calm and high.
But there's pity in his eye.

As he points with snowy finger
To where uale shadows linger.

In the corner of tiie room.

I cannot make them out for the gloom.
But though I cannot see them.

I shudder and would flee them,

Fox I am certain that they are the things I might have done.

Sometimes when the dew is falling.
And the whip-poox-will is calling.

Sadly calling from the orchard in the vale.

A throng of ghosts stalk by me.

And each turns to sternly eye me

With orbs that gleam with sombre fire and pale ;

And I know

As they go :

They are the ghosts of what I might have been.



Eden and The Ethiopian.

James B. Clarke, '13.

HERE is hardly a foreign country so little understood

and so grossly misjudged by Americans as Haiti. This

first of southern countries to follow the example of the

United States in overthrowing European dominion is

generally considered the most convincing proof of the utter inca

pacity of the Negro to govern himself or to advance in civiliza

tion without the mastery of the Caucasian. The following extract

from an editorial in a recent issue of the World'}s Work, the title

of which I have adopted for the present article, is typical of

American public opinion concerning Haiti, but it is more violent

in its poetic imagery than the usual press notices.

". . . Civilization is practically extinct among a population
of two millions of Negroes.
"There is no sadder sight than a Haitian town, such as Port-

au-Prince, Aux Cayes, or Jacmel—clutters of huts amid ruins of

palaces, nauseating in lazy degradation, sore with filth. But it is

only in these four or five coast-towns that there is any knowledge
at all of the world, any pretense of order. Everywhere else are

the jungle, the half-naked Negro and his women, the opulent land
filled with a race of beings little better than beasts, with foot

paths for its only highways, with basilisks basking on the dis

placed stones of its once great public-works, and the tropical
silence broken rarely, except by the sound of tom-toms summoning
to superstitious rites.

"Nowhere is there such degradation coupled with a back

ground of such unspeakable loveliness (for Haiti is a paradise to

the eye), or of prosperous history (for both Spain and France

counted this their wealthiest colony). But what avail they [the
natural resources], so long as there are no government, no money,
no roads, no harbors, no hopes, no ambitions ?

"Some day, perhaps, the people of the United States will ap

preciate their duty toward this benighted island, appreciate the

value of this smutted but most splendid pearl in the Antillean

necklace."

XL
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I will not attempt to disprove this cruelly exaggerated account

of conditions in Haiti, for a perusal of the books by Haitian writ

ers which may be found in the Cornell Library will show whether

they and their authors are the product of a country in which

"civilization is practically extinct." Discussing the Haitians in

much the same tone as the above extract, the Rochester Herald

continues in a more charitable spirit.
"

But, after all, they are

not much worse than the people of some other South American

and Central American republics. Of course the enemies of the

negro will insist that it is on account of his race that the Haitians

have shown no susceptibility to improvement. But that is a false

and bigoted view to take of their condition. If Latin American

republics had not generally manifested similar characteristics that

point of view would have been more tenable." I do not doubt

that more blood has been shed in the Zelaya—Madriz—Estrada

war in Nicaragua in the last two years than in all the revolutions

in Haiti since the days of Dessalines and the French Nero, Rocham-

beau. Yet even this article has too much of the unsympathetic,

disdainful attitude of Americans toward the Latin Republics, and

Haiti in particular.
It is a great mistake to measure the progress of Haiti by the

standard of the most advanced countries of the world. A nation

born of revolted negro slaves, many of whom were natives of the

African jungle, having as its sole representatives of European cul

ture the sprinkling of educated free mulattoes who cast their lot

with their black half-brothers ; a nation that has never received

from the outside world anything but ridicule and contempt; a na

tion that has suffered from constant party struggles, the unchari

table, suspicious attitude of its leaders toward each other, the fre

quent triumph of personal interest over the common good.—'Such

a nation cannot be expected to have made as rapid progress as its

somewhat older sister, the United States.

Now that the independence of Haiti is assured, for, as M. Au-

tenor Firmin says,
" Haiti n'a rien a craindre de M. Roosevelt "—

nor from the ruler of any other nation ; now that its own people

are beginning to trust each other and to work together for the

benefit of all, the first West Indian republic can give more atten

tion to its material and internal progress.
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To help in this development is plainly the duty of the United

States, and I hope they will appreciate it. But to accomplish this

duty they must go about it in the right way. Commercial enter

prises and industries established in Haiti must have as their ob

ject the improvement of the country and its people as well as "
the

reaping of swift and big harvests by the capitalists," (to q**ete an

other passage from the World's Work). Haiti encourages and in

vites the investment of foreign capital and is not opposed to im

migration, but the Haitian people will not tolerate the interference

of unnaturalized foreigners in their government, and they do not

desire the presence of Caucasians whose attitude toward the natives

would be such as to arouse their resentment and bring about com

plications with foreign powers. Americans going to Haiti must

forget that negroes are lazy and vicious and superstitious. They
must remember that never a nation began with such high hopes
and worthy ambitions as are expressed in the Constitution of

Toussaint Louverture. They must know that Article II of the

Constitution of Dessalines requires that "every citizen shall have

a trade
"
—(Tout citoyen doit avoir un art mecaniqueY. .

They must know that it is the imperishable opiniett-of the peo

ple of Haiti that has kept their nation alive, and they must be

willing to give them such help as will enable them to achieve

their long-cherished ambitions of a peaceful and prosperous father
land.

This duty of the American people toward Haiti is all the more

imperative because they have been so long unappreciative "of the
value of this smutted but most splendid pearl in the Antillean

necklace," this country in which "

civilization is practically ex

tinct." For not only did the Revolution in Santo Domingo
hasten the abolition of slavery in the other West India Islands by
showing to the world that the Negro race was capable of produc
ing real men—men like Toussaint Louverture—but the Haitian

people had a far more direct influence in the making of the free

republican South America of to-day.
The illustrious Boliva had failed at Miranda in his attempt to

throw off the yoke of Spain from Venezuela. He fled to Jamaica
where he implored in vain the assistance of the English to carry

-f kflu^H^^^^
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out his project. In despair, at the end of his resources, he re

solved to go to Haiti and appeal to the generosity of its people to

furnish him the means of resuming the task of liberation in which

he had been unsuccessful. Upon the outcome of this appeal de

pended the destiny of all South America. Bolivar landed in

Haiti, not knowing what to expect, but Petion, the mulatto presi
dent of the southern portion of the country, gave him a hearty
welcome.

At that time, when the present republic was divided against
itself under the leadership of the black King Christophe in the

north, and Petion in the south, when France had not abandoned

the hope of recovering her lost treasure and Spain was ready to

crush the infant nation on the slightest provocation, the govern

ment of Port-au-Prince placed at the disposal of the hero of

Boyaca and Carabobo everything he needed. And Bolivar needed

everything ! Men, arms, and money were liberally supplied to

him- Not wishing to act openly, for fear of compromising himself

with the Spanish government, Petion arranged for the men to

embark at Les Cayes as volunteers, and exacted from Bolivar a

promise never to mention Haiti in any official act of Venezuela.

The great general landed in Venezuela with his three hundred

Haitians. After having defeated Morillo he and they won victory

after victory until the Spanish troops were completely expelled

and the independence of Venezuela was proclaimed at Caracas.

One after another, Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru were

freed by Simon Bolivar and from the mouths of the Orinoco to

the Pacific slope of the central Andes Spanish colonial rule was

at an end. The moral effect of the success of Bolivar on the

struggle for independence in Chili, in Buenos Ayres and the other

south eastern states cannot be told. In a short time all South

America was free, and the power of Spain in the New World for

ever broken.

When Bolivar went to Haiti the Monroe Doctrine had not been

promulgated and, even if it had, the United States would not

have been in a position to enforce its recognition by Spain. At

the most critical moment in the history of the liberator of South

America when he was in direct need of a friend, Petion was that
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friend. When prompt and effective action was needed to strike

the death blow to Spain in America and give life to the twenty-

two republics of the Pan-American Union, that action was taken

by Haiti ; that blow was struck by Haitian arms. No nation has

profited by the decline of Spain as has the United States. It is

well that the people of the United States appreciate their duty
toward the people of the country that played so important a part
in the hastening of that decline—the people of the Republic of

Haiti.

Nocturne.

Radiant, moon-lighted water,

Shrouded in silvery haze,

Star-studded sky, where the clouds scurry by,

Veiling the spray of the wavelets at play
With the shimmering, silvery rays.

A whispering murmur of rushes.

The smell of the water plants dank,
And the musical plash of the ripples that dash,

Bathing the strand and the glimmering sand,

Rustling the reeds on the bank.

Softly, the voices of nature

Sigh in the mist-laden air ;

Whisper the reeds of mysterious deeds,
And the wavelets that beat, forever repeat

A pleading and suppliant prayer.
' '

Congress Lake
' '
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EDITORIAL

As an old Cornell man, one of the pioneers of '68, one of the

founders of the journal we called the Cornell Era, I feel strongly
that

"
I do not like to have Cornell settle down. The old Cornell,

or rather the young Cornell, prided itself on

David Starr Jordon being very different from the other Eastern

on The Cornell Era Universities. Now I fancy there is a desire

to be as much like them as possible." And

however good Eastern Universities may be— the best in the world,,

perhaps—it is not good for Cornell to be too much like them.

The CORNELL Era was the beginning of something new.

—The Independent, Nov. 17, 1910.
We trust that we are still the

"

beginning of something new
n
—

that we stand for the progressive, out-of-the-rut element in Cornell

life.

The last remnants of the Thanksgiving turkey have but just
been consumed in the form of soup and hash and we are now but
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a few days removed from Christmas. If the couple of days—gen

erally lengthened into four—which a kind

Christmas faculty bestows upon us after nearly eight
weeks of hard work are welcome, how doubly

welcome must be the thought of two weeks of Christmas fun and

cheer after the recent siege of almost daily prelims.
From Thanksgiving until the beginning of the new semester

might well be termed two months of vacation broken only by an

occasional class or lab. period. Let us enjoy ourselves while we

may, and let us do our best to forget the grim spectre of Block

Week, which even now the bespectacled eye of the earnest student

discerns upon the horizon.

Hats off to
" The Big Red Team!" A team which was the

only one to score upon the invincible Harvard machine, which so

decisively defeated the strong Chicago eleven, and which gave

Pennsylvania her hardest Thanksgiving con-

Football test within a college generation deserves the

congratulations of all the student body. De

feat after all is a matter of little moment ; the thing that counts

is that for the first time in recent years Cornell has had on the

gridiron a fighting team, one that never acknowledged itself

beaten until the whistle blew for the end of the last quarter.

But although we extend our heartiest congratulations to the

whole football squad and to Coach Reed and his assistant coaches,

we should not forget that there is need of much more, improve

ment before Cornell can expect to take that place in the football

world to which her size and athletic ability entitle her. Coach

Reed does well in demanding a harder schedule. What avails it

to schedule two or three big games, when all the preliminary con

tests are with teams too weak to afford Cornell the necessary prac

tise to put our team in fighting trim for Harvard and Pennsyl

vania? In 1907 the Carnellian and White played such strong

teams among the minor colleges as those
of Penn State, Swarth-

more and Colgate. This year we played Hobart, R. P. L, and St.

Bonaventure !
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Another suggestion of Coach Reed which might very well be

adopted is that of a game with Syracuse University. To the best

of our knowledge, Cornell and Syracuse have not met in a dual

athletic contest within recent years, and yet
a Game

on acc0unt of their nearness to each other,

rL Cornell and Syracuse ought to be natural
_>yracuse.

•> °

athletic rivals. To cherish animosity against
a university on account of some regrettable incident of the past is

neither good taste nor good policy. If there be any truth in the

oft-repeated statement that athletics promote a spirit of good will

between colleges, then by all means let us play Syracuse in foot

ball. For there certainly is need of inculcating a better feeling
of mutual friendship and respect between the two universities.

We have on hand the latest number of The Amherst Monthly
in which there appears such a clever little essay on the subject of

the grind that we cannot forbear printing part of it. Its theme

is the desire of an
u
Old Bach

"
to discover

po ogia t|ie reason for t]le grind's lack of interest in
pro Vita Sua. ... .

anything but his books ; in short, to find out

his philosophy of life. The essay concludes in this fashion :

u
No one could deny that the person was most interesting. He,

(the Old Bach), should tell him exactly what he thought of his

way of acting, and have done with him for all time.

"
It was easy enough to do.

(
You are a grind,' he said :

'
Here

you are losing the best opportunities that come to a man—oppor

tunities that will never come again, for real life, for friendships,
for college spirit and associations ! Why, man, they are the best

years of your life !
'
—and to make it still more emphatic, he dealt

a wholly unwarranted blow at the table.
"

Very slowly the other closed the book that lay open upon his

knee, and laid it beside him. . . . There was a queer little

gleam in his eyes as he looked at the Old Bach from narrowed

lids—half laughing, half pitying.
" '

You think I am unhappy, don't you ?
'
he asked.

« <

Why, I—yes, I do !
'

" (
I wonder what you would say if I should tell you that I am

getting the true happiness here, not you.'
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"The Bach shook his head quite incredulously.
" '
I am ! You dally with little pleasures—cigars, novels. Do

you know the delight of a perfect system of work and play? A

perfect round of routine r* You can't see it, you haven't tried it.

It is there. Regular habits ! Bed at ten ; enough exercise to

sleep like a log . . . The real pleasure is in getting your

work—not to
'

get by
'
at recitation, but to feel you have it as

though you grasped it in your hand. If you sit up late to
' think

it through,' it will be a very different sort of pleasure from the

last car back.'

" l
But you lose so much else— !

'
the Bach suggested.

" ' Don't you think I could get all these things if I wanted them ?

I could wear the clothes you wear, and swagger and bully like

some do—but I don't see it. It seems to me that you are wasting

your opportunities
—

you are taking the brass you can get to-day

for the gold that's waiting to-morrow. We are both trying ex

periments anyway. We can't tell which will win out—we may

both win. We are trying to fit ourselves for different places in

life, each in our own way. Both of us may be right ; both may

be wrong. Isn't it the great thing after all that we should work

as each of us sees best to prepare ourselves for the particular

niche that we hope to fill ?
'

11 What an idea ! thought the Old Bach, and he was so pro

voked at the man's temerity in suggesting such a situation that

he left very soon after, but, as he sat before the fire with his cigar

that night, he began to wonder if his was the only little code of

philosophy, or whether there really
could be something in this

after all."

The agitation started in the November Era for more sanitary

conditions in the boarding houses and "dogs" has already, we feel

confident, produced excellent results ; and we hope the good work

may go on. But efforts at self-reform are too

Lest We Forget prone to prove sporadic and a year from now

may witness conditions similar to those the

article disclosed. Eternal vigilance is the price of cleanliness as

well as of liberty.
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After all, the remedy lies in our own hands if only we have the

courage to apply it. Appeal has been made to the University

Trustees to provide Cornell with a student dining hall, but if the

Trustees feel that the University is unable to afford what is well-

nigh a necessity, the matter need not be dropped there. If there :

is a strong sentiment among the student body in favor of a Com

mons it will manifest itself in something more than idle complaint

and hopeless wishes,
—futile unless backed up by action.

At Stanford the undergraduates propose to erect two halls on

the campus for the purpose of providing better accommodations

for eating. The buildings, we are informed, will cost $5,000, and

it is expected that the yearly earnings will pay for the initial ex

pense within five or six years. If at Stanford, why not at Cornell ?

A subscription of a couple dollars from each student in this Uni

versity would furnish the Trustees with the capital necessary to

finance such an undertaking. Students, do you stand ready to

make this small investment in the interest of a better Cornell?

Those students who desire to acquire a better knowledge and

more extended acquaintance with other universities than their :

own, can do so in no easier way than by reading the student pub
lications of these colleges. For the con-

Exchanges, venience of all such of its readers, The Era

will, in the future, place all its exchanges in

the periodical room of the University Library. The next time;

you have an idle hour drop in at the Library and glance over some

of the magazines we receive from Princeton, Pennsylvania, Am

herst, Williams, Vassar, Columbia, Dartmouth, Carnegie Tech,

McGill, and a dozen other colleges in the United States and

Canada. Then drop The Era a line to let us know if you think

we could improve our own paper by adopting the particular fea

tures of some other student literary publication.
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After all, the remedy lies in our own hands if only we have the

courage to apply it. Appeal has been made to the University

Trustees to provide Cornell with a student dining hall, but if the

Trustees feel that the University is unable to afford what is well-

nigh a necessity, the matter need not be dropped there. If there :

is a strong sentiment among the student body in favor of a Com

mons it will manifest itself in something more than idle complaint

and hopeless wishes,
—futile unless backed up by action.

At Stanford the undergraduates propose to erect two halls on

the campus for the purpose of providing better accommodations

for eating. The buildings, we are informed, will cost $5,000, and

it is expected that the yearly earnings will pay for the initial ex

pense within five or six years. If at Stanford, why not at Cornell ?

A subscription of a couple dollars from each student in this Uni

versity would furnish the Trustees with the capital necessary to

finance such an undertaking. Students, do you stand ready to

make this small investment in the interest of a better Cornell?

Those students who desire to acquire a better knowledge and

more extended acquaintance with other universities than their .

own, can do so in no easier way than by reading the student pub
lications of these colleges. For the con-

Exchanges, venience of all such of its readers, The Era

will, in the future, place all its exchanges in

the periodical room of the University Library. The next time;

you have an idle hour drop in at the Library and glance over some

of the magazines we receive from Princeton, Pennsylvania, Am

herst, Williams, Vassar, Columbia, Dartmouth, Carnegie Tech,

McGill, and a dozen other colleges in the United States and

Canada. Then drop The Era a line to let us know if you think

we could improve our own paper by adopting the particular fea

tures of some other student literary publication.
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Boston Garters are made

of be_t materials in a clean

factory, by well-paid help.

Every pair warranted
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penalty, a new pair or your

money back.
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OLIVET*
TypeWri-ter

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

?

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENT -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(_r) Shops (D Factory
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Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
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Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347-b
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Great talkers are like leaky vessels--everything runs out of them
Speaking confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

light weightTjor the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous
demand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources^ our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derbys, Reversions and other forms of
Slip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who
demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed
man in Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Gas SuppliesElectric Supplies Next to Lyceum

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"— "The Mistress of Shenstone"— "Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"— "Max"—"Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
119-121 EAST STATE ST.

| Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

R. A.Heggie & Bro.Co. j CORNELL LIVERY

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

and Goods in Silver and Copper

8^aOpposite Tompkins County Bank.

First-Class Livery, Hack and

Boarding Stable

208-210 S. Cayuga St.

S HOUSE

■of.

QUALITY

WH EATON

107 N. Aurora St

Ithaca, N. Y.

Practical Tailor and Cutter
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H. J. BOOL GO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank
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BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In | and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.Registered,

U. S. Rat. Oft

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

L

\

\

8 There is no reason why

jj you should not trade

A at the Co-op.

Tha Co-op sells the goods

you need in your univer

sity work. The Coop is

working for the benefit of

the students. You are

familiar with the dividend.

We will remind you of

other things later.

Morrill Hall.

$o*jo««y<e« «3!?JC3*Ha*«3* *qjjo«c3*jo*

8

\

\

ESTABLISHED 1818

?ntlram& IfPitrrttslttn^ifciid*.
BROADWAY cor. TWENTY-SECOND ST.

NEW YORK

idwinter Suggestions

Heavy Overcoats and Ulsters

Fur and Shetland Knitted Gar
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other sports

Dress Clothes

English Neckwear, Shirts,

Hosiery, Trunks, Bags and
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England and the Continent

mm.

Mail orders promptly attended to.
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLISON?
The Bachelors9 Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof housewith ac
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For They Shall Be Understood.

TO
be great, it has been said, is to be misunderstood. Cer

tainly there is that in the true greatness, the greatness which

consists in uplifting one's fellow-wen, that adorns the great
soul with the honor of being misunderstood hy the mean and paltry.
The Carpenter of 3\[azareth, as he was the greatest of men, the

man who most helped his brother-men, was and still r._ ,_., _ mod mis

understood of men. ^he blind Jews nailed him t ihc cross. We

of the enlightened present understand him so well tltcl we set him

down as Him; celebrate the seventh day with chicken dinners and

poor hymns {thoughtless both,) and consistently grab all the coin of

the realm we can lay hands on during the other six days. Our

Jlmerican sporting spirit evidently tempts us to assay theZMjeedie's

Eye mounted each on his guardian camel

_/7 shrimp cannot appreciate a Socrates; a dolt cannot appreciate

a Newton. {ljut such is the beneficent law of Nature that the pro

cess of the suns maizes the shrimp a Socrates and the dolt a Newton,

just as the magic wand ofAll-Life has transformed plesiosaur into

monkey and monkey into man. From protoplastic mote to Qod,

from error to understanding,
—such is the Law of Life, of Love, of

Eternity ! through it all runs one increasing purpose, ^hey that

sat in darkness are daily seeing a great light. He whom the

T(pmans called Christus might also have said, fflessed are the

great : for they shall be understood.

—Clarence Earl Simonson.
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The Flight of -The Butterflies."

R. W. Kellogg, '12.

T"^w IRECT from a successful tour of the Eastern States"

I 1 is probably the term which a professional press

| J agent would use in advertising
" The Butterflies,"

a three act society comedy which the Masque will

offer for the entertainment of the Junior Week guests.
" The

Butterflies" is in many respects unique as aMasque production as

it has a number of points not in common with the plays which

have been produced during the past few years. In the first place,

it is not a musical comedy ; second, it is the work not of a student

but of a professional playwright and, what should insure its suc

cess still more, it is produced after nine successful performances,

eight of which have been outside of Ithaca.

Heretofore, Junior Week has witnessed the first production of

a Masque show. "The Butterflies" has, however, already made

its initial appearance in Ithaca, as it was given during Senior

Week last year. At that time it was such a success that there

was some thought of playing it the following Junior Week but

"The Conspirators," a musical comedy by F. Dana Burnet, 'n,

had already been accepted for production then. When the change

in the university calender reduced the Easter vacation to only a

few days it was realized that if the Masque took a trip at all it

would have to be at Christmas. As it would be impossible to

stage
" The Conspirators

"

in time for such an early trip the de

cision was reached to play "The Butterflies" on the Christmas

trip and also during Junior Week. Thus it happens that "The
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Butterflies
"

is the first comedy which has held the Masque's at

tention for a year.

While
"
The Butterflies

"
does not have a chorus of forty it does

have ten members in its cast and these ten have to be actors of

ability, as their faults cannot be covered by a gorgeous display of

costumes and an abundance of catchy songs and music. Several

members of the cast which had produced the comedy last Senior

Week were lost by graduation and so this fall the competition for

parts was thrown open to all undergraduates. Even the members

of last year's cast had to compete in order to hold their positions.
Mrs. H. F. Dixie, the Masque coach, considered the talent dis

played of such a high order that she divided the men into two

companies. Rehearsals were held for several weeks and only after

a severe competition was the final selection made.

The purpose of this article is not to tell the story of
" The

Butterflies," but rather to give the Junior Week guests and others

some idea of the problems involved in its staging. Incidentally,
the recital of a few happenings on the trip might also prove

interesting.
To get a three act comedy ready for a trip of eight one-night

night stands is by no means an easy proposition. To train ten

Cornell students to take the parts formerly played by leading pro
fessionals and to interpret these parts with sufficient accurancy to

withstand critical audiences is another difficult task. But if the

critics on the metropolitan newspapers are to be the judges we

may conclude that the work was satisfactorily done.

While the training of the principals of
"
The Butterflies " was

Mrs. Dixie's most important task she also had to care for the

costuming and staging of the show. The audience at the Lyceum
this week will be able to judge how well she succeeded in these

departments. No expense was spared in the costumes of "
The

Butterflies," and on the Christmas trip the gowns which the

"girls" wore caused much favorable comment on the part of the

audiences.

The Masque has never before taken so much care in staging a

show as it has with "
The Butterflies." For the Senior Week

production scenery belonging to the Lyceum was used but the

show which went "on the road" was as fully equipped with scenery
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and properties as many professional troupes. A seventy-foot ex

press car carried the outfit. The Masque took everything which

would be needed with the exception of a set of drawing room fur

niture and a piano. There were enough grass mats, artificial

flowers, bushes and palms to make up quite a respectable looking

garden scene for the third act. In addition, rugs, draperies, elec

trical fixtures and many smaller articles were taken on the trip.
The trip of "The Butterflies" differed greatly from that of

"The Misfit Man." These differences were mostly due to the

fewer persons taken along on this year's trip.
" The Misfit Man

"

company had among its number several persons who were always

A. Fair Quartette.

thinking up some stunt to provide entertainment for the crowd in

the railroad cars and at the hotels. The Butterflies were differ

ent. They were more sedate, except for a few times which need

not be mentioned. They seemed to realize that they were playing

in a comedy which John Drew and Maude Adams had once pro

duced. Then, too, there were not as many freshmen with "The

Butterflies" and consequently fewer men to be called upon for im-
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promptu orations and stories. However, the upperclassmen had

their usual advantages such as carrying canes, sleeping in lower

berths and getting first chance at the dining car lunches.

Auburn was the first stop which the troupe made. The under

graduates from that city gave the men a dance during the after

noon and after the performance the alumni provided a smoker at

the City Club. It was in Auburn that the stage department met

its first difficulty with the Theatrical Employees' Union. One

union man was taken with
" The Butterflies

"
to guard against

just such trouble but the union's walking delegate decided that

two men must go with the show. After much discussion an extra

man was hired for the Auburn performance. Similar trouble was

met in Geneva and Binghamton. In the latter city matters

reached a climax. The student stage manager and his assistants

were not allowed to touch a bit of the scenery or properties and

much of the third act setting was omitted. In the bigger cities

no trouble of this nature was experienced. Some of the Masque
stuntsters for some reason or other showed up at their best at the

Geneva smoker. This might have been due to the "

good cheer
"

which the Geneva alumni had so thoughtfully provided or to the

fact that Professor Durham joined the troupe at Geneva as
"
ad

viser to men." Whatever the reason may have been, when the

Masquers reached their sleeper they all expressed themselves as

much pleased with Geneva's hospitality. From Geneva, Business

Manager
" Pink

"

MacLeod took a through sleeper to New York

and left his assistant " Stubby
"

Starrett in his place.
"

Stubby
"

was promptly dubbed
"
The Kink "

and he looked after the dough
bag and the box office until the show reached Brooklyn.

Binghamton will be remembered by the members of the com

pany as having a particularly mean crew of stage hands. It will

also be remembered for the Christmas tree which "Tommy"
Ludlam,

"

Sport
"

Ward, and
"
Cullie" Cull so generously pro

vided, and afterwards levied a tax to cover. The Christmas tree
was a success. There was a present for everyone and needless to

say these presents all had a meaning.
"

Stubby
"

Starrett got a

gun to protect the dough bag, and
"
Dutch

"

Shultz was given a

tin ice-wagon which Santa Claus said would be more d propos
when the ice melted. There was a horn for "

'Arry
"

Sonnenfeld
to blow, a music box for " Billie

"

Rose, a stuffed cat for "Cullie "
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Cull because of his particular affection for the domesticated felines,
a messenger boy's uniform for

"
Brownie

"
Brown the frosh un

derstudy, who had proved himself an excellent errand boy, and

"Miriam" Williams and "Suzanne" Walter also received suitable

presents.

After the Christmas tree, which was held at the Arlington Hotel,

-everybody piled into the sleeper. Christmas morning when the

Masquers awoke they were pulling into the Jersey City depot.

A Chorine.

Most of the members of the company spent Sunday with friends

in or about New York, and Monday was devoted to the inspection

of the metropolis. The audience in Brooklyn was one of the

largest on the trip. The stage at the Academy of Music was

about the most modern that the Masque has ever been on and the

production was one of the best given on the trip. Monday night

was spent in New York and Tuesday morning the troupe left for

the home of the Mask and Wig.

The Philadelphia performance was given with the usual diffi

culties attendant upon producing a show in a poorly equipped

theater. The audience although not large was very appreciative.
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The alumni gave a short dance in the
Bellevue-Stratford ball room

after the play. Following this the Masquers visited places of

interest in Philadelphia.
At Baltimore the troupe met with its most enthusiastic recep

tion. The alumni had been working overtime and nearly every

seat in the Albaugh Theater was filled. The show was followed

by an oyster roast at which the Baltimore story tellers and the

Masque stuntsters furnished entertainment.

Everybody was looking forward to the Washington show, as

the Senators had arranged a dance for the evening in the ballroom

of the New Willard.
" The Butterflies

"
was given in the after

noon. Several of the
"
stars

"
were rather dubious about attending

the ball for someone had mixed up the dress suits with the ludi

crous result that
"
Hero

"
MacWilliams found it impossible to

squeeze into "
Don

"
Crane's clothes, and Spraker was lost in

" Villain
"
Caton's commodious togs. After a time, during which

some unkind things were said about the Masque's valet, matters

were finally straightened out.

The Newark performance was in the Krueger Auditorium,

across from the Krueger brewery and near the Krueger cafe and

restaurant. The Masque made this performance a fitting climax

for over a week of one-night stands and left for New York after a

smoker given by the alumni.

The men looked the city over Saturday and attended the con

cert of the musical clubs at the Waldorf at night. The concert

was followed by parties at the different restaurants. A day or two

were left for the Masquers to recovermuch lost sleep before college

re-opened. So well had they been prepared for the trip that at the

first rehearsal for the Junior Week show not a man forgot his lines.

So the Masque will present
" The Butterflies

"
at the Lyceum

this week, "Direct from a successful tour of the Eastern States."

"Jake
"

Fassett as the Tiger.



The Builder of Little Ships.
F. Dana Burnet, 'ii.

IT
was the Gardener's pocket-rule, when you come to think of

it, that caused the whole adventure, though Bobby's Mother

said it all came of stuffing Bobby's curly head full of Fairy
Tales about the Other Side of the Lily Pond. But Bobby
himself knew it was the Gardener's rule, and that it naturally

would happen to anyone who cared as much as he did as to what

became of the Ships after they sailed past the point of rushes on

his side of the Lily Pond. They were his Ships and he wanted to

know. He built them himself, hundreds of them, so it seemed to

Nina, the nurse, who, perforce, must spend the length of her days
in the Workshop, hemming sails for the never-diminishing fleets.

No matter how many of Bobby's Ships sailed out around the

point of rushes, to be swallowed up by the mysterious beyond,
there was always another tiny merchantman building on the ship

wright's bench. The Ships never came back. This was the fact

that made Bobby wish "

very hard inside
"
—(if you

" wish hard

inside
"

things come true, of course !)—that something would

happen to take him to the Land Across From Here so that he

could find out what really had become of all his beautiful Ships.
He had been Lord High Admiral of the Fleets, and now the Fleets

were ghosts on an unknown sea. Of course Nina said the Fairies

took them and used them in their cruises when they went to

gather the moonshine from the hollows between the waves. Nina

said they made dreams out of the cargoes, but how did Nina

know ? She admitted she had never seen them ! And then it hap

pened—and the Builder of Little Ships came into his own. And

this was the way of it, from the Adventure of the Gold Sunset to

the return of Bobby, which is written in the Book of the Moon-

Elves who dwell forever in the Land Across From Here.

* * * * * * *

They had had tea in the Garden, Bobby and Bobby's Mother and

Nina, the nurse, and the Gardener, who was puttering about with
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his tools mending a legless chair. The sun was just visible
over the

top of the Wall that closed the Garden in from the Lily Pond.

The Wall was very high, and there was only one opening from

the Garden to the Lily Pond, an arched gateway, through which

one caught glimpses of the waving reeds, the white and yellow

bloom of the water-lilies at the pond's edge, and beyond them, the

shining water that went out toward the sunset into the mists of

the Land Across From Here. Of course, in the day-time it was

only the Lily-Pond, with a bit of pretty wooded shore on the other

side, but when the sun went down, and the Gardener clanged the

Iron Gates, and all the domains beyond the Garden were forbidden,

then it became the mystery of Nina's tales ; a sea of strange ad

venture, where one might sail from dream's beginning to dream's

end and never see anything one had ever seen before !—till one

came at last into still havens under the shores of Fairyland
* * *

where the Lost Fleets lie at anchor
* * * and the Captains stand

guard upon their decks, guarding the treasures of moonshine gath
ered from the hollows between the waves.

The gates were shut now. The day was almost done. Bobby
knew that when the sun had quite disappeared behind the wall,

he would be taken in and put to bed. It seemed they were always

putting him to bed. Nina usually did it, because his mother was

occupied, during that hour, with Buttons-Up-the-Back and a

French Maid, whom Bobby cordially hated. It had not been

always so. There had been days when his mother used to come

into his room at bed-time, with a man whom Bobby called

"Father," and kneel down beside his bed and put her arms around

him while he said his prayers But that was all done,
now. His mother was too busy dressing for dinner. It seemed

strange to Bobby that people should be dressing for dinner when

he was going to bed. It seemed even more strange that his mother

should never let him see the Man From The City, who kept

coming more and more regularly to Lily Pond House, that second

summer after Bobby's father died. Nina did not like him, Bobby
knew; he had heard her tell the Gardener so. The French Maid did
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like him, which was enough for Bobby. He rebelled inwardly at

the stranger's intrusion and began to hate the Man From the City

only one whit less than he hated the French Maid.

The sun dropped behind the wall. Nina put up her sewing—

and Bobby sighed. He glanced appealingly up into his mother's

face, but she was looking into the shining waters beyond the gate

and did not see.

It was the Gardener who caused it all. He had been fitting a

leg to one of the Garden chairs and the job was done except for

sawing the leg off at the right length. The gardener took up his

saw and reached for his pocket-rule. The pocket was empty.

The Gardener shook his head.

"Rule's gone," he murmured, sadly.
" Haint nothin' never

'round when I want it." Then, turning to the guilty Bobby—

"
Whar's my rule, son ?

"

"
I—I borrowed it, Mr. Simmons."

"
Reckon I've found that out, son. 'Spose you kin recollect its

whereabouts?
"

"
I think it might be on my work-bench," said Bobby. Bobby's

Mother woke from her reverie and spoke :

"Then go right in and get it, Robert. You must learn to give

things back when you borrow them."

Bobby bit his lip to keep back the quick tears. Two years ago

his mother would have kissed him and told him to run and get the

rule. Now she called him
"
Robert

"
and—Bobby got up and

marched away to the house. Reaching his
"
work-room

"
he

searched in vain for the lost rule. He knew he had used it that

morning to measure the mast for the
"

Nancy Hanks, Schooner,"

which had been launched, with due ceremony, that noon, and was

now a part of the mystery beyond the point of rushes. Suddenly

he remembered. The Nancy had had a decided list to port
—and

he had used the Gardener's rule for ballast !

Slowly Bobby retraced his steps to the Garden. His Mother

and Nina had gone in. The Gardener had disappeared. Then

Bobby heard Nina calling his name—and, irresolutely, he turned

back. He would go in and confess

A clear, bird-like note floated out from the shadow of the Wall

and hung long in the twilight stillness, full of haunting sugges-
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tion. Bobby paused. The sound came again, haltingly at first,

as though questioning its own whim, then, gathering a certain

courage, leapt joyously into full song, ascending in shrill stacatto

till it touched the height of its ecstacy and broke, as waves break,

in a tumbling silver shower of laughing notes. Followed a rip

pling interlude, plaintive as a nightingale's song, and then a

melody that was like nothing Bobby had ever heard before. It

was moonlight and Mystery and the whispering of Winds together

in strange tongues, full of a great tenderness and wondrously

sweet. And it spoke of the Land Across From Here so plainly

that one could not but choose to answer the call of it.

When the song was done, Bobby found himself standing close

to the wall. The moon was high in the heavens and by the dim

light Bobby made out the figure of a little man in a feathered cap,

who sat cross-legged on the top of the wall, fingering a pipe of

reeds and looking steadily down at him.

"
A beautiful evening," said the Little Piper, suddenly.

"Isn't it," said Bobby, politely.
"
Fve got to go to bed," he

added, with a sigh.
"
Nonsense !

"
The Piper cocked his head on one side—(exactly

like the canary, Bobby thought)—and winked at the world in

general.

"Bed," said the Piper, "is just a habit. You mortals are so

exasperatingly full of habits. It's silly, perfectly silly ! Now I

say
—

"

"
What is a mortal ?

"

interrupted Bobby.
"

Mortals," replied the Piper,
"
Bah ! They're just people !

You're a mortal," he added accusingly.

Bobby looked guilty.
"
Aren't you a—a mortal ?

"
he asked.

The Little man almost tumbled off his perch.
"

My Pipes, no," he almost shouted. Then, in a solemn

whisper—
"
I'm a fairy !

"

"

O," gasped Bobby. He was tingling from head to foot with

excitement- Here was a page out of Grimm, come true. It wasn't

a fairy tale. It was a fairy adventure, which is a vastly different

kind of thrill indeed. Bobby's voice shook with the delight of it.
" Then—if you're a truly fairy, whispered Bobby,

"
Would you
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please not m-mind if you told me what does become of the Ships
after they pass the point of rushes ?

"

"That/' replied the Piper, instantly, "is precisely and—and—

tell me another word like
'

precisely,' quick !
"

"

Exactly," said Bobby, eagerly.
"
—-And exactly what I came to tell you."

Bobby sat down on the grass, suddenly. It was too much to be

born standing. He tried to ask what afo/ become of them, but he

couldn't think of the words.

" Don't splutter," said the Piper.
" I'll tell you fast enough.

Being in a hurry is just another habit. You must learn to take

your time."

Bobby was silent a moment.

"All right. I've taken my time, please. And now would you

mind telling me ?
"

"
Not at all," answered the Little Man, politely. The King

gets 'ein," he whispered,
" The King gets 'em all. They always

come ashore right under his nose !
"

"
What King ?

"
asked Bobby.

"

My King," said the Piper, proudly.
" The King of the Land

Across From Here. And that," he added, importantly, "Is why

I'm perched on the Wall, here, playing my music for you instead

of sitting on a mushroom across the Pond and piping dreams for

the rest of the world. Nobody can dream one single dream until

I get back, so it's my opinion we'd better start."

"

W-where," asked the startled Bobby.
" Never mind about questions. It's another habit—I can't be

bothered now. Come on."

Bobby hesitated. Behind him, he realized, was Nina
—and bed.

He could see the lamp in his bed-room that always burned all

night long, and he suspected that Nina would be calling him

soon. (He did not know that Nina and the Gardener were talking

earnestly together on the back porch, both thinking that Bobby

had gone to bed by himself.)
" Climb up," he said.

" Aren't you ever coming ?"

Bobby gave a last look at the house ; then turned resolutely

and began to scramble up the Wall. No sooner had he reached

the top of the Wall and taken one look at the Lily Pond than he
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gave an involuntary cry of amazement. There, riding at anchor,.

among the Lily pads, lay the Nancy Hanks, Schooner, the self

same Nancy that he himself had built that morning, but,
—

(and it

was this fact that quite overwhelmed poor Bobby—the Nancy

Hanks had grown up ! She was ten times bigger than she had

been that morning, Bobby could swear to it. The Lily pads, too,

were larger, and the Lily pond was a mighty unbounded sea,

stretching away into strange mysteries of moonlight and seeming

to end in a white haze that lay close to the water at the end of the

world !

"Get aboard," said the Piper. Bobby looked about for the

small-boat, then remembered that he had provided none, and be

gan to wonder how he was to obey the Piper's command.

"The Lily pads," said the Piper, disgustedly, noticing Bobby's

hesitation. "
Walk on 'em. What do you suppose they're doing

here?" Bobby had ceased to be amazed at anything. He simply
followed the Piper over the Nancy's side. (But it did seem queer

to be boarding a vessel you yourself had whittled out of a pine
stick that very morning !)
"
So far so good," said the Piper.

" Pull up the anchor and I'll

whistle for the wind." Bobby did as he was told. Meanwhile

the Piper seated himself comfortably in the stern and began to

play on his pipes. Immediately Bobby heard a rustling in the

reeds and, soon after, the slapping of the waves against the Nancy's

prow as she swung out to the open sea. When they were well

under way, the Piper stopped playing and called Bobby back be

side him.

"Now," said he, "I'll explain. You see the King particularly
wants you to come and build him a navy. He's a soldier himself.

You really should see the King on his rocking-horse. He's a fig
ure—he certainly is a figure. Why, he's won the battles with the

Shadow Elves for a turtle's age, merely by sitting on his rocking
horse and frowning at them ! Then, then the Shadow Elves elected

a new King, with ideas) and he built a navy
—fancy that !"

Bobby fancied it.

"
And so," continued the Piper,

"
We've got to have a navy

—

and the King wants you to build it !
"

"
But why don't you use the ships that came ashore under the

King's nose?
"
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"They're merchantmen, all of them. You ought to know."
"
But you could very easily turn them into a navy," insisted.

Bobby.
"
Don't be silly," retorted the piper, tartly.

"
It takes all of

them and more too to fetch enough moon-shine for me to make

dreams out of !
"

"

Oh," said Bobby, vaguely. Then—"
Do you make the dreams

out of pasteboard or—or whittle them ?"

"
Whittle a dream !" whispered the Piper, in a shocked voice.

(He always whispered when deeply moved.)—"My Pipes, what
nonsense ! Listen. When the ships come in they bring me the

cargoes of moonshine and heap it all up before my mushroom—

it's like unspun gold, you know—and / don't really make the

dreams myself," he added. "The Spinners do that. They sit at

their spinning wheels in front of me and as I play, they spin,
whatever I'm playing. So you see I really do have most of it to

attend to !
"

"
But how do you get the dreams into people's heads ?" in

quired Bobby.
"That is the hardest part of it," admitted the Piper. "You

see, as soon as people fall asleep they go right to the Kingdom of

the Shadow Elves. It would have been a great deal better if they
came to us, but it's always been the other way. Now the Shadow-

Elves are deadly enemies of the Moon-Elves—so there's most

always a fight," he added, cheerfully.

Bobby looked interested.

"

Every night ?
"

"Yes," said the Piper.
" The King attends to that. He leads

the army on his rocking-horse, frowning terribly all the while.

Sometimes we win. Then we tie up all the Shadow Elves and I

play the Sleeping People the dreams we've made for them. If we

lose, then nobody dreams anything, which is silly, /say !
"

Bobby asked him what they did with the Shadow Elves after

the dreams were distributed.

"
Let them go again," said the Piper.

"But I should think you'd keep them tied up."
" Nonsense. It would never do. It's always been the other

way," said the Piper, firmly.
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Bobby relapsed into silence. Finally he asked why the King

had selected him to build the Navy?
"
Because he admired your genius," answered the Piper.

" When this ship came ashore the King noticed the slight list to

the port side and discovered how you had overcome most of it by

placing a !og of wood on the starboard side. Now the King would

never have thought of that. He'd have tried to catch hold of the

rail and pull her up on an even keel by main strength !
"

"A log of wood?" echoed Bobby, in surprise. He looked

along the port rail.
"
Great Heavens !

"
cried Bobby,

" The Gardener's Rule ! And—

how it has grown !
"

It was indeed the Gardener's rule, but, as Bobby said, it certainly

had grown. It stretched the whole length of the ship. Bobby

lay down beside it and measured himself. He was just four and

one-half inches from the crown of his head to the tip of his toe !

It was all most extraordinary !

Meanwhile the ship had been sailing ownward of her own ac

cord. Suddenly Bobby looked up and beheld a veil of mist hang

ing just ahead of them, like a curtain dividing the sea. As they

approached it, the mist parted and rolled back, and there, just

before him, Bobby saw the shores of Fairyland ! It was all thickly

wooded ; and a soft, greenish light seemed to fill the forest with

restful, inviting twilight. The trees were very tall—so tall that

the stars caught in their branches, so that all through the wood

flashed a will-of-the-wisp sparkle of tiny points of light.
The ship slowed down until it only drifted. They were coming

into the harbor, now, under the stars of Fairyland, and true enough,
there in the gold radiance of the moon, lay the Lost Fleets at

anchor And the Captains stood guard upon their decks,

keeping the treasure of moonlight, gathered from the hollows be

tween the waves.

>jc ■%. >Jc ^c ^t $z ^

The King was very glad to see Bobby. He sat on his rocking-
horse under a huge oak-tree and told Bobby so. (The King was

very, very fat).
"
You see," said the King.

"
I don't like to get off because it's

such hard work for everybody, getting me on again. If I fall off,
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they put me back as quick as ever they can, because the Shadow

Elves have simply got to be frowned at and I'm the only one who

can do it properly."
"
He thinks he is," said a voice behind them.

" That's the Queen," said the King, promptly.
"

She's really a

dear, but she has got a tongue !
"

Bobby thought he was being introduced and bowed. The

Queen courtesied.
"
We're very glad you've come to build the

navy," said the Queen, graciously.
"
You'd better start now," added the King. We've got to go

fight the Shadow Elves shortly and we must have the navy ready."
"

But,"—began Bobby in dismay.
" It's a word we never use," said the King. He clapped his

fat hands and immediately Bobby was surrounded by hundreds of

Moon-Elves, all dressed in carpenter's aprons. But instead of

carrying hammer and nails, each Elf had a pine needle and a

thread of spun gold.
" B-but you can't sew a navy together !

"

expostulated Bobby.
"
Of course you can. It's always done," said the King simply.

Bobby knew better than to question this argument.

"All right," he said, "Let's get to work."

Again the King clapped his hands—and the little carpenters

at once fell to scurrying about in all directions. One group ran

into the forest and returned in a moment with long pieces of bark,

which, under Bobby's direction they sewed together in the shape

of a ship's hull. Another band brought willow wands for mast

and spars, and still another cloths
of woven moonlight and twisted

ropes of star-beams, for sail and rigging. It was done in a jiffy,

which is quite a remarkable performance, when one comes to

think of the time ordinary people take to build navies.

"It's a beautiful Navy," said the King, proudly.
"
But it's only one ship," cried Bobby.

«_A beautiful Navy," repeated the King, firmly.
" And quite

a plenty for any kingdom. More than one would be at least two,

which is going to extremes, /say."
" You think it is," said the Queen.
"
She's really a dear," apologized the King, in an aside to Bobby,

« but" (he fell to rocking himself gently on his horse)
—

" but she

has got a tongue."
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Meanwhile the Spinners had been busy at their wheels, spinning

dreams for sleeping mortals. The Piper sat on his mushroom be

fore them, playing his witchery of music. Now he played softly

and tenderly, lingering over the notes as though loath to let them

die And the Spinners took this melody and made

of it the dreams of little children, weaving into it the purest and

brightest threads of all their golden store.

Again, the notes came breathless from the reed, in hot quest of

the heart's desire ;
—a prodigal melody, heedless of the waste of its'

wealth ; pausing not to discover the deeper richness of the pipes ;

casting its careless beauty to the winds. This was the dream of

Youth, eager, impulsive, spun of the fire of the moon. Then, too,

the Piper played them the dream of Love ;
—and it was like the

wine of all song, this theme, full of crossing strains, of tears and4

laughter, joy and sighing, passion and calm. And they spun' it

out before him as he played, the mystery of all the world ! He

played the dreams of old age, and the dreams of men in their full-

prime ; dreams of Riches and Knowlege and Power ; dreams of

the Artist, the Poet and the Creators of Beauty ; dreams of the

Toiler and the Gleaner of Harvests and the Builders of works in

Wood and Stone ; dreams of Captains and Kings and the High
Priests of men—all these he played, while the Spinners took the

melodies from his pipe and spun them into the frail, golden cob

webs of dreams.

When all was ready the King summoned the Army. To Bobby
he gave a special body-guard of archers and swordsmen, and a

picked crew to man the
"

Navy." The King himself took the

main division.

"
The Piper will go with you," said the King.

"
It will probably

be a very hard battle," he added, eyeing Bobby,
"
And in that case

I think you had better have some armour." He clapped his hands

and two attendants brought forth a suit of silver and a sword of

beaten gold. In a trice Bobby stood clothed from head to foot in

shining armour.

"Now," said the King,
" The wheeled platform."

Immediately two more attendants appeared drawing a wooden

platform on four wheels. Upon this they placed the rocking-
horse, King and all. "Easy," said the King, "If I fall off it will
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delay the battle frightfully. There! Now we're ready, /say."
"
You think you're ready," murmured the Queen.

"
What a tongue !

"

ejaculated the King. Then, turning to

Bobby—
"
Are you ready ?

''

Bobby, tingling with excitement, mounted to the deck of his

flag-ship and called down that he was quite ready. The King

gave a signal and a hundred Moon-Elves put their shoulders to

the Navy's bow.
"
When I say

'

push,'
"

said the King,
"
Push !

"
Then the

King said push and they all began to shove the craft toward the

water. Bobby and his crew stood upright on the decks and as

the ship plunged in the army on the bank sent up a long cheer.

They cheered so long the King had to order them to stop cheering
and get into line.

"Good-bye," shrieked the King, "You attack 'em from the

harbor and I'll lead the army up from the rear."

"He thinks he will," called the Queen in a triumphant treble.
" Forward !

"

thundered the King.
But the last thing Bobby heard before they passed out of earshot

was His Majesty's squeaky voice, complaining that the Queen
"

Certainly did have a tongue !
"

So the King rode, with his army behind him and a special band

of attendants to supply the motive power for the manner of his

going. And Bobby, the Builder of Little Ships and the High

Admiral of the King's own Fleets, sailed in his flag-ship to do

battle with the Lords of Shadow land, that the Sleepers in the

Kingdom of Shadows might each dream the dream of his heart's

desire !

^ * * * * * *

It was a hard battle. Everybody admitted it, even though no

one was killed. Bobby led the attack on the enemy's navy—

(also consisting of one ship)—and at first, never having been an

admiral before, he was somewhat at a loss how to proceed. But

finally he hit upon a scheme which proved to be entirely success

ful. Backing his own vessel up to the enemy, he lashed the two

ships together, stern to stern, and then towed the latter backwards

around in a circle until the foe was so dizzy that it was all they
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ould do to stand up and surrender ! After this capture Bobby

landed his men and made ready to charge the Shadow Elves'

palace. This was a huge stone castle, guarded by a high wall up

which Bobby and his men climbed—just in time to see the Com

mander of the Shadow Elves surrender his sword to the King, who

almost fell off his rocking horse in the effort to receive it grace

fully.
"And now that's done," said the King, thankfully. "Tie up

the whole Kingdom," he added, turning to his Army.
" And send

for the Piper and the—Ah !—Ah ! Here you are. I hope you

captured the enemy's navy ?
"

"We did," said Bobby, trying not to look too proud.
"
He's a great Admiral," said the Piper.

"
I said he was," said the King, beamingly. He was in a great

good humor. And now," he added, rubbing his hands together,
"
Now we must begin to distribute the dreams. Piper, that's your

part, you know."

"
Of course I know," replied the Piper. "Would you like to

come with me while I play the dreams for them?" he asked of

Bobby.
"Indeed I would," said Bobby eagerly.
"Then come on—and keep quiet."
The Piper threw open the doors of the palace and passed into an

incredibly silent room which was without light save for a dim

glow that came from nowhere and was not like any light Bobby
had ever seen before. Involuntarily he drew closer to the Piper.
The room seemed without end, stretching on forever and ever into

the far away emptiness of that mysterious glow,—and lying within

it, each on a marble couch hewn of cold, pure stone, were the

souls of half a world, asleep.

Suddenly Bobby paused and touched the Piper on the arm. He

was trembling from head to foot and he could hardly speak as he

pointed to a still form lying close beside them.

"It's—it's my mother," whispered Bobby.
The Piper smiled.

"Of course it is," said the Piper. He patted Bobby on the

shoulder.
"
What dream shall I play for her" asked the Piper

kindly.
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Bobby paused and looked down on that beloved face. He

thought of the old days before there had been any Man From the

City, when She used to come to his room at bed-time, with a Man

whom Bobby called Father, and kneel down beside his bed and

put her arms around his neck while he said his prayers, and
—

"I wish," said Bobby, trying bravely to choke back the tears,
"
I wish you would play her a dream of Father and—and me.

And, Oh please, please make her hate the Man From the City !
"

The Piper smiled again. Then he put his pipes to his lips and

began to play.

* * * * * * *

The light in Bobby's Mother's room was very dim—only a re

flection from the night-light in the hall. On her bed in the

shadow Bobby's Mother lay sleeping, . . . and now and again

she smiled as though dreaming a fair dream. . . .

A little, white-robed figure stole into the room and crept noise

lessly to the bedside. In the dim light it seemed almost as though

the child was clad all in shining armour.

"Mother," said Bobby, softly, "Mother!"

The form on the bed turned and stretched a groping hand into

the darkness. The smile touched her lips again
" Mother !

"

cried Bobby, with a half sob,
"

Mother, wake up.

I—I've come back again !
"

Slowly the dear eyes opened
and looked up into his.

"Bobby," said Bobby's Mother,
"

Why,—why what is it, dear?

Are you frightened at something?"

"No," whispered Bobby,
"

Only—I've just come back from the

Land Across From Here and—
"

« You've been dreaming, dear. And—listen, Bobby ! So have

I dreamed ! I dreamed of—of Father and my own boy." She

drew Bobby close to her and held him tight against her breast.

"

And, Oh Bobby, it was the most beautiful dream that a woman

has ever dreamed since the world began !
"

« Was the—the Man from the City in it ?
"

asked Bobby fear

fully.
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"
No dear. And—Bobby ! There is never going to be any

more of the Man from the City !
"

Bobby breathed a long sigh of utter happiness.
"I went all the way to Fairyland," said Bobby, "And built the

King's Navy and fought a battle in Shadow Land just to get you

that dream, and I'm—I'm glad the Piper understood !
"

In through the open window floated the low notes of a little

melody that was like the song of a nightingale—or it might have

been the Flute of a Fairy Piper, playing the dreams of half a

world under the lure of the full gold moon.

"

Listen," said Bobby.
"
It's the Piper of Fairyland ! "

And the song went on, rippling across the silence like the play
of moon-beams in the hollows between the waves ; full of a great
tenderness and wondrously sweet.

The woman stretched out her arms to her child.

"

Baby, Oh my Baby," cried Bobby's Mother, "Take me back

to Fairyland !
"

The Yule Hearth.

Clarence Earl Simonson, '12.

Listen, sweet, the silvery sleigh-bells
As they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle,

And the crackling elves of flaming
As they twinkle, twinkle, twinkle,

Oh, seem they not to say,

In their accents crisp and clear,
Love is not alone of May,

Tove smiles in woodlands gray and drear,
And kisses the ancient year !



The Case of Specialization vs. Scattering.

J. W. Turrentine, Ph.D., 'o8.

AN
article appearing in Science of Nov. 18, 1910, by Pres.

Win. T. Foster, deals with the subject of specialization
and non-specialization by college and university students

and shows some of the results of both systems of election

of studies. The article deserves especial attention as coming from

the pen of President Foster, a student of education, especially of

college education. It contains information which should be

possessed by every university and college student; for that reason

this discussion, an abstract of President Foster's paper, is here

presented.
After forty years under the regime of a most liberal elective sys

tem, Harvard College, its chief exponent, has adopted a system

combining as a requirement both specialization and scattering.

This is a tacit acknowledgement that the elective system is not

advantageous to the best interests of the student. The rules now

require that a student shall take at least six courses in some one

department. Also, he must take six courses distributed among

three other groups of studies in which his chief work does not lie.

To show the merits of specialization as contrasted with those of

scattering, the records of various men while in college and after

graduation have been studied and their success both in college and

in after life graded. To quote from President Foster's paper :

" The dominant purpose of all disinterested plans for adminis

tering the courses of study of undergraduates is to promote the

success of men and women in the life beyond commencement,

however variously success may be defined. A comparison of the

courses of study of successful graduates with a random selection

ought, therefore, to furnish evidence of considerable value on

various obscure problems of college administration. If a man's

success in life is in any marked degree correlated with the subjects

studied in college, or the grades attained in college, or the extent

of distribution or specialization of his courses, then scientific

studies of the programs of successful men contrasted with the
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programs of men taken at random will reveal such correlations.

The results of such studies would enable us to say at least this

much : that successful men do or do not elect more courses in

classics, chemistry, etc. ; that they do or do not attain higher

standing in scholarship ; that they do not scatter or concentrate

more than college students as a whole.

For a single study in this field, three men were asked this year

to select from the class of 1894 of Harvard College the students

who since graduation had won success. (The judges were LeBaron

R. Briggs, dean of Harvard College when these students were un

dergraduates, Edgar H. Wells, secretary of the Harvard Alumni

Association, and Frederic E. Farrington, adjunct-professor of edu

cational administration at Teachers' College, Columbia University,

and a member of the college class in question.) Each judge was

asked to make his own definition of success. That is to say, he

was asked to choose those men who had achieved the kind of

success which he would be glad to have Harvard College promote,

if possible, by the administration of its curriculum. The only

qualification was that men whose careers appeared to be greatly

aided by social position or hereditary wealth should not be in

cluded in the successful group. The independent selection of

these three judges furnished a list of twenty-three men each of

whom was marked successful by at least two of the judges. The

exact and complete college records of each of these twenty-three

men were then copied from the college books, together with the

records of twenty-three men chosen at random, being every fifth

name in an alphabetical list of living members of the class of

1894."

The most interesting result obtained from this study is ex

pressed by the statement : "This single study of a single class

tends to support the conclusions of all the previous studies on this

one point, namely, that the better scholars in college and the

better men after graduation, by whatever standards we have thus

far measured them, do specialize to a significantly greater degree
than other students. Quite the contrary is true with respect to

scattering . . . The new Harvard rules for scattering, if en

forced, would interfere mainly with those students who are likely
to achieve the greatest success in life. Nothing but a priori
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reasoning has so far been offered in favor of compulsory scattering
of college studies."

The most extreme case of specialization was by one man who

has since "
achieved such distinction that he would be selected as

successful according to any creditable criterion."

His success in college may be measured by his college honors :

"
A Detur, Phi Beta Kappa, summa cum laude, commencement

oration and first honors in Semitic."

He is quoted : "I favor concentration on fewer courses, with

more hours a week in each course. For the student who is in

earnest, it is certainly the best that can be desired. If the student

does not know what he wants, or does not care what he gets, no

system will ever solve his problem satisfactorily."

The pursuit of the evanescent something known as "broadness"

(which frequently terminates in that other characteristic which

we may call thinness)," is perhaps in the main responsible for

scattering of studies, though it is whispered that the pursuit of

easy courses is sometimes to blame. While we refute the latter

suggestion, there is a suspicious connection between poor scholar

ship and the election of easy courses.

"
In two other respects the record of the class of 1894 supports

the conclusions of President Lowell in the studies he has just

made of the honor men and pass men in the Harvard law and

medical schools. In the first place, contrary to the popular no

tion, success in college as indicated by marks attained in college

courses does give promise of success in later life. Only one man

in the Harvard Law School in twelve years has found his way to

the cum laude rank, who in college attained no better average

than 'the gentleman's grade.' The parallelism between success

in college and success in professional school is striking for every

group of students in every class, for the past twelve years, in both

the law school and the medical school. The same result is shown

in this study of the class of 1894. The men in this class who

have attained success were awarded as undergraduates nearly four

times as many highest grades as the random selection—one hun

dred ninety-six as opposed to sixty-six."

The reasons for this remarkable parallelism between specializa

tion, success in college and success in after life are not hard to
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find. Also the reasons are ring-formed. The student who does

not specialize, rarely learns enough about a subject to become in

terested therein. And, certainly, the student who does not have

his interest in a subject aroused, does not specialize therein. In

terest begets, and is begotten by, specialization. The man who

goes to college with a fixed purpose, whether it be language,

mathematics, or athletics, chooses, if possible, that college where

in he can best pursue his purpose. And blessed in that particular,
is that institution so chosen. Thus, the best class of students is

found in those institutions where specialization is encouraged.

Specialization arouses a man's interest as nothing else can. There

is no success, either in college or in life, without interest. In life

there is no considerable success without specialization. How

then can a man in college form those habits which will count for

success in after life, unless, in college, also, he specializes? "To

know something about everything and everything about some

thing" is an ideal, either half of which involves a life's endeavor.

Upon what man has the world placed a high valuation because he

knew "something about everything?"

Ancient of Days, August Athene.

Grace Egbert.

There is a temple consecrate to thee :

The swinging censers breathe forth rare perfume
Of spicy, piercing sweetness, like the pines,
Akin to myrrh and frankincense and nard ;

Amid the enclosing darkness, light pricks forth
A starry radiance, glimmering fitfully ;

A soft, pervading music floats around

Enwrapping sense in all unconscious thrall ;

The melody is almost tangible,

Caressing silence as one next of kin ;

The blue flame on the tripod leaps and weaves

A weird, fantastic pattern in the gloom ;

The Spirit comes,—wildly the flames flash up
And burn their azure life away. 'Tis done :

The Spirit of the Place has passed beyond.



Indian Song Cycle.

F. Dana Burnet, 'n.

Love Song.

On the edges of the forest,
Where the grass is all a-star

With the violet and iris,
Where the yellow lilies are,

They have crown 'd my heart's beloved
With a wreath of bridal flowers—

And the Night steals ever nearer

Through the perfume of the hours !

They have danced for her betrothal,
With the laughter of their feet.

For my coming they have robed her,
Flower-fair and wondrous sweet.

To thy couch beside the forest,
Where the grass is all a-star

With the violet and iris,
Where the yellow lilies are

When I come to thee, beloved,
Where thy hands have made me room,
Let there only be the music

Of thy laughing in the gloom !

Lament.

Within the twilight of his father's lodge,
The women moan with lament and loud cry.

His men have ridden in revenge to war !

But unto me hath sorrow left no door,

Beloved, save I die !

Unto his father's wives are given tears.

To me comes death ! For his betrothed was I.

In death, as life, beloved, I am thine—

See, Lord ! I bind my hair with jasamine,
So sweet it is to die !

Legend.

The sun that flies by night is my beloved,

Belov'd of him, belov'd of him am I.

His forehead hath he veiled with the mountains,

Lest I should look upon his face and die.

Within the lodges of the Sun I slumber,

Amid the star-land where he hath his being.
I cast my hair across my eyes like shadow,

Lest I should look—and die with too much seeing.
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Beneath the waters of a pool I hide,

To look upon his glory without death.

Behold ! His brows are wreath 'd in crowns of fire.

I leap to kiss—and wither in his breath !

E'er I have wholly died, my radiant Lord

Doth pale with pity to a golden moon,

Where, on his cheek I lay my drooping head,

My kiss upon his mouth until I swoon.

Lullaby.

Thine be the slumber and sleeping,

Little man-child papoose.

Mine be the breasts that feed thee,

Mine be the watching o'er thee,

Mine be the weeping for thee,

If thou shouldst sleep and not waken,

Little man-child papoose.

Hark to the lament of leaves

And the woe of the wind in the willow.

Sweet be thy slumber and dreaming,

Making my breast thy pillow.

Hush to the whisper of grasses
And the water-wrung sigh of the river,

Thou art the gift to a chieftain

And I, who have borne thee, the Giver.

Shadow the stars of thine eyes

With the flickering cloud of thy lashes,

All through the camp there is sleeping,
And the wither of embers to ashes.

Thine be the slumber and sleeping,

Little man-child papoose.

Mine be the breasts that feed thee,

Mine be the watching o'er thee,
Mine be the weeping for thee,
If thou shouldst sleep and not waken,

Little man-child papoose.

Last Song.

Across the far hills, where thy feet have gone,

Will I, beloved, lift my tents tomorrow.

Among the lodges of our vanished people,
And from my feet shall fall the Dust of Sorrow.

Wait thou, beloved, on the hills of Dawn,
Till my feet find the Ways where thou hast gone.



Stand Cornell

Within the valley, where my feet have stayed,
Is only shadow-sadness and heart- sorrow.

Tonight my soul is filled with death and sleeping,
Yet I shall wake beneath thy kiss tomorrow !

Wait thou, beloved ! When the night is gone,
I follow thy still footsteps through the Dawn !

Stand Cornell !

By Horace Mack, Assistant Treasurer Cornell University.
Died December 30, 19 10.

Stand, enshrined in beauty, ever !

Shimmering lake and forest dell :

Scenic grandeur, right endeavor,

Stimulate your sons, Cornell.

All pulses beating now,

All nations greeting now,

Steadfast stand Cornell !

Voice the creed to every nation
—

"Love, Humanity and Right :"

Manly zeal and consecration

Pledge ye from your sacred height.

By Hope before ye all,

By Heaven that's o'er ye all,

Serve with your might.

Let the struggling nations hearken

Signals, sped from stage and tower :

Tyrannies, that crush and darken,

Fade and fall beneath their power,

Aye plead for right, Cornell

While lake and forest dell

Stand as your dower.

Reprintedfrom The Cornell Era, January, igog.



Love.

Richard Doane.

I saw her standing in the hallowed glow

Of purple dusk ; a loose-twined lilac bloom

Drooped on her cheek and dripped its rich perfume ;

The long gray shadows wavered to and fro,

Swung by the wind that whispered soft and low,

With lover-like caresses, through the gloom,
And wrapped her in a haze spun by the loom

Of some old river god of long ago.

I heard as from a far off hill,

In quivering rapture, faint from out the west,

The low-breathed quaver of the whippoorwill ;

And as with song of infinite unrest

He called his mate, so with my heart athrill

I called my love and clasped her to my breast.

The Departing Minstrel.

Clarence Earl Simonson,
'

12.

Come, bring to me my jingling steed,
For I must forth over steep and mead,

A-harping blithe from Thames to Tweed.

Farewell, Elaine, farewell !

To courtly halls I'll sing thy name ;

Full many a gorgeous, crested dame

Shall envy thee thy beauty's fame,

Farewell, Elaine, farewell.

And oh, I beg thee, fair Elaine,

Pray not that the minstrel come again.
There's many a knight with a golden chain.

Farewell, Elaine, farewell !

And, O Elaine, the world is young :

There's many a song that's to be sung ;

There's many a heart that's to be wrung.

Farewell, Elaine, farewell !

I came when the fields were white with snow

I go again when the lilies blow ;

Lightly I came—lightly I go.

Farewell, Elaine, farewell !
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By Lingard Loud, '12.

THE
Man-from-the-Moon laughed—a tinkly laugh like the

chime of small silver bells, or perhaps more like the

gleaming riot of the brook—and all his queer loose clothes

fluttered and shimmered in the moonlight.
"
Have I never told you," he inquired of the boy on the mossy

rock,—
"
have I never told you how the earth-folk acquired their

sense of humor?—how the old world learned to laugh?—Listen

then !—
"

The Man-from-the-Moon grinned reflectively, and to collect his

thoughts, gazed off through the trees across the bare white beach

where the brook tumbled into the surf's pale glitter. Under the

weeping willows the air breathed a heavy fragrance of lilacs and

honeysuckles ; just audible above the joyous babble of the stream

floated faintly the warble of a mocking-bird.

It all happened long ago
—a very long time. In the first begin

ning the gods collected a heap of scraps and star-dust for a new

world. Before its construction was begun they resolved at a con

ference, to place in the middle of the new planet something

that should keep it steady and well-balanced,—which was neces

sary, you see, to prevent its tearing wildly through space and

bumping into the sun or the moon or some of the stars.

To create this something became the labor of the fire-god,

Vulcan, because he alone, as they all knew, was clever enough to

succeed. He withdrew to his smithy ; thought and thought ;

planned and schemed, hammering away at his anvil until he had

devised a magical iron funny-bone. With the thousands of pieces

he proceeded to pound out he built the strongest thing imaginable

a gigantic dragon which he called the Minotaur. When he had

finished riveting the parts he showed the completed monster to the

other gods, and told them that it consisted solely of funny-bones.

Several times he was compelled to explain his invention ; however,

he passed around some bits of the magical iron which as they felt

of it communicated its power to them, and each in turn burst into
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laughter. Then what a time they had !—Nothing was good

enough to reward the creator of this new sensation, and the praise

and flattery they heaped on Vulcan quite turned his head.

But that is another story.
—When they came to roll the earth

together they left in its center a huge black cavern. Presently Vul

can opened a spiral hole in what later was called the island of

Crete, and taking from his forge some of the celestial fire that

never dies he placed it inside the dragon. Immediately the Min

otaur awoke into life, and the fresh young earth was launched on

its career.

For the first few thousands of years the dragon lived like a

happy healthy puppy ; chasing his tail, tying himself into knots,

and playing all the foolish pranks that baby creatures are wont to

do. He slept much, he did not have to eat, the fire inside kept

him warm.

One thing however remains to be told :—while this fire could

not go out, it did die down very low unless fanned into flame by

laughter.
—You see how ingenious Vulcan had been?—If the Min

otaur refrained from laughing his fire died low and he grew cold,
—thus he had to laugh. But if he laughed he was happy, and if

he was happy the steady balance of the world was assured.

The dragon might perhaps have been lonely, were it not that

across one side of his lair flowed the bottomless river which spreads
out underground to the mountains and valleys of the entire sur

face, feeding, in turn, the springs, the brooks, and the rivers that

empty into the salt sea. He used to talk to the river, and laugh
at it until the red flames from his eyes would light up the vast

cave. The river never understood his hilarious drollery, but

thought him crazy when he exploded in hoarse guffaws.
Sometimes after the Minotaur had overheated himself he would

lie quietly while the river told him endless stories of the unseen

upper world. Particularly the river talked of a strange race of

beings called men, who acted most peculiarly,—sailing on the

streams in wooden boats, fishing, swimming, occasionally drown

ing. It struck the Minotaur as excruciatingly comical. He lay
on his side listening intently, and giggling as softly as possible in

order not to interrupt, while for weeks at a stretch the river gos

siped sedately about the curious events its world-wide travels were

witnessing.
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Swiftly, silently, the centuries slid past. What with the natural

effect of increasing age, and the education contained in the river's

tales, the Minotaur began to discriminate between the childish

and the foolish, the foolish and the absurd, the absurd and the

really humorous. He learned that some things are funnier than

others—a long step in advance—and gradually came to enjoy less

and less the frolicsome antics of puppyhood. The infantile tricks

by degrees grew very tiresome to his deepened, broadened nature.

Nor was he altogether dependant on the river for amusement.

From the vast store of information it had supplied he constructed

hundreds of ridiculous stories at which he would shout with glee

until his sides glowed dull red, and the heat forced him to stop.

As time went on he relied ever more on his own intellect for en

tertainment. In brief he beguiled his waking moments conceiv

ing and laughing at the most ludicrous fancies. By impercepti

ble stages his whimsical inventions developed refinement ; his

jokes acquired point ; eventually, in the course of thousands of

years, his wit was sharpened to a razor edge. Millions of brilliant

witticisms he wasted on the dead walls and the stupid river.

Nevertheless he perceived the comedy in the river's lack of under

standing, though he sometimes felt a fleeting regret that nobody

could share his wealth of fun.

Meantime the river grew older, wiser, busier like the Minotaur.

He could not spare so much time as formerly to recount his ad

ventures. Often when he entered the upper world he would con

fide to the trees and rocks and sands, the birds and beasts and men

his hopelessness for the mad dragon's recovery.
" He is just as crazy as ever

—perhaps more so. He still raves

idiotically, bellowing in that peculiar way of his. And yet the

gods declare he keeps the world going straight ! I can't under

stand it."

Neither could the river's listeners. Many men questioned it ;

advised with it ; puzzled over its words,
—wise men, deep wrinkled

with knowledge. Every variety of solution was offered, all of

them equally false. Several notwithstanding received the faith

of the common folk, and—such is the strength in lies—one or two

have lingered on to the present day. But then, was it any wonder

the truth remained unknown ? How were a race of creatures that
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had never seen, nor done, nor heard of a funny thing, to understand

the living Sense of Humor?

And look you !—life was a very wretched business in those

days—a stern anxious battle with a wilderness of savage beasts

and still more savage elements. No diversion ever lightened the

idle hours ; never a face relaxed its solemn dignity in a smile.

Nature herself was always sombre ; birds rarely sang, unless for

grief ; leaves stirred noiselessly or else in anger at the wind ;

man grew up, fought, loved, married, died—thoughtfully, earn

estly, passionately, but happiness had yet to be born.

Steadily the world swept on through the ages. The Minotaur's

chagrin because nothing comprehended his jests, was commencing
to assume serious proportions with the result that occasionally it

chilled his jollity and stifled his fire. As the frequency of these

regrets increased he actually began to feel the cold, not severely,
but sufficiently to frighten him.

His own stale jokes seemed flat, and his river, as of old, related

nought but wars and bloodshed, shipwrecks and hurricanes, famine

and fire and pestilence. These no longer amused him ; in fact he

wondered how he had ever managed to laugh at them,—which

only proved his inability to appreciate the effects of education.

Incidentally the warmth was receding from the tip of his tail,

slowly departing as his fire cooled. Year by year the cold crept
closer to his body, running in streaky shivers up his back and

down his massive legs while he strove desperately to think of

something funny.
At length he was reduced to a condition approaching despond

ency, and while in this low state he had an inspiration appropriate
ly base. When he had thought out a plan he affected a terrific

manner, and cried to the river,—
"
You have often informed me, O River, that Athens, as the

foremost city in the world, is inhabited by the wisest of men. Is

that still true?"—

"

Precisely—none other can boast such sculptors, painters,
architects, philosophers. I have often been carried in buckets to

where I viewed her glorious—
"

" Then tell me who is wisest of her sages ?"
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Many are wise, but 'tis said the king is wiser than the rest

all together."
"In that case," roared the dragon, "I give the king one year

in which to come to me with a joke. If he fails, I shall raise up

my back and shake the earth—thus—until the king's city and

all cities fall down in dust or slide into the sea."

While the earth still quivered from the shock the panic-stricken
river hastened to spread the awful tidings in the upper world.

Everything was demoralised ; people ran helter-skelter in an agony
of fear. Though the Minotaur had shaken so gently that no real

damage was done, many thought the splitting earth was about to

be hurled piecemeal through empty space.

Far below the dragon struggled not to give away the joke by

laughing. His scheme did not contemplate for a moment the

destruction of anything, for he had passed the age when catastro

phes were laughable. On the contrary the inspiration had been to

play a practical joke on the world, especially on the wisest man in

the world. He knew in advance that the chances were ten to one

against the king's stumbling on a funny thought. Therefore he

doled himself out just enough laughter to blow the inner fire into

a flame, and with the rest crammed his hollow body to the teeth

of his big jaws so full of fun that he nearly burst.

During the interim the river notified the people of the horrible

doom hanging over the king, or if he refused to go, over entire

creation. Everywhere crowds wandered aimlessly about, sobbing

and wailing ; the temples were thronged by shrieking mobs who

called upon the gods for succor. If they had only known it the

dragon's prank had caused the heavens to resound with celestial

mirth. However, when no answer was vouchsafed to the suppli

ants they believed the gods had deserted them, and the public ex

citement increased to a frenzy. At first the citizens of Athens had

declared their beloved king should never be sacrificed to this blood

thirsty monster. But what with their own fear of death, and the

piteous pleading of the rest of humanity, combined with the threat

of the armed men of all nations to destroy them if the king did

not presently depart,
—what with all this they reluctantly gave

way.
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Amid universal lamentations the king boarded a royal galley to

set sail for Crete. He despaired of life, yet even in his dejection

could not but ponder on the curious task that had been set him.

How under Heaven was he to procure or discover or invent
a joke ?

—What was a joke?—It sounded like something to eat, yet the

king—notorious gourmet that he was—had never heard of it.

Day after day, as the galley bounded onward toward Crete, he

tossed on his couch at the ship's stern, racking his brains over

the inscrutable question—what is a joke?—Finally he bethought
himself of Circe,—the divine sorceress who sometimes in grave

crises has counselled the sons of men. Her island lying to the

westward, the course was changed, and he steered toward the sun

set.

After weeks of countless hardships he viewed afar the isle of

Circe, moored like a sapphire in the golden sand which fringed it

from the sea. As the ship drew near, it gleamed, jewel-like, with

iridescent colors.

Because of his sufferings the skin and clothes of the king—ordi

narily an enormously fat man—hung about him in flabby bags.
He landed and strode along the coral path toward a marble portico
wherein from a distance he had seen the goddess with her hand

maidens. Up the gentle slope he stepped, plucking from its stalk

a gorgeous sun-flower, and sniffing at it coquettishly. On his

nearer approach several of the nymphs broke into a gale of laugh

ter, and when a moment later, he clumsily fell headlong in the

midst of a bow their merriment knew no bounds. Circe laughed
until the tears came to her eyes.

The king heard the new strange sounds with dropped jaw—he

was dumfounded !

"
Ha ! ha ! ha !

"
screamed one, then catching her breath,

"
O

look at that hair, thrusting out over his face, and from his head—

like a straw thatch. Ha ! ha ! ha !—I shall suffocate—"

"
See those slender legs that knock together as he walks !

"

cried a second nymph. Again the portico re-echoed musically.
"
What a gaping mouth !

"
Circe exclaimed,—

"
that huge

paunch—he looks—exactly like a decanter mounted on spind
ling legs—O—

, ye gods !—
"

"
And those clothes—that yellow flower—did you ever see

such—an amazing clash—of—colors !
"
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At last, weak and exhausted, they quieted somewhat ; Circe

wiped her eyes, welcomed the king and asked his quest. This he

stated in many words, and with such grotesque gesticulations and

extraordinary intonations of voice that time after time he was

forced to pause until their hilarity had abated.

He finished, the maidens subsided, and Circe found breath to say,
"

Go, good Sir King—fear nothing. Though, having no sense of

humor, thou knowest not whereof a joke consists, yet shalt thou

so divert the Minotaur that, far from killing thee, he will love

thee, and keep thee always—to— to—to look—at—Ha ! ha ! ha !—

Farewell,—fare—well—
"

The king scuttled awkwardly away ; he felt, as he expressed it,
"

utterly flabbergasted
"
at the treatment he had received. No

one had ever realized the absurdity of his appearance
—indeed,

how could they ? She had said he would not be killed ;
—that at

least was comforting. The longer he considered the more en

couraged he felt, so that he even planned the interview he would

have with the Minotaur.

Quoth he, "I'll walk boldly into his den—and—and—yes!—I'll

bestow upon him a royal embrace. That will flatter his vanity

and soothe his anger."

Still scheming he arrived at the shore where the galley was

beached. A few weeks voyaging brought the craft to anchor

under the threatening cliffs of Crete. Preparatory to descending

by the hole which Vulcan had left in the mountain-side the King

put on his gaudiest garments, packed a heavy basket with food,

and looked his last on daylight. Not being a fast walker he con

sumed all the food long before he rounded the last turn of the

spiral path, and hobbled onto the floor of the cavern. The sight

of the dragon's enormous bulk looming up in the red half-light so

terrified him that he nearly fainted. Nevertheless he managed to

stagger over, and give the kingly
embrace to one great claw of its

foot.

The dragon started from sleep. In the dull red glare which

shone through his eyes the king stood revealed. The moment he

had waited for, when the wisest man in the world should try to

tell him a joke, was at hand.
Here before him he saw the King
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of Athens :—his eyes began to brighten, and a deep chuckle

rumbled in his throat. But the King, in that first embrace, had

touched the magic metal ! When he heard the Minotaur's chuckle,
the whole situation joke and all,—suddenly dawned upon his

comprehension, and he commenced to shout in squeaky roars of

laughter. The sound let loose the avalanche of pent-up happi

ness which the monster had been gathering ever since he had

conceived the jest. He exploded in an outburst that shook the

very firmament.

As he laughed the fire leaped up in his eyes, and the details of

the cavern became visible. For the first time he clearly saw the

King. The effect was so stupendous one hesitates to attempt its

description, but imagine a dozen thunderstorms rattling and bang

ing at once. The gods listened and laughed for sympathy, as,

again and again, he made the earth quake violently.

Meanwhile the fire within grew rapidly hotter, and his sides

turned a bright red. The more the light increased the more he

saw of the king, and the harder he laughed, until from red-hot he

turned white-hot, and melted into streams that flowed, still laugh

ing furiously—down to the river.

The metal instantly imparted its quality to the water. Com

mencing with a startled gurgle, and swelling into a hearty roar,

it, in turn, began to laugh. Through it the contagion spread to

the springs, the brooks, the rivers of the upper world. Every
where the wonted dignity and sobriety vanished ; little streams

babbled harmoniously ; and even the deep swift rivers, intent as

they were on their errands to the sea, found time to gurgle, and

chuckle and boom their overflowing joy.

They have done it ever since, and anyone who will listen or

bathe, or drink may himself seize the wondrous gift.
At any rate that is how the earth-folk learned to laugh.
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A. Dale Riley, '12.

44^ \f TELL, Carr, I guess you'll have to go," observed

\A / Beecher, extending an open letter across the desk

V V t0 tne other junior member of the firm of "Ad-

dington, Beecher and Carr."

"You know this United Traction case comes up next Friday,"
he continued, "and Addington's pretty low."

For several minutes he remained silent, tracing lines on his desk

with a paper knife, while the younger man puzzled over the letter.
"
Do you know, Carr," he said at last,

"
between you and me, I

don't think the old man'll hang on much longer, and," waving his

hand toward the letter,
"
this won't help matters any."

"No," admitted Carr, "It won't—but—about this girl—."

Beecher arose and stepped to the window. For a moment he

stood, drumming a staccato on the pane and looking out over the

city, already atwinkle with its thousand lights.
"
You see," he resumed, coming back to the desk,

"
Mrs. Adding-

ton died while the girl was very small, and as she was the only
child—well, you know the rest, over-doting father, over-indulged

daughter and
—same old story."

"Of course," he continued, seating himself at the desk, "she

had a temper, and when the old man refused to have anything to

do with some young fellow with whom she had become enamoured

at a summer resort, she became very indignant and determined.

It was the first time the old man had ever crossed her in anything,

but she stuck up for the fellow and that night she ran away with

him."

"And Addington?"
"

Realizing that he had been too lenient before, now went to

the other extreme and refused to have anything more to do with

her."

For some time Beecher smoked in silence, while Carr pondered

on the life tragedy of his senior partner.
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"

Several letters came," resumed Beecher,
" but the old man

destroyed them all without opening them."

"
What was her name I

"

inquired Carr, glancing at the letter.

"

Emily, Emily Mae Addington."
"And this letter?"

"

Well, as you see, it is signed Mrs. Bennett. Mrs. Bennettmust

be a friend of the girl's or her husband's. Either the girl is so

sick that she is unable to write, or she had the woman write for

her in order that Addington would not recognize the hand-writing."
" Did her husband desert her?"

"
I don't know. All I have told you is only what I've heard

from Addington's friends, but the fact that this letter came last

night seems to be pretty good evidence of its truth."

Carr arose and began pacing the room.
"

Well, and what am I

to do?
"
he asked, stopping before the desk.

"
You are to find the address in the letter, to hunt her up."

"What then?"

"Use your own judgment. Addington was very much affected

by the letter and might have gone himself had he been able. As

it was he gave the letter to me with the instructions that, if I

could not go myself I was to send you."
"
But didn't he say anything else."

"Nothing."
"
Not even that he forgave her—

"

"

Nothing. You know he's a man of very few words, but then

you might say that he forgives her. Tell her anything to comfort

her."

"

Beecher, I won't tell her anything but the truth. I'll do what

I can, but you know my principles."
The other man laughed.
"

My dear Carr, you are new at the law business ; you are ambi

tious ; you have great ideals. All right, but that a lawyer is neither
a machine of logic nor a safety recording device, you must find

out sooner or later. Perhaps the sooner the better."
"

Very well," replied Carr,
"
we'll see," and he stepped to the

coat rack.

"Your train leaves in just one hour," informed Beecher. "I
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looked up the time this morning. You will arrive in New York

at seven fifteen this evening.
4; H« * * * * *

In the downstairs bed-room of an ancient house at the edge of

the city, an old man lay upon a canopied bed and gazed longingly
out of the window. The last rays of the sun shone upon his

silvered hair, and played about the fea cures of his stern and

wrinkled countenance. He raised himself feebly upon his elbow

and looked down the wide, gravelled path that stretched away to

the street. He watched the golden glow of the sunset until it

changed to the blueness of twilight. Then, as he sank back

among the pillows, the face of a very beautiful woman stared out

of the darkness of the room. While he looked fixedly at the

picture, the hard lines about his mouth softened ever so little.

His eyes blinked, but no tears came ; his lips moved, but no sounds

were uttered, for he was a man of very few words.

When the door opened some moments later, and the buxom old

house keeper entered, he turned to her.

"
Are there any letters ?

"
he inquired curtly.

" No sir, none but business letters," she replied.
"
Let Beecher have those," he commanded, but his lips trembled

and there was a look of disappointment on his face.

"

No, no, don't," he protested, as the woman struck a match to

light the gas, "since there
are no letters to read it is better this

way."
"

Why Mr. Addington," she began solicitously.
" Neverlmind. I tell you it is better this way. I like the

darkness."

With an air of resignation the old woman turned to the door,

but she had just placed her hand on the knob when the feeble

voice recalled her.

"
Look again, Mary, and see if there isn't a letter from New

York."

In less than a moment she returned.

" No sir," she said,
" there ain't no letters from New York."

This time the tears stole into the old man's eyes but he forced

them back. Yet some hours later when he lay in sleep, there

were bright beads upon his face that glistened in the rays of the

moonlight.
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It was three days later that Mr. Alexander Carr, of the law firm

"Addington, Beecher and Carr," stepped out upon the platform of

the Union Depot.
"
Fitch Building," he called, as he jumped into the nearest tax-

icab. He leaned forward anxiously as the car swiftly threaded its

way through the crowded streets. He kept drumming his fingers

upon his knees and tapping the carpet with his feet until the

vehicle drew up before a large, white office building. Then he

tumbled out and dashed up the stairs and into the elevator.

"
I must see Beecher," he muttered, as he hastened along the

hall to the office of "Addington, Beecher and Carr." He found

the door locked and for the first time he remembered that it was

Friday and that Beecher was at court.

"Guess I'll have to break the news myself," he decided as he

turned away. A few minutes later he was speeding along in a

suburban car, but the beauty of summer lawns and trees rushed

by unobserved, in a blur of variegated colors. He took out his

handkerchief and mopped his brow, as he saw the old Addington

place in the distance.

A few moments later Carr found himself on the wide gravel
walk. Very slowly he approached the house among the trees.

Very lightly he pressed the doorbell, but it was not long before

the old house keeper appeared.
"Oh it's you, Mr. Carr," she exclaimed joyfully,

"
Come right

in."

"Do you know," she half-whispered, as she closed the door,
"
Mr. Addington's been asking about you every time I go into the

room. He seemed quite disappointed because he didn't get a let

ter from New York, an' Mr. Beecher said the letter from New

York was to be from you and that I was to give it to Mr. Add

ington."
"
I hadn't time to write," explained Carr as he followed her in

to a large, old-fashioned sitting room,
"
that is, I thought there

was no use since I was coming back today."
"

No, sir, I guess there wasn't, but he was that disappointed—
"

"
I'm sorry," interrupted Carr, then,

"

May I see Mr. Adding
ton?" he asked.

"Yes, the sight o' you'll help 'im, but," and again she lowered
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her voice to a whisper as they approached the bed-room door,
"
He's gettin' worse an' worse, the poor man."

When Mr. Carr found himself in the old bed-room adorned with

its antique furniture and hangings, he paused in doubt and hesita

tion. The figure of his senior partner reclined on a ponderous
bed by the single window, and the waning light emphasized his

feeble frame and emaciated countenance.

"
Come here, my son," called Mr. Addington when he recognised

his visitor,
"
I hope you are not fatigued by your trip."

"Not in the least," replied Carr uneasily, as he seated himself

on a chair by the bedside.

"
And—how did you

—find her ?
"

questioned the old man eager

ly,
"
was she—

"

"
Mr. Addington," said Carr with an effort, but a look of pain

came over his face and he turned away.

The old man siezed his hand with the grip of a vice.

"
I was afraid," he began, but a paroxysm of coughing shook

him from head to foot, and the tears streamed down his cheeks.

The young man watched him in alarm, but the fit of coughing

passed.
"
I was afraid so." resumed the old man as soon as he was able

to speak, "but
—how did she die?"

u Of—a—consumption."
" And—was she—poor ?

"

"Yes, very poor," replied Carr apprehensively.

"Did you see her—husband?" persisted Addington.

"No," admitted Carr, "I did—not."

The old man looked at him sharply and was silent for awhile.

The interview had almost exhausted him, but, as he saw Carr rise

from the chair,

"Don't go," he begged, "I want to know about—Emily's

husband."

As Carr turned away his gaze fell upon
the portrait of a beauti

ful woman. He started and paled visibly.

"What is the matter," gasped Addington, perceiving the action,

"Can't you speak?"
" She had no children," mumbled the young man.

" But her husband. Can't you tell me about her husband."
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A moment Carr stood, irresolute, the picture of doubt, then he

turned and beheld the terrible look that had come into the old

man's eyes.
"
Her husband died last year," he said slowly.

"And Mrs. Bennett."

"Is her landlady."
" Did she die—happy ?"

"She died—happy."
The terrible look had vanished and the old man burst into

tears.

"Thank God," he cried, "thank God," and he seized the

younger man's hand.

Mr. Carr clasped the hand of Mr, Addington like a man in a

dream, then he hurried from the room.

In the hall he encountered Beecher.

"
I've just won the Union Traction case," whispered his partner,

then, as he saw Carr's face,
"

Why, what's the matter, man," he

exclaimed "you're as white as a ghost."

"Beecher," whispered Carr hoarsely, "I've just told the black

est lie that was ever dreamed of."

Beecher looked at him in amazement.

"I've deceived a dying man," he went on, "I've told—

" Hush man," cried Beecher, shaking him by the shoulders,
"
You're raving."
"
I'm not raving, Beecher, I told that unsuspecting old man

that his daughter died virtuous and happy, and she died in pov

erty and—shame."

Beecher stepped back and looked earnestly at his partner. The

latter stood breathless and pale, trembling before his gaze.
"It's the blackest lie ever invented," moaned Carr, turning his

head away.

The sound of a rasping cough came from the other room, fol

lowed by another and another. Both men listened in silence.

Then Beecher stepped over to Carr and extended his hand.
"
It was a lie," he admitted,

"
but it was white."



Some Book Reviews

The Speechfor Special Occasions. By Ella A. Knapp, Ph.D., and John French,
Ph.D. The MacMillan Company, New York. $1.10 net.

The purpose of this volume is to furnish an adequate list of speeches to serve as

models for occasional speaking.
' '

It has seemed well,
' '

write the editors,
' '

to

select specimens of effective speech on such occasions as constantly recur,
—on

ordinary rather than extraordinary occasions,—and to furnish the student with ex

amples of what he is called upon to say under similar circumstances.
"

To this

end they have collected and printed within the limits of three hundred and forty-
six pages, more than a half hundred speeches delivered by as many prominent

people from Queen Elizabeth to Theodore Roosevelt. The usefulness of the book

is considerably increased by an introduction that gives some valuable pointers on

how to prepare and deliver a speech, by an appendix that furnishes outlines for

several different styles of addresses, and by a general bibliography.

Great American Universities. By Edwin E. Slosson. The MacMillan Company,
New York. $2.50 net.

Dr. Slosson's work should not fail to interest both professor and student alike.

In an instructive and entertaining manner he has told the most important and

characteristic features of what he considers to be the fourteen leading universities

in the United States. Cornell is, of course, included in the number.

Dr. Slosson's observations are, in the main, accurate and impartial and when

ever he feels it necessary to employ adverse criticism, he does so in a constructive

and helpful manner. His statement, however, that intercollegiate athletics is one

of the most demoralizing and disintegrating features of present-day university life,

has not called forth the wide- spread comment it deserves.

The Betrayal. By Walter Neale and Elizabeth H. Hancock. The Neale Publish

ing Company, New York and Washington. $1.50 net.

This work purports to be "a novel, historical, political, social ; a novel of man

ners, in which is shown the rise and fall of Virginia, and her betrayal by native

Virginians.
"

It is exceeding dull, written in a heavy stj le, plentifully besprinkled

with quotations from most of the writers of classical antiquity, and it advocates

political theories no longer considered
tenable. The writers maintain with all seri

ousness that no true gentleman would ever part his hair on the side. Their other

views are equally weighty and as equally absurd.

The Sovereignty of the States. ByWalter Neale. TheNeale PublishingCompany,

New York andWashington.
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EDITORIAL.

Block Week is over. Magic words! To-morrow the "bust"

cards may come around, but for the present let us eat, drink and

be merry
—especially be merry

—for Junior Week is here with its

gay whirl of proms, cotillions, dramatics and

Junior concerts. A happy respite it is indeed from

Week, the work of the class room and the laboratory,
so let us enjoy -it to the utmost. Ladies, we

are glad to have you with us again, as guests of Cornell and

Cornellians. Many of you have been here before and need no

assurance from us as to the fleeting pleasures of Junior Week. To

those who come here for the first time we extend even a heartier

welcome, and trust that you won't have one dull moment while in

Ithaca.

There are those among us who cherish the idea that Cornell is

the distinctively American University of the East, as distinguished
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from older universities like Princeton and Harvard, which still

retain something of the atmosphere of Oxford

Poetry and and Cambridge. Certain of us habitually
Plumbers. give three short yells for Uncle Sam on at

tempting to shave at 6.30 A. M. before a

cracked mirror, our bleeding and pasty complexions reminding
us that the red and white comprises some five-sixths of Old Glory.
Others of us, less energetically inclined, lie abed and drowsily and

dolefully consider the fact that Cornell is American is the spot

that damns it, for America being essentially Philistine renders

Cornell essentially Philistine. A Philistine, by the bye, is a

person who loves nothing but mech. lab. reports and who reads

nothing but the Saturday Evening Post.

But we do not believe that either America or Cornell is so hope

lessly engrossed in phonographs that it never

Hears the muses in a ring

Aye round about Jove's altar sing.

Extreme positions are nearly always fallacious. America is not

entirely a guild of plumbers. Besides in this century plumbers

carry original play mss. and pocket editions of Paradise Lost in

their tool kits.

We have made this, our Junior Week issue, a special poetry

issue : we confidently expect to find a well-thumbed copy of it in

the Sibley Reading Room. Some of the verse of this issue has

gone from Cornell to all America. F. Dana Burnet's
" Indian

Song Cycle," is, we understand, to appear in Songs) and "The

Departing Minstrel" is reprinted through the courtesy of D. Ap-

pleton and Co., copyright 1908.

By an astute ratiocinative process, involving a notice in the Sun

and sundry consequent jibes, we have at length reft the mysterious

shroud of at least one nom de guerre. Mr. Robert B. Kep-

linger, 'n, has confessed that he was
"

Congress Lake." We

warmly congratulate him on his musical little "Nocturne," which

appeared in our December number. C.E.S.
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The Era does not often venture forth into the field of dramatic

criticism, but the finished production of Wilhelm Tell by the

Deutscher Verein deserves at least passing
Dramatics

comment. The undertaking was a huge one

wffj and the carrying of it out to a successful

completion merits only the highest of praise.

It is true that the generous gift of scenery and costumes by the

Neues Deutsches Theater, made it possible for the Deutscher

Verein to seriously consider presenting Schiller's masterpiece, but

even such a favorable beginning would have availed but little had

not those in whose hands the undertaking was placed—faculty

and students alike—devoted to it the best of their rather unusual

energies and abilities.

In the opinion of many, the presentation of Wilhelm Tell marks

a distinct artistic advance on anything that has previously been

undertaken by a Cornell dramatic organization. To produce such

a classic, calls not only for a high degree of dramatic efficiency,
but also for the complete mastery of a tongue, foreign to many of

the actors. To possess the courage sufficient to undertake the

production of a play that American students have never before

presented in German on an American stage, is sufficient in itself

to justify the existence of the Deutscher Verein. And the fact

that the final result fully justified all the time and care spent upon

it should prove a source of considerable satisfaction to all those

connected with that organization.

We welcome gladly the inaugurating of special exercises on

Founder's Day which will be commemorative of Ezra Cornell,
Goldwin Smith, and others whose names are indissolubly linked

with this University. Founder's Day within

Founder's past years has degenerated into little more

Day. than an additional holiday upon which to

loaf. Lectures on Lord Kelvin, journalism,

agriculture and the nation are worth hearing, but they can be

delivered just as well on any other day of the college year.

Founder's Day should be held sacred to the memory of Ezra

Cornell. On that day let our interest be awakened by stories of

the Founder, and let us learn how this University has grown

from a precarious infancy to its present lusty young manhood.
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"It is just and proper," says President Schurman, "that the

founder of a college should be held in grateful and pious memory..
For he has established an institution dedicated to truth and!

knowledge, to learning and research, to art and culture, ends,,,

which along with virtue and piety are the highest that the human

mind can conceive."

It is at least an open question if Cornell students hold the name

of their Founder in "

grateful and pious memory." Too often, it

is to be feared, they take this great University for granted, and do

not appreciate that had it not been for the far-seeing wisdom, in

domitable courage and tireless services of one man, there would

be no University here to give them their education.

To many of us Ezra Cornell is no nearer than are the fabled

heroes of antiquity, he has become little more than a name. The

chief reason for this deplorable ignorance may be that the facts of

his life are not told to us sufficiently often. If this is so, then

it is fitting that the addresses to be given on future Founder's

Days be prepared with the sole end in view of keeping the

Founder's memory green in the hearts of the students. If this

were done, January the eleventh, would mean something more

than a day's respite from one's studies.

The Senior Pledge Committee will soon begin its efforts to se

cure from each member of the Class of 191 1 a pledge to pay a

considerable sum of money in yearly installments extending
over a period of many years. We do not

Senior Class know how this money when once collected

Memorial will be spent. For that matter, we doubt if

the committee does, either, as the disposition

of the funds will probably be left to the discretion of the Cornellian

Council. The committee can, however, suggest to what uses the

money shall be put, and the Cornellian Council would undoubtedly

carefully consider any such expressed preference. While fully

appreciating the need for additional buildings of instruction and

for better athletic equipment, we desire to state our firm convic

tion that no more fitting Class Memorial could be found than that

of a statue of Ezra Cornell, erected in some suitable place on the

Campus.
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It should be a source of secret regret to every Cornellian that

there is no building or monument on the Campus to bear direct

evidence of the fact that there ever was such a man as Ezra Cor

nell. We have a Boardman, a Stimson, a Rockefeller, and a

Goldwin Smith Hall, a Sibley College and a Sage Chapel, but no

building bearing the name of Cornell.

Of course the University is itself a monumentum aereperenmum,

and so long as that endures Ezra Cornell cannot wholly be forgot

ten. But it is one that he, himself, has made by the labor of his

hand and brain. There is need of a monument erected by the

students in loving token of all that the Founder has meant

to the tens of thousands who have studied here. Could one

conceive of anything more fitting than a statue of the man

who made the University possible, a statue that shall furnish to

our own and future generations a faithful replica of what manner

of man this was,
—God-fearing, courageous, far-seeing and noble.

"The time will come" said ex-President Andrew Dickson

White at the celebration four years ago of the centennial anniver

sary of Ezra Cornell's birth, "The time will come when his statue

will stand on this soil which he wrought with his own hands, and

amid these scenes he loved so well."

For the benefit of any interested, The Era desires to correct a

statement in the December number to the effect that the maga

zines we receive from other colleges may be found in the periodi
cal room of the University Library. Through the courtesy of the

Christian Association, our exchanges are placed in the Barnes Hall

Reading Room instead, where we judge they will be more gen

erally accessible to the student body.

Immediately after the beginning of the second term, a competi
tion open to sophomores and freshmen for positions on the edi

torial board of this publication will be started. The competition
will last until May, when several men will be elected to the board

on the basis of both the quality and quantity of the work done.

As a position on The Cornell Era affords valuable literary and

journalistic training all those interested in journalism are urged
to enter the competition.
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WANZER & HOWELL

The GROCERS

Ithaca Cold Storage,
Established 1871

J.W.Hook,
Fruit, Produce

Butter and Eggs

Long Distance Telephone No. 80.
Nos. 113-115 S. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Atterbury System Clothes and Regal

Shoes. - - BARNEY SEAMON.

PETER SCUSA

MODERN Shoe Repairing
4 05 Eddy St. Ithaca Phone 428C

Choice Cut Flowers

Floral Decorations

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

BOOL FLORAL CO
ITHACA, N. Y.
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OLIVET

T^petA/rH&r

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St.

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENT -- The ToggeryShops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(a) Shops (*) Factory

Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingstons Tobacco Store.
1x8 MortSi Aurora St.

ftrim* 3raming - &tmtl}'ii
315 1. £tat* #t. IMjara, ». f .

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY

422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347 -h
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"if you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

D. S. O'BRIEN,
Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.

I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,
Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets : 222 IM. Auroraa St. and 430 N. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY = = J.Will Tree
1 1 1 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."
All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,
Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, »»
__

aurora
___

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

To the American Uni

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

of Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage
Over forty years of existence

places them among the oldest

and best college stores in the

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Students
on subscriptions for the

——

-Xea6mQ=
——

£ngtneerinG Journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record

Electric Railway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the practical problems
which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. - - - NEW YORK
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JL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

]Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits

and j
Stockholder's Liability J

y $600,000.00

Your account solicited Safe Deposit Boxes for rent

SS_____H___H

Save 33% on YOUR CLOTHES.
Look over our Fall and Winter

Novelties. Full Dress Suits,
Silk lined throughout, $50.00.

Overcoats, $40.00 and up.

Sack Suits, $35.00 and up.

Honest, Good, Reliable Workmanship.

URBAND, SON & CO. - - Tailors

203 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y.
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Great talkers are like leaky vessels—everything runs out of them

Speaking confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

light wei ht or the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous

demand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources of our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derbys, Reversibles and other forms of

Slip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who

demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed

man in Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats. Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"—"The Mistress of Shenstone"—"Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"— "Max"—"Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
19-121 EAST STATE ST.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

R.A.Heggie & Bro.Co. CORNELL LIVERY
___ EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.
Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper First-Class Livery, Hack and

IfagfOpposite Tompkins County Bank. Boarding Stabl e

208-210 S. Cayuga St.

The
HOUSE

of

QUALITY

WHEATON

107 N. Aurora St Practical Tailor and Cutter

Ithaca, N. Y.
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H. J. BOOL CO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

§ Buy Books of

\ Permanent Value

At this time of year a stu

dent should begin thinking
of buying books of per

manent value. A dictionary
is one of this kind. For a

young man the thin paper

edition of Webster's dic

tionary is the best.

fl
8
B
9
fl
9
9
fl

THE CO-OP

is in Morrill Hall

8

8

8

BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.

ESTABLISHED 1818

^OTglHO.
fontl*mrn2 Ipttnualiittg (Jnttiis.

Registered,
U. S. Pat. Oft

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

BROADWAY cor. TWENTY-SECOND ST.

NCW YORK

Overcoats for early spring

Norfolk and Sack Suits

English Haberdashery

Hats, Shoes, Trunks,

Bags and Traveling

Cases.

Illustrated catalogue on request
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLISON?
The Bachelors9 Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof housewith ac

commodations equal to any Broadway hotel, at half the price.

Shower and plunge baths free to guests, Turkish and Russian

Baths, seventy-five cents.

Restaurant service a la carte at moderate prices.

Rates for Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards.

Special Rates by the week. Writefor Booklet.

KOHM & BRUNNE

MERCHANT

TAILORS

ANDRUS & CHURCH,

Booksellers, Stationers, Printers and Bookbinders,

143 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



The One Law.

HEN we turn our eyes down the dim vista of the eons, we

~ remark that Mature has always transformed herself to har

monize with varying situations. The great plants that were

the precursors of our great Coal ^rust could not, like other organization,

flourish under present-day conditions ; the ichthyosaur would scarcely sur

vive a dip in the icy waters of Cayuga ; in the benevolent commonwealth

of New Jersey, the flying-snake would be shot for a mosquito. Nature

observes but one law : the law of the quickest change, ^oday the reptile

finds itself hard-pressed to survive below ; tomorrow it has taken to the

air, has become a bird.

In this connection men have much to learn of Nature. cUhey still

affect that quintessence of absurdity, the derby hat, not because they be

lieve it either comfortable or debonair, but forsooth, because the omnipotent

Everybody affects it. Men still commonly turn out in that ludicrous,

double-barreled anachronism of a habiliment
—

a pair of trousers,
—

unsani

tary, unsightly, uncouth. That eccentric gentleman who paraded the

boulevards ofJersey City clad in a bath towel had the right idea
—

a gar

ment simple, unhampering and washable. It represented a return to the

sane dressing of the Greeks, ^he prude and the martinet would doubt

less throw up their hands in horror at the mere suggestion of such a return.

They would cite little books on etiquette to impress upon us that such

things Were quite without the pale of good breeding. What is this pother

about good breeding, anyway ! The little books on etiquette tell us that

it is not the mark of good breeding to throw things or to point them out.

I can conceive of occasions when it is a saving of a few seconds to toss a

match box or to point out a person in a crowd. JI second is worth more

than all the good breeding in the world. Look to Nature for proof of

that. There is but one law, and that is the Law of Expediency.
—Earl Simonson.

W
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The Value of Time.

DAVID STARR JORDAN,

Cornell, '72, President of Leland Stanford Junior University.

THERE
is an ancient health adage which says,

" Rise early, before you are twenty-five, if

possible." But make your rise by doing, not

by promising ; by accomplishment rather than

by advertisement.

There is no kind of advice more important than that

which relates to the saving of time. To rise at

twenty-five, you should be thirty years old at that time.

An active man is successful in proportion to his age.

His age is not marked by successive birthdays, but

by the time he has used. Something can be done with

every spare minute. The Cornell man who has learned

his lesson has found the art of reading a book a page

at a time and of keeping all of it that is worth re

membering. He has learned to think things through
and to find his conclusion quickly. Afterwards, equally
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1
quickly, he should turn it over into action. It is

possible for the man who values his time to complete

a whole transaction, to plan a bridge, to paint a picture,
or to write a book, while the other fellow is working
himself up to begin it.

One great argument (and there are others) against the

tobacco habit, is the time it wastes. A man who does

not smoke knows when he is idle. A man who smokes

has a vague feeling that in drowning the irritation of

past smokes he is somehow putting in time. He

imagines that he is busy, but for all intellectual purposes
and for all results of action, he is merely wasting time.

There is a theory in Zoology that those animals we

know as higher forms are those who have accelerated

their development. To hurry through the stages that

do not count, because they are not permanent, is to save

time in which to come in winner at the end. Whether

this theory as to frogs and reptiles be true, it is certainly
the fact as to man. That which wins is not precocity,

doing things before their time, but persistence, wasting
no time on the doing of the right thing.
The great advantage of the young man who is self-

dependent lies in this. He must save every minute to

get along. So he learns very early and very thoroughly
the value of time. He knows its relation to money, to

activity, to life.

The men who work, in any country, are never a

source of danger, even though at times they receive

more than their proper share of the results of activity.
Our industrial perils are not primarily from the power

of the rich, but from the weakness of the power. An

ever present cause of poverty and of failure is the at

tempt to partake too early of a leisure which has not
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been earned. The waste of life is the neglect of time.

If half of one's earnings go to whisky and tobacco, the

rest goes to rags and dirt. Or if by chance some luck

of inheritance has raised us above the condition of

taking this literally, we cannot escape it metaphorically.
To come to the full measure of one's powers, to make

the most of ourselves—this marks success in life. But

power is only relative. It depends on the factor of

time. With time enough, we could any of us do any

thing. With this great multiplier, it matters not so

much what the other factor is. Any man might be all

men could he live long enough and use his life as it

came to him. But we are not in it for eternity. At the

most our days are short, and as Nye used to remind us,
"
We shall be a long time dead ". So every hour we

waste carries away its life as the drip of falling water

wears away a rock.

"The gods for labor give us all good things." They
do not give much that is worth having for any other

than this good old price.
"

By their long memories,
the gods are known." This means that while they
make temporary loans of luck, they charge a heavy in

terest on all special favors. The only safe way to deal

with them is not to run in debt. Save your time, and

you conserve pretty much else worth saving. Use your

time, and you will have everything else worth using.
And so I come to my first piece of advice,

"
Rise early,

before you are twenty-five if possible ". And that means

that by using all the minutes, you should be thirty years

old, forty years old, while your competitors are attaining
their majority. Be ready for a man's work, when the

first call for a man's work comes to you.
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EDITORIAL FOREWORD:

We wish to repeat that any articles published by us express the senti

ments of the individual authors, the editorial page being the only part of

the publication in which the opinio?is of The Era are voiced. This,

however, does not apply to unsigned contributions, which are written by

the Board.

The Policeman and the Student.

E. H. Buck, Chief of Police.

HAVING
been asked on several occasions to state the rela

tion of the police department to the students of Cornell

University and having heard of so much talk that the

local police are antagonistic to the students, I would

like to take this opportunity to state through the columns of your

journal my views on the subject.
In the first place, I want to make it clear that the members of

the police department are not antagonistic to the students ; that

the police have only the kindliest of feelings towards the student

body.

Naturally, students form the opinion that the police are ready
to

" nab
"
them at any time, especially following an occurrence like

that of February fourth. But such is not the case. The police have

to do their duty and to protect the rights of citizens as well as

property. To that end the police are called upon to arrest vio

lators of the law.

I don't know as I can name a single member of the department
who has any desire to arrest a student merely because he is a

student. Officers don't wear uniforms to carry out personal spite
and they don't wear brass buttons for the purpose of bullying

anyone. They wear such outfits as officers of the law. Oftentimes

in performing their duties officers are called upon to arrest their

friends and in some instances their relations. Therefore, it is not

right for anyone to assume, according to my views, that members

of the local police department are ever ready to make arrests

and especially to
"
nab

"
students for trifling infringements of city

ordinances.
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A man is a man whether he is a student or laborer, and the police
are not more eager to arrest the former than the latter. According
to the reports of my men, a great many students are sent to their

rooms instead of being arrested. That fact alone if it were known

by the student body would tend to stop the talk that the police
are always ready to clash with students and that in order to pro

tect their rights the collegians have to resort to rioting every now

and then.

I think that if the upperclassmen could impress on the minds of

the underclass students that the police are police and not bullies;
that the feeling among members of the police department and the

University is friendly, and that only the best of feeling ought to

prevail, that a certain amount of so-called student disturbances

might be avoided.

Students have a right to enjoy their fun, although I would like

to state at this time that fun should not be carried on to such an

extent that anyone would be injured or arrested. It is not pleasant
for officers to arrest persons and then appear against them in court,

although necessary at times. The best of feeling ought to prevail

among the students and police and I am sure it does.

In closing, I want to say that I hope the time will come when

the students will be on as good terms with the police as with their

foommates and that the police will return this friendliness.

Pebbles.

Earl Simonson, ,i2.

A defeat is a guide-post on the road to victory.

A great man may be a great sinner ; a little man never could be.

Saints and devils alike set little store by public opinion.
The kingdom of words is but an appanage of the kingdom of deeds.

Love, so called, is frequently only a habit.

What will people think, is an incident : what will God think, an eternity.



Race Prejudice at Cornell.

James B. Clarke, '12.

// I 1 ^HE time for silence is gone by, and the time to speak

1 is come," said Martin Euther. The time is come to

X say something which is relatively as important to

our little community as was Euther's world-stirring

letter to the Christian princes of Germany. But while the great

reformer broke down three walls which Rome had been fifteen

hundred years in building around the religion of Jesus Christ, I

wish to break down a single Wall of Prejudice which, barely forty

years after its birth and while some of its sponsors are still quietly,

though none the less interestedly, watching its growth, the Cornell

University is rearing in its midst, in defiance of the purpose of its

Founder.

Ezra Cornell's object is still expressed in the seal of the Uni

versity :
"
I would found an institution where any person might

obtain instruction in any subject."
To the casual observer the number of students and illustrious grad

uates of both sexes and from every corner of the globe would seem

to indicate that Mr. Cornell's purpose had been more than realized.

As a matter of fact the University is now and has for some time been

disregarding the object for which it exists—to furnish instruction

and consequently everything that makes instruction possible or

profitable and that may be provided, to any person who desires it

and can pay for it. The University lavishly furnishes the bare

instruction. It has not the means to supply in like manner the

two indispensable and providable concomitants of instruction,
food and lodging. But such facilities as it offers it withholds from

some who are entitled to them.

Four years ago a person who wished instruction made applica-
cation before arriving here for accommodation in the dormitory
for female persons. The officials in charge of the building found

out that the applicant, although not more heavily pigmented
than the average resident, belonged to a type of persons known as

colored. Shortly after, the father of this girl received a curt note
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containing his deposit and informing him that it was a cruel im

position not to have said that she was a Jt\egr<3A& He replied that

he was not so sure about his daughter's race, but that he did know

she was a woman and that, according to the Cornell University

Register,
"
The dormitories for women students are Sage College

and Sage Cottage."
East year two women students who had grown tired of climbing

the hill or getting half frozen waiting for the street cars wished to

obtain rooms nearer to the University. The only place where

they could even dare apply was Sage College. Here the Deaniin-

formed them that while she herself had no objection to letting
them draw for rooms, some of the other occupants of the building
would make it very unpleasant for them. These women were

therefore obliged to go back this year to the negro quarter in the

lower part of the town ; to hurry back and forth to their meals ;

to waste in going up and down much time and energy that they

ought to spend in assimilating the instruction that is given them;

to pay more for carfare and living expenses than women in better

pecuniary circumstances.

Is this the way that Mr. Cornell's idea is being carried out? Is

this the way that Goldwin Smith's memory is honored and re

spected ? Does Andrew D. White approve of this state of affairs ?

Such a condition cannot fail to keep away from the University

many persons who would like to obtain here the instruction

which is absolutely denied to them at institutions nearer their

homes. It must prevent the colored women who are here from

getting the most out of the opportunities offered to them. When

an examination depends on the reading of a book on the reserved

shelves, what chance has a girl who is too tired and worn out to

get up the hill on a stormy night? I live near the campus and I

know that for weeks it is often impossible to read an assignment

except one reaches the library before 8 A. M., 2 P. M., or 6:30 p. m.,

for after these hours a Sage College girl will almost surely have

the book.

As a male colored person I have been able to solve the difficulty
of getting food and shelter near the place of instruction. I have

quarters in a building which the Universify rents to students and
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a few professors. In my freshman year, after I had been served

one meal in a dining hall and had heard a boarder ask whether

Niggers ate there too, the student manager told me : "We probably

won't be able to accommodate you regularly. The house is pretty

full now." Some time later I went one day to the lunch room

where I had been taking my meals, and a student abruptly got up

and went out, leaving his sandwich and milk not half consumed.

I did not give the proprietor of this place a chance to intimate to

me that I was driving away his patrons. Since then I have been

getting my meals at the expense of a little time and an occasional

hurt to false pride.
But a colored person of the gentle sex—for we, too, have

agentle sex
—cannot be so easily provided for. She may not live

in Cascadilla building without a chaperon. Must she wait at

table in a fraternity to get food near the university ? It was

especially to provide instruction that was not provided elsewhere,
or that was refused to those who sought it elsewhere, that Ezra

Cornell and Andrew D. White established this University. At

that time it was very doubtful whether women were at all fitted

for the higher education on equal terms with men. The women

of Cornell University have amply justified Mr. Sage's benefactions.

At a time when it is enjoying the bequest of a man whose long
and honored life was a model of broad, human sympathies, can

this university barter the ideals which are embodied in Goldwin

Smith Hall for the narrow, unreasoning, inhuman prejudices of a

few women students ?

I am taking the Dean's excuse for turning away colored girls
from Sage College as real and sincere. But has she sufficient

reason on which to base her opinion ? The groundless fear of a

thing often does much to create the thing that is dreaded. I do

not believe, I cannot believe that Cornell women are so little ap

preciative of what the University has done for their sex that a

majority of the occupants of Sage College would exclude girls
from residence merely on account of their color. But in any case

that could not affect the official attitude of the University. There

is a place for everything under the sun. This is not the place for
the Atlanta Compromise. The most rabid Negrophobist and
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Caucasian protectionist of the South will admit that white civili

zation is nowhere imperilled by tht presence of one-half per cent.

of blacks. This is not a question of planters' daughters and cot

ton pickers or mammies in Alabama, nor even of fashionable

debutantes and scrubwomen or laundresses in New York. It is

simply a matter of accommodating regularly matriculated women

students in the dormitory for women. The one thing for the

Dean to do is to give every applicant a fair chance to get a room

and, if she gets it, to see that she enjoys all the privileges of the

building.
This does not mean that every woman must necessarily belong

to the secret societies. Any girl will find enough sisterhood or

"

sorority
"
in the fellowship of compatible temperaments. If, after

that, any resident shows by her conduct towards one of her sex

that she does not deserve to be called a lady, she should be ex

cluded from the building. She will have no difficulty in finding

rooms outside, or she may go to some school where she need not

hurt her eyes at the sight of a colored woman.
u
We are not

looking for students. We don't advertise,"—the ever-irate gate

keeper of the University once said to a man who was trying to

enter with a faulty passport.

In the South it is, of course, out of the question for a colored

person to think of entering an institution of the standard of

Cornell. In the North a dark face is often turned away, disap

pointed and deceived, from a school that is not honest enough to

put up the sign : No Darkies. Not long ago a girl was refused

admission to some college because it was found that she was one-

sixteenth Negro. One of the most richly endowed educational

institutions in this country, a woman's college in Pennsylvania, is

by the will of its founder, exclusively Caucasian. A good Cornell

student was obliged to come to Ithaca because she was not wanted

at a new woman's college in her home town, only forty miles

away, although the founder has never drawn any racial lines.

Our founder distinctly rubbed out all such lines. Shall this girl

be made to feel that she is not wanted at Cornell ?

Sage College is not the only institution controlled directly or

indirectly by the University for the benefit of its students,where this
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question would be answered in the affirmative. But this manifesta

tion of race prejudice is only a part of the general decay of the old

time Cornell. Some time ago a graduate of '91,aman who has done

more credit to his Alma Mater than any ten men of the class of

191 1 probably ever will do, lectured before the University. I

afterwards asked him what he thought of the wonderful growth

and improvement since his undergraduate days.
u Too much

prosperity," he replied.
" What can you mean ? Who ever could

be too prosperous ? Where was your Arts College, your Ag. Col

lege, your Rockefeller Hall ?
"
I asked in astonishment. Just

then a young gentleman swept by us, haughty and luxurious in

his winter apparel.
" Too many fur coats," the

" old grad." said,

significantly.
There are none

"
too many fur coats

" in Sage College. There

are far too many fur-coated minds. Cornell University is essen

tially democratic. It is its democracy that won the heart of

Goldwin Smith and made the eminent scholar who had been the

teacher of the heir to the British throne come here to lecture to

the heirs to the American plow, without salary or reward other -

than the pleasure of trying to make men Human. It is -e«4y-^
democracy that produced such a distinguished alumnus as David

Starr Jordan. It is this democracy that has sustained Cornell

through her early poverty and hardship and brought her to her

present more prosperous condition. In the last analysis all true

Americans are at heart non-fur-coated farmers' sons and daughters,
and there is no truer American than the American Nigger.
Cornell University was founded by a farmer and is intended for

farmers' children.

The maintenance of this true Cornell spirit depends principally

upon the students. A hat decorated with certain peculiar hiero

glyphics is in itself inoffensive, but when it is openly flaunted as

the badge of exclusiveness and aristocracy a democratic student

body can have it thrown away. Some of the finest men and

women in this University keep their bodies warm with furcoats^
but their minds are self-protected by a large native fund of un-

coramon sense and are thus left open for the acquisition of further

supplies of this most precious commodity. On the other hand the

sweater-vested and slickered bodies often sustain minds coated
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with fur and impervious to new impressions. I want all Cornell

students to cast off their furcoat ideals and the ideals represented

by the hats which they have already thrown away. Cardinal

Newman is not alone in thinking that the best part of a college
education lies not in the books, but in the students. You must

study them and know them if you would fit yourself for life. You

cannot do this if you hold aloof from them or push them away

from you. The more they differ from you and your own type,

all the more reason why you should know them. To spend all

your time in little cliques and coops with the people whom you

knew before you came and whom you will know after you have

gone is to refuse to open a new book and master a new subject. If

it had the money the University could provide board and lodging
for all its students. But the one best thing in college cannot be

handed out to order. It must come of itself from the students

themselves.

I am not asking anybody to change violently his inborn con

victions. I am not asking anybody to do what he believes to be

detrimental to his conception of the best. But I do wish for my

self, and I believe I am voicing the sentiment of other students,

that there were enough Cornellians here to make me feel that

there was one place on this continent where I could spend four

short years without being constantly reminded to keep my place
as a Nigger, a social outcast. By social outcast I do not mean

one who is not invited to dances and teas. I mean a person who,

in a Hall of the Humanities or in a Christian Chapel, involun

tarily repels other persons as if he were a loathsome and contagious

object, a creature for people to flee from as from the pest now

raging in Manchuria.

The authorities of the University also have their part in keeping
alive the Cornell spirit. The man who asked whether Niggers
ate in a public refectory now sits in an instructor's chair in Gold-

win Smith Hall. My own experience with professors would not jus

tify the columns of editorials on "the gap between professors and un

dergraduates" which recently appeared in the Sun. But how would

this man behave to a Nigger who went into his class? A uni

versity is a place where Truth is sought and taught—broad, uni-
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versal, all-pervading Truth. It is the last place on earth to foster

narrow, racial, personal prejudices. If one instructor does not like

Niggers, another may despise Chinese, a third may hate Jews, and

a fourth may have no use for anybody but himself, as the Sun

seems to think. Then what becomes of the instruction for any

person ? This is not the type of teachers that Cornell began with.

These are not the men who make sacrifices in order to do things

for others. A man who has strong racial or class antipathies is

bound to show them. And if he has to train minds and shape

character ! Such a man can never be a teacher in a cosmopolitan, .

democratic university. gvOL

I wish to say in conclusion that no-fita-a- has asked me to make

this appeal to the fair-mindedness of the University public. Far

from that, the persons whose statements in conversation primarily

inspired it would probably rather have me say nothing. But as

with Euther, so it is with me. The sense of wrong is in my sys

tem. I have to get it out and impart it to those who can right it.

Moreover, I know that persons not colored could say things like

what I have said. And these things should not be said of Cornell..

Cayuga.

Gordon B. Dukes, 'io.

Sweet, aye sweet, thy glancing ripples dancing 'neath the June-tide sun,

Soft, aye soft, thy gentle lappings when the zephyrs have begun
To trip with silvern measure to the rustling cadence of the breeze,
That stirs amidst the sombre shadows of thy summer-tinted trees.

Fare thee well, bright Nature's emblem laughing 'neath the June-tide sky,.
With a sigh did I first seek thee, now I leave thee with a sigh ;

Care-dispelling, bliss-inspiring, when beside thee moments fly
Fleet as ever 'neath Love's bower, Love's first kisses waltzed them bv.



Boarding-House Inspection.

1. Adler, 'n.

THE
question of food for students requires special attention

on account of the preponderance of mental work to which

they are accustomed in proportion to their amount of

physical exercise. Generally speaking, the quantity of

food consumed by students is far in excess of their needs or even for

proper assimilation. This excess is not only an economic waste

but through the overworking of the digestive and excretory

organs, is the direct cause of many cases of indigestion and other

ailments. We must awaken to the fact that we are no more an

out-of-door working people, as our ancestors were, but staid indi

viduals, spending nine-tenths of our time indoors. And as most

of this time is spent in reading, writing, drawing, etc., all of which

require close nervous application, the importance of keeping our

digestive system in a state of perfect order is apparent. Great

stress should be laid on the daily diet.

The boarding houses of Ithaca, with few exceptions, are indeed

poor venders of cooked food. Some of the filthy and unsanitary
conditions have been pointed out in a recent article in this paper,

but many more await the careful inspector. In the first place

many of the houses are run by persons incapable of both cooking
and managing. Often, on account of a scarcity of help, the entire

preparation of meals falls on one person, who, perforce, cannot

give to it the proper attention and observe ordinary cleanliness.

A careful examination of the menu and methods of boarding

houses, would throw light on many causes of disturbance of di

gestive function. That the appointment of a University Boarding
House Inspector would be fruitful of much good, may be seen by
the benefit former agitations have brought about. It would force

the submerged boarding houses to live up to a standard of quality.
The meals, too, are sadly lacking in variety. I still feel a dread

for that thin slab of beef which inevitably came every evening,
half well done and half raw. This, of course, saves the necessity
of cooking to order, and gives one the choice of either half of the

slab. Three heavy meals a day with meat at two, and often at
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three of them, are certainly too much for any one, even the husky

athlete. The double pie order at the end of the evening meal, is

the last and final insult of the day to our overworked stomachs.

It insures a tired evening, a restless night, and the necessity of a

thorough oral disinfection in the morning. Boarding house meals

are not adapted to student needs, but to those of day laborers. It

is easy to understand why we do not need more than two-thirds

of the food required by a hard-working laborer, and yet, we try to

eat fully as much, partaking of everything served and occasionally

calling for seconds. It is a poor test of satisfied hunger to eat

until a distinct sense of fullness is felt.

The astonishing number of digestive ailments existing among

us and the great use of purgatives show the folly of our present

methods. The frequent and continued use of cathartics is danger

ous, since it irritates the intestine, and renders it dependent upon

them, by requiring increasing doses. Fruit, especially apples in the

morning and evening, suffice for laxative purposes in all normal

individuals. The importance of daily movements is, of course,

generally understood. Careful chewing of food saves half the

mechanical work of the stomach and intestine, and a thorough
salivation in the mouth brings about a free flow of digestive juice
in the stomach. Since our whole pleasure of eating lies in the

taste and flavor got from food while in the mouth, why hurry this

process by hastily gulping it down ? We can subsist on half the

food if we chew it carefully. This, I have not only observed as

to myself, but also from statements of many others who eat

leisurely and with pleasure. Our appetite varies with the stan

dard we establish. The amount of food supposed necessary by
different individuals, varies widely. By careful eating, it can be

trained to gauge our real needs correctly and not subject us to its

every whim of false longing.

Many students eat at the "

dogs," because there, they can get
what they want when they want it, and can eat according to their

desires—much or little. The many objections however, to the
"

dogs
"
are obvious. The greatest, probably, are the high cost of

a week's board, the uncleanliness, the prevalence of fried orders,
and the continuous rush. However, it seems that some students

have solved this problem of eating. It is generally unknown that
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a large number of students have overcome all the objections by

preparing their own meals in their rooms. A visit to a grocery

near College Avenue about meal times will convince one of the

great popularity of this method. All necessary supplies may be

obtained here, and with the help of a chafing dish, a good meal

can be prepared within fifteen minutes. Room-mates get along

very well in this way and find that the three simple but very
nutritious meals are satisfying indeed. The following menu is

an average :

(The figures represent the heat calories supplied by each).

Morning—Cocoa, made with milk (300), bread (100), butter (100),
fruits (50).

Noon—Cereal with cream (500), 2 eggs (150), coffee (50), bread

(100), butter (100).

Evening—Prepared soup or creamed oysters (200), baked beans

or hominy (150), salmon or sardines or steak (300), preserves

(50), tea (50), rolls (100), butter (100).
The above includes, at a cost of about $2.50 a week, a fair com

bination of the desired amounts of protein, carbohydrates, and fats,
and furnishes sufficient calories of energy to supply bodily waste.

It represents from 2,500 to 3,000 heat calories, which scientific

investigators consider sufficient for a student's daily needs. Food

eaten above this requirement, is unnecessary, and with a few

years' continuance, becomes distinctly injurious. Much of the

energy derived is wasted in keeping the over-worked liver, kidneys
and the other organs concerned in action. Clearly, this is not

necessary, for the efficiency of every machine has its optimum

point, and this ought to be striven for. Overworking of the

organs causes delay in food absorption, resulting in abnormally

long detention of food in the intestine. This permits the action

of the intestinal bacteria to proceed too far, and results in the pro

duction of gases and poisonous by-products. Auto-intoxication,

the absorbing of these poisons by the blood, is the consequence.

The systemic effects of this self-poisoning, are as apparent to the

physician as the sight of the alcoholic drunk is to the layman.

Metchnikoff's plan for longevity, is essentially to avoid this auto

intoxication. He recommends buttermilk as a drink useful in

retarding the bacterial action in the intestine.
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The sallow emaciated looking student as frequently needs a

material decrease in his food supply and to rid his system of the

absorbed poisons, as to try to build himself up by increasing his

food consumption. Often, so little food is absorbed, that a stu

dent, habitually overeating, is actually underfed. Furthermore,

the over-worked and clogged-up system can offer but poor resistance

to invading diseases, and hence gives easy access to a variety of

numerous infections. The frequency of colds is now explained as

due to such conditions, the weather factor merely aiding in lower

ing one's vitality. Colds do not exist in very cold climates.

North pole explorers freeze their limbs but never catch a cold

until they return to crowded civilization. The over-worked athlete

cannot, for the same reasons, throw off many minor infections.

Much of his vitality is exhausted in physical effort. Note the

early deaths of prize fighters and acrobats. Plenty of fresh air in

the living and bed-rooms, frequent walks in the open air, the

keeping open of all excretory channels, bowels and skin, careful

mastication of properly prepared food, daily exercise, followed by

bath and cold shower, are preventative measures against all dis

eases, and means for maintaining a constant and perfect state of

health.

Much depends on personal effort on the part of students and on

their knowledge of the fundamentals of correct hygiene, but a

great deal can be done by the University authorities to bring
about a better state of student health. To spread a knowledge of

hygienic laws, would be a temporary measure lasting for one col

lege generation only, and even if successfully done, would require

repetition every four years. To try to improve boarding house

methods by sporadic attacks on these institutions is tedious and

at best a very slow process.

The University provides excellent mental training, it demands

military and physical exercise, and even supervises, to some ex

tent, student athletics, but, as yet, has not reached the stage where

it is guarding a most vital source of student efficiency, the food

supply. We now have a proctor to keep our enthusiasm from

overflowing into improper channels, but have not yet seen suffic

ient need for appointing a boarding house inspector to correct and

improve our faulty diet. Such supervision is desired, is necessary,
and ought to be assumed as a University's duty.



Lincoln.

Earl Simonson, '12.

The howling maelstrom of an awful war—

The silent curse of dead by brothers slain
—

A mighty nation writhing in the pain

Of a divided state—and midst the roar

Of thundering armies steeped in agony :

A man

A man who stood against the maniac sea

Of civil strife as stands some lofty tower

On black-browed cliffs when storm and midnight hour

Against the hapless mariner conspire :

The charging gales hurl at it, and the rain

Beats frenzied on its gleaming pane ;

The wild sea, yelling, clutches it—in vain.

Unmoved the tower, unquenched its crown of fire—

Still shines its steadfast, piercing light—

Still guides the farer of the whirlwind night
—

So stood thou, mighty tower of human-kind,

Rough, rugged beacon of the granite north,

A flare of eager radiance roaring forth,

Reared higher by the onslaughts of the wind.

-x- -x- * -:. -x- -:. -h- *■

The livelong tempest dies—the floods assuage
—

Gone is the wrath, the lightning, and the rage—

Dawn mends the shattered skies—

Great God ! the sturdy pharos seems to reel
—

And cracking with a vast and awful peal,

The great sea-savior crumbles down ! . . . .

And fisher-children from the neighboring town

Come there to gaze with wide and wistful eyes.



Scholarship and the Spirit of Rivalry.

Dr. L. R. Geissler.

AT
the last crew celebration on Halloween night, Presi

dent Schurman is reported to have made the following

significant statement concerning American education :

" The time is coming when some university, and I hope

it will be Cornell, will do for the mind what Mr. Courtney

is giving to men in the boats.
***** There is too

much superficial education, too much make-believe, too much in

tellectual graft. No sham, no grafter, none but the most genuine

hard working man can keep his place in one of Courtney's boats.

I say this not to flatter him but because I believe it—the Faculty

has to learn what Mr. Courtney is daily advocating, else we shall

not turn out scholars to match our oarsmen whom he has trained."

These seem to me the severest indictments which a university

president can make against his faculty, and so far as I know not a

word in self-defense has come forth from the accused. Do the

faculty then admit it to be their fault that the students do not

work harder and learn more? I do not think so, because there are

many other good reasons for their silence, neither do I feel called

upon or competent to argue the question whose fault it is that the

university does not
"
turn out scholars to match our oarsmen."

Nevertheless everybody must admit that a large number of our

students are not of "the most genuine hard working
"

kind, that

they do not earn their place at the intellectual training table as

vigorously as the men who are trying for a team. Our great

question, then, is : how can Cornell University
" do for the mind

what Mr. Courtney is giving to men in the boats?" President

Schurman suggests that the Faculty should "learn what Mr.

Courtney is daily advocating." Such advice seems too vague to

be very helpful. Besides, the conditions under which men are

trained for the boats are so different from those in the lecture halls

that it is difficult to see why the most successful methods of physi
cal training should be equally effective for the development of the
intellect. Nevertheless a comparison of the conditions at the Inlet
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with those on the Hill may furnish some valuable suggestions for

improving the latter.

First of all, no university teacher has the same entire control

over the intellectual training of even a single student which Mr.

Courtney has over the physical training of all his men. Who of

the Faculty can, for example, determine and enforce what the

students should read, or what they should not read, or when they
should rise and retire ? No instructor can watch over their work

day after day with Argus' eyes and gauge the amount and rate of

their intellectual progress or regress. In the second place, while

Mr. Courtney, because of this personal supervision, knows at any
time the past records of his men, the university teacher hardly

ever has access to all the previous marks of a single student in his

classes. And yet, how else can he become acquainted at the be

ginning of a term with the intellectual standing of his men, espec

ially in large classes? Of course, at the end of the term he may

have formed a general idea of their worth, based upon his own ex

perience with them, but such an estimate must necessarily be one

sided and probably biased, and besides, it comes too late, unless

the course is continued throughout the year. Furthermore, the

grades are given by different teachers and for different kinds of

mental work, which makes their interpretations rather difficult.

On the other hand, rowing involves largely physical work which,

if carefully and constantly supervised by the same expert eyes,

can be measured more accurately, even without stopwatch and

yardstick, than any kind of mental work. The latter reveals itself

only in the most subtle ways, and the marks obtained in oral and

written examination can never furnish an absolutely reliable

standard of measurement of intellectual work. Eastly, and per

haps most important of all, the men at the Inlet are constantly

competing with each other. Since only nine men can constitute

the 'Varsity crew, everybody puts forth his best efforts to be one

of the nine. In the class-room there is no such spirit of rivalry.

Nobody knows or seems to care what kind of work the other stu

dents do, and as long as he gets 60 or 70 he feels safe. What is

the use of working for anything better ? One might rather spend

his evenings in the bowling alleys or at the Lyceum or have a
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good time at Zincks', at a dance, or at a card-table. Snch is the

spirit of a large number of our undergraduates. Not a thousand

professors of the Courtney-type could get any more work out of

such men than the present Faculty do.

These, then, are some of the most striking differences between

the conditions at the boathouse and those on the campus. It is

easy to tell which side has the great advantage. What sugges

tions does this comparison furnish for the improvement of the

training of the mind? For, the question is not : how can we get

rid of the students who do not work hard enough ? The answer to

it would be easy enough. But our question is : how can we get

the greatest amount of work out of the greatest number of

students?

It does not require any psychological insight to know that

human nature, if left to itself, will work along the lines of least

resistance, mentally as well as physically. It is only under stress

of circumstances, for example, when a man has to struggle against

his natural surroundings or when he must compete with his fellow-

men, that he will put forth his best efforts. Constant competition
for a place in the first boat or for a position on the team is the

principle upon which the most successful athletic training is

based. Now I venture to suggest that in the education of the

mind the American college should adopt—or greatly extend

wherever it is already used—a principle of intellectual competi
tion. It need not be an elaborate system of honors, prizes, and

public rewards ; it should be rather a fostering of the spirit of

rivalry, manifesting itself at first externally in a friendly contest

for highest marks or best standing among the members of a class,
then developing internally as a secret rivalry between one's own

past record and one's present self, and finally, if properly guided,

leading to the highest of all moral and intellectual habits, namely,
to do one's best at all times, but especially when there is no com

petitor in the field, or when the work is not the kind most desired,
or when there are no prospects of reward and recognition. (It
must be added here that this principle is not to be applied to

women-students, especially at girl's colleges, where there is often

a danger of going too far to the other extreme, that is, working
merely for highest rank without reaching the final stage of
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habitually doing one's best for it's own sake.) Fortunately, this

spirit is not a stranger among us, for it has always guided the

minds of our good students. But it is most essential to the solu

tion of our problem that every student should pledge himself to

this spirit, let every undergraduate make an effort in the second

term to strive for that highest mark or rank to which his mental

endowment and his " most genuine hard work
"
entitles him. Is

it not the lowest, the most unscholarly and self-degrading motive

to study just enough to earn a 60 and to pass up the minimum

number of hours that will keep a man on the student list ? The

spirit of rivalry begs you to take a loftier attitude toward your

class-work and your examinations, it asks you not to be satisfied

with anything less than the acquiescence of your conscience in

the fact that you have done your duty, that you have made every

possible effort to attain the highest results. Eet this new motive

urge you on, give it a fair trial in the second term, and you will

soon notice how wonderfully your work is improving and how

much higher satisfaction you are deriving from it and from your

college life.

If it is granted that the principle of intellectual competition

promises to solve our problem, then the next question arises : how

can it be applied in practice, how is it to work in concrete in

stances ? In order to render it a more general and enduring factor

in the training of the mind, and especially in order to facilitate

its introduction into our present system of education, certain ex

ternal means must be resorted to. May I suggest a few measures

in illustration of my meaning.
On the part of the faculty, a firm belief and confidence in this

spirit would enable them to make strong appeals to it at crucial

moments, as before examinations and other tests. Afterwards, the

marks of each student might be read aloud, or the order of rank

according to these marks might be announced before the whole

class. If the students know that a teacher is afraid to hurt their

feelings by referring to their records, their indifference toward the

latter is easily encouraged. Again, while discussiug the marks, a

comparison might be made between the general average of the

class at one time and that made at previous tests, or between the
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standing of different sections in the same course, or even between

the different records of present and previous classes. Other varia

tions are easily worked out according to particular conditions.

It is natural for human beings to compare their accomplishments

with those of other people, it stimulates their pride, it is an in

centive to higher ambitions, and most of all, it helps each person

to know himself better and to realize his weak as well as his

strong points. Surely, the training of the mind should not neglect

this important factor. At the same time, the emphasis upon

marks and records requires tact and caution, because it should

never be treated, either by the teacher or by the student, as an end

in itself, but only as a means to the ultimate aim of establishing
the habit of always doing one's best.

On the side of the student-body, conscientious co-operation is

imperative, in order to foster successfully the spirit of rivalry. It

may take various forms. For example, the word
"

grind
"
should

be absolutely abolished from the undergraduate's vocabulary, be

cause if everybody is striving to do his best, then either everybody
or nobody is a grind. Instead, I would like to see students encour

age each other, to take interest in the other fellow's success, and

to recognize it as heartily as an athletic victory. The desire of

just recognition is natural to human beings, and it should not be

buried during college-time, perhaps to be revived, if it is not too

late, when the alumnus enters upon a man's career. To give and

to receive recognition does not require a cheerleader and a cheering
section on the grandstand, a short word or two on the quiet, a

glance of admiration, a silent handshake from one's own class

mates, club-members, fraternity-brothers, is more expressive than

any public award of prizes, medals, and the like. Would it not

be an admirable manifestation of the spirit of rivalry if every

student-organization at Cornell, no matter what its specific purpose
is, amended its constitution in such a way as to include in its

general plan the desire to foster among its members a friendly
spirit of intellectual competition for highest scholarship? It may

require at first, with some men at least, a sacrifice of certain

pleasures and longer working hours, but think only of the sacrifice
the men in the boats or on the teams are making. In mv iud^-
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ment no student can do full justice to his studies, or claim to

have put forth his best efforts, if he spends on the average

less than six hours per day on his university work ; most

men will need seven or eight hours. Are you willing to

pledge yourself with all seriousness and strength of your will to

this spirit?
It would be the greatest thing you could do for yourself as well

as for your alma mater. The very moment you leave college you

will meet with competition. How many of our students are pre

pared for such a situation? Very few, I fear, outside of those

lucky ones who belonged to some team, to some oratorical contest,

or to some editorial board. May not this lack of the spirit of

rivalry, for which our educational system is partly to blame, have

contributed its share to the gradual disappearance of competition
in our political, industrial, and commercial life ? And yet, com

petition, rivalry, is the very essence of progress and civilization.

Here, then, it seems so me, is Cornell's great chance to
"
do for

the mind what Mr. Courtney is giving to men in the boats."

May she be the first to revive the spirit of rivalry in our educa

tional system, and starting from here, let this new spirit conquer

the intellectual centers of our country, a true and worthy mani

festation of the same Cornellian spirit that under Courtney's

guidance yearly sweeps the Hudson.

Ghosts.

Earl Simonson, ,i2.

Sometimes while I watch the moon

Sailing down behind the dune,

When all the house is fast asleep,

I hear little noises creep

Up the crannies of the stair,—

And I wonder what is there.



He Who Hesitates is Bossed.

Earl Simonson, '12.

IT
was all over. Schulte had popped. Kate had accepted him.

It was this way.

Schulte had been hesitating for twenty-eight years. He

would have hesitated before then had he been born earlier.

As it was, however, he had not been born earlier. Schulte hesi

tated to eat, hesitated to sleep, hesitated to go to Jack's and play

pool, hesitated to remain at home and peruse the family page.

He was the very Prince of Hesitators,—the Supreme Master of

Vacillation.

A capacity to hesitate is not always a disadvantageous asset,

however. One morning Schulte barely missed his car. He

thought of giving chase and—hesitated. As he stood on the

corner pondering the matter, turning it over in his mind, marshall

ing the pros and cons of practical pursuit, something tore by him

like a whirlwind. That something was one Patrick Regan,
—

hod-carrier you thought ; you lose—one Patrick Regan, barber.

Regan caught that car while Schulte stood there hesitating. Ten

minutes later the same car jumped the tracks as it was descending

a long hill. For a considerable period thereafter the visage of one

Patrick Regan, barber, bore a painful resemblance to a well-

scrambled Qgg. On the other hand the visage of one Adolf

Schulte, plumber, was as immaculate as massage cream and

manual energy could render it. And why should a plumber have

used massage cream ? The answer was a word of four letters.

The first of these was K.

Before Kate had come, Schulte had fluttered to and fro between

a brace of charmers. He would go to see Jennie, then to see

Eizzie ; then he would escort Jennie to the monster dance of the

McNulty Association down at Jack's, then he would escort Lizzie

to the equally monstrous dance of the O'Reilly Association, also

held at Jack's. And so on ad infinitum. These two damsels

tossed Schulte back and forth like a sort of human shuttlecock.

One served as an antidote for the other. They checked one

another after the manner of the consuls of Republican Rome.
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Whenever Schulte was constrained to feel sentimental toward

Jennie, he would happen to think of Lizzie, and the game was

up. And vice-versa.

Promptly at half after eleven the harsh voice of Jennie's ma

ternal parent would issue from the supernal region above the

bannisters, acridly remarking that it was high time the lights
were out. Then Adolf would stand half an hour on the front

porch, bidding Jennie good night—or good morning. Then he

would swing homeward with heroic strides, his well-developed
chest tingling with undying devotion to Jennie. Then he would

go to call on Lizzie—after much hesitation of course. Under the

immediate influence of Lizzie, Jennie's luminary would be some

what eclipsed, until the next time. Had it not been for the

timely entrance of Kate, Schulte might have hesitated along in

this fashion for an indefinite space. Kate, like Lochinvar, came

out of the west—of Pennsylvania. Like Lochinvar, too, Kate was

destined to be successful in love. Adolf ceased to worship at the

respective shrines of Lizzie and Jennie, and hesitatingly deposited
his offerings at that of Kate. Patrick Regan likewise became a

priest of the numerous sect of Kate-ites. But Schulte was

annointed high priest.

Schulte, as has already been noted, was a plumber, whereas

Regan was only a barber. As every woman knows, a plumber is

a plutocrat compared with a barber,—at any rate compared with

a barber who barbed at the dingy, moth-eaten tonsorial parlor of

Guippsie Moronosi. Not that this had anything whatever to do

with the preferment of Schulte. It is mentioned merely by the

way ; an obiter dictu as the lawyers have it.

The way Kate played Schulte was truly masterly. With rare

feminine acumen she fully appreciated the extreme difficulties of

the situation. .More than once had she strained her eyes into the

dusk to watch the faint-hearted Schulte approach her domicile with

ever-decreasing strides, then stop, hesitate, hesitate some more, then

wheel about and bear off his peppermints or his marigolds to mope

the evening out. This was no fish to be landed with a boathook.

And she played him as an expert angler plays a bass on a hair

line. She had the advantage, as a woman generally has the ad

vantage over a man
—more or less. The advantage was decidedly
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less in the case of this man Schulte, but Kate took it for what it

was worth and gradually increased it by carefully nursing her

swain's devotion, just as a chess master concentrates upon an in

considerable flaw in his opponent's fortification until it becomes

an irreparable breach.

Schulte had hesitated—and—hesitated—and finally had suc

cumbed. Kate had won her game. She had landed her fish. It

was all over. Schulte lived in a sort of dubious heaven, consis

tently postponing the final leap. He had crossed his Rubicon and

now hesitated to march on Rome. Regan assumed a Cassius-like

attitude toward life. Kate perfected her trousseau. And the world

rolled on.

This was the pending state of affairs when Regan met Schulte

down at Jack's one evening. Regan acted the gentleman. He

set them up with a reckless lavish ness that was entirely out of

keeping with his modest position in life. Then he challenged

Schulte to checkers. The plumber, who revelled in this deep

and devious pastime, promptly accepted, and the sometime rivals

repaired to a secluded corner to wage their momentous battle.

Their respective manners of play would have furnished an in

fallible key to their respective personalities. Schulte played with

profound caution, elbows on the table, head clasped in hands,—

studying, considering, hesitating. The tall, old-fashioned clock

up by the full-length of Corbett ticked many a time and oft while

Schulte was deciding upon his next manoevure. Regan's play,

contrarywise, was impulsive and superficial. The barber impo

litely devoted most of his attention to the Pink Final. Schulte,

however, was not in the least put out. He merely called Regan
a wood-chopper—a little joke that he had sprung at least a half-

dozen times—and went on hesitating. Regan finally broke a

lengthy silence.
"

Says here
"
—perusing the paper

—

"
as how a woman threw a

soup plate at her lesser half for staying out late bowling."
"

Um, huh," said Schulte.

" And here's all about the big society divorce case," continued

Regan after a pause.
"
Missus said she couldn't live on a million

per. Extravagance, extravagance ! Extravagance is woman.

Marriage is bankruptcy."
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"

Urn, huh."
"
When I reads all about these here goings on I says,

'
You're a

lucky dog, Patrick Regan, that you are, that there ain't no wed

ding bells for you !
'

Singleness mayn't be heaven, but marriage
is sure hell. Ain't that good, Schultzie ?

"

"Gwan, cut it," growled his stolid companion, at last aware of

badinage.
"
You know I'm engaged."

u

Engaged !
"
cried Regan, with a fine show of astonishment,

u And to what ?
"

"

Aw, you know well enough," returned Schulte flushing,—

"
to Kate."

" To Kate ! Oh, ho, ho, ha, ha, ha, ha,—to Kate !
"

Schulte rose, half enraged.
"
Are you crazy !

"
he growled.

"

Ha, hr, ha ! Read that !
"

And Regan proffered the Pink

Final.

As Schulte clutched the paper, a swarthy urchin, breathless and

highly excited, rushed up to the table. It was one of the numer

ous progeny of Guippsie Moronosi.

"Ah, Mistera Regan," squeaked the gamin, "Comme queek,

my pa he vera seeck."

Seizing his derby Regan departed, bidding Schulte a hasty

good night. But Schulte did not look up. He was immersed in

the Pink Final. What did the fool mean ? Here it was. Um,
" Man says he was inveigled into marriage. Breaks from intended

bride on steps of City Hall." Well, what of it?—Great Scott!

the name of the lady was Katherine Shotts ! Katherine Schotts !

That was Kate. Schulte looked for the date. The paper,

strangely enough, was four months old.

Schulte sprang to his feet, then hesitated, and dropped limply
back. He hesitated for exactly two hours. Then he hesitatingly
boarded the last train for Pittsburg. When it started he assayed

to get off
—and hung on the steps until it was too late to jump.

"I thought so all the time," he told himself, not ungratified at

the penetration he had displayed.

Several weeks later Adolf Schulte, a plumber of Pittsburg,

happened to see this slight notice in a daily paper : Mr. and Mrs.

Arthur Shotts announce the marriage of their daughter, Kather

ine to Mr. Patrick Regan.
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"

Um, huh," said the Pittsburg plumber, and his eyes bulged.
He hesitated,—and hesitated, and—lit his pipe.
But a certain tonsorial parlor in Adolf Schulte's home town has

undergone a splendid change for the better. Indeed, should he

happen to pay a visit to his home town, Schulte would scarcely

recognize the old shop of Guippsie Moronosi. No more does it

gloom in dingy squalor. No more is it animated with the hum

of sportive bacilli. No more do soiled and diminutive Italians

play among the promiscuous clippings. The old shop is splendid
in plate mirrors and quartered oak and crimson velvet.

And amid all this glory there conies ever and anon a certain

silent and bespectacled little old man, a printer by trade, who is

shaved, trimmed, singed, and shampooed gratis,—and that with

all the subtle arts known to the aesthetic Italian—nay, rather

Irish—tonsorialist.

For the sign, Guippsie Moronosi, no longer reads Guippsie
Moronosi. It reads : Patrick Regan.



An Incident of the Philadelphia Trolley Strike.

Lieut. Theodore T'weston, University Proctor.

IT
was in the car-barn, at Fifteenth and Cumberland Streets,

about eight o'clock on the night of June 2, 1909, that the

force was assembled. It was at the time when the country at

large thought that the police of Philadelphia were unable to

cope with the strikers and rioters. We had been on constant duty

since the morning of May twenty-ninth, often without sufficient

food, and obliged to get what sleep we could on the hard-seated

cars. Often these would be suddenly moved from one end of the

barn to the other during our naps, which afterwards caused me to

think that it was a sympathizing car-hostler trying to annoy the

poor cops during their few hours of rest.

Necessity caused the Director of Public Safety to close the

saloons. The strikers were in an angry mood ; they and their

sympathizers were riotous and inclined to destructive and incendi-
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ary measures. As for the police, we were completely worn out

with our long vigil.

We were at a hair-trigger pitch all the time. The many calls

from all over the city to break and crush the mob, told on the

men. When the order came, however, to rush officers to Kensing

ton Avenue and Cambria Street, where the mob was burning cars

and where Lieutenant Ehresman needed help, I knew we must

rush to the help of our comrades in peril.
In an instant the men were aboard the car. It was unnecessary

to ask for volunteers. When we got to Sixteenth Street we

" bucked the track," that is, we were forced to take a west bound

track east, and a very fortunate thing for us it was. The strikers

knew that all the police force was engaged on Kensington Avenue

and the only place help could come from was the west. So when

we crossed Germantown Avenue, the east bound track was com

pletely blocked with dirt and belgiau blocks, and railroad ties.

In addition to this the track was greased with oil waste for a

square. Luckily, however, there was not a pebble on the west

bound track.

When we rushed into Kensington Avenue, there was a howling
mob of twenty thousand people there. There were the boys who

can fight a bit with their fists and feet, all members of some

Textile union or personally interested in the success of the trolley
strikers. Young girls and women screamed in our faces,

" Kill

the scab police!" They were armed with burning brooms, pre

viously saturated in kerosene. Men and women tried to drop the

gates of the Reading Railroad in front of us, but the combined

weight of the men on the bar broke it off and we rushed across>

while a fusilade of bricks, stones and pistol shots flew around our

ears. The car windows were smashed, and the men stood up to

fight, but we beat them back from the front of the car. I could

see, up ahead, the burning cars on Cambria Street and I knew

that was our goal, the place to which we must get in spite of the

dense mob around us.

We were finally forced to a standstill at Orleans Street where a

dozen men had thrown a section of an iron rail across the track.

The instant we stopped my men acted like true warriors fighting
against such great odds. Fighting furiously, we drove the mob
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over a nearby hill and then forced our way up Kensington Avenue,

affecting a junction with the hard-pressed Lieutenant Ehresman.

When we met he simply grasped my hand and said,
"
I am glad

you have come !
"

The two commands being thus united, we

charged them again, and this time cleaned the streets, not how

ever, without many serious casualties, both to officers and strikers.

My command consisted of twenty-five officers and two mounted

police. Altogether, it was one of the most exciting reliefs I have

ever led.

My Mecca.

C. George.

(Being a reminiscence of no point, for the pleasure of it. )

1AM
glad to have been born in the country if only that I

thereby tasted that deep romance of childhood—the occa

sional trip to town. The childhood part is gone by long

enough now, but I wonder if the gold will ever quite fade

out of the atmosphere of those clear keen dawns when I was

the first of the household to awake, because Mother was to take

me with her to Saint Marie.

It is like this. One gets awake as usual, when the first glint

away off back of Four Peaks, seventy-five miles away, casts its

arrow (I am not figurative; sun's rays are all arrows in Arizona)
casts its arrow between the low hanging berries of the pepper tree

to one's cot. If one is not going to town, but merely living an

ordinary and commonplace day, one may turn over on the pillow
and pretend to sleep an extra three quarters of an hour. But if

this is Saint Marie day, you think of it instantly and spring up

hastily, promising yourself to be off in half an hour at most.

Of course, before going to bed, the going-to-town-party has

emphatically delivered its ultimatum to the effect that all shop

ping lists are to be in before ten p. m. of the previous evening
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since the cavalcade proposes to set forth at sunrise. But no one

is surprised on the contrary to come to a breakfast table of which

the conversation runs like this :

" Did you put millet on your list?"

"

No, you didn't tell me to."
"
Well a fifty pound sack and some seed corn—

"

"
We have an awfully big load now."

"

Why, which horses are you taking?"
" Burd and Sachs."

"

Well, I guess they are good for fifty pounds between them."

"

Well, it isn't the horses ; it's us. We have to stop at every

shop in Saint Marie, and Sidney's promised to be out at the

Orange Grove by five."

"
O Rebekah," from Mother, "then if you're going to stop at

the Orange Grove anyway, you could tell Mr. Clayson that our

pumaloes won't be ready for market this week, and—
"

"

Yes, mother."

Then my peremptory brother once more,
"

Say don't forget a

lamp for the little incubator."

"

Forget ! how can I forget what I never knew ? Jerry, that's

about the twelfth thing you've told me this morning aud we said

finally we simply wouldn't buy a thing that wasn't handed in, in

writing before io o'clock."

"I ran out of official note paper, Becky."
Then my young brother Jerry interposes,

"

Mother, Becky's

getting terribly disobliging since she's been away to school."

"Well, who wouldn't be? Mother, he's gone and put on his

list for me to go into that hotel barber shop before all those men

and raise a fuss because he cut himself with his new razor. Of

course he cut himself—nothing else there to cut."

"

Well, it was a safety razor. Besides I had that list in before

ten last night."
"
Yes I know you did. It kept us up till one o'clock getting it

read. There are enough things on it to stock a department shop."
" Half of them are just messages."
"
Yes so they are," mockingly.

"
Ask Elsie when she's going

to send that rose !—What if I get mixed and ask the barber when
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he's going to send that rose, and tell Elsie you hurt yourself

shaving."
"
Well then, I guess she'd send the rose all right. You don't

have to ask her though. I just thought you'd be there anyway."
"
I suppose you thought I'd be visiting the barber anyway, too."

And Sidney calls in from the corral.

"
Better come as soon as you can Becky. Sachs is up in the

air."

And even Mother, usually on the side of the oppressed, comes

to the door with,
"
Can I help you Rebekah ? I'm afraid the sun's going to be

very warm if you don't get off soon."

And it is a lovely day, and Sachs is undoubtedly
"

up in the

air" and swings the carriage in between the close huddled tent-

houses of Yavapai with the reckless precision of a crokinole

checker—and then in a flash we are off the board, so to speak and

out on the open road. And what a horizon !—infinite, I think,
as I look back—something less perhaps ; but there it stretches a

hundred miles in every direction, studded with cactus like a giant

pincushion, with the shimmer of color still clinging to thebuttes

—we are early enough for that ; but it is not long before the sun

dispels the softness before our eyes, and after the first half hour

there are no swifts flashing before us, nor cotton tails nor baby

gophers ; the sage stands out dull and lifeless under its film of

dust, and I put on my dark spectacles and follow dreamily the

lazy swooping motions of a low hanging hawk. And Sachs, who

for all his spirit is not much of a camel, droops his ears and lags

an inch behind Burd. The heavens are made of brass out here

and the temperature must be 115 in the shade, if there were any

shade, and the breeze that touches one's half-closed eyelids is

straight from the heart of the earth.

Then the canal, and the orange grove, and the desert again,

and the half-way house with ginger ale or water melon, and the

other canal, sound sleep between low hanging willows, more de

sert, and ranches joining each other now, and the Poor Farm,

and then such a conglomeration of architecture as probably has

been got together in no other equal area on the globe, and then—

Saint Marie !
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And nothing happens ; I said that at the first ; unless you can

call it something that the Emporium's cilicia exactly matches

Aunt Lydia's sample, and that Donofrios have strawberries, and

that the sack of millet smashes the incubator lamp, and that Elsie

doesn't send Tony a rose, but sends Mother a basket full of them.

No nothing happens, and yet I like to tell on and on what Saint

Marie is like, and how I roam about its idle, sunny streets the

livelong day. But of course no one wants to know. Perhaps

many people would not care for it if they could see it. For it is,

frankly, the last place in the world to find what one is after— that

is, if one is after the things on one's shopping list—as I suppose

he presumably is. But for my part, though I dare say the East

has the advantage over us in the stock of its shops, I never pine

so sadly for the warm, gay, lazy, muddy, oleander-scented streets

of Saint Marie as when I have surrendered my identity to a throng

of stolid, disinterested, successful shoppers. Saint Marie is such

a happy town, so keenly, eagerly alive—which is strong enough

too, since, like all Western towns, many of its people are extreme

ly near dead ; perhaps they romanticise life all the more because

"the bird is on the wing." At all events, they present a brave

front ; half foreign, half American, altogether motley ; Mexicans,

Chinese, Indians, and so many, many kinds of English ; girls with

unpardonable pompadours, but pleasant eyes under them ; young

boys who dash about on ungainly Indian ponies—not to "get

there," but to make people look up ; smiling women on uncom

monly easy terms with the grocer's clerks who run eagerly, pant-

ingly out from the open-front shops to save their patrones from

climbing out between the clayey wheels of the family barouche.

"Lettuce? Yes, indeed, lovely this morning, a cent a head,"
and run back into the shops at top speed to select the coolest and

crispest, run out again to show it, run in to wrap it, out once more

to tuck it under the carriage seat, then stand on the curb and bow

farewell as if the barouche held the brave crew of the "

Santa

Maria
"

heaving forth for parts unknown. Oh, be kind to the

good name of the American shop-clerk until you have been to

Saint Marie !

And gaiety is never conspicuous on Saint Marie streets, though
impenetrable reserve might be. Men in gray flannel shirts, or
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khaki, and felt sombreros loaf in door-ways, but they are not

loafers, not the sort of loafers that make women shrivel up and

draw close their skirts and scuttle by with set faces. Far from

it. And Western girls stroll by in white slippers and blue

ribbons,—and felt sombreros,—I regret to say,
—and single out

the men they know and ask them if they are "going to-night."
And the men always are. And I always wish I were, too. But I

never am, for I live in the country, and now that the sun is touch

ing the gilded side of the courthouse dome, I must go for the

horse, and turn my back upon life.
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EDITORIAL.

The Era announces with pleasure the election of Lingard
Loud, '12, and A. Dale Riley, '12, to the editorial board ; and of

Benjamin Harold Miller, '13, and Basil Beebe Elmer, '13, to the

business board.

The other week Cornell carried off the honors in the Triangular
Debate League, by defeating both Columbia and Pennsylvania on

opposite sides of the same question. Such victories used to be

common enough at this University in the

Debating.
"

good old days," but in recent years they
have been of all too infrequent occurrence.

Successive defeats in debating seem to have stifled almost com

pletely any interest in this activity at Cornell. Scarcely a hundred

aud fifty people put themselves to the inconvenience of going up
to the campus in order to hear a debate between picked teams

from Cornell and Pennsylvania on such a vital topic as the con

servation question, while, on the other hand, the Armory was

packed with students willing to pay for the privilege of witnessing
a basket ball game between the same two Universities. No one
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begrudges the support given our basket ball team, it deserves all

it receives for the plucky up-hill fight it has made this season.

But one does not like to see Barnes Hall only half-filled on the

occasion of the annual intercollegiate debate.

If this year's double victory will quicken interest in debating,
then the team may well feel fully repaid for all the time spent in

preparation. For debating is worth being rescued from oblivion.

To make oneself thorough master of both sides of any serious

question, to pick from a mass of material the most telling evidence

in support of one's arguments is in itself well worth while. To

be able to stand on your feet before an audience, to present your

case in a cogent and convincing manner, and to answer effectively
the arguments of your opponents, is to secure a training that in

the future will not fail to be of service to the possessor.

From our point of view, to call the regrettable incident of

February fourth a "riot" is to use an unwarranted misnomer.

From the Ithacan point of view, it is too mild a term. The

whole question is one of viewpoint.
The "Riot." To be able to sympathize with and under

stand more than one side of a question is the

whole aim of the
"

broadening
"
idea of a college. Broad-minded

men would not have stormed the vaudeville theatres, broad-minded

men would not have resisted arrest and broad-minded men will

not keep alive the spirit of conflict between town and gown.

Antagonism between a university and its townspeople is an ex

cellent theme for a comic opera. Choruses of "
townies

"
and

"
rah-rah

"

boys make first-class local color. As produced in

Ithaca, however, the opera has too deep a significance to be comic.

It is a comforting, but withal a true observation that as college
men we can afford to humor any narrow-mindedness on the part

of the Ithaca Police Force (granting such has been evidenced).
It was, and still is, our chance to put to scorn the popular con

ception of a college man
—the conception which couples cigarettes

with imbecility and checkered suits with irresponsibility.

By ignoring pettiness and breach of faith we show ourselves the

moral superiors. It requires broad-mindedness, but if we have

not this, and cannot use it upon occasion, heaven help Cornell !

S. P. L.
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We understand that there has been considerable comment lately

on what some people are pleased to call the
" Intellectual Languor

in Goldwin Smith Hall." It has been claimed—and apparently
in all seriousness—that many students in the

Talk. College of Arts and Sciences display slight

interest in their studies and spend no little

time in devising means for avoiding work. One is given the im

pression that Goldwin Smith Hall is a convenient place in which

to sleep during classes and in which to smoke between classes.

The average Arts students, we are assured, is of such a sub-normal

type that he regards the acquisition of knowledge as a great bore,

while the Arts professor from the heights of his superior wisdom

does not deign to make his courses even ordinarily interesting.

Such a misstatement of fact would be amusing if it were not

for the danger that some people may be foolish enough to

think it true. It is always unwise to condemn on insufficient evi

dence. In any college in this University there can be found a few

grafters and shirkers who somehow escape the
" bust notice." In

any college there is an occasional instructor whose work is per

functory or ill-prepared. But most of our professors are interested

in their work and give us their best, while the big majority of

Cornell students—whether in Mechanical Engineering, Agricul
ture or Arts—are a consistent and hard-working, if not a brilliant

lot. If it were otherwise, Cornell could not hope to grow.

Proof ? None other is necessary than to attend lectures in any

college or consult the statistics in the Registrar's office.
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ITHACA, N. Y.
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T^petArrrier

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE,

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St.

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C.BEMENT -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(2) Shops (i) Factory

Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
xi8 ISortli Aurora St.

prim* 3ramtng - Swiiffa
3X5 IE. £tat* S>t. lltfjara, ». $.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY

422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347 -b
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"If you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.D. S. O'BRIEN,
I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets : 222 IM. Auroraa St. and 430 IM. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY = » J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, »» » ™«°™ 21

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

To the American Uni

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

of Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage

Over forty years of existence

places them among the oldest

and best college stores in the

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Students
on subscriptions for the

Xea&ing

Engineering journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record

Electric Railway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the practical problems

which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. - - - NEW YORK
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

Capital )

Undivided Profits \ $600,000.00
and I

Stockholder's Liability J

Your account solicited Safe Deposit Boxes for rent

__^_________rriBrnr---^T-rw-r-.. •.-nr^TTr~rr~inrr—
■—-■■-——
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Swe 33% on YOUR CLOTHES.
Look over our Fall and Winter

Novelties. Full Dress Suits,
Silk lined throughout, $50.00.

Overcoats, $40.00 and up.

Sack Suits, $35.00 and up.

Honest, Good, Reliable Workmanship.

URBAND, SON & CO. - - Tailors

203 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y.
_____fsi__________g^_g mm
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Great talkers are like leaky vessels—everything runs out of them

Speaking confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

light wei ht or the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous-

demand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources of our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derbys, Reversibles and other forms of
Slip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who

demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed
man in Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats. Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"— "The Mistress of Shenstone"—"Flamsted Quarries"—

"The Steering Wheel"—"Max"—"Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
19-121 EAST STATE ST.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

R.A.Heggie & Bro.Co.

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper

jflg^Opposite Tompkins County Bank.

CORNELL LIVERY
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

First-Class Livery, Hack and

Boarding Stable
208-210 S. Cayuga St.

The

HOUSE

■of.

QUAL

WH

107 N. Aurora St

Ithaca, N.
i.

Practical Tailor and Cutter
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H. J.BOOL CO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Factory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.Registered,

U. 8. Fat. Off.

Walter Baker & Co.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

YOU

must enjoy the

beauties of

Spring. Take a

walk in the

fields with your

Kodak over

your shoulder.

Be sure it is

loaded with the

Eastman N. C.

Film. It is the dependable film {j

>9

and gives perfect results.

The "Co-op

ESTABLISHED 1818

kntlrarn& ^ntisltftig ttotri*.
BROADWAY cor. TWENTY-SECOND 3T.

NEW YORK

Overcoats for early spring

Norfolk and Sack Suits

English Haberdashery

Hats, Shoes, Trunks,

Bags and Traveling

Cases.

Illustrated catalogue on request
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLISON?
The Bachelors' Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof house with ac
commodations equal to any Broadway hotel, at half the price.

Shower and plunge baths free to guests, Turkish and Russian

Baths, seventy-five cents.

Restaurant service a la carte at moderate prices.

Rates for Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards.
Special Rates by the week. Writefor Booklet.

KOHM & BRUNNE

MERCHANT

TAILOR

ANDRUS & CHURCH,

Booksellers, Stationers, Printers and Bookbinders,

143 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



Play.

/T
is in the nature of man that one venerates one's own particular

play-hobby and ingenuously contemns the antipodal recreations of

antipodal persons. The sedate citizen takes his play at casino on

week nights ; the roue takes his play at poker on Sunday nights. Each

holds the other in sublime scorn. fl)ut here, as everywhere, toleration

should be the umpire. Unless fitted to player, play is necessarily futile.

'Tjhe proletariat cannot find diversion in sonnet sequences ; the poetry

critic, generally speaking, takes his pleasure in the trim gardens of leisure

rather than upon the strenuous floors of the proletariat's dance pavilions.

A 11 pleasure is relative.

So long as it is subordinated to the more substantial matters of life,
— the

matters which elevate the race a little nearer heaven—any form of play

that diverts one, and in diverting one makes one better able to apply one

self to matters which really matter, is desirable. If one likes it and it takes

one's mindoff one's work and if it does not harm one, I can conceive of no

material difference between watching the froth fade from a stein and

watching the snow fade from the March hills. So long, that is, as one

does not take it as one's real business to watch fade either froth or snow.

The common fling of the bromide—
"

One can only be young once," is as

absurd as the whole hedonistic philosophy of which it is a corrollary. And

even if one were young only to blow bubbles, how shallow. I have been

young many times : I shall be young many more.

—Earl Simonson.
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The Cornell Infirmary.
"

The good she tried to do shall stand as if twere done,

God finishes the work by noble souls begun.
' '

—Library Tablet.

PERHAPS
the first idea of a college infirmary had its in

ception in the words of Jennie McGraw-Fiske. Her will,

made in Berlin, Germany, in 1880 and filed in Tompkins

County in October of the following year, reads in part as

follows :
" I give and bequeath to Cornell University at Ithaca,

N. Y., the sum of fifteen thousand dollars, to be expended in

erecting and furnishing a small hospital upon the grounds of the

University, for the use of the students of said University ; and an

additional sum of twenty-five thousand dollars as a fund, the

interest or increase of which shall be applied to the support and

maintenance thereof." And she further adds:
" This from the

estate of my grandfather, John Southworth, such bequest is set

apart and distinguished as a memorial of my mother and in grate

ful remembrance of him, from whom, through me, these gifts are

bestowed." Further bequests followed by which the University

Library was to benefit by nearly a million and a half of dollars.

Unfortunately, this endeavor at mortmain was not to be. The

will was contested and the university lost its bequests—library,

Infirmary and all.
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However, upon Alumni Day, June 20, 1883, following Mrs.

Fiske's death, the corner stone of the McGraw-Fiske Hospital

was laid by his Excellency, Hon. Grover Cleveland, the Governor

of the state of New York, with addresses by the Hon. Stewart L.

Woodford of the board of trustees and Professor Willard Fiske of

the faculty. Years after, the site was selected for a professorial

residence, and the corner stone still stands beneath the house

porch.* It reads, "This hospital, with its endowment, is the

bequest of Jennie McGraw-Fiske."

The Student Guild was organized, largely through the good
offices of Professor Waterman T. Hewett, on the sixteenth of

February, 1877. Its constitution was most simple, following the

custom then in vogue in European Universities. It was proposed
to raise, by annual tax and by contribution, a fund which should

be devoted to the relief and care of students who were ill or who

from any casualty required assistance. The annual tax was

placed at the modest sum of one dollar. Professors Hewett (chair

man) Comstock (treasurer) and Potter were elected from the

faculty, and Ware, '77, McKay, '78, Welles, '79, and Humphrey,

'80, (secretary) from the student body. How small the income

and how small the demands were may be gathered from the

treasurer's report of May 1880. Roughly, $216 had been received

and two sick students had been cared for at a cost of approximate

ly $100. In December, 1886, with a working capital of $330,
illness had cost the Guild over $230. At this time the original
constitution was amended to five simple articles and an executive

committee of three faculty members and four students was put in

force. This report comments upon the Guild,
"
Its scope widens

with the increase in the number of students and the good it can

do if properly supported \§ very considerable."

In 1890 the Guild, under the chairmanship of Dr. Benjamin Ide

Wheeler, reported contributions of $56 and disbursements of

$178. The vicissitudes of the Guild have been many. Entertain

ments were given to increase funds, concerts ; in November, 1891,
a Thanksgiving festival, with the comment that the Cornell ward

in the new city hospital was not yet available. "
The Guild has

*It is interesting to note that the house is that of Dean Smith.
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in the past been frequently able to render material assistance sind

has often enabled students to remain in the University." In this

year, also, the graduating class began their fund for maintaining
a bed in the Cornell ward.

The student Guild continued its existence and usefulness as

late as 1904, since which time the demands upon it have not been

marked.

In September, 1897, Henry W. Sage, then chairman of the

board of trustees, died at the age of 84. He had been a staunch

friend of the University since its beginning and the chairman of its

board since 1874. He was the largest benefactor of the institution.

More than that, to him, almost entirely, was due the manifolding
of its lands-endowment. He it was who welcomed women here

and built and endowed Sage College. And to him and his sons

we owe our religious foundation, Sage Chapel.
It was welcome announcement indeed, in 1897, that Mr. Sage's

home was to be given— remodelled, equipped, and furnished—as a

student infirmary. Under the life-size portrait of Mr. Sage in the

spacious hall of his old home runs the legend :
u The Cornell

Infirmary. This house built by Henry Williams Sage and

occupied by him for 17 years, was at his death in 1897 endowed

and given to Cornell University for a student's infirmary as a

memorial to their father by his sons, Dean and William Sage."

The ample endowment of $100,000 together with the simple

charge of a dollar per diem to sick students seemed for a time

again to meet all needs. But the cost of maintenance has always

averaged more than double the receipts from the sick students.

The Student's Guild and the Woman's Guild Endowment Fund

were as yet still available so that want of money did not close the

Infirmary doors to any sufferer.

The Infirmary opened September, 30, 1898, fully equipped for

receiving patients. There were 183 patients, of whom 16 were

women, during that year. The daily average was six, the

maximum number 14, capacity at full, 16. President Schurman

in his report of this year remarks that in view of the comfort and

relief afforded so large a number of patients, it is difficult to

realize that for so many years no provision was made for this
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purpose, and it is impossible to overestimate the beneficent results

already arising from this splended monument of filial affection

and sympathy with mankind. The numbers of sick students

cared for rose in successive years to 225, 313, 296; when in 1902

there seemed both sufficient surplus and demand for an additional

wing for contagious diseases. The year of 1903, however, with

its epidemic, in which the Infirmary and its annexes cared for 131

typhoids alone, broke all records ; and had it not been for the very

generous gifts of Mr. Andrew Carnegie, amounting in all to near

ly $100,000, neither our students nor our Infirmary would have

had any surplus, The admissions in the following years ran 372,

396, 377, and finally in 1906-7, when no special report was made,

458 admissions. The following year, 1908, the new committee

of the Infirmary consisting of Messrs. Bostwick, Blood, and Kerr,

having had the institution in charge for a year, reported two im

portant changes. They had secured a new superintendent whose

administration has ever since given eminent satisfaction. And

finally, on their recommendation, the University trustees enacted

an Infirmary fee of $2.00 per term, entitling all students to two

weeks of ordinary care for the year. This "sick insurance
"
has

met with the approval of the student body and has seemingly
never been abused. In the year 1908, the admissions rose to 464,

then to 670, plus 40 outside cases, then to 837, and 83 outside

cases. The estimated attendance for the current year (1910-n) is

1 1 79. Under the plan of sick insurance there has been much

more of freedom in the use of the Infirmary, and as a consequence

the admissions have increased nearly 25%, yet the increase in cost

has been but about 10%. The Infirmary funds have been slowly
but surely gaining increment under its wise management, at the

same time dispensing good and competent care to the sick. Out

of this increment must come the purchase cost of the recently

acquired Schuyler property and its improvements. And out of this

fund must eventually come, also, the cost of the large new Infirm

ary which is to be built this summer upon the enlarged Infirm

ary grounds.

Henry W. Sage, as a young man, turned first to medicine as a

career, but health forbade him. May not, after all, this youthful
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bent of his have proven a blessing to all these later Cornellians

through our Infirmary ! Yet certain it is that though the com

mittee's management has been most wise, liberal, and business

like, after all it is the student himself who must finance his Infir

mary. Sick demands have exceeded all former provisions, the

number of students has doubled, epidemics of minor consequence

break out from year to year and demand housing and care. Per

haps but a little larger Infirmary fee, in the light of larger ex

perience, may be necessary to still further expedite the needs and

aims of sick-student care and aid in finishing the work by noble

souls begun.
Luzerne Coviule.

Sea Dreams.

Stanley P. Lovell, '12.

I see her yet, her face so pale,
In the clouds that stoop to me :

I hear her wail—a wild eerie hail,
In the surges of the sea.

And when I stride along the sand

Or pause by the water's edge,
I hear her whisper ; while close at hand

Is her footfall on the sedge.

April Snows.

Earl Simonson, '12.

White upon the new-green hills,

White upon the daffodils,

Hark to the complaining rills,

What can they be saying ?
' '

Father Winter, go away !

Why have you prolonged your stay ?

The elves would flit away to play,
The fays would go a-maying !

' '
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THERE
are occasional eddies in every man's stream of con

sciousness, where he feels,
u The time is out of joint, O

cursed spite !
"

If he thinks he has a chance of exposing
his bilious aspect to the public by means of the printing

press, he probably sits down and writes an editorial for the Sun

on intellectual languor, or if he is one of the sparrows, instead of

one of the Associate Editors, he responds with a soft impeach
ment. Those who take their opinions second hand, as most of us

do, are apt to be misled, as a man looking at the eddy alone is apt
to conclude that the current is flowing upstream.

I have been an undergraduate here and now I am one of the

faculty. When I was a student I had some differences with mem

bers of the faculty ; and now once in a while I have a difference

with a student. I suppose I used to generalize hastily, a la Asso

ciate Editor, that the faculty were a lot of intellectual snobs.

Perhaps I now find myself at intervals in the mood to agree with

the old Harvard professor who maintained that for capacity to re

sist the introduction of knowledge nothing has yet been invented

to compare with the head of the average college student.

But as I look out beyond these fretful eddies, dizzily whirling
their burden of froth round and round, and never getting any

where, I catch the true vision of the main current of the stream,

moving firmly and steadily forward. There is no gulf between

faculty and students in this university : never has been and never

will be. We have a common purpose, and we know what it is.

It hasn't been necessary for our president to ask,
"
What is a col

lege for?" In the great search for truth, in the desire to become

more useful to our country and to mankind, we are at one.

Prof. Everett, '99.

The reiterated plea through the editorial columns of the Sun

for a freer social intercourse between the faculty and the students,
though it has this year, perhaps, aroused a more general discus
sion of the subject than at any other time during my acquaintance
with the University, is, however, the expression of no new senti
ment. On the contrary, it is, I take it, as old as the University
itself.
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In my own undergraduate days, though I believe our discontent

was never literally published, we, too, deplored, I recall, what
seemed to us the impossibility in certain cases of any personal
intercourse with our professors. We felt, nevertheless, I think,
the obstacles in a large university to such relations outside the

class-room. Certainly the inevitable u
smoker

"
did not solve our-

problem.

But I am not sure that this sort of fellowship was in reality the

vague object of our desire, nor of yours to-day. It was rather, I

think,—and what I believe we had a right to expect
—a certain

class-room intimacy between teacher and student, a genial fellow

ship in our work, such as breaks down the professorial stone wall

and makes us warm friends and co-workers.

To the teacher who had this power of converting the forbidding
atmosphere of the class-room into one of geniality, we felt neither
hesitation nor embarrassment in going to talk over any subject
whatsoever (though I think it was not so much that we wanted to

go to him as that we wanted to feel a liberty to do so). We found

at all times in such a teacher a hearty sympathy at once inviting
and stimulating. His classes were a relief after the more formal

lectures of men who had not this peculiar gift. It was a pleasure
even to meet such a man on the street. His cordial greeting was

a splendid antidote to that detestable bolster of dignity, the care

fully intonated,
"
How do you do, Mr. X—

"

(with a rising inflec

tion on the
"
do ") of the self-conscious schoolmaster.

If there is a dearth at Cornell of such teachers as I have de

scribed,—and I have come to feel that there is not—Cornell is, I

imagine, no more unfortunate than other universities. Nor if the

source of our real dissatisfaction lies within the class-room, not

outside it, is the problem less grave, l&o plan, however well con

ceived, for bringing the faculty and students into closer relations

will avail. A man cannot change his personality as he changes
his clothes, even should the change seem desirable to him. Only

the wisest choice in the selection of instructors and professors in

our universities, a shifting of the emphasis in such selection from

mere scholarship, so-called, to scholarship plus something else, a

deeper insight into life, a richer humaneness, can remedy the

defect.

Frederic A. Peek, Ph.D., '07.
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The most important relation existing between Faculty and stu

dents is that of teacher and pupil, which is one of genuine friend

ship on both sides where the parties concerned and the conditions

are normal. The main function of the professor is to assist in

training the student's mind, and to add to his store of knowledge,

that is, to offer every possible opportunity for his intellectual

development. The men who have chosen the academic career as

their profession are, for the largest part, men who were led to

make their choice from the love of the thing ; only a fool would

enter such a field for the love of outward honor or financial gain,
neither of which is abundantly bestowed. It is the desire to come

in contact with sincere and truth-loving minds and to help them

realize what is best in them that makes the college teacher
u shun

delights and live laborious days ;
"
when he fails in this work he

finds his occupation gone. And loving his calling as he does, he

is only too happy to be of service to those coming under his care,
in every way possible to an instructor in a large modern univer

sity. As was said before, the teacher-pupil relation is essentially
one of friendship, and friendship means willing service. It does

not necessarily mean slapping a man on the back and being
"
hale

fellow well met
"
in the ordinary sense of that expression. The

American student is not apt to confuse friendship with familiarity
that easily breeds contempt, nor to mistake the proper dignity of

older persons for coldness and pride.
I do not believe that the professors in our College of Arts are

less faithful to the academic ideal than are their colleagues else

where, nor do I believe that the students in this College are less

fair-minded than those elsewhere. And therefore I cannot con

vince myself that the reported dissatisfaction is a true index of the

student mind. At any rate, it seems to me to be based upon a

complete misunderstanding of the spirit of the Faculty as a whole.
Whoever may be responsible for this misunderstanding, whether
the disaffected ones or we ourselves of the Faculty, I do not know.
But of one thing I am sure: if students in need of help and

advice will make an honest effort to consult their teachers frankly
and freely, they will find no barrier to oppose their quest ; they
will discover how sincerely interested their instructors are in
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everything that pertains to their welfare. Those who look upon

their teachers as cold and proud do not know them, and, unless I

am greatly mistaken, the fault of their not knowing them lies

wholly with the students themselves. "

Ask, and it shall be given
you ; seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be opened unto

you."
Prof. Frank Thilly.

Having nothing to say on this important subject, I will try to

be brief. Probably the less said about it, the better. Let us

think of it seldom but behave always as well as we know how.

Following the advice of the poet, let us do noble deeds, not dream

them all day long.

According to the official announcement of the College of Arts

and Science the relations between faculty and student at Cornell

are "well-nigh ideal." "There are," it continues, "no exasper

ating differences between the men who teach and the men who

are taught. On the contrary, there has grown up a feeling of

comradeship between faculty and students."

I believe this to be a true statement of our ideal as substantially
realized in practice. Within the range of my experience and

observation, teachers and students appear to be on healthy and

happy terms with one another and accustomed to more pleasant
and informal relations than obtain at many of our sister univer

sities. A friend who went elsewhere told me that the only trouble

about his new surroundings was, that no students ever dropped in

to see him. We seem here to be quite generally frank, courteous,

considerate and unaffected with one another. I hope our friend

liness will not become premeditated.

Let us not be over-sensitive. A student, sometimes at least,

has good reason to look bored. It may not be his fault if he falls

asleep. A professor has troubles of his own and has a right at

times to be pre-occupied. Sarcasm in the class-room may be good

training for hard knocks to come, and the faithful wounds of a

candid friend more salutary than the false flattery of the solemn
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sentimentalist. A Cornell man is not, as a rule, a dear boy, and

should not be regarded as such.

"The man I don't like," as Mr. White is fond of saying, "is

the man I don't know." We have many opportunities to become

acquainted. The class-room is one. There are others.

Let me suggest one of these. For several years, now, two or

three of the fraternities have made a practice of having, now and

then, open meetings, at each of which a member of the Faculty,

not necessarily affiliated with the Chapter, is invited to give a

talk and spend the evening. There seems to be no difficulty in

getting even the busiest professors to come. They are glad to do

it if they can. There are probably enough to meet all the de

mands that might come from other fraternities, from clubs, from

rooming houses, even from the Court. Such meetings might pre

vent barriers from growing up
" in our midst." They might cause

many ripples in the atmosphere of our academic community and

keep it in a state of agreeable and refreshing vibration.

H. A. Sill.

The gulf between the Faculty and the students at Cornell Uni

versity is for the most part imaginary. The same intimacy can

not exist as at many of the smaller institutions. At Cornell the

Faculty and students in general have the kindliest of feelingtoward
one another, but there are some students who look upon their pro
fessors as antagonistic and some professors who regard students in

the same light. They are exceptions.
For instance in most of the classes in the Arts College the pro

fessor seems to take a personal interest in each student, (except in

some of the lecture courses in which the number of students is so

large that any personal intimacy is impossible). In Sibley, on the

contrary, it often happens that a man graduates without becoming
personally acquainted with even a single professor, conditions

mainly due to the fact that the Sibley professors hdve very few

recitations. For this reason there is less evidence of a gap in the

Arts College than in any other college on the Hill.
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Observation will prove that the student who is "kicking"

against the Faculty in general has a vacuum where his common

sense bump ought to be. He brings his opposition upon himself.

For example, one cannot blame an instructor or professor for los

ing his patience with the student who regularly goes up after

class to ask some foolish question or to explain the reason for not

having prepared his lesson. We all know of many cases in which

a student preys upon the professor merely for the sake of obtain

ing higher marks. In every university it is the same ; there are

a certain number of these "masked angels" and "boot-lickers."

Given the hypothesis that the average professor is an ordinary

student of human nature, as he must be from the very character

of his work, is it at all strange that a human leach should cause

him slight exasperation ?

Again, students complain of a lack of Faculty intimacy. We

should not expect a professor to treat a student as one student

treats another. We cannot expect that he will spend his evenings

with us or go with us to the vaudeville shows. The ever increas

ing number of Faculty members at student gatherings, however,

proves that they are ready to mingle with us.

There should be no fence between the students and the Faculty.

The professor who holds himself aloof is not so successful with

students as is the man who associates in a friendly way. There

is, however, very little of the
" I-am-holier-than-thou

"
attitude

evident among the Faculty, and therefore very little cause for the

numerous complaints of a student-Faculty fence. Conclusions

must be reached from an honest observation of true conditions

and not from conjecture or no observation at all.

R. D. Spraker, '13.



The Legend of Elvira and Rodrigo.

J. S. Fassett, '12.

OONLIGHT in Granada ! I set my empty coffee cup on

the marble top of the little table with a sigh of relief,

and prepared to enjoy an after-dinner smoke. It was

the mystic hour when the last rays of the sun and the

first silver light of the moon struggle for supremacy. The Sierra

Nevada with a few bits of snow still clinging to its summit,

stood out silent and majestic against the pale green of the western

sky—dominating the landscape. Far below the terrace upon

which I sat lay the city of Granada. One by one, and faint as stars,

the lights of her streets and houses appeared. Now and then

there rose the mournful wail of the water-vendors crying their pre

cious ware. The harsh clangor of the sunset bells from a nearby

convent broke out on the stillness, succeeded by the nasal chant

of the nuns at their vesper service. The atmosphere was soft,

pregnant with an oriental drowsiness.

My thoughts turned to the days when the Moorish kings ruled

the surrounding country from the great fortress on the hill above

the town. What a splendid store of stories and legends was con

nected with that citadel and the city it protected ! And at such

a time, how impossible not to believe them true. If only I—

" The Senor is pensive
"
—The soft voice of Mariano broke in

upon my reverie. Mariano is my guide. He is more than that,

he is my friend.

"

Yes, Mariano," I returned as I motioned him to a seat beside

me,
"
I am pensive." I was thinking of the Alhambra and its

legends.
"
Have you ever read Irving's collection of them ?

"

"

Ah, si Sefior. They are very interesting,—and very well

told."

By this time the moon was victorious, and her silver rays cast

the soft light of mystery over everything. Harsh outlines were

softened. The dirty gray walls of the houses below became dazzl

ing white, as though touched by some fairy wand. Even the

worldly face of my companion changed, and something mystic

M
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and romantic shone from his eyes. The soft lispy accents of his

Andalusian dialect seemed to fit perfectly with our surroundings.
"

No, Senor, I am not sure if all the things your Irving speaks
of have happened,"—he was saying in answer to a leading question
from me,

—
"
but this I do know—that many things happen that

are—well, that are—queer."
"

What, for instance?"
"

Well, if the Seiior is not afraid of ghost stories and things of

the grave, I will tell him of a thing that happened many, many

years ago. And what I shall tell of <
Seiior

'

shows how dangerous
it is to interfere with true lovers. Por Dios !—What was that ?

"

He jumped to his feet and whirled about suddenly.
"
What was what?1' I cried, startled by his sudden action.

"
I—I thought I heard—something there—behind—but no, it

must have been the breeze stirring the palms."
"
But what did you think it was ?

"
I insisted. I felt a strange

tickling sensation in the back of my neck.
"
I thought I heard a sigh or something, close behind me, Senor,

but as I said—perhaps it was the wind. But what was I about

to say when the—the wind interrupted ?
"

"
You were about to tell me a queer story that happened a long

time ago. You said it was of the—of the grave." I could not

suppress an involuntary shudder at the last word.

"

Well, hace mucho tiempo (a long time ago)", he said as he

lit a cigarette, "there lived in Granada a beautiful girl. Her name

was Elvira, and ah, Seiior, but she was very beautiful indeed.

She was like the Madonnas ofMurillo. Her beauty was celebrated

for miles around, and there was not a lad in Andalusia who would

not give his soul for a smile from her red lips. Every night
could be heard the music of guitars under her window as some

gallant lover poured out his heart in song for her. But of all her

suitors, there was only one who found favor in her eyes. He was

a handsome caballero named Rodrigo Gonzales whose voice was

better suited to shout commands on the battle field than to sing

sweet love songs. However, his tales of battles fought with the

Moors won her heart, and always, when the sound of the guitars

had ceased, he would steal to the low grating of her window for

a few whispered words of love before she retired. Every day
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when she went to mass, he followed and worshipped her as she

knelt before Our Lady ; and as she passed him at the door, they

would exchange empassioned notes.

" And so it went on—the two lovers happy in the romance of

their love and oblivious to all else. But there is only one thing

that is certain in life, Senor, and that is Death. Her father one

night was awakened by the low voices of the lovers. They say

that he was very jealous of his daughter. His wife had died at

Elvira's birth, and he grew so fond of the little girl that he could

not bear to think of her marrying anyone. He did not interrupt

the pair then
—that was not his way. But the next day without

any warning he sent her to the country to live with his brother,

thinking in this way to cure her of her passion.
"
But he was mistaken, Seiior. The women of Andalusia do not

so easily forget. Oh the days
—the dreary days and nights she

spent in the country waiting, and hoping ! Ah, Seiior, can you

imagine the dull ache in that lonesome heart as she sat by her

window with her dull eyes gazing always toward Granada—

hoping against hope that her father would relent, or her lover

find his way to her?

" For a year things were so. Each night she sat till dawn at

her window thinking—waiting. Her beauty was slowly fading,
her cheeks grew thin and pale, and always her eyes had a tired

far-away look.

"
One beautiful moonlight night—such a night as this, Seiior,

when the atmosphere seems full of a vague terror, she was seated

at her window as usual, when she heard afar off, the beat of a

horse's hoofs coming at a swift gallop. As they drew nearer, she

distinguished the outlines of a white horse and a rider sitting
stiff in the saddle. He rode straight for her window and paused

directly beneath it.

"
Now she could make out the face of the rider in the moonlight.

It was Rodrigo—her lover !

" (

Rodrigo ! At last—at last !
'

" '

Yes, Heart of my Soul, it is I, and I have come to take you

back to Granada—back to your father. See, I ride his horse as

proof that I come from him—Come quickly.'
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1 (
Ah Rodrigo mio, at last you have come for me. I have

always said it—even when others laughed—I knew the good God

would not be so cruel—but you look pale, is there anything
wrong ?

'

1

No, my Flower, no—but come quickly. We must hurry.'
'

Without questioning further she slipped from the house and

went to her lover. How pale he was—how ghastly pale ! She

was happy, Seiior, very happy to see him again, but beneath it

all, something mysterious, something terrible seemed to press

against her heart. It was as if a cold hand held it tightly
clutched. As she gave her hand to Rodrigo to mount beside him,
a shiver trembled through her body. His hand was icy cold !

No sooner was she seated than they were off like the wind—

Rodrigo sitting straight and silent in the saddle, and Elvira cling

ing to him and striving to keep her seat on the galloping animal.
"
So they rode on, mile after mile, and neither spoke. Elvira

noticed that he sat strangely stiff in his saddle, and that his body
felt unyielding and cold to the touch. A vague feeling of terror

crept into her soul. Why did he look so pale, and why did he

not speak ? She threw her white arms about his neck. She

touched something—something horribly suggestive on the side

of his neck. What was it ? The full moon came from behind a

cloud and she looked. Valgame Dios ! It was a huge gapping
wound whose bloodless lips seemed to smile at her—a ghastly

smile of mockery !

" '

Rodrigo, you are wounded ! They have hurt you. Tell me—

how ?
'

But her lover sat silent as the grave. The horse seemed

to fly along.
" '

Oh Light of my Life why do you not speak to me. Let me

bind your wound.' And she tied her silken kerchief tight about

his throat.

"

They came to Granada. It was midnight and no one was

about save here and there a sereno with his lantern. They

clattered through many narrow winding streets, thundered across

a bridge, rushed through the market place, and at last stopped be

fore her father's door.

"
She slipped to the ground, and then at last Rodrigo spoke ;

" l
Do you call your father while I put the horse in the stable.

He will explain everything."
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" *
But Rodrigo, why do you

—

'

"But her lover was gone with the horse.

"
Elvira called and called at her father's door. All was silent

and quite dark within. How strange it all was. Did he not ex

pect her ? A cold chill gripped her heart—why did not Rodrigo

return from the stables ?

"
At last her desperate and repeated knocks were rewarded by

a sound from within as of a key grating in a lock. The heavy

door swung open and her father stood before her with a lantern

held high above his|head.
" '

Virgen Purisima ! How came you here this time of night ?
—

Is there anything wrong at my brother's house ?
'

" '

Why, padre mio, did you not send for me ? Rodrigo said that

he came from you, and as a proof of it he rode your white horse
—

But what is the matter—are you ill ?
'

" '

No, no,—but who did you say came for you ?
'

" '

Rodrigo.'
" *

Rodrigo Gonzales ?
'

" '

Why yes ; he has but this minute gone to the stables with the

ho—'

" '
But Cielos ! It is impossible, I say, it is

—

'

" '

Impossible, why, what do you mean ?
'

" l

Rodrigo Gonzales was slain by the Moors three days ago !
'

Mariano stopped, and leaned forward to deposit the remnant of

his cigarette on the table. From far below in the city came the

faint cry of a sereno telling the hour.

"Is that all?" I said.

Mariano was silent for a moment, and then he answered slowly,
"
No Seiior, the legend says that when the father went to his

stables, he found his white horse breathing very hard and flecked

with foam. When they dug Rodrigo's body from its temporary

grave
—what do you think, Seiior ?—Elvira?s handkerchief was

bound about its neck /
'

And "

Elvira," I asked. "
What became of her"

"

Ah, pobrecita, she did not last long. She died of a broken

heart three days after her terrible ride. Which proves without a

doubt, Seiior, that it is truly a dangerous thing to stop the course

of true love.

"Goodnight Seiior."

"Good night, Mariano," I said,—
"
And thank you."



The Gold of Eden.

Dedication.

At the last the iron shalljudge the gold,
The dross shall be weighed with the rust ;

But They shall set these things apart
Who judge of the worth of all Dust,

That thou werH loved by a little child,

And crowned with a woman1 s trust.

And this is the Law of the Little Folk,

By which God doth ordain

That they shall keep the Eden-Gates

Till men are gods again.
That they shall guard the Eden-Gold,
Till men ha' tired of gain.

What Earth hath lost with Eden,

Earth shall be long to win.

Yet whereas ye were each cast forth

By that first single sin,

So, singly, shall ye be as gods,
And singly enter in.

But only ye shall be as gods,
Whom Love hath made full bold,

To take thy soul up in thy hands,

And cast thy gain of gold,

And come before the Eden-Gates

For judgment, as of old.

The gold shall be weighed with the iron

In the common measures ofmart,

And thou shall be judged as men are judged,

But this shall be set apart,

That thou werH god to a little child,

And King in a woman's heart.



The Gold of Eden.

F. Dana Burnet, 'u.

"There's many a lovers' tragedy,

Begun at noon,

That turns to pretty comedie

Beneath the moon."

[Songs of The Piper.)

YOU
may lay it to the White Charger if you choose. Per

sonally I'm against laying it to anyone. It just happened,

say I. But on the other hand, the White Charger cer

tainly did have a deal to do with it. This you must

remember, however, that moonlight nights belong to the Little

Folk. If you forget this there's no use in ever trying to explain
how Bobby found the Ring of the Thousand Toadstools—and be

sides, it's quite simple to remember.

Of course you could explain the beginning of it if you cared to ;

it was all every-day enough, /don't, I'm sure, though I know

perfectly well that it happened because Billy the Brave came to

visit at Lily Pond House and the Lady Next Door walked in her

garden at twilight. But these things have happened before, and

nobody found the End of the Rainbow because of them, or the

Ring of the Toadstools either, for that matter. Explain that if

you can ! /can't—and neither can Bobby. The Piper might if

he chose, but he never chooses anything if he can get out of it !

And—deary me, here's a paragraph gone, and my story not yet
over the tip of my tongue !

We'll begin with the Lady Next Door, if it please you. And

there's a subject to apall prosaic pen and ink. I wish I might say
merely that she was twenty and very beautiful, and that she had

come to spend the summer in the house across the Wall, and that

it was her custom at times to gather great armfuls of roses in the

evening—and then stop. But that isn't doing her justice. For

that leaves out her eyes, which were brown and brave and smiling,
and her heart, which was brave and kind, and which came so near

to breaking that summer when Trouble ran either side the Wall,
and Bobby rode to the Wonder Wood. If it hadn't have been for

Bobby ! But thafs my story.
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And yet after all it was really Billy the Brave for whom Bobby
rode. Bobby approved of the Lady Next Door because she fed him

large, fat gingerbread cookies whenever he climbed the Wall—

(there was a Gate, but that was a weakness. It is in the soul of

Boy to climb)—and also because she believed in The Piper. But

when Billy the Brave arrived, that was different. Billy the Brave

was a Man and the Captain of A Team ! Terrestially speaking,

Billy the Brave was merely a distant cousin of Bobby's Mother, a

recent graduate of a College, and probably no more exalted than

the common run of cousins who are recent graduates. But to

Bobby—(we are speaking in godlier wise now)
—he was Billy the

Brave, a knight clothed in shining raiment— (white flannels, with

stripes !)
—and blest with the scars of battle, particularly as to the

shins, because, as he told Bobby, shins were legitimate prey in the

war that he waged. And Bobby sat on the edge of Billy the

Brave's trunk, and beheld the scarlet jersey of Billy, and the bat

tered caps,
—and afterwards confided to Fleecy the White Charger

that when he grew up, he, too, would go to College, where every

man is a King in his own right, and hours of commonplace sleep
are omitted, and the blessed have scars on their shins. But

Fleecy, being sawdust, only stared straight ahead and held his

peace. The White Charger was the most non-committal of

hobby-horses.
So Billy the Brave, being recently graduated, came to Lilly

Pond House in June, and was deified. And the day after he

arrived came a letter from Billy the Brave's mother to the mother

of Bobby. This was the letter, at least part of it.

Dear Alice :

I am writing you about Billy
—(I can hear you say,

"
as usual!"

But you have Bobby, and can understand. I wonder if they ever

know what they mean to us ? Ah well, they will if they marry

and have kiddies of their own. And that brings me to what I

want to say. My dear, I hear that the Melrose girl is visiting in

a house somewhere near you. I doubt if you remember—it has

been so long since you have been in the city—but they have been

very dear friends and neighbors of ours for years. I have always

hoped that Billy and Eileen would some day come to care for

each other, and this winter I thought my dream was coming true.
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I know Billy cared, and I think she did too. (Fancy a woman

not caring for my Billy ! ) And then, Alice dear, Billy suddenly

stopped calling, and I've guessed the reason. It's money. Billy

thinks he ought not ask her until he's a millionaire, or some such

ridiculousness, I know he does. And, Oh Alice, I am writing to

ask you to help me. I think perhaps that if they are thrown

together, in that wonderful garden of yours for instance, it may

work itself out in the old sweet way. Your roses are an Eden in

themselves, my dear. There ! I fear I've hurt you
—

At this point Bobby's Mother laid down the letter. She was

sitting in her garden, waiting for Billy to come and have tea with

her. The sun was going down ; water and distant shore of the

Lily Pond were gold with it, and the twilight was rolling in over

the Wall. And Bobby's Mother thought of another twilight,

long ago, when her love had come to her in that self-same garden
where she sat now, with the shadow deepening about her, and the

day turning to embers and ashes in the west. And she thought
of the man with whom she had shared both sunlight and shadow,
and all things between, for those few short, radiant years. And

considering these things, the plotting of Bobby's Mother began.
And at the same time, in her garden across the Wall, my lady

walked to gather her roses,—and it all happened according to the

Law of the Little Folk, which is in the Book of Bek, exactly as

it was written long, long ago under the moons of Eden, when the

world was young.
^< if >j< % >[c

As I have said, it was all every-day enough in the beginning.
For while the Lady Next Door gathered her roses in the garden
across the Wall, came Billy the Brave to Bobby's Mother, who
was having tea in her garden, and delivered himself of a mighty
amazement.

"It's Eileen," announced Billy, waving an excited hand toward

the Wall. Bobby's Mother finished pouring his cup.
"Eileen?" she said smiling, "Billy dear, there are possible

thousands who—one lump, and lemon, isn't it?—who might own
that name. Who—what Eileen ?—and where ?

"

"

My Eileen," quoth Billy, and blushed crimson. "
I—someone

I know, you know,—walking over there."
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"The Lady Next Door?" cried Bobby's Mother, "You know

her ?
"

(Deep was the guile of Bobby's Mother !)
"
Know her ? Why, I've grown up with her. She—that is, her

family have lived near us in the City ever since I can remember.
"
Indeed

"

murmured Bobby's Mother,
" I'd forgotten. It has

been so long since Bobby and I lived in the City."
"

Well, they have—and I do. I mean they've lived there, and

I know her."

"
In that case," said Bobby's Mother,

" in that case I should say

you ought to be calling on the Lady Next Door."

"
Er-um." said Billy, gravely.

Bobby's Mother raised her eyebrows in inocent interrogation.
"

Well, you see
"

began Billy,
"

you see-er-um." And there

he stuck.

But Bobby's Mother saw.

"

Yes," she said, smiling,
" It's quite clear, Billy boy. Either

you are already in love with her or—
"

Billy the Brave gasped.
" Cousin Alice," he said,

"
You're a downright wizard. I'm

sure I never said—
"

"
You said

'

my Eileen,' Billy dear, and when a man uses the

personal possessive in speaking of one women to another—he

might as well 'fess up and be done with it." She looked up at

him and smiled, and when Bobby's Mother smiled, the world

opened its heart to her.

Billy spoke swiftly, hurrying over the words as though glad to

be rid of them.

"It was just a boy and girl matter at first. We grew up to

gether, great chums, and all that. Then I—it was all different—

and I told her I cared—
"

" Ah !
" said Bobby's Mother, softly.

"
I told her it was the—the real thing, you know, but she

wouldn't believe it. I don't think she quite wanted to believe it !
"

" It's a wise Billy
" said Bobby's Mother.

"

No, we never do—

just at first." Her eyes were on the sunset.

" Hano-ed if I see why
"

quoth Billy the Brave, shaking his

blond head.
" But anyway, it got up my fighting blood and I

swore I'd prove it to her. And then,"—he took a long breath,—

"I quit."
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"
You quit ! Billy !

"

The boy nodded gloomily.
"
It's rotten, isn't it? First time I ever laid down on anything,

too. I hated it like thunder" said Billy the Brave, between his

teeth.

"
It must have been a pretty big thing," said Bobby's Mother}

looking him up and down, "to make you quit, Billy boy."
11
It was

"
said Billy, gravely.

"
You see, I got to thinking

—

"

Mentally, Bobby'sMother braced herself. When Youth announces

that it has been thinking, one understands that Youth has been

tilting its first wind-mill.

"Well
"
asked Bobby's Mother, calmly.

"
Cousin Alice

"
announced Billy, with all the stupendous

gravity of twenty-two,
"
I haven't a cent in the world, and you

know it." It was Youth speaking, so laughter would have been

fatal ; argument, futile. Now behold the wisdom of Bobby's

Mother, who did neither of these things.
"
But Billy, dear, what has that to do with calling on her ? Do

you expect she's going to charge you admission into her garden ?

Where are your manners? Absolutely, I'm ashamed of you !
"

"
But I couldn't possibly m-marry

—

"

"

Marry ? Good gracious ! I'm not asking you to marry her.

I'm merely suggesting that it might be courteous to call on her."

Trouble lay deep in the blue eyes of Billy the Brave. He

fuddled his tea-spoon. Then he glanced irresolutely at the Wall

beyond which my lady walked in her garden, while the twilight
drew down, and the roses slept at her feet. And in spite of all

things, a light shone up in the blue eyes of Billy the Brave.

"
Er—urn," said Billy, with dignity. Then he turned on his

heel, and departed to the Wall.

And in her garden, where her love had come to her through
the fragrance of roses, sat Bobby's Mother, with her eyes fixed on

the sunset.

(Great was the plotting of Bobby's Mother.)

%. >;< ^ sfc %

And that was when the moon drifted through the earlier

twilight, curved like a white rose-leaf, and of slender light. But
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there came a night mid-way the month of roses, when the light
bloomed gold and the moon was full.

Bobby's Mother and Billy the Brave were talking together in

the garden, though Bobby didn't know that. Bobby himself had

just been put to bed ; Nina, the nurse, officiating. This exceeding

ly usual proceeding led, naturally, to the usual spiritual protest
on the part of Bobby. He began, as usual, to plot dark plots for

escaping the ignominious prison of the four brass knobs. These

plots commonly came to nothing. He always fell asleep in the

midst of them. But this night they crowded upon him with

strange insistence. It seemed as though escape was the most

necessary thing in the world ; rebellion, a virtue. He thought of

the garden, and the look of the Lily Pond under the full moon—

and then he thought of the White Charger. He distinctly re

membered that he had left Fleecy under a rose-bush in the garden!

Fleecy would be drenched with dew, which would loosen the glue
on Fleecy's tail ! Fleecy would become bald before his time, at

least as to the tail ! Fleecy might even—gruesome thought !—

be stolen ! It would never, never do.

Weak excuses, under pressure, become strong reasons. The

more he thought of Fleecy under the rose bush, the more Bobby

felt that it was his bounden duty to arise, and cast off the top

sheet, and wiggle his brown toes into his brown little slippers,

and slip downstairs to freedom !

Nina, as usual, was talking earnestly to the Gardener on the

back porch.
The night was warm as his mother's cheek when she kissed

him good-night. There was the fragrance of sleeping roses either

side the Wall, and the moonlight dripped through the leaves of

the trees and spread in great pools before him. But under the

Wall, the way was safe with shadow.

Bobby, clad only in his white night-dress and the brown slippers,

felt his way down the Wall till his fingers touched the great iron

key in the lock of the gate. (And as he touched it, the key jarred

loose and fell to the ground.) Here, hidden under a rose-bush, he

found Fleecy, damp with dew. Thus justified in his expedition,

Bobby cast about for further reason to delay his return to bed.

Enchantment and mystery walked the garden this night. There
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were little whispering voices in the wind that swayed the roses,

exactly like the whispers of grown-ups at Christmas
tide. There

was some stupendous mystery writ large upon the jovial face of

the moon ; some secret between earth and sky that murmured

and murmured in the trees. What was bed and what was sleep

to rob him of his kingdom on a night like this?

Then Bobby heard his mother's voice, and he shrank back

against the Wall, his arms about the White Charger's neck.

Somehow, his
"
reason

"
did not seem to cover the case so com

pletely as it had a moment before. He heard his mother's voice

again, and the ringing accents of Billy the Brave, and there was

something in their voices that made Bobby almost forget his pre

dicament. They had stopped in front of Bobby's rose bush and

were standing there talking.
"All the gold in the world" Bobby's Mother was saying, "And

it would not buy a woman's heart. You know that, Billy Boy ?
"

"
Yes

"
said Billy,

"
I'm not entirely a fool. But—look here,

cousin Alice, I don't think you understand the man's viewpoint."

Bobby's Mother lifted her hands with a little helpless gesture

and let them fall to her side again.
"The man's view-point!", said Bobby's Mother. "Well, let's

have it, dear."
"

Why you see," said Billy,
"
A man's built for roughing it

through life and a woman isn't. And money counts such a fear

ful lot nowadays—I've learned that in college. And—and a fellow

can't ask a girl to share the chance of starving, you know."

"
Not even if she loves him ?

"

"

She doesn't."

"
How do you know ?

"

"I asked her," said Billy, gravely "and she told me."

Then Bobby's Mother laughed, it being the alternative of tears.
"
Oh Youth, Youth ! If we didn't love you so— ! Oh Billy, of

course she told you. She's too fine a little thoroughbred to fling
herself into the arms of a man who is afraid !

"

"Afraid?"

"
It amounts to that. You're afraid to take your happiness in

your two hands and fight for it. You're afraid of Life—yes, you
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are !—and above all you're afraid of Love ! If this is what college
teaches you—to be afraid of the big, beautiful things of this world,
then my boy shall never go to college. I shall teach him with

the memory of his father. ... Oh Billy boy, it's only when

the heart is starved that sorrow comes, or death comes. . . . You

see, dear, /know. My heart went out to the little cemetery on

the hill yonder . . . with him ... a long time ago . . . and I

have not found it again."

Bobby's Mother was crying softly beyond the rose bush.

"Don't "said Billy the Brave,
"
Please don't, Cousin Alice.

You're an angel . . . and I'm—I ought to be spanked like a kid

and put to bed."
"

Yes, you ought ! Oh Billy, it's the tragedy of life when you

children grow too old to be spanked ! Well ?
"

But Billy the Brave shook his head slowly.
"
It—it's all different nowadays. I haven't any right to love—

"

Then Bobby's Mother raised her head and looked him in the

eyes.
"
In my day

"
said Bobby's Mother,

"
A man did not think

of having a right to love. He loved. And if it is different now,

I thank God my da^ was yesterday, and my love the old love !

Good-night, Billy. Go to your love and tell her that you are

afraid."

Billy the Brave stood very stiff and straight, exactly like a

soldier Bobby thought. Then—he turned and walked slowly
towards the Wall, past the rose bush where Bobby hid, and so on,

through the gate.

Bobby's Mother stood looking after him.

"
Oh Youth of this day

"
she cried softly,

"
You need your

fathers to teach you to be men !
"

Then suddenly the tears blinded her, and she put out her hands,

gropingly.
"Gold to buy a woman's heart!" cried Bobby's Mother,

"
O

my love . . . my love ..."

But to Bobby under the rose bush it was all very, very bewil

dering. He only knew that his mother had said he shouldn't go

to College ; and that Billy the Brave had been called a man afraid -

and that everything was all wrong, and that gold would set it
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right again, only nobody had any gold ; and that he was wetting

Fleecy's neck with large and shameless tears ; and that—

And that there was quite evidently a nightingale right plump
over Bobby's head. For as his mother's footsteps died out along
the garden path, Bobby became conscious of the fact that there

was a silvery little song going above him. Bobby looked up
—

and almost fell over backwards into the rose bush with amaze

ment. For there, squatting cross-legged on the top of the Wall,

with his little brown cheeks puffed out like toy balloons as he

blew on the pipes, sat—The Piper !

"

O-gummy !
"
stammered Bobby. (It was the most super-

superlative word in his vocabulary.)
"
Not at all

"
said The Piper, impatiently. He stuffed his pipes

in his pocket and climbed down the Wall.
"
Your nose is smudged

"
said The Piper, calmly,

" And I sup

pose you know you ought to be in bed—so there's no use arguing
about that."

Then he cocked one eye at the moon.

"

Heigho !
"
said the little man,

"
We'll have to be starting in

a wink, so if you've any questions to ask, ask 'em."

"
B-but

"
—began Bobby, helplessly.

"

My Pipes !
"

snapped The Piper,
"
There's That Word again !

I accept your apology
"
he added all in the same breath,

"
So

there's no use arguing about that." He came closer to Bobby and

peered into his face.

"
Salt tears," announced The Piper, triumphantly.

"
I knew it !"

"
You knew it ?

"

wondered Bobby, digging at his eyes.
"

Uprising inflection "
mumbled The Piper, checking it off on

his fingers,
"
That's a question, and must be answered." He

turned to Bobby and shouted "
Toadstools !

"

"
W-where?" gasped the astonished Bobby.

"
Oh dear me

"

sighed The Piper,
"
In the Wonder Wood, of

course."

"
But what has that to do with knowing about the t-tears ?

"

'

Everything," said The Piper, firmly.
"
You see, whenever a

child mortal cries, it rains in the Wonder Wood, and all the Folk

there have to sit under the toadstools until it stops."
"
You must sit there a great deal of the time " said Bobby,

remembering his own not-distant infant-hood.
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"
Not as much as you think

"
answered The Piper.

"
All crys

don't count. It's only crys with a reason. Crys to gain a point
or mitigate a punishment never blot a moon-beam—which is fust
as true as though the words were shorter."
"
Oh ! Did it rain just now ?

"

"
Seas." said The Piper, cheerfully. "It's still raining, too,"

he added, shaking his head as people will over a run of heavy
weather.

"
When will it stop ?

"
asked Bobby, feeling rather guilty for

causing so much discomfort in Fairyland.
"
Dear me !

"

sighed The Piper,
"
As soon as you get to the

end of the Rainbow, of course."

"
Is there a Rainbow ?

"
cried Bobby, wondering how such a

cheerful thing as a Rainbow could ever bring itself to shine

through salt tears.

"
Of course there's a Rainbow." said The Piper, tartly.

"
What's the use of having it rain at all unless you have a Rain

bow ? Besides," added the little man," You must have the Rain

bow if you're ever going to find the end of it."

"

Why do you want to find the end of it ?
"

" Oh my Pipes !
"
swore The Piper. Then he summoned his

patience and explained.
" The reason you cry is at the end of the Rainbow

"
said the

little man, kindly.
"

Everything that people cry about is there—

except spilt milk."

A sudden thought struck Bobby.
"
Is gold there ?

"
he asked, eagerly.

The Piper cocked his head on one side and looked at Bobby.
"
Now what in the name of Butterflies-wings do you want with

gold?"
" I want it for—for someone

"
stammered Bobby, meekly.

" For whom ?
" demanded The Piper.

" For Billy the Brave." answered Bobby, defiantly.
"
Oh ho !

"
cried The Piper, with a mighty sigh of relief,

"
So that's it ! Gold> eh ? And why dosen't Billy the Brave get

his own gold ?
"

"
He's mixed up inside

"
said Bobby, simply,

" with grown-up

things that I don't understand. I think the Lady Next Door has

a good deal to do with it
"
he added.
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The little Piper put his hands on his hips and laughed till he

shook all over.

"
Gold ? Ho, ho ! Gold ! Ha, ho ! A deal to do with it ! Ho!

Ho! Ho!" Then he stopped laughing as suddenly as he had

begun, and nodded wisely.
"

Eden-go\d !
"
said The Piper, winking at Bobby.

"
Where ?

"
asked the latter, wishing The Piper wouldn't jump

to conclusions.

"
Behind the sunset," said The Piper," and then on to the end

of the Rainbow. And you've got to get it for them."

"
But the sunset's gone" objected Bobby.

"
Nonsense

"
retorted The Piper,

"
It's just where it always is

—

at the end of the Ride, and a bit beyond the Toadstools,—You

don't suppose they build a new Sunset City every night, do you?"
"
Is it a city?" faltered Bobby.

"What else? And you've got to storm it—so we'd better be

starting." The Piper frowned away the question on Bobby's lips
and waved his hand at the rose bush.

"Up you go." said The Piper.
"
To what ?

"
asked Bobby, in surprise.

liiToy nothing
"

snapped The Piper,
"

Wrong preposition.
'
Oris'

the one. Up and ow. Look behind you."

Bobby turned—and beheld the WThite Charger greedily eating
the rose bush ! Not only this. The White Charger had calmly

stepped off his rockers and was pawing the ground with the most

truly equine sangfroid ! And, as with the Nancy Hanks in a

former day,* the White Charger had grown up !

uQ-gummyf" gasped Bobby.
"

Up and on
"

repeated The Piper, impatiently.
"

So !
"

And

with a light spring he landed squarely astraddle the White

Charger's painted saddle. Then he reached a hand to Bobby.
"Aren't you ever coming?

"
he asked.

Bobby was too amazed to do more than climb up behind The

Piper. But with all the wonder of it, he knew it was for this

that he had come into the garden !

The thing that worried Bobby was how they were ever going
to get out of the garden. The Wall was on three sides of them,
the Garden Wall and the Lily Pond Wall and the Far Wall, of

*\See "The Builder of Little Ships." )
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which the Lily Pond Wall was the highest and most difficult to

climb. And it was for this one that the White Charger was

headed.

For no sooner than they had settled themselves on his back

than the White Charger broke into a gentle canter, that became

a swift gallop as he neared the Wall. And just as Bobby thought
it was coming to a bump, the White Charger rose under them like

a bird, cleared the Wall and landed safely on the narrow strip of

beach that ran along the edge of the Lily Pond. Bobby said

nothing, but he felt that it was quite a jump for a horse whose

only prior training in such matters had been an occasional tumble

over the bannisters ! Not feeling precisely certain as to what

would happen next, Bobby put his arms about The Piper's waist

and held on, tight.
"

Easy
" said The Piper, "I need most of it."

"
Most of what ?

"
asked Bobby.

"

My wind
"

snapped The Piper.
"
You're choking me about

the waist. And we'll never get anywhere unless I keep a song

going." Then Bobby eased up his grasp about The Piper's

middle, and the little man put his pipe to his lips and began to

play.

Immediately the White Charger set off at a furious pace down

the beach of the Lily Pond. The moon was at their backs as

they rode, and the water on their left hands was gold with it. On

their right was a deep shadow, so that Bobby could not tell what

land they were traveling. But he remembered that he was riding

for Billy the Brave and he was not afraid. On their one side they

carried the mystery of a golden sea, and on the other, the dark ;

and the road lay straight before them to the end of the world.

And above the clatter of the White Charger's hooves shrilled

the high, free song of The Piper's flute.

So they rode, with the wind in their eyes and the wide water

at their roadside, and the shadow like a great wall beside them.

Then suddenly, the water on their left hands was blotted from

sight, the dark closed in on either hand, and Bobby, peering into

it, saw a fine lace of leaves outlined against the sky. So he

guessed they had come into the Wonder Wood. He was just

about to ask how much farther they had to go, when, with a

shrill laugh of the Piper's flute, the White Charger swerved sharp

ly to the right and came to a sudden stand.

(To be concluded)



Rose Song.

Earl Simonson, '12.

Roses red and roses white,

Yellow roses too,

Roses that opened your hearts to see

When the sun was on the dew.

You've faded and fluttered and gone away,

And my garden is dry and sere ;

But you'll come back to me again
With the June of another year.

Yellow roses and roses white,

Red, red roses too,

You'll come back in the full o' the year

To gladden the world anew.

But my love has faded and flown with you,

Roses red and white,
With the yellow rose she has fluttered away,

Away on the windy night.

Roses red androses white,

Yellow roses too,

You'll open your hearts to me again,
All fresh wi' the morning dew.

But my love,—ah, will she come again,
She who fluttered away,

With the wild night winds that roared and rocked,
Will she come wi' another day ?

O roses, roses, now I know

Why your cheeks wore tears o' the dew :

You'll come back to me again,
But my love comes not with you !



Pastoral Palpitations.

Being The Gibberings of a Hopeless Maniac.

Recorded by M. G. Bishop, '14.

£{^^|ROCODILE
of Iniquity?" I snarled.

I The convulsive twitching of his fingers belied his

^^^1 expression of brazen insolence.

"Illuminating gas!
"
I hurtled.

The thrust unmanned him. He began to quail before me.

I summoned all my powers,
—

"
Boils ! Boils ! Seven red boils !

"

It was enough. His great head sank upon his breast. He

turned and staggered from me, a broken man.

* * * * *

A short time antecedent to this event, I had retired to the

sylvan shades of Magnolia Blossoms Four Corners, that I might

pluck cowslips and daffodils from morn till eve, and work upon

my magnum opus,
"

Why Frogs' Feet Itch," from eve to morn.

My right-hand neighbor as you approach my house I found to be

a low-browed, black-bearded ruffian named Periwinkle—Dash-

away Periwinkle. This churl had behaved with gross rudeness

towards me,
—on one occasion going so far as to thrust forth his

tongue at me in Tom Doubletummy's store.

Now, it happened that one day I had retired to a sandy beach

which borders a little purling riverlet known as Mr. Ebenezer

Smith's Creek. For some moments I took assiduous notes con

cerning several frogs who were scratching their feet, but feeling
in no mood for the pursuit of knowledge, I laid my august head

upon the sands and fell asleep.
I was awakened by a happy little voice, that asked itself

questions, answered them, interrupted itself, and gabbled on

aimlessly something in this wise :

" Fair section-hand Bill, you will note that the Big Blue, north

bound No. 47, is running in two sections, and is closely followed

by the Centipede flyer. Kindly keep the track clear and oblige
the Directors."

"

Ay, Ay, revered sir. I'll set the signals as soon as I finish

this paragraph."
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"

Please, may I go for a ride on the hand-car, Mr. General

Manager Periwinkle?"

At the mention of this accursed name I sprang to my feet. Ay,

it was he indeed. He had come upon me as I slept, and, treating

me merely as a convenient little mountain, he had built little

railroads over my prostrate form. The main line had begun at

my feet, and had wound tortuously through pleasant country and

past imposing scenery up to my shoulders. From my shoulders

a steep inclined plane had descended to sea-level. The foot of

the plane had been connected with the starting-point by a straight
stretch of track on which the trains made incredible speed. For

trains he had utilized a pocketful of assorted beetles, docile, spirit-
broken underlings whom he was wont to bully and abuse until

they ended a joyless existence by suicide. The myriad voices

had had but one origin, for Mr. Periwinkle had formed the entire

staff of the railroad, and had obeyed all his own peremptory orders

with the greatest zest and joy in his work.

And so I had uprisen with all the majesty of outraged dignity,
and had driven him chattering from me by means of those re

verberating vituperations which head this chronicle.

Raging at heart, I wended my homeward way. Forgotten was

the odorous, soothing landscape ; forgotten were the pedicular dis

turbances of all the frogs of Magnolia Blossoms Four Corners.

"Revenge!" was the only word my throbbing lips could frame.

Shall I, I pondered, tear out his teeth and make of them a neck

lace for my love ? Shall I remove the pedals from his bicycle
and thereby condemn him to clutch vainly at intangible pedals
whenever he shall essay a bicycle ride ? Shall I, perchance, set

Clarence, my horse, who is an excellent rabbiter, upon his whist

ling rabbits? Aha ! Be still, fond heart ! I shall vulgarize the

taste of his whistling rabbits !

You must know that this Periwinkle cherished a love for the

purest and most beautiful music in that degraded and vice-steeped
soul of his. In his eagerness to provide himself with the means

of enjoying the best music, he had devoted all his better moments

to the teaching of a company of rabbits to whistle. It had been

a long, painstaking, and wearisome training, and it was whispered
that fearful atrocities had been committed on refractory songsters.
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I myself have heard, in the small hours of the night, the agonized

shriekings of a blundering second contralto with a tendency to

flat. But he had succeeded to a degree quite surprising to one

unfamiliar with the latent musical powers of the rabbit. He had

a full orchestra—or should I say choir?—of about forty rabbits,
who would render the most difficult harmonies and operatic selec

tions with the utmost fidelity. But with fidelity we must end our

approbation. They whistled by rote, in a purely mechanical way.
Their expression was technically perfect, but it lacked sincerity,
soulfulness. Their performance, we may say, scintillated, spark
led ; but it did not glow. They failed in the supreme test of the

true artist ; they did not love their work. My friends, at a pre

sentation of one of Kmilentaiiber's Oratorios, I saw the baritone

surreptitiously eating sweet pickles during a chorus !

I spent several days perfecting my arrangements. I bought a

large graphophone with all the latest records from the music-

halls ; I bought plank-steak and rhubarb pie, oyster patties and

claret punch, cough-drops and chewing-tobacco. I placed the

edibles, daintily set forth on trays, upon my back stoop, which

adjoins Mr, Periwinkle's rabbit-hutches. With a few deft motions

I set the rabbit-hutch door ajar. My heart pounding with excite

ment, I inserted in the graphophone that melodious ballad of true

love,
"

Come, snuggle your face in my vest, love." I watched the

rabbits with feverish anxiety. They were listening with interest.

Two swaggering bassos were beating time with their feet. I

slipped into place,
" 'Neath the lima-bean pagoda, Mamie mine."

Several whistled the chorus in a rapt mood, while the swaggering

bassos ventured up to the stoop. Genial and smiling, I prof

fered clam-chowder, while the indefatigable graphophone carolled,
"
Come wind your wings around Willy, come flap your fins in his

face." The whole band rushed to this palace of music and riotous

feasting, and they were mine, body and soul !

That evening my enemy was to give a concert, one of Szewsz-

sky's symphonies, for which he had been preparing laboriously

for months. By eight o'clock his parlor was crowded with village-

folk. He appeared before his band of rabbits, all suavity and

smiles, confident of producing a quite overpowering effect by his
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latest effort. Behind him were seated the rabbits, sleek and well-

scrubbed for the occasion. Two of them licked their lips nervously.

Mr. Periwinkle made a short introductory speech, then turned

and raised his baton. Glancing over the banked tiers of rabbits,

he tapped the floor and brought down his baton sharply for that

divine, crashing outcry of melody which ushers in the symphony.

On tne instant the entire band burst full-throatedly into,
"
I must

wiggle, I must jiggle, I must wriggle-iggle-iggle, when the Big

Brass Band says
(
Boom'."

Slowly, very slowly, he swayed forward. The baton dropped
from his nerveless fingers. With a smothered gasp he fell sharp

ly to the floor, a crumpled, quivering heap of black. Chuckling
with sardonic glee, I gave utterance to a Gloat, thrilling with the

compressed rapture of vengeance and triumph !

As the auditors of the concert were clustered about Mr. Peri

winkle, I beckoned to the rabbits with a significant smile. They
rose from their seats and followed me, their faces serene and in

scrutable, their bearing exhibiting all the true majesty of the

rabbit. Two by two they marched behind rne, past the twitch

ing form of Dashaway Periwinkle, past the gaping crowd of

country bumpkins, and so out into the night.
I led them to my house and presented each with a draught of

Worcestershire Sauce and a package of chocolate cigars. I ex

horted them to whistle religiously one hour a day, and to pay

particular attention to their apoggiaturas—a detail of their drill

in which Periwinkle was lamentably lax. Over each little head

I pronounced a choking blessing, and bade them forever farewell.

To the strains of that wonderful song,
"
No more, peculiar man,

ah, nevermore ! "* They paced, two by two, off the back stoop,
to be seen by mortal eyes no more !

And as for Periwinkle, I see him often,—every fine morning,
in fact. His keeper chains him to the gate-post, and, babbling
to himself the while, he writes jokes on the sidewalk with vari

colored chalk, in script both large and small.

*A rather free translation of that exquisite little thing of the younger Firalucci's,
"
E' *

t
'

p
'

che degli suspiri' strozzi."



A Salmon-Fishing Trip to Newfoundland.

Charles S. Holmes, 'io.

TO
most people, as it was to me, the fascination of a fishing
excursion into Newfoundland would be its absolute

novelty. Canadians and Cape Bretoners have walked

up to the charms of this largely unexplored island within
the past six or eight years, and are coming over in hundreds to

whip its streams and trail its spruce-covered mountain sides, but
as yet comparatively few sportsmen from the States have regis
tered at its rough but hospitable little hotels. The Doctor, how

ever, was restless after his year's confining work, and, being an

angler of large experience, his spirit yearned for new fishing-
grounds. The Newfoundland circular at which he carelessly

glanced immediately interested him, and from that hour his mind

held only one idea,—to get there as soon as possible. The Lieu

tenant and I completed the party.

The details of outfitting were attended to with care, but neces

sarily largely in ignorance of true conditions (in spite of the

many-colored circular). We were after that king of inland waters,

the salmon, but the expense of traveling was too large to permit
of our supplying ourselves with the heavy rods and tackle gener

ally used on this species of fighter. Consequently four trout rods

of various weights and lengths, together with a few extra tips and

sections, were made to do. We used a moderate weight line, but

"splurged" somewhat on leaders and flies, to our great satisfac-

faction. A poor leader or a weakly-fastened fly is an abomination

when the captive fish is both heavy and lively ; and being optim
ists all, we expected our victims to answer this description.
For shelter we carried two little shelter tents of army style, and

placed them end to end. We had army haversacks and frying
outfits including plate, knife, fork, and spoon. Of course we were

supplied with various fire-arms, from a double-barreled shotgun

to a 22-calibre target pistol, and including a 38-calibre
"

Luger
"

automatic, but we didn't need them. We knocked over a few

hares and Canada jays for stew once or twice, but on the whole
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fried salmon was preferable. Once more also we proved to our

great satisfaction the real usefulness of a handily-carried camera.

I will omit the details of our trip as far as North Sydney, Cape

Breton. From the beautiful Sydney harbor we sailed for New

foundland, starting late Saturday night on the steamship yacht
"

Bruce," an important adjunct of the Reid-Newfoundland Rail

road Company. She was swift, graceful, and comfortable, and

the sea was smooth. Arising early in order to view our approach

to the stern, majestic Newfoundland coast we were disgusted to

find the ship blanketed by a thick, cold fog. As a result we crept

into the harbor of Port-aux-Basque guided by the powerful fog-

whistle on the extreme southwestern corner of the coast. The

fog lifted somewhat and we looked with astonishment at the sight

before us. Everywhere were hills and great promontories, massive

and uninviting, without a trace of trees or shrubbery to be seen.

From a distance they appeared to be covered with a sort of green

moss, cold and wet with the heavy morning dew. This scene,

combined with the shabby, storm-beaten houses, apparently set

hit-or-miss on the rocks, did not immediately appeal to us as being
all of the

"

Sportsman's Paradise
"
that the circular had called it.

But the
"

Express
"
left in an hour, and we had no time to use up

on mere scenery. We passed thru the custom house, leaving a

deposit of twenty dollars on our guns and tackle, and procured

fishing licenses, an operation which was painful to the tune of

ten dollars apiece, and which was especially painful and unex

pected because
"
the circular

"
had said in bold letters,

"
The fish

ing is free. No license required."

Boarding the train which was bound for St. Johns, a journey of

five hundred and forty-six miles, we found it to be a crude affair

compared with modern railway trains at home. However, con

sidering the fact that the rails were laid on a three and one-half

foot gauge, and that the track wound over hills and valleys over

coming grades almost as heavy as on a trolley line, the transpor
tation was remarkably comfortable and rapid. This line, the
Reid-Newfoundland Railroad Company, takes a somewhat circui

tous course from Port-Aux-Basque to St. Johns, reaching up toward

the central part of the island where the grand Humber River

rushes into the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The road winds through
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some wild and picturesque scenery in this region, which is a popu
lar one with tourists.

A twenty-five mile journey took us to
"

Doyles," on the Grand

Codroy River, a place recommended to us by the
"
oldest inhabi

tant
"
in North Sydney. The station was a little red shack about

8x10, combining station, post-office and general store. Such a

well-filled little place is hard to imagine. Old Jim Doyle, tall,

rugged and honest, was just starting for mass, but consented to

"
cut

"
in order to fit us out with provisions. We sent our outfit

in a wagon down to Doyle's house, near the river, and followed

on foot. Our good clothes were soon packed in suit cases and

stored at the house, while we loaded an old dory with all our

luggage. A fine dinner was obtained at the house, and im

mediately afterwards we started up stream.

The popular manner of propulsion on Newfoundland rivers is

by means of the pole; indeed in many places, such as thru rapids
or rocks, any other method is next to impossible. The natives

attain a fine degree of efficiency at this, but for an amateur it is a

delicate and almost useless task. For the first three miles, how

ever, we used a dilapidated pair of oars with oarlocks in a still

worse condition, the Doctor officiating. The river here was wide

and plenty deep enough for easy progress. At the end of these

three miles
" Tidal Pool

"

appeared. But the pool and the camping

place looked inviting, so while the Doctor fished, the Lieutenant

and I pitched camp on the beach. In two hours the Doctor re

turned with a two-pound sea-trout, and a slightly decreased en

thusiasm. But the trout was transformed to chowder, and though
the cocoa was burned, we relished our first meal in the woods.

Fortunately spruce is very common in Newfoundland, and we

made a very comfortable mattress of boughs. A rubber blanket

spread upon these kept the dampness down, and a single army

blanket was a warm enough covering.

We made progress to the extent of only three miles that day.

A two-hour stop at noon to whip a mountain brook for a dozen

speckled beauties, and an approaching storm in the middle of the

afternoon delayed us. Fortunately we found a hunter's cabin

with a tight roof and a board floor, and there we stayed for two or

three days during a comparatively steady rain. Brooks were
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plentiful, however, and trout were still more so, altho it was wet

work finding them. Our taste for salmon remained unappeased,

and the savage sarcasm and bitter invective directed against that

unfortunate circular was almost enough to make its leaves curl

with agony. On Thursday the weather was beautiful and the

river somewhat higher. Making a start at eight o'clock we

"

tumped
"
the worst mile of the whole trip. This was the stretch

immediately above Overfall Pool, the river being wide, shallow,

and filled with sand-bars and parallel rocky ledges, sometimes only

twenty feet apart. It was back-breaking work, but we were good-

humored again and worked willingly. Kingfishers and Canada

jays mocked and screamed at us and provoked the destruction of

a number of shot-gun shells. Again we stopped for an hour of

trout-fishing, having considerable success. Brooks ten or fifteen

feet wide plentifully supplied with miniature falls and rapids
abounded thruout the entire length of the river. A most inter

esting study it was to sit near a falls of ten or twenty inches in

height and watch the trout, up to a pound in weight, jump and

flop their bodies straight up in the air in their untiring effort to

reach their Mecca, the starting place of the waters.

The afternoon's work was hard and fatiguing. We had set

South Branch as our goal before starting, but it required a lot of

determination to stick it out. At six-thirty we arrived there and

pitched camp in an open pasture near a small settlement which

had sprung up around one of the railway stations. We were dead

tired ; the Doctor's face and neck were blotched and itching with

fly bites, the Lieutenant was nursing a pair of swollen feet, and

my legs were stiff with a hard dose of sunburn. But this was to

be our permanent camp and we were at liberty to loaf and sleep
(between flies) to our bodies content.

The doctor fished almost incessantly, the Lieutenant and I

spasmodically. We two found particular pleasure in stretching
at full length in the sunshine, in exploring, and in "buz

zing
"

the natives and guides. The latter were openly
skeptical as to our having any luck without their aid, which was

freely offered at three dollars per day per man.
"
Ye should 'a

come in June," they all said. "
The salmon all went up the river

then. Them that's here now are logy with the warm water and
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won't touch fly nor worm." This seemed to be the general opin
ion everywhere. One guide said,

"
There's a million barrels of

salmon in that pool right now, but they won't rise for anything
less than a poke in the ribs." Everywhere, too, we heard reports
of large catches made in June, (the first half of the month being
the real season.) As this was the first of August we nearly gave

up hope. However, the sea-trout were plentiful and gamy, tho

not over two pounds in weight, and the weather was ideal. We

lived well and were on good terms with our few neighbors.
About the third morning in camp the Doctor gave a yell from

the middle of the river that could mean only one thing. His

"Yellow May" had proved too much for the curiosity of a four

and a quarter pound grilse salmon, and the Doctor was happy. In

ten minutes I had him in the landing net a hundred yards further

down the stream. He was duly weighed, photographed, and

skinned. That noon we had fresh fried salmon for dinner, and

of all the dainty morsels man ever ate,
—well you know the rest.

But right here a warning.—Don't try to fry salmon-roe !

Up to the time the salmon is about five years old and weighs
six to eight pounds, he is called a grilse. He continues to put on

weight for many years, coming in from the salt water each spring,
fat and anxious to find the spawning ground at the head of the

river. While in fresh water he eats practically nothing, and con

sequently grows thin and spiritless, altho showing much strength

and pugnacity when hooked. After a rain the upward travel of

the salmon is rapid and constant, but he frequently sulks in a pool

for days during dry weather. He can be seen by a sharp eye as a

thin dark shadow motionless in the rapidly moving water, and

sometimes though the most alluring worm or the brightest fly is

repeatedly dragged immediately over his head, he is not interested

in the slightest degree.
Our status in the neighborhood was established in an amusing

manner. One day we stopped half an hour to talk with a couple

of section hands on the railroad. We were not dressed for show,

and our togs did not resemble to any remarkable degree those of

some of the wealthy sportsmen in the neighborhood. Meeting

one of the men later the Doctor was chatting with him when the

workman said,
"
We knew the other day when we saw yer that
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yer wasn't no sports. We said to each other that ye was only

workin' men off on time."

After fishing in Fork Pool for several days the Doctor felt a tug

on his line that made his heart jump. He was alone that after

noon, and was provided with only a five ounce trout rod. For an

hour he chased up and down the river, first on the bank then

waist-deep in water, hoping and praying that the tackle would

hold and that the hook was firmly fixed. After an hour's constant

playing he got his landing net under the prize
and pulled it up on

the bank. It was a female salmon, but to us it looked like a

whale. Thirteen pounds it scaled, the biggest caught in the Pool

for three weeks. Half an hour later two of the guides who had

seen it lifted from the water pulled out an eighteen pound male,

fully thirty-six inches long. Our salmon lasted us for three big

meals, cut in steaks an inch thick and fried in lard.

A trip five miles up the North Branch to Pond Pool, a wild

beauty-spot of rushing rapids and big boulders, steep banks, and

heavy spruce growth, netted us a fighting seven-pound male. I

had to gaff him finally before he would leave his beloved element.

We had to tramp up the railroad to reach this place, but luckily

found a section gang near there. For a consideration they took

us home on their handcar.

The guides and
"

liveyeres
"

(inhabitants) were fond of dropping
in on us in the evening to hear about the States and tell us about

Newfoundland. They all claimed Scotch ancestry, but to us the

proverbial map of Ireland was plainly visible on their rugged
faces. One of them, the oldest guide on the river, was listening

open-mouthed to our description of New York City. When we

gravely warned him never to trust himself in a large city, he

grandiloquently exclaimed,
"
Oh they couldn't fool me ! I'd have

plenty of money in my pocket !
"

The evening is a beautiful time

in Newfoundland. During July and August it does not begin to

get dark till nearly nine o'clock, and I have written letters with

no artificial light as late as quarter after nine.

One more grilse fell to the Doctor's rod a half mile up the South

Branch. This made a total of four of an average weight of seven

pounds each, besides all the sea-trout we wanted. At 6:30 A. M.
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on the eighth day after we had arrived at Fork Pool, we pushed
the carefully loaded dory from the beach and started down the

river. The day was perfect, as were our spirits, and we made

good time. The water was lower than when we
"

tumped up," but

the fact that we were going down stream more than compensated
for this. The hunter's cabin was reached a little after noon, and

we loafed till night. Then a heavy wind and rain came up and

lasted till noon the next day. The morning was spent in carefully

cleaning, oiling, and wrapping-up our tackle and guns. After

dinner the storm had apparently stopped, and we set out for

Doyle's with slickers and boots. In ten minutes a fierce wind

struck us, soaking us with rain, so that when we arrived and found

our travelling clothes they were very welcome. Mrs. Doyle dried

our shoes and clothes and gave us a good supper with real bread and

butter, and we rehearsed our adventures and discussed our mistakes.

The Doyle boys hitched up and carted our luggage to the sta

tion, a mile away, and at eight o'clock we took our last look at

the Grand Codroy. The trip across to North Sydney was made

in a black fog and thru rather a rough sea. The boat was smaller,

slower, and not so steady as the
"

Bruce," which was laid up, and

as a consequence we missed the Saturday morning train out of

North Sydney. The next one was not till Sunday midnight.

For two days, therefore, we wandered around the Sydneys. The

mail service at North Sydney was abominable. Many of the

letters addressed to us were lost entirely, and some of the others

were obtained only because of our persistence.

We have had three months to ruminate over our Newfoundland

trip. I think there is no doubt that each one of us would gladly

return next summer to our
"

Sportsman's Paradise," to try our

luck again. But we would be aided by a large fund of personal

experiences and new ideas, and—we'd go in June.
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The Prodigal fudge. By Vaughn Kester. The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indian

apolis. $1.25 net.

The one impression, the one character that stays in the mind after
TheProdigal

fudge has been read is the lovable, drunken old vagabond, Judge Slocum Price.

Here is an original person, a character to stand beside Mr. Pickwick. Unkempt,

poor and happy in poverty, he maintains the gallantry of a prince and the lan

guage of a scholar—and best of all, he is in character throughout the book. That

he is not introduced until the first quarter of the story has been read is our only

regret.
The tale begins in Carolina in the prosperous days before the Civil War and is

then transferred to Tennessee where practically all the action takes place. For

this reason the story has rather a slow start, in fact the first hundred pages might

easily be told by inference in the rest of the book and never be missed. This

leisurely beginning, however, has the advantage of intensifying the rapid action

of the other setting.
Mr. Kester is especially strong in his descriptions. His picture of a night scene

on the Mississippi River is as vivid a bit of work as one runs across in a long time.

In fact, the fine description is second only to the dry, appealing humorwith which

the whole book sparkles. The love scenes are somewhat flat and are subordinated

to the other action, but we forget the lovers on the next page where we catch up

with the judge.
Few modern books can compare with it in easy-flowing style or felicity of ex

pression, and certainly no contemporarywriter has created a man that comes to be

so real and known to the reader as does the Prodigal Judge.

The Outlook to Nature. By Liberty H. Bailey. The MacMillan Company. $1.25
net.

The appearance of Mr. Bailey's revision of his "Outlook to Nature" marks

another work by a man who, in addition to his University cares and duties, finds

time to write almost countless books on Ideals in Farming. The present volume

is alive with ideas and that optimism so characteristic of Mr. Bailey, which rises

out of the very mud of life to flower in the perfect brotherhood ofmen.

The main thesis of the book is
' '

Education in terms of our environment"—hence,
the

'

'Outlook to Nature.
' '

Educators have realized that people are educated by

appealing to both their feelings and reason. In general, the so-called humanities

reach people through the feelings ; the sciences, through reason. The Outlook to

Nature method comprises within itself both factors. To the person in whom the

element of feeling predominates the odor of the hay and the stream of the brook

make up the true and the beautiful. Whereas in him whose reason is uppermost
the chemical contents of the grass and the value of the brook as an outlet for a sys
tem of tile drainage are of most importance.
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The book is composed of four lectures. The first
' '

The Realm of the Common

place
"

gives the setting, leads the reader into the spirit of the problem, gives the

nature outlook on life, the point of view which makes a man home loving, not

restlessly striving for amusement from the artificial conditions of life. The chapter

"Country and City
"

shows the interdependence of country and city, due to the

fact that in the large, the problems of the one are the problems of the other. The

"

School of the Future
"

tells of the institution which will develop the Nature

Outlook point of view. Mr. Bailey does not desire to change essentially the

subjects taught but he does desire to change the method of presentation. He

wants the teaching countryward and not cityward. Finally, a short discussion of

evolution is presented to show how the evolutionary thinking of the times compels
man to consider the birds and the trees around him. The time thus is very

opportune for redirecting education by means of the Outlook to Nature.

To the many who know Mr. Bailey's works this review is worthless ; to the few

who have not as yet read any of his works it is hoped that this will direct their

attention.

John O' Gold.

Earl Simonson, '12.

Dainty little dandelion,

Wee kinsman of the sun,

Lifting there your beaming face ere April's scarce begun.

Foolish little dandelion,

The wicked sprites of night

Will pile upon your golden head a numbing crystal blight.

Hardy little dandelion,

Live beaming through the cold,

And greet us with your cheerful smile
across the greening wold.

Pebbles.

Earl Simonson, '12.

People like to have it said of them that they are quick at

something
—even if it is only a quick temper.

A penny saved is a penny lost.

% % >^

There will be no steam-engines in heaven ; only poems.

* * *

Logic is no plant that grows
in mortal soil.

<1> ^ T

Laugh and the world thinks you are laughing at it.
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EDITORIAL.

To the more serious-minded of the men of the University there has

not infrequently presented itself the question whether Cornell is doing
for its students all that lies within its power to do. A University's

duty towards its undergraduates is not ful-

What filled when it supplies them with capable
Cornell instructors and adequate facilities for study-

Needs, ing. It must also concern itself with the

conditions under which those students live,

sleep, and eat, for it is only in healthy, sanitary surroundings that they
can do their best.

The most satisfactory solution of the housing and boarding problems
would be for the University itself to provide student dormitories and

student commons. Not only would these be of inestimable benefit to

the students but they would also prove a profitable source of revenue

for the University. We realize, however, that to build dormitories

sufficient to accommodate even the increase in students every year

would require a considerable investment of capital, more perhaps than
the University now feels itself able to make. Dormitories and student
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commons are bound to come, nevertheless, even though it may be our

sons and not ourselves who are privileged to enjoy them.

But meanwhile the Trustees need not stay idle. It still lies within

their power to remedy greatly the unsanitary conditions which, it is

only too plain, exist in student rooming and boarding houses. Official

University inspection is the remedy we offer
—

Official it is the first necessary step on the road to

University reform.

Inspection. Let the Trustees appoint an Inspection
Committee to act in co-operation with the

City Health Officer. Let it be the duty of this committee to inspect
all places in Ithaca where students either board or room, and make

semi-annual reports as to the sanitary conditions of the same. All

houses given a clean bill of health by this committee should be granted
a license which must be shown to prospective roomers. If a place
fell below the required standard it would not be allowed to accommo

date students except by special permission granted by the committee.

Inspection should be made several times a year, and without notice.

If it was found that a licensed place was not living up to agreement,

the license should be withdrawn. It is easy to see that under such a

system
—worked by efficient inspectors

—

rooming and boarding house

landladies, and the proprietors of
"

dog-wagons
"

would soon realize

that it was to their interest to keep things clean, and the conditions

under which students now7 live would be greatly improved.

Of course, objection could be offered to the plan we have suggested,

but perfection is not claimed for it. We offer it only as a rough idea

of what we believe would prove a beneficial and workable scheme. A

system similar to that outlined above is in use in several European

Universities—more especially at Oxford
—and has met with gratifying

success. We can think of no reason why the plan is not equally feasible

at Cornell. Certain it is that the University Trustees can no longer

afford to continue their policy of non-salutary neglect.

With the hardships with which the negro student has to contend,

as described in the article on
"

Race Prejudice at Cornell," in our last

issue, we sincerely sympathize. But howevermuch we may deprecate
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the existence of a prejudice against the

Race negro, however much we may call it unrea-

Prejudice. sonable, senseless or foolish, it would be idle
—

nay, ridiculous, to question its existence.

From the standpoint of the negro the ultimate aim must be to eradi

cate this prejudice. How shall it be done? Shall we do it, can we

do it, by compelling white girls to receive negro girls into their dormi

tories? Such a course, it seems to us, would be highly disastrous from

the standpoint of the negro himself. It could not help but result in a

strained, unnatural and artificial situation. Negro prejudice among
the girls at Sage, however unreasonable it may be, can never be re

moved by compulsory and unwilling association with negro girls.
Far from tending to eradicate the ''pernicious

"

prejudice, the inevi

table result would be to increase and intensify it.

It is hard, perhaps, upon the negro members of the
"

gentle sex
"

that they are compelled to live down- town. But to achieve an end

temporary hardship must always be endured. We feel that the atti

tude of the negro who will do most for his race, most to promote pro

gress toward this ultimate goal, is the attitude of a negro like Booker

T. Washington. Let the negro recognize the existence of foolish and

unreasoning prejudice, but let him go out and lift himself in spite of it.

Let him show what he can do in spite of the terrible handicap under

which he struggles and the problem of race prejudice will solve itself.

H. G. S.

As the time draws near for making active preparations for the

Senior Banquet, one hopes that the committee in charge may avoid

the mistakes of last year when the banquet closely resembled a social

gathering of the W. C. T. U. It is indeed a

"Wet or Dry." strange commentary on the self-control of the

members of the Senior Class when they are

not trusted to keep sober for an evening, unless prevented from getting
something to drink.

We realize that before the so-called reformed Senior Banquet was
introduced, such gatherings were not infrequently the occasion of acts

reflecting on the good name of the University. But the student-body
has been growing more temperate and self-controlled within the past
few years. This is shown in part by the smaller number of arrests
for intoxication, and by the fewer cases of disorderly conduct reported
to the Committee on Student Affairs.
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At present the percentage of Cornell students who get drunk with

any degree of regularity is so small as to be almost negligible. It is

not claimed that the prohibition fad has as yet gained any great vogue
in the University, but those Cornell students who do drink, do so in

moderation, and can be trusted with a few glasses of beer without any
disastrous effects.

We would like to see a successful Senior Banquet this year, and not

one attended by a very small percentage of the class as was the case

last year when the Banquet was dry. Include beer in the menu—not

as much as each man can drink, but enough to go around several

times. There need be no fear of a repetition of the 1908 Banquet, for

the sentiment that it is bad form at Cornell to get drunk is now well-

nigh unanimously accepted.
The Senior Banquet is one of the last opportunities the men of the

class of 191 1 will have for getting together to renew acquaintances in

a pleasurable way before Graduation Day scatters them to the four

winds of heaven. Let it be a success this year, attended by all the

Seniors and not by a bare corporal's guard.

In our November number we advocated the granting of a separate

degree to those students who take the special course in Chemistry.

In view of the fact that the work done in this course is highly special
ized along certain lines,we ventured the opinion

Something that a Bachelor of Arts degree did not properly

Done. represent the nature of the work taken.

A few weeks ago the Executive Committee

of the Board of Trustees, upon the recommendation of the Faculty of

the College of Arts and Sciences, established the degree of Bachelor

of Chemistry. This degree will be granted upon the completion of

the four years' course in special chemistry, and will clearly show that

its possessor is qualified to assume the title of Chemist.

The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences is to be congratulated

upon its ability to recognize a need when it is once pointed out, and

upon its promptness in satisfying that need.

To many it may seem useless to make any reference to the already

hackneyed topic of competitions at Cornell. If it were not for a misin

terpretation by one of the speakers at the Junior Smoker of an article
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that appeared in this magazine last spring,

An Answer. we might feel disposed to let the matter rest.

But in our own defense it is impossible to suffer

the student body to believe that the Era ever entertained any suspicion
of some of the charges we were quoted to have made. The article was

in part interpreted as saying that there was favoritism shown in the

selection of men for the university teams. We cannot deny too forcibly

any such assertion was ever made or intended, was ever hinted at or

thought of. If we felt that any such belief was prevalent among the

student body we might see fit to prove its falsity. We know, how

ever, that not only the men competing for teams, but all the rest of

the undergraduates have the perfect faith in the coaches, the selectors

of the squads which their past work shows they fully deserve. We

are grateful to Paul Williams for giving an opportunity to us through
his own courage to set the Era at rights in this respect in case others

similarly misunderstood. H. H. I. A.
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WANZER & HOWELL

The GROCERS

Ithaca Cold Storage.
Established 1871

J. W. Hook,
Fruit, Produce

Butter and Eggs

Long Distance Telephone No. 80.
Nos. 1 1 3- 1 1 5 S. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Atterbury System Clothes and Regal

Shoes. - - BARNEY SEAMON.

PETER SCUSA

MODERN Shoe Repairing
405 Eddy St. Ithaca Phone 428C

Choice Cut Flowers

Floral Decorations

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

BOOL FLORAL CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.
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Rented for tlie Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

i

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting

CLOTHES, we make them.

Large Assortment of

Woolens to select from.

ROBINSON'S^^TlMTStateHSt

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENT -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(a) Shops (i) Factory
Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
ri8 rsfortli Aurora St.

print? 3ranting - §>mtilj 0
315 1. #ialr #t JMjara. ». f.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '1 1, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET

Bell Phone 347 -b
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"If you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.D. S. O'BRIEN,
I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets : 222 N. Aurora St. and 430 N. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY « = J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, « ». ™«°™ _t.

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

To the American Uni

versities and Colleges
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MEN AHEAD OF THEIR TIMES.

/ HE history of the world," said Thomas Carlyle, 'is

Ji the biography of great men.
"

But our good Thomas,

according to a lamentable custom of his, neglected
to finish his sentence. The history of the world is the biography
of great men in great times. If, as Carlyle said, the time awaits its

man, assuredly the man must await his time. The suitors at the

vineyard of greatness are many; but few are chosen. And the

last shall be first, and the first shall be last.

Tiefore Caesar must come a Catiline ; before a Luther must

come a John Huss ; before a Lincoln must come a John Brown.

What contrasts in the fates of these men ! Catiline, falling in that

desperate skirmish among the foothills of the Appenines ; Caesar,
universal imperator

—dictator of the world. Huss, poor deformed
John Huss, burned at Constance for upholding doctrines that pre

saged protestantism ; protestantism triumphant in the person of
Martin Luther. John Brown, that mild warrior, in the mad raid that

spelledhis doom ; Lincoln, the all-glorified emancipator of the slave !

Different, these men,
—

aye, different as life, but alike in this : that

the man who failed and the man who triumphed, triumphed and

failed in the same resolve, ^he significant difference between

Caesar and Catiline was that Catiline fled Rome with a handful of
dissolutes, and that Caesar entered Rome with eleven veteran legions.
The Rome of 63 B. C. was not yet ripe for the Empire ; to the

Rome of 49 B.C. the Empire was inevitable. Catiline came ahead

of his time, came perhaps encouraged by the Very man who was to

succeed where he failed. The result was that Catiline died a hope
less outlaw and that Caesar died the literal heart of the world. The

man ahead of his time is a tragedy ; the man in his time, a triumph !

T}ut it is the man ahead of his time that prepares the way for the

great man whom he prefigures, even as the wild Baptist prepared
the way for the Christ, ^he curve of human events moves not by

abrupt angles but by gradual slopes.
"

The march of the human

mind is slow.
"

The man ahead of his time must fail ; but his work
lives ; his soul goes marching on !

It was not insignificant that the armies of the blue marched to the

sea singing, "John Brown's body lies a-mouldin in the grave but his

soul goes marching on.

"

They all march on ! this pale, resolute

vanguard of change ! No shining triumph-arches theirs
—

no acclaim

of the multitude. These are reserved for the great men who follow.
And they need no human acclaim, these prophet-men who go before!

They echo through Ihe black span of eternity ! Their acclaim is

in the surge of the eons ! They march whither only the fearless

may march—the men who go before !
—Earl Simonson.
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Cornell and the Co-ed.

Earl Simonson, '12.

WHEN
first I decided to come to Cornell a young woman

who had recently been graduated from this Univer

sity cautioned me against two things.
"
Cornell men,"

she said,
"
are cynical, and" she added significantly,

"they think they understand the co-eds." I have since been

brought to the conclusion that there is a considerable measure of

truth in the first of these charges. The generality of Cornell men

are cynical, and for two main reasons. The first is the weather;
the second is the necessary pursual of a stilted and unnatural life

—the nearest approach we have in twentieth century America to

the monasticism of the middle ages. The cowl has become the

mortarboard.

As to the second clause in our alumna^s whimsical arraign

ment, that Cornell men think they understand the co-eds, I am

not so sure. What I am sure of is that one Cornell man never

hopes to understand woman as woman, which, however, does not

deter him from attempting to understand the Cornell co-ed as the

Cornell co-ed. Wherefore, like the Quixote of old, I brush aside

the protestations of my feminine Sancho and spur on to the wind-

rrxills,—and the windmills represent not the problem of co-educa

tion in general, but the problem of Cornell and the co-ed. My

task, as I am fully aware, is hazardous. I may be mained ; I may

not. In any case I shall have the satisfaction of having done my

best to couch an unprejudiced lance. And so, O windmills, have

at you !
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The history of Cornell's attitude to the co-ed, like all the his

tories of human affairs, has been a history of surge and re-surge.

The founders of the University were men who marched in that

resolute invading army of enlightenment and reform that has

tramped so triumphantly down the decades of the last century.

The leaders of this vast modern crusade believed in the equality

of the races. (By
"

equality
"
I mean what the Declaration of

Independence means
—equal tights). They also believed in the

equality of the sexes. The result of the first tenet was the aboli

tion of slavery ; the result of the second tenet was the abolition

of compulsory knitting. While Charles Sumner and George

William Curtis were preparing the way for the freedom of the

slave, Ezra Cornell and Andrew D. White were preparing the way

for the establishment of the woman student at Cornell University.

They prepared the way for her from the very start by seeing to it

that the word
"

person
"
and not the word

"
man

"
was used in all

official references to the students of the new University. Hence

it was that when the first freshmen had become graduates women

came to be enrolled as regular students at Cornell.

Early sentiment was divided. I have it on the best possible

authority that in the first few years following the opening of the

University straw votes were taken which showed the men to be

somewhat in favor of local co-education. I have also been in

formed that the results of these ballotings are to be found in the

early numbers of the Era, which then was published weekly and

supplied the place ot the Sun, the Widow and every other college

periodical. But I must confess that whenever I look into those

old numbers I become so interested in the latest poem of Poe or

Finch or Goldwin Smith, to say nothing of the great 42-37 base

ball match between the Varsity and the Trumansburg club, that
I forget all about the straw votes. However, it is safe to say that

the general undergraduate sentiment in pre-co-education days
favored that as yet supposititious lady—the Cornell co-ed.

When the co-eds actually came to Cornell, however, and when

Henry Sage's splendid endowment made it apparent that they
were to be perpetually established on the campus, a mighty howl

of protestation went up. It became evident that our early pre
cursors did not know what they wanted, and—I sometimes think
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we do not know yet. But the faculty stood firm. With the strik

ing exceptions of Professor Fiske and a number of others, it fa

vored the co-ed. I have noticed that when the faculty sets down

its professional foot on a question, that question is about decided.

The question of co-education proved no exception. The co-ed

arrived.

Other fluctuations set in. Sentiment in the years that directly

followed seemed to favor the co-ed. There were three notable

reasons for this change,—first, the arrival of brother and sister

combinations ; second, the matrimonial affiliations of a certain

sorority with a certain fraternity ; and third, the establishment of

the University Christian Association, which provided a stamping

ground for mixed receptions. But this comparatively idyllic

state of affairs was not destined to endure. The fluctuations of

student sentiment again began to point to anti-co-ed feeling, due

perhaps to the radical anti-co-edism of certain prominent students

and to certain shall-women-vote ebullations of the co-eds them

selves. It is interesting in this connection to consult the early is

sues of the Widow, from 1896 on. The Widozv has always repre
sented the closest approximation to undergraduate sentiment, and

the co-ed quips of its first days furnish almost infallible straws to

the direction that student conviction then took. Nor is it an in

significant matter that during the last few years the policy of the

Widow has changed so radically that co-ed jokes are absolutely

tabooed. The tide of anti-coed sentiment has turned. The wo

men have ceased to show themselves rabidly eager to participate
in University doings. That cynosure of college life, the promi

nent student, again treks to Sage o' wSundays. The P.S. dares to

fuss. And why ? Because he don't give a hang for what people

think ? Perhaps. But the larger reason is that his constituents

don't give a hang. The attitude toward the co-ed of the great

mass of the student body appears to be one of neutrality. With

certain exceptions.
There are a number of self-centered gentlemen in this flourish

ing University who conceive the co-eds in general to be languish

ing away for want of the acquaintance of the said self-centered

gentlemen. The trials of a suffragette-beleaguered prime minister

are as gauze and pack-thread to the trials which one of these mod-
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ern Adonises imagines to be his. Whenever he mislays a collar

button he is possessed with a vague intuition of its having been

smuggled to Sage—(via. the landlady's daughter route)—for a

keepsake, nay, for a talisman. What utter idiocy ! In the first

place the man who bemoans the dire and dreadful circumstance

that all Sage hangs with bated breath upon his every sneeze falls

into the pitiful fallacy of generalization-by-occupation,
—the fal

lacy that we encounter so frequently upon the astute family page

of our estimable contemporary, the New York Evening Journal.

Certain of the ingenious ladies who contribute daily offerings to

this page appear to take it as a certainty that every manicure-girl

\s petite, piquant, chestnut-haired, quick-tempered, and has a wid

owed mother in Harlem. On the other hand, every ribbon-counter

girl is infallibly a strawberry blond with a dimple and a confiding

disposition. Our student Eauncelot exposes himself to similar

absurdities when he sets down every co-ed as an infallible Elaine.

Exaggerated? Assuredly. Exaggerated egos require the most

stringent of measures. Because a girl attends Cornell it scarcely

follows that she is a professed man-eater. There are other things

at Cornell beside men. Or if this is doubted there are other rea

sons a-plenty
—proximity of home, for instance, or scholarship fa

cilities, or again, parent Cornellians. But if a girl really comes

to Cornell with an eye for the men / can conceive of nothing act

ually wrong therein. Most men can. They love to imagine that

they are the pursuers and not the pursued. Which is nonsense.

So much for the bored and blase class. After my little fling
anent the lives of the hunted I find myself confronted with sterner

business. There are certain clapper-tongued gentlemen in this

University who spice their daily converse with systematic—and

often indecent—abuse of things co-educational. This sort of tainted

palaver should, if you will pardon my mixed metaphor, be tarred

and feathered and ridden on a rail out of the University commu

nity. I care not if every woman in the University is a Deliah or

a Eucrezia Borgia or a Carrie Nation—and some of the clapper-

tongued gentry would willingly undertake to prove her each or

all :—She is first a woman : she is second a Cornellian. She has

a two-fold claim to respect, if not to respect at least to silence, if
not to silence at least to decency. I know of no surer key to the
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nobility or the baseness of a soul or a race than its attitude toward

womankind. I know of no surer sign of decadence in a com

munity than a waning respect for its women. In the name of

Ezra let the maw of the caluminator be corked ! Let the ape and

tiger die. I am aware that I arraign the few. But the few are

too many. I have found a certain definite class honor which

holds in check every member of the sorority of Sage. Let our

great fraternity of Cornellians have a similar honor.

After the fancied harriers and the fancied harried remains a

third class—the fussers. "

Fusser," like "

piker," is an elastic

term. It may mean a comrade—(in all respect to Mr. G. K. Ches

terton I shall continue to believe that men and women may be

comrades)—and, at the other extreme, it may mean a lover.

Either of these is entirely legitimate. Any of the various shades

between them is entirely illegitimate. But there is small cause

to dwell thereon. In Ithaca, assays to act out
"

hug, kiss, and

spoon
"

songs confine themselves chiefly to the town, and fight

shy of the Hill. There, reigns Minerva rather than the more

passionate lady . . . For the lover, I condone with him ; for the

comrade I rejoice in him. There is nothing nobler in the world

than straightforward comaraderie between a man and a woman ;

there is nothing that smacks more of the vulgar than sly hints

and winks behind the back of such comaraderie. The straight
comrade ! let us have him by all means—he is entirely too few.

A superficial and facetious person here suggests to me that the

reason for his paucity is that all co-eds are frights. A pretty

bubble which I shall assay to burst with my pen and a little con

sideration on my part. Put all Cornell traditions into your laun

dry bag ; consider the matter squarely ; and then tell me if on

comparison with any average group of women in any of these

broad Northern states, the Cornell co-eds lose. I doubt it. True,

there is a frowsy type with an abysmal voracity for sheer tacts that

makes me shudder. I cannot here refrain from pleading with

this type to take life a trifle less seriously than the suffrage, and

to please, please refrain from diving headlong into the Pierian

spring. It so muddles it ! Phi Beta Kappa should scarcely be

pursued in a bargain counter spirit.
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The gods approve

The depth, and not the tumult, of the soul.

Enthusiasm of any sort betrays weakness. I cannot imagine

God being enthusiastic over anything. In a similar line I should

caution the co-eds in general against hero-worship of professors.

Some of our professors are notable men ; all are human. How

ever clear the amber of the professional mind there is ever a fly of

obtuseness tucked away in some corner. Adulation is not for the

imperfect but for the ideal ; not for the things of earth but of

heaven

Seldom writing anything, I feel that I have written much. I

have attempted no defense of the co-ed : she needs none. Most

co-eds are very nice people—they themselves say so. Cornell in

general seems to have been at times glumly doubtful on that

score. Cornell in general gets many perverted notions into its

dear old head. Cornell in general is frigidly conservative. I ad

vocate no overturning of customs as such. I merely advocate a

square deal for the co-ed, irrespective of all the various career of

co-education at Cornell. Editors of the past
—and men whom I

personally esteem—have ushered in Junior Week with "

refining
influence

"
and similar nice phrases. Refining influence ? It is

always with us. If it has made the study of Eugenics somewhat

awkward in mixed classes it has assuredly changed the smoking
car to the Pullman. It has made a lady of our sovereign goddess.
The grail in our castle here is found.



How I Play First Base.

By
"

Hal
"

Chase.

Captain and First Baseman of the New York Americans.

A
GOOD many persons think first base is the

easiest position of the infield to play ; in my

opinion it is the hardest. For one thing, the

first baseman must stayon his bag and take

a good many throws, whereas other basemen can step
off for the throws. Then again, more plays are made at

first than at any other position.

Speed, that is, ability to move fast, is a very desirable

quality in a first baseman, for the faster he is on his

feet, the further away from his bag he can afford to

play. I play about thirty feet back of the base and

about twenty feet inside the foul line, but I play deeper
than do most first basemen. The distances from the bag
and foul lines just mentioned apply to playing for right-
handed batters. Right-handed batters seldom bunt to

wards first, and as they don't get the break from the

plate that left-handed hitters do, you have more time to

get to first ahead of them. For left-handed hitters, the

first baseman should pull himself up towards the base

line for the fastest left handers right up to the base

line. Then watch out that the batter does not cross

you by dragging a hit down towards you.

All of this applies to cases in which there is nobody

on the bases. Under all conditions the first baseman

should study the man at bat. With a man on first and

nobody out, he must know his batter, must know

*Written expressly for the Cornell Era.
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whether he always bunts or whether he mixes it up at

the bat. Suppose the batter is going to bunt. The first

baseman must be on his toes and ready to start in for

the bunt as soon as the pitcher throws the ball. (This

; is particularly true in the case of a left-handed first base-

j man and one who is adept at sacrifice killing). With

j men on first and second, the same rule applies, in which

\ case, it may be added, the pitcher takes care of the left

\ side of the diamond and the second baseman covers first.

« Watch your pitcher all the time. As soon as he pitches,

start in, but if the batter shows that he is going to hit,

; by that I mean hit it out, stop. Naturally a left-handed

\ first baseman is better at sacrifice killing than a right-
\ handed man.

\ With two out and men on first and second or first,
« second, and third, play a deep field. With one out or

none out, play in to hold your man close, either to get

; him napping or to make it possible to put through a

j double play. With two out, a double play is not needed,

\ so play deep as there is a better chance of cutting off

\ base hits. On anything hit to right field, that is, a safe

hit, the first baseman should run out to help the relay,
4 getting the throw from the outfield, as there will be no

; play at his base. This enables the second baseman to

; cover second and the shortstop third, with the third

; baseman backing up third and the pitcher backing up

j the catcher.

; I should advise a first baseman to take all the foul

; balls he can reach in preference to leaving them to the

] catcher. The balls are going away from the catcher

I and are consequently more difficult for him. To be

< good anywhere a player must be able to think quickly,

1
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and this applies to first base as well as any other

position.
It is generally better to let the second baseman take

fly balls back of first base. He is running sideways and

the first baseman has to back out. Play all ground
balls to the base yourself if you have time, but there

isn't always time, to be sure to remind your pitcher to

cover first. Even if you have time to get to the bag,
you might fumble and have need of your pitcher at the

base.

Footwork I regard as the principal thing in playing
first. For me it was the most natural thing. It teaches

you how to acquire the longest possible reach without

leaving the bag. Switch the feet according to the

throw, but never allow them to get crossed. It gets to

be second nature to find the bag with your foot. When

in position to take a throw, have one foot on each side

of the bag, not one foot on the bag. With a foot on

each side, you get a more accurate idea of where the ball

is coming, and the fact that you are on level ground en

ables you to side-step and shift more readily than with

one foot on the bag.
Get a glove to suit you. I swear by a small sized

glove, what is known as the BX Spalding glove. My

fingers fit close in the end, leaving no lost space off

which the ball can glance. I use little padding, take

out two-thirds of it, and also tear out the heel of the

glove, that is, the ridge part at the wrist.

don't believe in foul work. The less of that you try

the better ball you will play, to say nothing of the ethi

cal side of the question.



College vs. Professional Baseball.

Daniel Coogan.

BASEBALL
today, both professionally and as played in the

colleges, is on a much higher plane and cleaner basis than

it ever was before. Professional baseball numbers among

its players men of the best type. The day of the
"

rowdy
"

has passed, and the public has evidenced its disapproval of any but

clean baseball. The attendance also shows a better class of pa

trons. The professional, especially in the major and better mi

nor leagues, must to-day appear on the field as a gentleman. He

must be a gentleman both on and off the field. He must take the

best care of himself, doing his own conditioning and training

using his own judgment as to what is best for him, whereas the

college man has his training prescribed for him. The professional
to be successful must be possessed of great natural ability, ability

to hit, field and run, to think quickly, and to take advantage of

opportunities offered. He must be a hustler, enjoy his work, and

act in harmony with his surroundings. Much trading of men is

done, because the managers believe that a change will benefit both

the player and the club. Unlike college men, the managers of

professional teams cannot afford to spend too much time in de

veloping men ; therefore a man must show natural ability in all

branches of the sport or he is released.

The training details of a professional team are generally left

to the individual, for most managers consider each man to be the

best judge of what he needs. Good hours, light lunches, and morn

ing practices, however, are usually insisted upon. Temperance
in drinking and smoking are also required, but since in this as in

every profession or business some will jump the traces, it often

becomes necessary to enforce the club rules by inflicting fines or

suspension on the offender. It is a fact, however, that at least nine
tenths of the professional men will not take a drop from the time

they retire at night till the game is over the next day.
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Professional baseball today contains a great many college men,
and the ranks no doubt will have a great many more among them.

It is an honest clean life, and many college players go into it in

order to gather a financial foundation for the fight in after life. I

would not, however, advise a man who has a profession and is

fairly well situated financially to take up professional baseball, for

it uses up the best years of a man's life.

College baseball is entirely different in many respects. Students

enter the sport for various reasons : for the honor of representing
their university, for the exercise, and in order to acquire certain

habits which will be useful in life, such as obedience to orders,
abstinence from pleasures, and the ability to fight and to sacrifice.

There is in each college or university a certain amount of material

from which a team must be moulded. What is lacking in natural

ability must be equalized by honest, hard work, coupled with a

fighting spirit and an earnest desire for a successful team. The

training of college players in regard to the hour for retiring, drink

ing, meals, etc., must be regnlated uniformly, for it is impossible
to prescribe separate training for each man and the inexperience
of some men requires that others suggest what is best for them.

College baseball is also on a higher plane than heretofore, and this

is in a large measure due to the checking of indiscriminate summer

baseball.

To sum up the difference between college and professional base

ball, I would say that the student player works hard for the honor

of his institution and is rewarded in healthful experience and good
life preparation ; while his professional brother does his best

simply as a matter of business and receives a money reward.



The Situation in Mexico.

A. J. Lamoureux, '74.

Editor's Note : Mr. Lamoureux was an editor of the Era in his time. Since

then he has contributed several articles to the Encyclopaedia Brittanica on Mex

ico and the South American countries, and from 1879 to 1901 he was editor of the

Rio News of Rio de Janeiro. Needless to say he is well acquainted with his

subject.

SO
numerous are the sources of unrest and revolt in Mexico

that it is very difficult to determine accurately all the

causes of the present revolutionary movement in that coun

try. Its representatives may tell us what these causes are,

but it must not be forgotten that these are personal justifications,

ex parte at best, and not infrequently a cloak to cover personal

ambitions. Mexico is a large country with a very heterogeneous

population, a great diversity of climates, products and interests,

and a verv imperfectly developed system of inter-state communi

cations. The states of Chihuahua and Vera Cruz, for instance, or

of Durango and Yucatan, have very little in common, intercourse

between them is very limited, and concerted action in any pro

posed national reform would be very difficult. Were concerted

action possible, the ruthless extermination of the Yaquis and the

wholesale transfer of these mountaineers to the hot, fever-infested

districts of Yucatan, would have aroused a dangerous tumult among
the Indian tribes throughout all Mexico. It must be borne in

mind that the Indians outnumber any other single racial element

in the population, and were concerted action possible the ruling
white element would have a very different problem to solve than

the one it has been playing with since the country fell into its

possession. But many diversities in racial groups and language,
in customs, manners and habitat, have all conspired to prevent

any common action against the whites. At the present time a

great majority of the people—including both Indians and mestizos

—is illiterate, suspicious, and to a great extent without ambition,
even without any interest in life beyond that of the meagre liveli-
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hood the common people are allowed to gain. To credit such a

people with political aspirations is absurd.

The only agencies that can reach all the people are the church

and the government, and when these are working together har

moniously a reform or revolutionary movement can not possibly
be made general, under present conditions, until an uprising has

been fomented in every community or district. There is no such

thing in Mexico as a general popular sentiment on any political

question, consequently there is nothing to appeal to by proclama
tion so far as the masses are concerned. It must be remembered

that in Mexico, as in all Latin-American countries, the ruling
class consists of a very small minority—sometimes a mere hand

ful—consisting of whites, a few educated mestizos who have learned

to appreciate the blessings of political employment, and a very few

Indians. The masses, as already said, are uneducated, own little

or no property, have no political rights the ruling class is bound

to respect, and take no personal interest in national political ques

tions, except where the fortunes of a recognized leader are con

cerned. Partizan leadership, or the leadership of political chiefs

—called caudilhos in the LaPlata countries—is common to all the

Latin-American republics and is characterized by blind adherence

to the fortunes of the chief at all times and under all circum

stances. It is a survival of feudalism, and though it is growing
weaker where public instruction is gaining ground among the

people, it is still one of the strongest forces in Spanish America.

The circumstance that factions, or parties, are known by the

names of their chiefs, and that political contests are nothing more

than struggles for supremacy among these chiefs, shows how ten

acious this sentiment is and how large a part it plays in the gov

ernment of these republics. It was the fortune of Benito Juarez

and of PorfirioDiaz to win distinction and leadership without such

a following, and they may be classed as national rather than par

tizan leaders, but this can not be said of the Maderos, nor of any

other opponent of the Diaz administration, with the possible ex

ception of Gen. Bernardo Reyes, who is popular throughout the

whole country.

Of the many abuses that might serve as a pretext for revolution,
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those most commonly mentioned are : (1) the prolonged retention

of power by Porfirio Diaz and his advisers, men of advanced years,

in great part, and not in sympathy with progressive ideas ; (2) re

strictions on the free exercise of the right of suffrage which are

preventing reforms through the peaceful use of the ballot ; (3)

abuses and defects in the administration of justice ; (4) centralized

methods of administration ; and (5) the absorption of national ter

ritory by a comparatively small number of land-owners, which re

duces the major part of the population to the condition of tenants

and hopeless dependence.
These are all serious defects in the political organization of

Mexico, and involve no less serious abuses in administration. Ben

eficent and efficient as the rule of Porfirio Diaz has been, there is

no possible denial of the fact that his re-elections have been farci

cal to a high degree—the constitution being modified to meet the

occasion and any free expression being suppressed by force of

arms. The Venezuelan dictator, Guzman Blanco, kept himself in

power by almost the same means, but Blanco sought power for

selfish and corrupt motives, while Diaz has done so through his

desire to dominate others and to promote order and material de

velopment in the country. Diaz has been singularly patriotic in

his motives, even when using harsh and arbitrary means in carry

ing his purposes into effect. He has been a beneficent dictator—

perhaps the only one Latin America has ever known. But he has

made the mistake of imposing himself upon the country too long,
and he is now compelled to face an armed protest that may result

in a humiliating overthrow. It will be regrettable that so patrio
tic a life should end so disastrously, but Diaz should not have for

gotten that old age has its limitations and that the arbitrary re

pression of peaceful opposition could have no other end in a Span
ish American republic than an appeal to arms. His re-elections,
as he must know, have been accomplished in too many instances

by a rigid suppression of opposition and through severe restric

tions on the right of suffrage. Bitter complaints of this have

been made by the younger generation of Mexicans, but thus far

without effect. The means through which these repressive meas
ures have been carried into effect involve the fourth cause of
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complaint—the centralized methods of administration. These

methods permit the President to appoint the governors of states

and through them the selection of many minor officials, and to

control the police organization of the whole republic. The judi

ciary being also subservient to the executive, it will be seen that

the power of the President reaches into every community and

dominates every official act. It has been matter of complaint that

Diaz has even used his power to secure the return of senators and

deputies known to be favorable to himself. This may be a good

way to secure peace and good order, but it is not republican. The

fifth cause of complaint—the absorption of the national territory

by large landholders—is an economic as well as a political ques

tion, and its importance can not be overestimated. But it may be

doubted that a solution will be found by the leaders of the present
revolution. The Maderos are of the landholding class—an uncle

(Don Evangeliste Madero) of the insurgent chief being the owner

of 4,000,000 acres in Coahuila, and the latter a large landowner in

Chihuahua. In the last mentioned state, Don Luis Terrazas owns,

it is said, a principality of about 17,000,000 acres, and dominates

the affairs of that state by force of his wealth and tenantry. In

other states the same state of affairs may be found—the masses of

the people living upon the estates of these rich landowners with

out the slightest hope of ever being freed from what may be called

a state of feudal dependency. Such a condition is clearly inimical

to the best development of Mexico—the education of the people

and their material improvement. Others have denounced the

evil before Francisco Madero took up arms, but it involves more

than a mere division of these great estates and it has been left un

touched. Should the present revolution succeed, the chances are

that the division of the great estates in the interests of the people,

will wait sometime for a solution.



Arbutus.

Edwin G. Burrows, '13.

Enfield Gorge is fair in April, fair its stream and fair its wood ;

Mildly blows the west wind through it, rife with hints and memories,
—

Wintergreen and strewn pine-needles, gurgling eddies, sighing trees,
—

And 'twas there the pink arbutus showed me first her maidenhood.

There I learned her wild-wood odor, sweetest of all forest breath,

There her shy and dainty blossom, faintly pink through all the glen,

Creeping low 'mid partridge-berries ; and I loved her there and then,

And I made mine own her beauty, mine to have and hold till death.

Often, in the springtime, filling many a distant forest glade,
Year by year come visions with her, tender thoughts that used to be,

Dreams and loves once known in April, dear, dead hopes,
—but not to me ;

Here and now I see her first ; for me no memories rise and fade.

Yet to me too, down the vista, only God knows how or when,
Thus these days may flash before me, comrades; dreams of long ago,

Fair Cornell on her fair hill-top, blue Cayuga far below ;

Bring no bitterness, arbutus, with my lost youth's vision then !

To a White Violet.

Earl Simonson, '12.

Pale, dainty daughter of the wizard dell,
I love to search thy wan face out when first

The young-green pennoncels of April burst
The hollow trammels of the barken shell.

I quit the plangent city where I dwell
And fly to thy retreat,—ah ! then the worst

Of all my spirit-sapping ills, my thirst
For aught to love is quenched through thy pure spell.

O wildwood maiden, if it be denied
That I should ever sip of human love,
If all the fatal sparks that burn above

Should never crown me with a mortal bride,
Thou fairy blossom, let me live with thee,
And laughing, we will trip through Arcady.



When He Grows Up.

Lingard Loud, '12.

HIS
aunt, as hostess, introduced them early in the evening,
and the blushing discomfort he had experienced re

turned to him full force as the scene re-enacted itself

in his mind. The echo of his aunt's voice came to

him,—uEloise," she had said to the beautifully-gowned young god
dess with the red lips,—

u

Eloise, let me present my nephew,
Mardis Lyon :—Miss McNast, Mardis. We are very proud of him,

my dear ; he graduated only last month from the high school back

home, and with high honors. When he saw you yesterday, he

became, like all the rest, a worshipper."
What a soft little hand she had placed in his hot clumzy one ;

What exquisite poise she had. Most conspicuous in his memory,

however, were the curving red lips that smiled at him so cordially.

How—ah—howT awfully kissable they looked. But he immedi

ately hated himself for the thought.

A moment later she was whirled off in the first waltz. He

gradually recovered from the confusion into which his aunt's

mischievous remark had plunged him, and watched for a chance

to put his name on her card.

She let him scrawl the round boyish letters opposite the sixth,

and when it came—a rollicking, mad-cap two-step that sent a flash

of color to her cheeks—somehow the gay sparkle of moving

figures, the snatches of laughter, mingled with the rapid music

and matched the stormy turmoil of happiness within him. They

finished after a last swift dash, and stepped before a window to

cool their faces. It seemed scarcely an instant that had passed

when her next partner carried her away.

They had spoken little during the dance, being occupied with

dodging the throng of couples who swept over the polished floor

around them. Nevertheless, just before they had stopped she

turned a brilliant pair of eyes on him and,
"
I've been simply

crazy to meet you," she exclaimed enthusiastically, "Everybody
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has told me the most wonderful tales about you." He stammered

his thanks confusedly, and he took advantage of the short inter

val between dances to engage the ninth and tenth.

While he waited he wandered out through the French windows

and laid his burning cheek against one of the heavy stone pillars.
A soft little breeze blew in across the sand from the sea, and ruffled

his hair. He smoothed it down quickly, and decided to return

to the ball room where he could watch Her, even though he knew

he risked being spied out by his aunt, and dragged over to dance

with
" such a nice girl (though she isn't pretty) sitting yonder

without a partner."
However he succeeded in avoiding this calamity by hiding be

hind the palms, and at last stumbled up, pulses athrob, to claim

his dance. She greeted him with a gay little smile of welcome,
and he said what he had memorized for the purpose during the

past fifteen minutes.

"

Let's dance the first half, and sit out the encore,
—there's a

stunning moon out there."

She clapped her hands,—
"
O that's fine ! I should love to.

Where have you been the last couple of dances? I didn't see you
on the floor."

"
Er—I—went into the dining room to get some punch. Don't

you like Aunt Gertrude's house? I think it's a corking place for
a summer home. Gee, I wish it belonged to me. But then I

could only live in it till September, because I'm going to college
this fall."

"
Isn't that splendid! I wish I were a man and could go

through college."
"
But there are girls' colleges—

"

"

Yes, for clever girls,—you'll find out soon enough how dread

fully, frightfully dull I am."
"
I can't believe—" he began, but the music started with a

crash of cymbals and swish of violins. What he had meant to

say was that nobody could be so wonderful, so charming—so—so

magnetic (yes, that was it !) and yet be dull. Somehow the

phrases stuck in his throat. However, he did manage after a great
gulping effort to tell her that he had stood behind the musicians'
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palms a full quarter of an hour admiring the
"

heaped-up gold
"
of

her hair.

"

Why how perfectly sweet of you?" she cried and tig-htened
her grip on his hand. u

Most people," she deprecated innocently,
" call it a taffy mop."
He commenced an indignant remonstrance, but the music stop

ped of a sudden, and he found himself walking out on the brick-

floored balcony, her hand within his arm.

u
You dance gloriously," she breathed flashing him another of

those confusing glances.
He giggled nervously, muttered something inane, and piloted

her to the darker end of the veranda where she bounded grace

fully up on the broad railing, and leaned back against the pillar
with a happy sigh. He cautiously seated himself opposite, and

stared preplexedly at the two feet of moonlit railing between them.

(What was that sentence he had rehearsed for the occasion ?)
"Do you know what somebody thinks about you?" she leaned

toward him,—
"
but perhaps I'd better not tell you. Would it

make you conceited ? Well,—somebody thinks—I heard her say

so—(but there I've told you it's a girl)
— anyhow she thinks you are

the handsomest boy she's ever met. Now aren't you flattered ?
"

He made her a mock bow to cover his embarrassment, and

searched his whirling brain for something appropriate by way of

response. He could find nothing—absolutely nothing,—but after

an interminable five seconds he blurted out,
" Miss El—Miss Mc-

Nast have you ever visited here before ? F-funny I never met

you. Er-ah-aunt told me you go to boarding school in Phila

delphia. D-do you like it?
"

They remained on the white-pillared balcony all through the

tenth dance, and she
"
cut

"
the next two. Meanwhile their con

versation turned from school to books, to horses, to the stage, to

tennis, to sea-shells and moonshine until at last Mardis gathered

courage to ask the question which had been sticking like a thorn

in the heel of his mind. The words flowed in a swift torrent.

"Miss Eloise," he said, breathlessly striving to make his voice

sound nonchalant and commonplace,
—

"
how old are you?"

She placed both hands on the rail between them, and the red

lips curved up as she tantalized him,—
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"
Guess :—how old do you think I am ?

"

"
O I'm not a bit good guesser I should say you were

about—twenty."
" For goodness sake :—somebody told you, didn't they ? You're

the cleverest thing. Of course you're loads older than that, aren't

you ?
"

u
Older ! I'm only sixteen !

"
—and then he could have bitten

his tongue off for vexation at having let slip the fatal secret.

"
O now," she raised a playful finger, "you're just fooling me."

"

Why do you think that ?
"

" Because—because you don't act like sixteen or talk so either.

You're awfully grown up and manly and—why I was a little

afraid of you at first—you're so big and resolute and solid. Come

on, tell me how old you really are."

In his relief he drew a deep breath of the damp, briny air, and

smiled enigmatically at the rising tide. His mistake had nearly

ruined everything. In the future he must guard himself against
such another egregious blunder. When he turned back to her she

was humming the tune with the orchestra inside, and swinging
her feet. She had forgotten all about his age. How amazingly,

entrancingly beautiful she was.

Said he very abruptly,
" Tell me, d-do you believe in the—

possibility of—ah—well, love at first sight ?
"

His own voice sounded as harsh and bizarre as possible ; it
"
sort of wobbled" in his tingling ears ; but he had plunged in

now and with clenched teeth he swore inwardly to
"
see it

through."
"I don't know—why? "she asked in her soft, cool, ripply

tones. The sound made him think of tinkly ice in a tumbler of

pink lemonade—such as one buys his small brother at the circus—

but he brought his attention back with a jerk, his heart fluttering
almost audibly.
"

Why—why—just because—I love you !
"

The soul of him

seemed to shrink away at his temerity, but a desperate bravery
speedily flowed into his veins, and he looked defiantly across the

little space between them. She had turned her face to the

shadow,—was she smiling or biting her lip?—It was vastly im-
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portant to know which. At any rate one hand was pressed against
her heart.

"

Yes, I I-love you," he repeated hoarsely.
Then because there simply was nothing more to say, he stared

dumbly at the vague blur of the surf, listened heavily to the throb

of the hot blood at his temples.

"Mardis," she said quietly, "you don't mind—if I call you by

your first name?"

"
If you only

"
—a brief wild hope dawned, but the almost

maternal sweetness and wisdom in her eyes chilled him like a

January gale ; he ceased instantly.
"
You are a dear boy to say these things," she continued, serenely

sympathetic,
"
I wish I deserved your regard, and—no, don't in

terrupt
—I am very much gratified that you should have thought

I did.

"Look,—there goes Harold Johnson—he's looking for me, and

doesn't see us. Hello, Mr. Johnson—here I am ! Isn't this a

gorgeous evening ! Goodness Peter !—you don't mean to say that

last dance was the thirteenth ? I had no idea—yes, let's go right
in.—Yes !—Goodbye, Mr. Lyon,—I'm awfully glad to have met

you. Hope you'll come to Beach House and see me :—I enjoyed
our dances a lot too. Goodbye."

Along in the early hours of the morning Eloise McNast dis

cussed the events of the evening with her cousin.

Said Madge,
"
It was rather mean of you to encourage the poor

child so much. I talked with him a minute ; he seemed quite
nice and sensible, though of course, a little self-conscious, and full

of
'

knowledge gleaned from school-books.'
"

"

But, O Madge, he was so funny. He kept a carefully polite

yard away, and delivered himself of his declaration. If he'd been

near enough I'm sure I should have hugged him. . . O dear. . .

He'll be mighty attractive when he grows up, I expect. Poor

kiddie !
"
—she ended with a melodious, drowsy burst of laughter.

Meantime Mardis Lyon, sixteen, desperately in love, glared bit

terly down at the white beach sand.
"

Awfully glad to have met

me—hopes I'll come to see her
—not me—Huh !—very much grati

fied that I should
—ah—care for her."
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The sweetly superior attitude she had adopted aggravated him

excessively. She considered him a mere infant apparently,
—how

he should love to prove to her that he was not a babe in arms.

If only some terrific catastrophe had occurred—not a childish,

fire-breathing dragon, but a real, live disaster. If a tidal wave

had threatened to overwhelm them, or a ferocious thug had cov

ered them with a pistol, or fire had broken from the house—then

he might have displayed his mettle and demonstrated his man

hood.

He strolled slowly up and down, hoping vaguely that nobody

would disturb him until the emotional agitation should subside.

Her speeches and his own dinned incessantly through his head. He

heard himself telling her that he loved her—loved her—and a tre

mendously hard lump swelled in his dry throat. At length the

tension snapped ; from deep in his being emerged an irresistable

impulse to laugh. He fought it back, endeavoring stoutly to

maintain his embittered attitude until, under the strain of con

flicting emotions tears smarted under his eye-lids, and stars, quite

uncelestial, flickered before him. But the laughter broke from

him in the end, the throttled sensation vanished, and his tears be

came mixed joy and grief.
From the edge of the porch he directed his swimming eyes up

ward where the careless moon sailed.

"
What a fool, eh, Mr. Moon—what an ass !

"
he chuckled un

steadily,—
"
all the same, a fellow's got to learn somehow . . . .

"



Who Makes Good?

Statistics About the Cornell Men Who Are Doing Things.

IN
his opening address in the fall of 1909, President Schurman

stated that the Cornell graduate who made good was the

"greasy grind." In order to put this statement to the test,

The Era has taken the Cornell men in Who's Who In

America as those who have presumably made good. We then di

vided them into two classes;—the Prominent Students and the

Grinds. These were determined by going through all the Class

Books, Cornellians and other reference books. From this we were

able to tell with a fair degree of accuracy whether or not a man

was prominent in student activities. By reference to any scholar

ship records we could find and by election to Sigma Xi or Phi

Beta Kappa, we could say whether or not he was a grind. The

results are most significant. In all, there are two hundred and

six Cornellians in Who's Who. Besides these, there are sixty-eight
who obtained graduate degrees here, but came from another Alma

Mater. The total has been classified under the heads of Prominent

Students, Grinds, Degrees, Present Vocations and Fraternities.

The charts that follow are almost self-explanatory but a few

observations may not be out of place. The classes having the

most number of prominent men in America today, are :

ank Class Number of men

1 1888 [2

2 1874 12

3 1873 10

4 1889 9

5 1894 8

Counting out those men who were both Prominent Students

and Grinds, the total is 170. Of this number 101 were Grinds in

college, and 69 were Prominent Students. These figures go back

to the first class to graduate and give the Grinds a plurality of 32.

In the matter of Grinds, the class of 1888 again leads with 11,

1889 having nine and 1873 having six. 1891 has six Prominent

Students, 1894 being second with five and 1872 third with four.
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The class of 1895 is at the bottom of the list with only one man

in Who's Who ; the class of 1901, which has the same number,

getting the preference because they have not been out so long.
There is one co-ed in the records, one of the two '04 members

to get in. She is listed as a Grind.

The apparent discrepancies in the chart that follows are due to

the fact that some of the men left no record and a few did not get
a degree.

No. In No. No. Prom -

Class Who's Who Grinds nent Students

1868 1

1869 -
- —

1870 5 1 2

1871 7 2 2

1872 6 1 4

1873 10 6 1

1874 12 5 3

1875 8 2 2

1876 4 1 2

1877 4 1 1

1878 6 3 2

1879 7 4 4
1880 7 5 2

188 r 8 5 3
1882 5 4 1

1883 4 3 1

1884 6 5 1

1885 3 1 2

1886

1887

8

6
4

4

4

2

1888 12 11 1

1889 9 9
1890 7 5 2

1891 7 1 6

1892 6 2
4

3

5
1

1893 3 _

1894 8
3

i395 1

1896 5 1
4

11897 3 2

1898 3 3
1899 2 1 1

1900 2 2

1901 1 _

1

1902 3 3
1903 -

1904 2 1 1

Total 191 101
69

The number of famous Cornellians according to their degrees
follows :
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Bachelor of Science 45

Bachelor of Arts 32

Bachelor of Philosophy 18

Civil Engineer 17

Bachelor of Law 13

Mechanical Engineer 10

Bachelor of Science in Ag 5

Bachelor of Science in Arch. 3

Forestry Engineer 2

Bachelor of Lit. 1

Doctor of Vet. Surgery 1

The statistics in the tables above must be interpreted in the

light of the following chart of vocations. The fact that sixty-
seven of the whole number are educators perhaps accounts for the

preponderance of Grinds.

Educators 67
Scientists 28

(Geologists 10J

Lawyers 24

Engineers 20

Authors 13

Journalists 10

Physicians 10

Agriculturalists 9

Manufacturers 4

Chemists 4

Architects 4

Diplomats 3

Bankers 3

Insanity Expert, Artist, Promoter, Forester, Y. M. C. A.

Sec, Musician, Politician, each 1

The following table shows the number of famous men which

the various fraternities at Cornell can claim :

Sigma Xi, (Honorary) 23

Phi Beta Kappa, (Honorary) 16

Delta Upsilon 6

Phi Gamma Delta 5

Delta Kappa Epsilon 4

Psi Upsilon — 3

Alpha Delta Phi 3

Chi Phi 2

Phi Kappa Psi 2

Beta ThetaPi 2
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Kappa Alpha __.

Delta Chi

Theta Delta Chi

Zeta Psi

Chi Psi

Delta Phi

Alpha Tau Omega i

Zodiac i

Alpha Zeta I

Gamma Alpha (Graduate) i

Tau Beta Pi (Honorary) i

In the light of the tables above The Era feels safe in deducing
that the contention of President Schurman was based on fact.

The Grind has won, in the long run, over the Student Activity
man. It seems to us unfair, however, to let this go without quali
fication. As has been said, the Educators comprise over one

quarter of the total number, and a future educator is essentially
more of a Grind, when in college than, say, a Journalist. More

over, not a few of the men fall under both classes.

Perhaps the most notable thing shown by the figures is the fact
that the number of famous men who did nothing while at Cornell
is negligible. Therefore, The Era's recipe if you would be

famous is do something. The man who does nothing at Cornell,
who is neither a Grind or a Prominent Student, who does not

take a keen interest in either his studies or activities or both, will
in all probability do nothing when he gets out. If figures are

good for anything it is to teach us truths and this is the truth we

have to offer.

The Flying Dutchman.

Edwin G. Burrows, '13.

The salt spray flies, the petrel cries,
What ! Do I see you paling ?

If toward the lee we dip the sea,
Cling to the windward railing !

And on we sweep, in the seething deep,
The very storm outsailing,

And on, and on,
—the stars are gone,

But never the wind is failing !

2

2



Weddings and Parties.

O. C. Torrey, 'n.

sr T OOKS mighty like a weddin' to me, Addie." A broad

I smile covered old Uncle Doris's black face as he spoke,

I _j and his eyes twinkled as they surveyed the room.

The flickering light of two lamps and three tallow

candles was reflected on the many smiling dark faces, the festoons

of brightly colored tissue paper, the table in the center piled high
with fried chicken, baked sweet potatoes, sandwiches, and cakes

gave, surely, the impression of a nuptial ceremony of great

splendor.
"

Now, Mistah Doris," the hostess replied with more than usual

coyness,
"

you know it hain't nuthin' of de sort. Jes, a little party
for my friends, and den, too, I'se kind er tired of havin' weddin's."

But in spite of her statements, the hostess, was robed in bridal

white, and, besides, everybody had suspicions of a veil converted

out of the lace curtain that was missing from one of the windows-

Weddings had been Addie's favorite mode of entertainment for

the last two months, and not a darky there doubted that she would

ever stop having them. They all remembered the first one when

the bridegroom came in an hour late too drunk to take his part
in the ceremony. And there were the times that Nathan Johnson
was to have married her, but who was upon both occasions forced

to go to New Orleans on the very eve of the wedding. Naturally,
the guests were all a little dubious of the real significance of this

little party.
"
What form of amusement is yo' gwine to have, and hain't it

about time to begin ?
"

Naomi suggested. She was old and fat,
and impatience had come with her years.
"
Oh ! All de ladies and gemmen hain't come yet, at least, all

de gemmen hain't," Addie hastened to assure her.

"
Who hain't heah ?

"
Naomi persisted.

"

Well, Parson Lawson and—
"

"
De parson did yo' say ?" Naomi feigned surprise.

"Of course. Who could have a wedd,—I mean, who could

have a ruspectible party without de parson ?
"

Addie was be-
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coming confused.
"
And den Nathan Johnson hain't come yet

"
—

"
Nathan Johnson ! Hain't yo' done with dat nigger ?" Naomi

was some twenty years Addie's senior, and felt that she ought to

assume a certain responsibility for this marriage-bent woman.
"
Done with him !

"
the hostess ejaculated,

"
I should say not.

Nathan and I is very good friends, and after tonight.—Well, he

ought to be heah now, it seems to me."

Naomi grunted, walked over to the table, and picked up a

chicken wing. She thought of Nathan Johnson and the other

weddings. And here Addie was waiting for him tonight ! But

this was not a wedding, only a little party for her friends. Naomi

grunted again, this time choking on the chicken bone.

After her coughing had subsided, a strained silence reigned.
Addie moved her chair nearer the door and everyone listened for

foot-steps. A dull tread was heard outside and the door opened
slowly. The hostess's face brightened.
"
Oh ! Dere yo' is, Brother Lawson. I thought yo' might be

Nathan." Addie tactfully hid her disappointment.
The parson entered ceremoniously, took off his hat, and put on

his spectacles. He spoke solemnly. "I don't reckon Nathan

Johnson will be 'round heah tonight. I believe dat yo' made

mention of his name, did n't yo' ? Well, I seen him on de street

jes, a few minutes ago, and he said something about havin' to

drive out to Mistah Chan's sugar mill to night."
"Jes, like him!

"

Naomi muttered as she sought another

chicken wing.
Addie tossed her head and tried to smile. "

Dat don't make no

difference, 'cause he hain't no necessity 'round heah, and dis heah
hain't no weddin', nohow, jes, a little party, so come on and let's
have it."

And the party did begin. Everybody, even Addie, was in the

highest spirits, and the fun lasted several hours, ending only
when Uncle Doris broke the e string on his fiddle, and the last
crumb had been cleared from the bare boards of the table in the
center of the room. The negroes filed slowly out, and Doris and
Naomi crawled through the place in the fence where the pickets
were broken off, and were home.
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Several weeks passed. One day, after finishing supper, Doris

walked out onto the back porch, sat down on the steps and lighted
his corn-cob pipe. The sun had just gone down, and the twilight

glow gave an air of freshness to the grass that he had just mowed.

He looked down upon the cool green surface and smiled to think

that his day's work was done. Naomi was inside washing dishes.

Doris idly blew rings and watched them grow larger and larger
until they broke into little clouds of smoke that floated slowly

upwards. An outburst of strange music in the kitchen next door

made him take his pipe from his mouth. It was neither singing
nor yet shouting, but rather a sort of hilarious humming, coming,
it seemed, from the throat of some robust darky.

" Naomi !
"
he chuckled,

"

Oh, Naomi ! I reckon we'se in for

another party, I heah Addie hummin' de weddin' march."

Naomi came out to listen, but the singing stopped as suddenly
as it had started. The door opened and Addie stepped out upon

the porch, her shiny face beaming with joy. She ran down the

steps and hurried towards the fence, crawled through the place
where the pickets were broken off, and joined Doris and Naomi

on the porch. They made room for her on the steps, and she,

after an effusion of greetings, seated herself between them.

She picked up Doris's hat and started fanning.
"

My, hain't it

hot?" She leaned forward and fanned more vigorously. Finally,

after cooling herself, she continued,
"
I come over heah to tell

yo'all dat I'se gwine to have another weddin'."

"A weddin' or a party?" Doris asked, his eyes twinkling.
" A weddin', a sho' nuff weddin' dis time. I hain't gwine to

have no mo' foolin' now. Done turned dat black Nathan Johnson

down and is gwine to be the bride of Dan Sherman. He asked

me to marry him last night, and men are sech fickle critters, you

know, er—well, I kind er thought I'd have de weddin' tonight,

'fore anybody had time to change their minds. Dan's down at the

court house now getting de license. Can't yo'all come to de cere

mony ? It's gwine to be tonight at nine o'clock."
"

Sho', Addie, we'll be thar," Doris assured her.

Naomi smiled her consent, and Addie hurried away to invite

the other guests.
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Sharply at nine the old negroes started out. The bridal cham

ber appeared about the same as before except that there were more

tissue paper garlands hanging from the ceiling, and more smiling

black faces around the walls. The table, too, had received addi

tions in the form of two big jugs of sweet catawba wine and a

huge wedding cake. A screen in the corner of the room shielded

the bride from view, while Doris and Naomi, with a great deal of

bustling, were arranging the converted lace curtain upon her head

as a bridal veil.

Addie could not resist sticking her head above the screen to get

a glimpse of the guests.
"

Howdy folks !
" Her smile was a

hearty welcome.
" I'll be out as soon as I kin pin on dis heah

brooch dat de groom gived me. Hain't Dan come yet?
"

Upon Doris's assurance that he would arrive shortly, she with

drew her head behind the screen.

"
I don't see Nathan Johnson 'round heah tonight," Brother

Lawson observed,
"
I kind er thought he'd like to see de ceremony

when he hisself hain't immejately concerned."

Doris was disgusted.
"
What'd she want with him 'round heah

after the way he's deserted, three times. And besides, he and Dan

Sherman don't get along tergither for nuthin'."

There was a stir behind the screen, a rustle of skirts, and then

the bride appeared. Her pink shoes and stockings, her white

dress with the groom's gift upon the yoke, the lace-curtain veil

falling in massive folds down her back, and the wild flowers that

she held in her hand made a picture that none of the wedding
guests would ever forget. The older ones nudged each other ; the

younger ones admired.

Addie greeted each with a smile, and then turning to the assem

bled company addressed her remarks at large.
"
Dan had some things he had to 'tend to, but he ought to be

heah prutty soon now. He's de only thing I'se waitin' for to start

de weddin'."

"
De bridegroom is a kind er necessary thing in de marriage

ceremony," the preacher solemnly informed them. He was think

ing of other weddings he had attended in this room,
"

Oh, he'll be heah all right !
"
Addie's hopes had flown too high

to be drowned by a delay of only half an hour.
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Doris, to break the awkwardness of the situation, passed around

a jug of sweet catawba. This furnished diversion while it lasted,

but it soon gave out, and a deep silence fell upon the waiting

guests. Everybody counted the ticks of the little.alarm clock on

the mantel, while its hands slowly moved towards ten. Addie

appeared gay, but the effort was hard, and whenever she felt that

no one was looking, she would dry her fast filling eyes with her

bridal veil. The younger guests grew restless and some of the

women began putting on their hats. They realized the futility
of waiting at Addie' s weddings. But everybody felt sorry for her ;

she had tried so hard, so many times, and her efforts had been of

so little avail.

Suddenly steps were heard on the staircase. Whoever it was

seemed to be in a great rush, for he was taking two steps at a

time. Everybody in the room felt relieved, the strain had been

great.

Addie arose and ran towards the door.
"
I told yo' all he'd

come ! Lemme let him in."

But the person on the outside did not wait for this courtesy.

He threw the door open and walked in. It was Nathan Johnson,

the fire glowing in his eyes, and the perspiration standing in drops

on his forehead. He looked neither left nor right, but walked

straight to Addie and stared into her face.

"Is dis true what I heah?" His voice was deep and almost

threatening in tone.
"
Is yo' gwine to marry dat triflin' yaller

loafer, Dan Sherman?"

Addie's breath had been taken away. See could not form an

answer.

Nathan turned to the preacher.
"
She hain't married him al

ready, is she?
"

The preacher shook his head.
"
Not yet, but

"
—

"
Dat's all right den. I'se gwine to marry dis heah gal, and

I'se gwine to do it right now. Dat yeller nigger can't have her.

I'ain't gwine to let him beat me out. Come on, Addie ! Brother

parson get out yo' book !
"

He took Addie in his arms and smiled

down at her.

The minister arose.
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"
But whar's yo' license, Nathan ?

" He spoke officially.
" Yo'se

got to have a license."

Nathan seemed bewildered. But Addie smiled, and ran to her

bureau drawer,' and produced a carefully folded legal document

which she handed to the preacher.
" Heah it be, Parson It am de one dat we wuz gwine to use las'

time when Nathan er-er had to go to New Orleans."

Quick light steps outside, followed by a knock at the door,

interrupted her speech.
Brother Lawson turned.

"
It must be Dan," he shouted.

"
Oh ! Oh, Lawd !

" Addie gasped,
"
two grooms !

"

Nathan rushed to the door and threw it open.
"
Come in, yo'

yaller coon !
"

he cried.

"

Yes, suh," a faint voice replied and a little negro girl walked

slowly in. Nathan's tones had frightened her and she began cry

ing.
Addie took the child in her lap and started comforting her.

"

Lawd, ef it hain't Dan's sister's child !
"
she exclaimed. What

is yo' doing heah, honey ?
"

"
I'se jes seen Uncle Dan, and, and

"
—The girl began to cry

again.
"
Well go on. No one hain't gwine to hurt yo', child. Whar

wus he ?
"

"
Out in front of de store shooting craps, and—and—and he's

been drinking whiskey. He told me to run up heah and tell yo'
dat he—he—he hain't got no money left to get married on, but

maybe next Saturday night."
But during the conversation, Doris had walked to the window,

and was now looking down at the street.

"
Shet up, Naomi, what do yo'—". He had started to repri

mand his wife, but suddenly interrupted himself. "

Lawdy,
who's dis nigger dat I sees running under dat 'lectric light?
Goodness what a hurry he's in. Bless us, ef it ain't Dan !

"

"
Dan ?

"
Nathan shouted,

"
Dan Sherman ? Come on, Brer

Lawson, open yo' book. Come heah Addie. I'se ready. Lawdy
we'se got to hurry."
Addie meekly obeyed. The parson opened the book and the

ceremony was duly performed.
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And after he had kissed the bride, the groom turned quickly
around. "Whar'sDan? I reckon I done hung one over him.

Whar's dat yaller coon ?"
"
I don't know." Doris winked his eye at Naomi as he spoke.

"
But I kind er guess dat he wus running de other way."
"
Nex' Saturday night !

"
the bride exclaimed,

"

Well, ef he

marries me den, he'll marry a widder. Come on, Nathan ;

Brother Lawson perceed with de ceremony."
The bridegroom drew back.
"
Er—er," he hesitated,

"
er I can't see no use hurryin' a matter

like dis. It am a mighty serious proposition and I'se got to think

about it."

"It seems to me," Naomi interrupted, "dat yo'se had plenty
time to think about it at dose weddin'sdat yo' forgot about. Come

on, Parson, marry 'em."
"

Jes a minute thar, Brer Lawson, jes a minute. I'se gwine to

marry de gal, 'course I is, but it am a delicate question and needs

time. Spose we have de weddin' nex' Wednesday. I'se got to

get ready for it."

" Nex' Wednesday !
"
Naomi exclaimed. "

Hump, dere won't

be no nex' Wednesday."



The Ithaca Fire Department and its Problem.

Arthur Kotinsky, 'n.

ALL
of us should know or be acquainted with the difficulties

that the Fire Department is confronted with in Ithaca.

It is with the hope of creating some interest, of supplant

ing the existing indifference by a realization of the

dangers, that this article is published. The best way to fight

fires is to prevent their occurrence. But as fires will come,

despite all precautions known or possible, let us know at least

what the conditions are when a fire has to be fought.
The annual cost of maintaining and equipping the fire fighting

force in Ithaca is at present from one and a half to three times the

annual cost in other cities of the same size. This expenditure
must continue to increase as the city and the University grow.

A better distribution of apparatus now on hand, placing more on

East Hill, might with an initial expense stop this increase. This

will be noted later. The city is in debt to the limit, owns water

works for the maintenance of which it must tax its inhabitants

besides charging a round sum for the water used, and for the size

of the city, property exempt from taxation is enormous. There

are large and handsome churches which must be protected, and

the University, assessed at over twelve million dollars, but which

as private property would only be about two million, involves an

annual sum of $50,000 in taxes.

Grant that the service to the University by the town does not

extend much beyond caring for the sewage ; that indirectly the

University through the students pays most of the taxes ; that the

student who pays five dollars per week for a room, pays in part
for the taxes on the house. Yet the fact remains that assessors

are not careful to assess property so much higher where students

dwell, as to make the same rate applicable to the house owner in

the city proper, entirely just. Is there any wonder then that the

Ithacan objects to any increase in tax rates for the purpose of bet

ter fire protection ? He is already taxed at the rate of about 28

dollars per thousand, a rate far above cities of the same size.
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True it must and always will cost Ithaca more for protection
from fires, but after all it is not so much a problem for those on the

level part of the city, as it is for us on the hills, especially on

East hill.

Yet the financial problem is not the only great one that the fire

department must face. Ithaca (to quote the Widow) is a city
"
where half the streets run up the hill, and the other half run

down." A man can readily walk away from four horses pulling a

truck or engine up State street, on a winter night when the streets

are icy. It is even more difficult to handle the apparatus going
down the hill. If we forget all other problems, of larger mains

east of the corner of University and Stewart Avenues ; of more

alarm boxes east of Eddy street ; and various other difficulties

which time and human effort can solve, this discouraging mon

ster, the hill, is enough to try to the limit the courage and inge

nuity of any body of sincere and faithful men.

In order to cope with this difficulty, as far as human effort can

cope with it, we must either have water pressure enough at our

disposal on East Hill, or we must so distribute engines and other

apparatus that they may be readily accessible to all parts. On

East hill at least, we now have water pressure enough, and the

signal service for turning it on, is quite accurate. But bitter ex

perience has taught that this can not always be relied upon, and

we think that either an engine must be on East Hill somewhere,

or start with the fire signal. After all has been said, not all the

apparatus in Ithaca could save us from a disastrous fire on East

Hill if the fire had a good start, and certain conditions prevailed.

Think of a terribly windy night such as we have in March, such

a wind as blew the night the Chi Psi house was destroyed. Then

think of a fire among the frame houses on College Avenue with

the pressure low, and an engine half an hour laboring up the hill.

Only Providence could save us from disaster then. The hope of

any fire department, especially in a small municipality with

limited apparatus, is to get to a fire quickly.

The veteran fire fighters of Ithaca, enthusiastic as schoolboys,

devoted to their cause as any pa¥e»t could be, are ever working

to overcome this huge monster. Some of them advise a full sized
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company on the corner of Stewart and University Avenues. But

the Ithaca Daily News reminds us that we possess only a beer

pocket book. That district, farthest removed from anything but

a hand hose cart, must therefore remain as it is. True as that

may be, we venture to say, that if such a company is proved ne

cessary, it will eventually come. One bad fire will point out the

need better than volumes of persuasive arguments, and start public

spirit more quickly than the best of pleading.
" There are too

many companies on the flats," say some of the most prominent fire

fighters of Ithaca ;
"

Why couldn't we remove one to the place just
mentioned where the need is greater?" But aside from all other

objections, this suggestion invades the sacred question,—is it cham

pagne you are asking for?

At present there is a new movement on foot, intended to over

come this
"

huge monster." For a few years, automobile, hose,
and engine combinations have worked successfully. One of the

companies in the city offers $2,000 and asks the city for $6,000
more to get such a combination. The city council, forced by cir

cumstances, to be unusually economical, and though it has al

ready appropriated $16,000 for this year, seems to look favorably
on the project. We are a bit skeptical. Such combinations

haven't been used on hills, nor for any considerable length of time

on level streets. But if this will work, will get up the hill and

down again, and pump water, when water means life or death,
then far be it from us, even with beer pocket-book to discourage
such worthy indulgence in a little "champagne."
We havepurposelysaidlittleconcerningthedepartment itself. In

a word, the city may well be proud of the equipment and its volun

teers. But we urge critics to assume at all times a constructive atti

tude. The exception is more striking than the rule. The "
man on

the street
"

generally says theWeather Bureau never guesses correct

ly, whereas statistics show that ninety per cent of its predictions are

quite accurate. So it is with our fire department ; whereas it

succeeds in most cases in keeping control of, or in extinguishing
what might prove disastrous fires, the occasional failures serve as

a criterion for judging its efficiency. In the year 1908, for in

stance, in which there were the greatest number of disastrous fires
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in recent years, out of fifty-two fires, only three caused serious loss.

But as these fires, these infrequent failures, have been costly in

property, inconvenience, and even in life, the question arises as to

how far these failures were due to inefficiency, inadequacy of

equipment, or to the peculiar exigencies of the case. Yet by far

the most important question, it seems to us, is. to how fires and

possibilities of disaster may be averted or reduced with the equip
ment the department has or can afford to get, and the peculiar cir

cumstances and difficulties that confront the volunteers.

Of course, a limitation of space, makes it impossible to discuss

each of these bad fires that have occurred. No one person knows

all the causes, and no two agree on the same ones. One may say,

generally speaking, that the hill and lack of water are primary
causes.

If there is any inefficiency, it is by no means due to the spirit of

the personnel. The volunteers as well as the several paid men,

work with a zeal and spirit that would do justice to a corps of the

highest paid professionals. Mistakes, to be sure, are often made,

and these are generally due to conditions that prevail in volunteer

organizations. But what city of the size of Ithaca can afford a

paid force with the strictest kind of discipline?

At last Ithaca has a paid chief, but can only pay him $400 a

year. Fortunately, however, the commissioners have selected an

unusual man. Enthusiastic, almost extremely so, liked and re

spected by his brother firemen, a wonderful organizer with energy

enough to be constantly pushing forth reforms, he is constantly

working, despite the meagerness of his salary. To him is due a

great deal of what is best in the department
now. It is a pleasure

and an inspiration to talk with this splendid citizen, this alderman

and chief, Mr. Burns.

Having reviewed briefly the difficulties that the department

must meet, hinted at some of the numerous suggestions that are

offered to overcome them, let us now turn our attention to the

greatly mooted question of the University interest in fire protec

tion. In the city there are two factions in regard to this question.

One maintains that the University, being well protected by in

surance against loss, and having apparatus enough to protect its
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own buildings from fire, the fire department need neither worry

nor make any special efforts on its behalf. To the people in the

congested district east of Eddy street, by far the most dangerous

fire
"
zone

" in Ithaca, who clamor for more protection, they would

answer that the students cause the congestion, and that the Uni

versity ought in some way turn its attention towards providing or

lending for an emergency. All kind of wild schemes are sug

gested, all of them spelling expense so loudly that they will be

omitted.

By far the greater and saner faction is constantly endeavoring

to decrease the possibilities of fires by increasing the equipment

on the hill without the aid of the University. They look at the

matter from a business point of view. To a very great extent at

least, the University means the business of the city. Just as a

great manufacturing plant employing several hundred men would

have to be protected in the interest of the city, so the University

and those connected with it in every way, from student to house

owner, must be protected.
It is an intricate question, worthy of investigation by trained

economists and statisticians, as to how much of the city's taxes the

University pays indirectly, or to what extent the University is a

burden on the city. There is fine chance for those with only part
of the facts to dispute zealously on either side. Taxes are un

usually high in Ithaca. So is everything else higher even than

its hills. But is it true to say that because the rent a student

pays, the clothes he buys, or the food he pays for are abnormally

high, that he pays all the taxes ? If the student is the cause

of all the ills he is often charged with incurring, it is by no means

certain that he pays for the privilege. The art of taxing is not

yet as certain as all that.

What is all the discussion about the incidence of taxation for ?

To what purpose ? Only to indicate that there may be some truth

in the argument of the first faction. If the advent of a third or

more of Ithaca's population (students and workers), increased the

danger of fire in the district where they locate, shouldn't this

community do something for its own good ? If that community
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is in danger when fires occur in it, shouldn't it in some way aid

the city to prevent fires, or take care of them when they occur.

From the University's point of view, obviously the University
cannot. Originally it was founded to provide education. Of

course the functions of all institutions tend to grow, and so Cornell

now provides students with care in case of illness. It is not yet

the function of the University to protect property in which stu

dents happen to be living. It is concerned with the lives of its

students, and accordingly maintains an inspector of buildings,
whose duty it is to require student houses to be provided with

certain forms of fire escapes. The inspection should be more

careful than it is. We happen to know a number of houses un

provided with even a rope, and there must be a great many others.

If legally possible, the University or the city should require

genuine fire escapes. Moreover, although it is not a function of

the University, it has from time to time aided the department

financially, and by installing apparatus.

The University can do a great deal more and not enlarge its

functions. It can be more rigorous in its inspection, and also

work indirectly through the students. We dismiss the idea of

student volunteers as very impracticable. Such an organization
would make unwieldy a department already too large. Could the

student aid financially ? Yes, but that is treading on sacred

ground. After the first big fire, we hope, that if the city is still

unable to provide the equipment the department needs, or remove

part of what it has to the hill, that a move will be made to create

a permanent annual fee similar to the Infirmary fee. To propose

it now would be like being a
"
Hobson

"
in time of peace.

Yet there is something more feasible, something more immedi

ately necessary than financial aid. We hope that readers will

remember this longer than anything else in this article. We

must advertise the danger offire among ourselves. If the city or

University cannot require the property owner to build fire escapes,

you who rent a room can demand that a rope be put in it. The

University can remind you and the incoming freshman of this

danger, in more ways than through the "Freshman Bible
"
alone.

You should know the number of your nearest fire alarm box, or
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that by telephoning your address to the police station, the alarm

will be immediately rung in. They know your nearest box,

someone is always there, and central will not ask you for

"number"—if you say "police station." Take as many precau

tions or more than you would in your own home. Much is de

pendent upon the care that each individual takes. When a fire

does break out, don't delay sending for the trained fire fighters.

They can locate a fire and put it out while you are trying to dis

cover where it is really located. Besides it takes them some time

to get to you, and they should be there for the emergency.

In conclusion, please don't follow your instinctive desire to run

to a fire. That is the business of the fire department. You cer

tainly are not wanted for help, and probably will retard progress.

The substance of this article was presented in a report made by a committee of

the Cornell Civic Club.

The Birth of Love.

Bertrand Jacobson, '14.

Across my path, beset with faithless thorns,
Thou cam'st, a herald from the western hills—

From sunset's crimson caves. Thy lips yet glow
With that warm ruddy tinge of lands where all's

Aflame with Beauty, L,ove, and Hope. These thou

Didst bring to me within the lovely depths
Of thy pure soul. And in my heart, where reigned

Despair, Unfaith, and thoughts that crush, o'erwhelm,
A soothing voice that bade me love thee, sweet,

Arose, as lilies rise from slimy meres ;

To its soft Orphean tunes I lent my ear,

Obeyed its silent call, and loved thee, child.



The Gold of Eden.

F. Dana Burnet, 'n.

PART Two.

4 4 T 00K>" said the Piper.
I Bobby rubbed his eyes and looked. Before them

I _i lay a fairy glade, in the hollow between two hills.

The moon was so low behind them that only the

great gold rim of it showed through the trees. Yet there was

enough of light for Bobby to see that the glade was filled with

hundreds on hundreds of toadstools, under each of which sat a

fairy, cross-legged, arms akimbo—apparently doing nothing in

the world but sitting.
"
How silly," said Bobby, before he thought.

"
Not at all," responded the Piper sharply,

"
can't you see it's

raining?
"

Then, for the first time, Bobby noticed a fine white mist that

fell from nowhere and filled the entire glade. And curving

through it was the most wonderful rainbow that Bobby had ever

seen ! One end rested among the toadstools, but the other was

lost in the mist.

"
Where's the other end ?

"

inquired Bobby,
" is it broken off ?

"

"
Of course not," snapped the Piper,

" it's there right enough !

And as you've got to find it, we'd best be getting on."

He gave a little flutter of his flute. The White Charger moved

forward and came to a halt by the first of the toadstools.

"

Now," said the Piper, over his shoulder, "now you shall see

Bek of the Book. Ho, Bek !
"

A little fat man in a faded green

jerkin came out from the shelter of the toadstool and stood blink

ing at them.
"

Ha, Piper," he growled,
"
It's high time you brought him.

The people are getting impatient." He cocked a wise eye heaven

ward.
"

Heavy rain—bad case," quoth the little man, shaking

his head as people will over a run of wet weather.

" Is it really because I—because of salt tears," asked Bobby,

feeling guilty again.
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"So it is written in the Book," said Bek, drily, "Comedown
—

and read for yourself."

So Bobby dismounted, followed by the Piper, and stepped into

the shadow of the toadstool. There, propped up against the trunk

of the toadstool—it really was a trunk—stood a great Book. It

looked very, very old—and a bit awesome. Bobby hoped they

wouldn't ask him to read aloud. (He was only in the First

Reader.) But Bek, noticing Bobby's hesitation, grinned across at

the Piper.
"
You needn't worry," he said, still grinning.

" The Book's as

old as Eden—but it was written for children in the first place.
It's quite simple." He opened the Book and thrust it under

Bobby's nose.

And to Bobby's great surprise, it was simple. The words

seemed to say themselves—and to mean what they said.

And this is what Bobby read, in the glade of the Thousand

Toadstools, with the great curved rim of the moon aglow behind

him and the mist (of his own tears) dripping, dripping overhead.

"If you cry because you're bad,
'Twon't do a bit of good ;

But if you cry because you're sad
—

It rains in the Wonder-Wood.

And underneath the toadstools all

The fairies sit together,
And wonder who the children are,

Who cause such dampish weather !

And if you go to the Wonder-Wood

You'll find a rainbow there,
With one end on the toadstools

And the other in the air.

But if you'll follow it awhile

You'll see that it comes down,
And hides its other end behind

The shining Sunset Town.

Then summon the fairy yeomen,

And the doughty swordsmen all,
And take your brand in your right hand
To storm the shining wall !
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For when you've won the Gateway
In the city of the sky,

There, at the rainbow's other end,
You'll find the Reason Why !

You'll find the reason why you wept
The tears that made it rain,

And then—why then you'll find that things
Will all be right again."

"
I hope so," said Bobby, with a sigh. Then his eye brightened.

"
Is there really going to be a battle?

"
he asked, eagerly.

"
Of course," said Bek,

"
There always is. So the sooner you

sign, the better."
"
What do I sign ?

"
asked Bobby, in surprise.

"
Your name," snapped Bek. He took up a great quill that was

lying beside the Book, dipped it into the heart of a red flower

growing nearby, and handed it to Bobby.
"

B-but," protested Bobby, "/haven't anything to do with it.

It's Billy the Brave that I'm getting the gold for—and I 'spose it's

a good deal the Lady Next Door, too."
" Then write it in the Book so," said Bek, impatiently. He

turned to a page that fairly bristled with signatures and pointed
to a blank space. Then, with Bek holding the Book open, and

the Piper peering over his shoulder, Bobby wrote in a round,

childish scrawl " Billy the Brave" and after it,
"
The Lady Next

Door."
"

Sign your own, too," said the Piper,
"
You may come this way

again." Bobby didn't see what that had to do with it, but he

thought it would be rude to argue with the Piper. So
"

Bobby
"

was added to the two names already written. But when Bobby's

back was turned, the Piper, with a droll wink at Bek, wrote
"
Fair

Unknown
"
under Bobby's round signature. (And Bobby did

not see).

"So," said the Piper,
"
That's done. Now for the armor."

He nodded to Bek. The latter disappeared behind the trunk of

the toadstool and reappeared again, all in the same breath, bearing

a suit of shining armor and a sword of beaten moon-gold.
"

Why," cried Bobby,
" it's the same armor—and the same

sword that I wore when I was Admiral of the King's Navy !
" *

*See "The Builder of Little Ships."
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"

Quite so," said the Piper.
" Put it on."

So for the second time, Bobby donned the silver coat of mail,

fastened at his side the sword of gold, and stood forth, clothed

from head to foot in shining armor !

"

Splendid !
"
cried the Piper, "and now that we've a Captain,

I suppose the next thing to do is to summon the army."

He blew a shrill blast on his pipe. Immediately the glade was

filled with a bustle and confusion of the little people making

ready for war. There was a great clatter of gathering up ac-

couterments, a calling for longbows and spears, and a buckling on

of swords ; a hurry of little feet among the toadstools, and a form

ing of ranks till at last the army stood drawn up in martial array !

(Bobby thought they were really most obliging about it.)
The Piper mounted the White Charger once more, and Bobby,

not knowing what else to do, climbed after him. At which the

army cheered so long that Bobby felt he ought to make a speech,
or at least say that he was glad to meet them. He tried to

think what it was someone in History had said about the whites

of the enemy's eyes, but he couldn't remember it.
"
You needn't bother," said the Piper, reading Bobby's thought,

"Speeches aren't allowed in Fairyland."

Bobby felt vastly relieved. He turned in his saddle and sur

veyed his batallions with a mighty thrill of pride ! What a

gracious people they were,
—to be willing to fight the battles of

a child ! He began to enjoy himself with that delicious enjoy
ment of knowing that here was an adventure beyond compare.
"

Well," said the Piper, with some annoyance.
"
Aren't you

ever going to say
'
Forward ?

' "

"

Oh," said Bobby,
"
Do I say that ?

"

"Of course you do," retorted the Piper,
" it's the only thing to

say under the circumstances."

So Bobby drew his sword and shouted k

Forward '
as loud as

ever he could. The Piper began to pipe a rollicking, swinging
march-song that would have set an angel jigging ; the White

Charger started forward, prancing, and behind them the army

caught step, marching to the rythm of the Piper's song,—as brave

a company as ever drew sword for a child's sake !
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And what light pierced the mist from the red rim of the moon

struck upon that tossing forest of little spears and slender swords,
till the wood was bright with the flashing of their armament.

So they marched, a host out of Fairyland, led by a child who

rode to do battle for his friend's sake. And as they went they

sang to the tune of the Piper's lay :

"Then summon the fairy yeomen,
And the doughty swordsmen all,

And take your brand in your right hand

To storm the shining wall !
' '

* * >K $z * ;}« ^s

It was a shining wall !

Across the width of a level plain Bobby saw the City of the

Sunset, lifting to the heavens. Imagine (if you can) a city of

marble, flushed with rose and gold, and piled tower on shining
tower against a turquoise sky !—a city of proud battlements

and mighty edifices ; of glowing spires and slender minarets, from

which hang wisps of rosy cloud, flung like streamers to the wind !

A city that burns with a great light, yet is never consumed,—so

that the whole of it makes a huge splendid Wall across the end of

the world !

That would be the City of the Sunset, as you come upon it out

of the land of the Toadstools and the dead moon.

It looked quite an impossible task to scale that wall, so thought

Bobby. But it didn't seem to worry the Piper in the least. He

kept on at his song in the most optimistic way. And behind him,

the army sang.

And when they had come up a little farther on their way,

Bobby saw with a vast relief that someone had left the gate open.

It was true ! The ponderous gates
—(of solid gold they looked !)—

were flung wide, leaving a yawning gap in the Wall. Bobby was

just beginning to congratulate himself upon an easy invasion,

when out of the gate came streaming the army of the enemy !

They were clothed in gold armor, that flashed and gleamed, and

at their head rode a tall knight on a great red horse.

"

Gummy !
"
said Bobby.

The Piper seemed not at all concerned.
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" Thank Goodness," said he,
"

they're on time for once." And

he sighed with relief, exactly as one does when one's dinner-guests

arrive on the hour.

" You fight the Red Knight," said the Piper, calmly,
" the rest

of us fight the rest of them. It's always arranged that way."
"

Oh," said Bobby, in a small voice,
"
W-what do I do to the

Red Knight ?
"

"
Cut off his head, of course," replied the Piper, briskly.

"
Won't he mind ?

"
asked Bobby.

"

Why of course not," answered the Piper.
" It's always done."

And with that he slipped down and left Bobby alone on the White

Charger's back !

Bobby took one look at the Red Knight and wished that some

one else might have the honor of cutting off his head. What if

the Red Knight should object? What if he should become angry

and desire to cut off Bobby's head. Bobby thought of his mother

and of how sorry she would be if he were to come home without

any head. Then he thought of Billy the Brave, and of his mission

into Fairyland. Billy the Brave wouldn't have been afraid ! He

would have welcomed the chance to cause a little honest blood

shed ! Moreover, the rainbow had disappeared behind the Sunset

Town—and at the end of it lay the gold which was to set all

things right either side the Wall in the garden at home.

So, thinking of these things, Bobby gathered up the reins, drew

his sword and rode, for his friend's sake. The Red Knight sat

his great horse like a statue, immovably awaiting Bobby's

charge—an ominous figure ! His arms stuck out at right angles
from his body, his sword extending in a stiff perpendicular from

his right hand. His armored legs were thrust out either side his

charger as though there were not a joint in them. Taking him

on the whole the Red Knight looked for all the world like a great

doll thrust clothespin-wise astraddle his horse !—yet such a heroic

figure withal, that Bobby had to bite his lips to keep them from

trembling. He knew he must look grim and war-like. So he sat

very straight in his saddle and spurred on, though down in the

wee corners of his heart he knew that he was a little afraid.

The White Charger galloped gently up to the Red Knight and

stopped. Bobby knew that the time had come to cut off the
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enemy's head. He thought it must be rather an unpleasant
operation, but if the Red Knight did not object, he would at least

have a try at it.

"
If you don't mind," said Bobby, politely,

"
I'm going to cut

off your head."

Never a word said the Red Knight ! Bobby thought he might
be deaf.

" I'll give you three," shouted Bobby, raising his sword,
"
One !

"

(The Red Knight remained motionless.)
"
Two !

"
said Bobby, firmly.

(Still no sign.) Bobby shut his eyes, and grasped his sword,

tight.
" Three !

"
cried Bobby, and with that he had at the Red

Knight's head.

When he opened his eyes what was his horror to find that the

Red Knight's head had actually come off ! At least there was

none of him left above the shoulders, and, indeed, his great helmet

was rolling about on the ground. But when Bobby looked in the

helmet, there wasn't any head there ! And before he could re

cover from his astonishment at such a distressing discovery, be

hold, a little trap door right slap in the middle of the Red Knight's

breast-plate sprung open with a snick—and the meekest, mildest-

looking little man that Bobby had ever seen thrust his head out

of it and squeaked
—

" Permit me to surrender."

"

G-gummy !
"
stammered Bobby.

"
I hope not," said the little man, in a slightly bewildered voice.

"T-thank you," said Bobby, not knowing what else to say.

"
You're quite welcome, I'm sure," squeaked the little man.

"
I'd tender you my sword, but it's nailed on. Would you mind

handing me my head ?
"

"Not at all," answered Bobby politely, and he was about to

descend for the Red Knight's head when the Piper came running

up and restored it to its owner.

"
So !

"
said the Piper, approvingly,

"

you've done your part.

Now you can watch the rest of the battle." He climbed up be

hind Bobby, and the two of them sat beholding the conquest of

the enemy. It was the politest battle you could ever wish to see.

In every case, exactly as with Bobby, no sooner had the enemy
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been deprived of his head, than a trap door sprang open in the

middle of his breast plate and a mild face appeared, squeaking
"
Permit me to surrender. Permit me to surrender."

At that rate it was not long before the whole force of the enemy

were taken prisoners ! Never was such a battle ! Never was

such warfare, before or since—but every one was quite happy and

pleased at the end of it, which is something, say I.

And with the last squeak of the last captive, the Piper blew a

long trill on his pipe. Immediately the two armies, victors and

vanquished, drew up in two long lines before the gates of the City.

The Piper broke into the strains of a fine, triumphant paen, the

White Charger moved sedately forward,—and down the cheering

lanes of the Little Swords rode Bobby, with shoulders back and

head held high, as befitted a conqueror
—under the shining gates

of the Sunset, and on into the land of the rainbow's end.

Out of the glowing of the Sunset they rode into a deepening

shadow, till all landmarks were lost and Bobby could not tell

what land they were traveling. Once he thought he had a

glimpse of water agleam on their left hand—but the dark was too

deep to be sure. The rainbow curved before them, but it curved

downward now. And by and by they lifted the moon out of the

haze ahead. It was like meeting an old friend.

The Piper whistled away at his flute, crooning a little air that

was like the song of a soldier who dreams of home. And ever the

White Charger swung onward, beating out the measure of it with

galloping hoofs, and ever the moon rode higher overhead, and

ever the rainbow led them, curving nearer and nearer the earth.

And at last, just as Bobby had thought it must touch the

ground—it disappeared !

"
It's gone," cried Bobby.

"
Nonsense

"
said The Piper. And just at that moment, the

White Charger rose under them, exactly as though he had cleared

some obstacle, came down again, and stopped short.

And there was the end of the rainbow.

It lay in a great pool of moonlight, and the various colors of it,
playing on the pale gold moonbeams, flashed and flamed like the

lights in the heart of a jewel.
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"
The Gold of Eden

"
said the Piper, proudly.

"

Why
"
said Bobby,

"
It-it's nothing b-but moonlight !

"

"Get down" said The Piper, chuckling to himself, "and see

what's in the middle of it."

Bobby did as he was told. Directly in the center of the pool of

moonshine lay a great, gold key. But when Bobby picked it up,
it turned black, like iron, and rather rusty iron at that !

"
The lock

"
called The Piper. "Thrust it in the lock."

"
But I don't see any lock

"
said Bobby.

"Of course you don't" responded The Piper, "but you might
if you turned around."

Bobby wheeled about, to discover a tiny pin-hole of light ap

parently pricked through the solid dark. But as he looked closer

he saw that the darkness was really a Wall, in which, by careful

scrutiny, he could just trace the outlines of a Gate. The tiny

aperture of light appeared to be cut in this Gate, exactly as any

key-hole would be. Bobby thrust in the key and found that it

fitted perfectly !

There was something strangely familiar about the whole busi

ness. The Gate sagged on its hinges exactly like—the Wall was

fust the height—the key fust as rusty
—

"

Why," cried Bobby, with a great sob of disappointment,
"
It—it's our gate !

"

There was a dry chuckle behind him, and then a whisper—

" Turn the key !
"

* * * * * * *

In the garden across the Wall my lady had gathered her roses.

She stood now, with a great cluster of them in her arms, smiling

at Billy the Brave. And when she thought her heart was near

to breaking, she smiled the more.

"
It was only that you thought you cared," said my lady, smiling,

"
You see, Billy, I know you so well. . . so well !

"

Billy the Brave did not look at her. He was interested in

kicking a little hole in the gravel of the walk.
"
You do it so often, Billy !

"
said my lady, still smiling,

"
—fall

in love, I mean. If I were you I think I should be a little more

careful.
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Some day some nice girl might think you meant it . . . and

then, when you got tired, I-I should be sorry for the nice girl."
"
Please don't

"
said Billy the Brave.

"

Why not ? You always do get tired, you know. A month from

now ..."

"
A month from now

" said Billy, digging at the gravel,
" I'll

be working in a machine shop. I may get ten dollars a week.

Not much chance of a fellow falling in love on that."

My lady bent her head over the roses.

"I—didn't know a-a fellow could help it ", she said. Billy the

Brave took a step toward her. Then he thrust his hands deep in

his pockets, and stood quite still.
"
I'm going home in the morning

"
he said.

My lady looked up, swiftly, Then she dropped her eyes and

raised the roses to her lips. It was a little hard to smile all of

the time.

"

Good-bye
" said Billy the Brave.

"

Good-bye . . . Billy." Apparently she did not see his out

stretched hand.

Billy the Brave turned to the Gate.

Then the Gate swung slowly open and a little figure in a white

night-dress, with brown slippers that flapped, walked into the gar

den and stood, confronting them.

"
It was only moonlight !

"
said Bobby, Then, because his dis

appointment was strong in him, he turned away his head that

Billy the Brave might not see.

And in the next instant my lady was on her knees beside him,
her arms about his waist and the roses strewn pell-mell.

"

Why you poor baby," cried the Lady Next Door.

"
I'm not a baby

"
said Bobby, fiercely. She had shamed him

before Billy the Brave !

"
Of course you're not

"
said Billy, stoutly.

"
But—for heaven's

sake youngster, what are you doing in the garden—in those?"

"
I came out to get Fleecy

"
said Bobby, digging at his eyes

with one grimy fist. " And I heard you and Mother talking by
the rose bush and you said you hadn't any gold—and then I met

The Piper and we went to get it for you."
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"
You went— ? Where did you go ?

"

demanded Billy, in a great
bewilderment.

" Behind the Sunset
"
said Bobby, simply.

u
I had to fight the

Red Knight, too. And it was only moonlight after all."

"What was only moonlight, dear?" asked my lady, on her

knees beside him.

"The gold that I went to get," said Bobby, "for Cousin Billy.
I think he wanted to give it to you," he added, with a little tired

sigh.
Then my lady raised her eyes and looked at Billy the Brave.

And what she saw in the blue eyes of Billy I'm sure I cannot say,

but it set her to laughing and crying all at once—chiefly on Bobby's

shoulder, which was decidedly uncomfortable for Bobby. And

"
Oh Billy," said my lady, at last,

"
Was that the reason ?

"

And Billy the Brave, looking down at the woman and the child

who loved him, felt himself very much humbled indeed. (Which
was all as it should be.) He put out his hand to Bobby.
"
Shake hands, Bobby," said Billy the Brave,

"
You're a gentle

man. And—thank you for going to get that gold."

Then he held out his arms to the Lady Next Door.

But Bobby did not see. He had turned back to the Gate.

" The Piper called it the Gold of Eden," said Bobby, flinging

the Gate wide, "but it's just common moonlight, isn't it?"

High overhead rode the moon, and its light fell into both

gardens, making road through the dark to the end of the world.

And Billy the Brave laughed a great, happy laugh.
"

No," cried Billy the Brave,
"
It is the Gold of Eden !

"

(the end.)
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EDITORIAL

The Cornell Era takes great pleasure in announcing the

election of the following board for the college year of 1911-12 :

Stanley P. Lovell, '12, Editor-in-Chief ; A. Tom Knight, '12,
Business Manager; Charles H. Newman, '13, and Morris G.

Bishop, '13, Managing Editors; Benjamin Harold Miller, '13,
Assistant Business Manager; Earl Simonson, '12, Poetry Editor-

Associate Editors : James Irving Clarke, '12 ; Lingard Loud, '12
*

Arthur Pollock, '12 ; A. Dale Riley, '12 ; Basil Beebe Elmer, '13 ;
Rowan Dunkel Spraker, '13.
The new board will enter upon the duties of its office beginning

with the next issue.

The Alumni Pledge Committee has already begun its work and
is making a canvass of every member of the graduating class in
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the effort to secure from each a pledge to repay the University in

part for what Cornell has done for him.

"

Do it For The Era can not be too emphatic in

Cornell." urging upon every Senior his duty and

pleasure to make a liberal response. We

hope that the amount pledged will be a considerable increase over

that subscribed by the classes which have preceded us, not merely
because it is natural to wish to surpass somebody else's per

formance, but chiefly for the reason that as the University yearly
increases in efficiency the debt which each succeeding class owes

to it becomes commensurately greater.

The pledge system adopted by the present committee is fortun

ately one that will work no hardship upon those students who are

unable to contribute a sum of any considerable size immediately

upon graduation. These men are asked to pay only the yearly
interest until such time as they are able to discharge the principal.
To most of us a hundred dollar bill looks pretty big just now, but

ten years from now—or at the most, twenty
—it will have shrunk to

its proper dimensions. Meanwhile, the University will have had

the use of that hundred dollars just as if it had been paid in cash

on Graduation Day.

Editorial in The Cornell Era, October, 1910: "More money

also could be raised, if, in addition to a season ticket good for the

entire year, there were placed on sale two tickets—one good for

admission to all the home football games,

A Suggestion
tne other extending the like privilege in

Acted regard to baseball. ... In the Spring,

Upon. a ticket admitting to the home baseball

games might be sold for six or seven

dollars, that is, at the rate of fifty cents a game. . . A plan

similar to the one we have just outlined is in use at Harvard and,

we understand, works there very successfully. Is there any reason

why it should not work equally as well in Ithaca ?
"
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News item in the Cornell Daily Sun, Tuesday, April 18, 191 1 .

"
The Athletic Association is now selling a special baseball season

ticket admitting the holder to all the Percy Field games during

the entire season. The price of this ticket has been fixed at five

dollars. . . This is the first year that the Athletic Association

has adopted the plan of selling a special baseball season ticket,
but on account of an increasing demand for such a ticket it has

been decided to try out the plan this season."

Our next guess is that the price of the Major Sports ticket will

be lowered from the present price of twelve dollars to eight.
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Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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A LOOK IS TO BUY

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting /^~7l

CLOTHES, we make them. / f\ r)h ^o / J-/*) / xo
Large Assortment of WmtV %r* %/%/'&%**§ %Q
Woolens to select from. ^^^^^^^^^^^S^^9^^

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENf -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the Hill—404 EDDY

(a) Shops (*) factory

Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year

Drop in and let us interest you in our Line of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
ir8 IVorth Aurora St.

f\tt\xn framing - gwttfj'0
315 1. &iafe #t. JtljatB. N. f.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY

422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347 -b
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"// you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.D. S. O'BRIEN,
I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets : 222 N. Aurora St. and 430 N.Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY = » J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, 122 N. AURORA ST.

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

To he American Uni

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L. C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

of Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage

Over forty years of existence

places them amon

and best college stores in the

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Student.
on subscriptions for the

Xea&ing

Engineering journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record
ElectricRailway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the practical problems
which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. NEW YORK
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

Capital "]

Undivided Profits \ $600,000.00
and I

Stockholder's Liability

Your account solicited Safe Deposit Boxes for rent

Save 33% on YOUR CLOTHES.
Look over our Fall and Winter

Novelties. Full Dress Suits,
Silk lined throughout, $50.00.

Overcoats, $40.00 and up.

Sack Suits, $35.00 and up.

Honest, Good, Reliable Workmanship.

URBAND, SON & CO. - - Tailors

| 203 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y.
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Great talkers are like leaky vessels—everything runs out of them
Speaking confidentially we know mighty little about storm coats, either the

light wei ht or the heavy military-overcoat types, but judging from the enormous
demand for both rain and storm coats of high quality and the reputation aud re

sources of our manufacturers, the Raglans, Derby s, Reversible s and other forms of
Slip-ons sold at our stores, are the finest available to the smart dressed man who
demands style and quality at a moderate price. About every fourth well dressed
man in Ithaca is already wearing this line of coats. Are you one of them ?

Davis-Brown Electric Co., Inc. 115-117 S. Cayuga St.
Electric Supplies Next to Lyceum Gas Supplies

Buy the Latest Fiction
"The Rose and the Ring"—"The Mistress of Shenstone"—"Flamsted Quarries"-

"The Steering Wheel"—"Max"—"Master of the Vineyard."

R. C. OSBORN & CO.
19-121 EAST STATE ST.

R.A.Heggie & Bro.Co.

Watches Precious Stones Jewelry

and Goods in Silver and Copper

fgp^Opposite Tompkins County Bank.

Bell Phone 55 Ithaca Phone 363

CORNELL LIVERY
EDWARD P. SAYRE, Prop.

First-Class Livery, Hack and

Boarding Stable

208-210 S. Cayuga St.

The
HOUSE

-of-

QUALITY

WHEATON

107 N. Aurora St

Ithaca, N. Y.

Practical Tailor and Cutter
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H. J. BOOL GO.
Cabinet Makers

House Furnishers

Interior Decorators

Picture Frame Makers

Our Guarantee with every piece.

Faotory at Forest Home

Store

Opp. Tomp. Co. Bank

*\

BAKER'S

Caracas Sweet

Chocolate
FINEST

EATING

CHOCOLATE

IN THE WORLD

In \ and J-lb. Cakes.

Our new recipe book,

sent free, will tell you how

to make a great variety of

delicious drinks and dainty
dishes.Registered,

U. S. Pat. Off.

Walter Baker & Go.
Limited

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

YOU
fl

must enjoy the

beauties of

Spring. Take a

walk in the

fields with your

Kodak over

your shoulder.

Be sure it is

loaded with the

Eastman N. C.

Film. It is the dependable film

and gives perfect results.

The "Co-op"

fl
A
fl

fl

ESTABLISHED 1818

tntUmtn'0 $^xrmsltttt0 fludu*.
BROADWAY coit.TWENTY-SECOND ST.

NtW YORK.

Durable Suits for School or

Vacation,

Ulsters, Westbury and

Damaster Overcoats,

Attractive Neckwear,

Shirts, Hosiery, etc.,

Hats from London and the

Continent,

Boots and Shoes.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
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WHEN IN NEW YORK

why not stop at the

HOTEL WILLISON?
The Bachelors' Home

Willis Avenue and 134th St.

A few blocks from the Hudson River, and convenient to the

Subway, Elevated and all surface car lines-

A new and modern one hundred room fireproof house with ac

commodations equal to any Broadway hotel, at half the price.

Shower and plunge baths free to guests, Turkish and Russian

Baths, seventy-five cents.

Restaurant service a la carte at moderate prices.

Rates for Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards.

Special Rates by the week. Write for Bookie t

KOHM & BRUNNE

MERCHANT

TAILOR

ANDRUS & CHURCH,

Booksellers, Stationers, Printers and Bookbinders,

1 43 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



Truth.

UTT7B know that we shall seek her till we die, and

never find her," wrote George Sterling, the

scholarly California poet, in his fine sonnet to Truth. We

know that we shall seek her till we die—the whole pathos

of mortal ineffectually is embodied in that line. It breathes

the sweet sadness of fading apple-bloom—the withering of the

first frail violets. We may not find her that is in the clear

stars, the young ocean, the pure sky. We know that we

shall seek her till we die ; clamor a little way up the illimit

able stair- case of our cloud- crowned Parnassus—to clasp

only the black bays of defeat. Yet there is a glory in de

feat—a glory born of courageous striving, a glory that is in

the prescience of victory. We are children crying for the

sun. We may not attain it, and it is well. The sun of un

leavened truth would blast our smug orbs and hurl us

downward into the blackness of the pit ? We are as yet

things of darkness as well as light, of evil as well as good,

of hate as well as love. We may not look upon the face of

the God that is both Love and Truth. We may but seek

the visionary gleam of the will-o'-the-wisp that we call

truth,—love a little, strive a little—and die. It is enough

that we have borne our poor message a little further—

enough that we have turned our faces to the dawn !

Farewell.
—Earl Simonso?t.
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In true nobility of character, it n-~*^ililllinil~i Jlifl'I

/.as netfer &een my privilege to \ U ,

. ^ ^ - 4 1Hf § 1 1 i If

know personally a man superior to

Mr. Fraser. Although he was

not an alumnus of Cornell no one

of our graduates surpassed, and

I doubt if few ever equalled him

in the measure of devotion and self

sacrifice he gave to the University

day after day without rest during

his eighteen years of service.

To this service he brought a pro

found \nowledge of legal biblio

graphy, a wide culture in the hu

manities, and rare business acumen.

Our law library which is only sec

ond to that ofHarvard among the

law school libraries, is in its com

pleteness a monument to his labors

for Cornell.

He was unsparing of his sincere sympathy, unusual intellectual

gifts, and financial support to every worthy man or project that came

to him for aid. Never was he weary of Well-doing even in his last

days when his physical strength had waned to the vanishing.
—Edwin H. Woodruff.
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The Suppression of Cornell News.

Woodford Patterson, '95.*

THE
editor asks me to write something about the way the

University is treated by the newspapers. He says that

undergraduates are saying there ought to be a University

press censorship in Ithaca, or an association of newspaper

men, or something else to prevent newspaper correspondents from

sending out things that are damaging to the University's reputa

tion.

Just what is it that people are complaining of ? For the most

part the complaint, as I hear it, is not so much that news sent

out from Ithaca is wilfully false as it is that facts are sometimes

distorted ; that space is given to student disorder and emphasis is

laid on it out of proportion to its real significance ; that every

student escapade finds its way into print while matters of real im

portance, creditable to the undergraduate body and the University

community, are slighted or ignored : so that the University is

getting the wrong kind of publicity. Admitting that there is

some ground for this complaint, let us see how much the corre

spondents are to blame, and what can be done about it.

First of all, we may dismiss as impracticable the proposal to

have an association of newspaper men to supervise the work of

correspondents of out-of-town papers. The plan has been tried

*Editor's Note : Mr. Patterson, who is the editor of the Cornell Alumni News,

was formerly amember of the editorial staff of the New
York Evening Sun, serv

ing that paper as a reporter
and afterward as telegraph editor. When he was in

college he was one of the editors
of the Widow.
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and has failed to work. Such an association, composed of almost

all the press correspondents in Ithaca and including representa

tives of the Sun and the Alumni News, was formed in 1906
"
to

prevent as far as possible the publication of any matter which may

prove injurious to the University." The by-laws provided that

"any person whose act or conduct is contrary to the objects here

in set forth shall be dealt with by this association as it may deem

expedient.'' The vagueness of the last clause is noticeable. The

founders of the association evidently could not devise a feasible

penalty for the offense they sought to prevent, and it is not easy

to see how they could have done so. Short of social ostracism,

which is difficult to enforce ; or physical chastisement, which is

unlawful ; or prosecution for libel, which requires that the plain

tiff be libeled ; or complaining to his employers, who may con

done his act, there is only one way that I know of to punish a re

porter for printing things he ought not to, and that is to refuse to

give him any information thereafter. A press club cannot effec

tively control the acts of a reporter, whether he be a member of

the club or not, because it cannot prosecute him or ostracise him

or thrash him and because it does not control the sources of his

news. Certainly the press club formed in 1906 was not heard of

in 1907. There were still complaints about Ithaca news dis

patches, but nothing was done by the association, if it was still in

existence.

Before we consider the question of
"

University censorship
"

let us see how the newspaper correspondents work and how their

stuff is handled.

All the big New York City dailies with one exception, and one

or more dailies in all other important towns, are members of the

Associated Press. The one exception in New York is The Sun,
which has its own machinery for gathering news, and which re

tails this news to papers outside New York City, just as the Asso

ciated Press does, only on a smaller scale. In every important
town the Associated Press has a correspondent, and so has The

Sun. And in an important news center, such as a college town,
an enterprising newspaper, even if it be a member of the Asso

ciated Press, may have its own local representative. In Ithaca

there are six or eight men, some students and some employees of
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Ithaca papers, who represent out-of-town journals. In some cases

one man serves several papers.

In a large newspaper office out-of-town dispatches are handled

by the telegraph editor and his assistants, who are called copy-
readers. The editor or copy-reader grabs the story as it comes

from the wire and glances through it to see
"
what it is worth."

If he decides to use it he proceeds to edit it, pencil in hand,
correcting any errors of grammar or style, puts a head on it and

sends it to the composing room. In the process of editing, the

story may lose what the reporter meant to be an essential part,
or may get a significance that he did not intend. For copy-
readers are human and they work under pressure. A copy-
reader may, and often does, in the course of a day or night, reject
two or three times as many news articles as he accepts. If the

paper is "shy of space" but needs "
fillers " (short articles) he

may cut many a correspondent's despatch "down to the bare

bones." This process may make trouble for the distant reporter,
for a bald statement of fact, shorn of qualifying circumstances

such as a careful reporter would include, may acquire a significance

essentially false, especially if an ill-informed editorial writer takes

it the next day as the text of a paragraph on the lawlessness of

college students or the absurdity of college professors. Copy-
readers are careful and conscientious, as a rule, and they become

experts in economy of words, but they don't pause to consider

what the feelings of an individual or a community are going to be.

They have a hawk's eye for any statement that a jury might
construe as libelous, but a very impersonal attitude toward the

subject matter of news.

The copy-reader writes the headlines. When you see a head

line you don't like don't blame the reporter. He didn't write it.

And don't be too severe on the man who did, for headlines have

to be short and they have to be snappy, and it isn't easy to make

an exact and comprehensive statement of any fact within the

limits of twenty or thirty letters and spaces, or even ten or fifteen

words. A Western college professor who demonstrated that all

matter is composed of particles in rapid motion may have been

startled if he saw the New York Sun's report of his discovery un

der the headline
"

Everything Is On the Jump."
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Some newspapers
—fortunately they are few—make a practice

of expanding or rewriting news articles in the office. On a skele

ton of fact a "rewrite man
"
will lay quivering flesh of his own

imagination. Their object is sensation, not information. Such

"yellow" publications do not deserve the name newspaper. They

are rather daily melodramas. You may ask how a man, especially

a student, can continue to work for a yellow newspaper, even to

earn money that he needs. Well, telegraph news is not, as a

rule, subjected to the rewriting process. Most of an Ithaca cor

respondent's work will relate to athletic news or routine matters

in which the editor does not see material for the
" rewrite man."

If one of his dispatches is maltreated and the community is ag

grieved, he is humiliated, but he sees no reason for giving up an

employment which is helping him to educate himself. If he

should resign, another man would get the job, who would be just

as much at the mercy of the office as himself.

Not infrequently it happens that a sensational newspaper prints
what appears to be a telegraphic dispatch from some town, but for

which no reporter in that town is in any way responsible. A yel

low afternoon paper
" fakes

"

(rewrites) articles from the morning

papers and embellishes them to suit the supposed taste of its read

ers. A recent yellow article headed "Cornell Co-eds in Bitter Race

War
"
was an example of this sort of journalism.

"

Sunday fea

ture stories" are almost invariably written in the office, even if

they carry a "date line". People who do not know the ways of

yellow newspapers sometimes blame a local correspondent un

justly. As a rule a correspondent, before filing a story with the

telegraph operator, is required to "query
"

the office. If it is a

matter that he knows about in advance, he wires, for instance,
"How much on Harvard-Cornell regatta?" If it is an unex

pected bit of news, and there is time for a query to be received

and answered before the paper goes to press, he wires a brief bul

letin of the event, ending with the query "How much?" or

"

Any more?
"

An inexperienced but willing correspondent will

"query" a dozen stories for every one that is ordered. Experi
ence will teach him in a general way what his paper wants and in

time he will do less "querying." Persons who think the local

correspondents lean too much to sensationalism and give too little
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attention to matters that interest intelligent persons should re

member that it is the distant and busy telegraph editor and not

the correspondent that picks and chooses from the mass of the

community's news. The correspondent makes every query as en

ticing as he can, but if his paper wants only a
"
stickful

"

on the

President's Report and half a column on the midnight troubles of

a policeman, it isn't his fault.

Does not the correspondent himself have the power of discrimi

nation and selection ? Yes, he does to some extent. The nature

of his dispatches will show whether he is a man of judgment and

good taste and whether he is intelligent and well informed. If

he has not a mind above athletic "

dope
"
or police court gossip

or personal scandal his work will show it. But if the news from

the neighborhood of Cornell University seems to run to froth, do

not, again, be in haste to blame the correspondents. Although
the news from here may not take its color from the higher uni

versity life of which we are all conscious, yet it must be remem

bered that that life does not yield large material for what the

daily papers call news. And at Cornell (as I suppose is true of

most universities) it is not easy for a reporter to get prompt and

full and authoritative information about most university matters.

I shall have more to say about this matter further on.

Would a student correspondent or a campus reporter for a local

paper be justified in suppressing a
"

story
"
which would be dis

creditable to a part of the university community? From a

newspaper man's point of view he would not. There is only one

rule he is expected to observe as a reporter with respect to any in

formation he may obtain, namely, Is it true and is it news ? and

if in doubt whether it should be published or not, ask the editor.

Reporters do not betray confidences, but one who would attempt to

" hold out
"

legitimate information from his paper because he

thought its publication might offend somebody would be capable

of giving his paper an incomplete or one-sided report on any matter

and would manifestly be untrustworthy. But a reporter rarely

stumbles upon sole knowledge of important news, and more rarely

yet does he have the power to conceal it if he would. Editors get
"

tips
"
from other sources than their own reporters.

Some years ago, when underclass "scraps" occurred here every
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year and it was the fashion for the sophomores to break up the

freshman banquet, people used to be offended because graphic
accounts of interclass conflicts were sent to the New York papers.

Of course these class affairs were intended to be good-natured and

it was seldom that anybody was seriously hurt, but the newspaper

reports did not always make them appear good-natured and harm

less, especially when property was destroyed or a life was lost as a

result of them. Neither did the Faculty look on them as inno

cent, and it tried for years to stop them. Would it have succeeded

if it had not had an ally in the newspaper reporters, who told the

truth about them and helped to create a public feeling against
them? I think not. It was the students who took part in these

rows, and not the reporters who described them, that misrepre
sented Cornell University.
Now as to the University's part in the reporting of the news.

It seems hardly necessary to say that talk of a university censor

ship is bosh. The only effective censors that ever lived wrere the

despots. And censorship makes for concealment, not for truth.

A university is a public trust, and as long as the public goes to

the newspapers for its information, the university's officers must

expect to answer questions put to them by newspaper men. That

university will fare best at the hands of the reporters which makes

it easiest for them to get information about it and which gives
the information to them in the form best suited to their needs.

A reporter on an assignment is looking for just one thing—

"copy". And if there is anything to be written when he returns

to the office he wants to be able to write intelligently and inter

estingly and convincingly. He wants to go to the bottom of the

subject. In order to do this it is necessary for the average re

porter to meet some person with the authority and the time to talk

with him freely and to answer his questions. A typewritten
statement—what newspaper men call a "

canned interview "
—is a

help, but it is rarely enough for the reporter. A typewritten
statement seldom anticipates all the questions an intelligent re

porter will ask
—all the questions he will need to ask if he is to

make the matter as clear to his readers as it appears to the man

who has dictated the statement. At Cornell a reporter seeking
information is usually referred to the President's office. The
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President himself is not always accessible, for he has many duties

and cannot always be in his office, and when he is there he has

many callers. So, when information is given out, it commonly
takes the form of a typewritten statement, handed to the report
ers by the President's secretary. I think University matters

would be reported more accurately and would be more likely to

get the amount of space they are worth as news if there were a

university officer authorized to give out information and ready at

any time to talk to reporters.

In the early days of Cornell, a large part of the press was act

ively hostile to this University. That hostility passed away when

the newspapers became better informed about Cornell. The men

who are
"

covering
"
the campus for the newspapers now seem to

me to be a very decent lot, and I think the University has noth

ing to fear from them if it will help them to get facts.

Twixt Book and Bowl.

F. Dana Burnet, 'n.

FOR
the first time in thirty years the Master's study had been

empty of the Master an entire day. But at twilight they

brought him home and laid him in a sombre black casket

that stood at one end of the room, near the window that

opened on the Master's garden.
At first there had been two strangers in black coats, but they

went away very soon, so there were left only Old Ben, the Scotch

gardener, and his wife, Mary, the Master's housekeeper. Only

these two—for the Master had ever been a lonely man.

Old Ben had picked a spray of lilies-of-the-valley which he

placed tenderly in the Master's folded hands.

" He lo'ed the wee flowers," said the old man, simply.
"

Ay, Ben," said Mary, and wept silently. Thirty years she had

served the Master.

Old Ben stood looking into the face of the man who had been

kind to him.

" I think the Master wad ha' wished it so,
—to lie with his

Books the last nicht. He lo'ed the Books."
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"

Ay, Ben," said Mary, "the Books an' the Bowl."

She pointed to an ancient silver Bowl that stood over the

Master's desk.

" Div ye mind how he wad sit an' brew his drink, Ben ?
" asked

Mary, dabbing at her eyes with her apron.
"

Ay. A tasty dram it was, too. A guid, smooth punch 'at

wad better hae been shared wi' a crony than drunk by his lee

lane."

The woman shook her head.

" 'Twas the Master's way to be by his lane."
"

Ay. So it was—so it was."

"Ben?"

"Ay?"
"Did ye never think 'at the Master maun hae had a secret?

"

" Nae ! And if so, we'er nae the folk to speer into his secrets,

Mary."
" I meant naught o' the kind, Ben. But the Master's face—

look at him sleepin', Ben,—look !
"

"
I'm lookin', Mary."

" An' dinna ye see, Ben ?
"

"
I see nae mair than the Master's smile—the like I hae kenned

for thirty year'."
" Nae. Ye be a mon. Ye'll nae see it. But 'tis a face 'at hae

smiled through sufferin', Ben. See the lines aboot the lips o'him !

Most like—most like it was a woman, Ben."

"

Mary ! Ye'll nae be speakin' sic things in this room the

nicht. Let the Master lie in peace. An' if, twas woman, 'twas

nae woman guid enough for the Master !
"

Mary put out her hand, falteringly, and touched the Master's

brow.

"
She wad bekneelin' here now, Ben, an' she lo'ed the Master."

"

Whisht, wife. 'Tis nae right 'at we trouble his spirit wi' sic

clavers. We be his servin' folk still. Come Ben, an' leave him

to his Books,—an' his Bowl. They be dearer than we to the

Master, Mary."

The woman looked once more, and the man, once. Then they
went away. The door closed on the sound of quiet sobbing.
*******
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The room was hushed with the Presence of the Master. The

window was closed, so that in a little while the study was filled

with the fragrance of the flowers in the Master's folded hands.

Outside the window the twilight deepened into dark. A star

came into the sky, over the Master's garden. It was very still.

The first sound began on the Bookshelves. There came a sub

dued rustling, like the beginning of wind, and then a whisper :

"
Have they gone?

"

A hollow, throaty voice made answer from the Master's desk.

"Quite gone. They'll open the Will next, and then I'll know

who's to have Me, the Master's Bowl !
"

"
And we'll find out what strange library we'll be doomed to rot

in," came from the Shelves.

The Master's Bowl sighed, deep in its silver throat.
"
It's a shame men have to end, like Things. Ho, Books, is

there any wisdom on your Shelves to account for it?"

"There is much talk of Death," answered a thick-bodied volume

of Philosophy.
"
And what is Death ?

"

queried the Bowl.

"
A changer of titles

"

growled an ancient Blackstone.

"

Ay
"

sighed the Bowl.
" Tomorrow we will not be the Mas

ter's Things."
"
No

"

replied the Philosopher,
" we'll never be the Master's

again,—to the end."

"But afterward," said a worn, mild-voiced old Bible, "we shall

surely be the Master's Things."
"
What is this

'
afterward

'
?
"
asked the Bowl, eagerly.

"
It is the Time after the end

"
answered the Bible, softly,

" There is the Law of the End of all things—Death for the Mas-

and for us the Rot and the Rust—and then that Time, without

end ;
—only the Master has gone first."

The tremor of a sigh ran down the Shelves.

"But until then," continued the Bible, "we must swear to be

true to the Master in all his confidences. You know the Trust?
"

"

Ay
"
answered the Bowl.

" What a meddlesome body the old

woman is, with her talk of the Master's secret ! No one knows the

real secret but Me."

"
We know, we know

"
came in a chorus from the Shelves.
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"

Nay," said the Bowl, "you have only guessed. Thus to me

is the greater Trust !
"

"

Hush," whispered the soft voice of the old Bible,
"Would you

quarrel in the Presence of the Master'
"

The room stilled at once. There was only that silence of the

Master, sleeping, and the perfume of dying flowers in dead hands.

"He marked a beautiful love-passage in me
"

whispered one of

the Books, at last.
"
And the description of a woman in me

"
breathed another.

"
She was gold-haired and blued-eyed I know," said a third,

"
For the lady in my pages is so

—and I am much thumb-marked."

"
Ah

"
said the Bowl,

"

you have guessed much, and—we shall

not quarrel on the Last Night. But it is only I who have heard

the whole story of it from his lips. He would sit before the fire

with Me on his knees, and whisper me the dreams he was ever

building. His words were beautiful at those times—and he

builded goldenly ! Her name he told me—it glowed with his

way of saying it ! Indeed, Books, he colored her all so rosily with

dreams that she seemed the fairest lady in the world—
"

"

Ay
"
said a brown-backed volume of Poetry,

" it is so that the

Poets color their loves."

"
And then," continued the Bowl, softly,

"
I shared his grief,

too—his grief, when It fell."
"
That day

"
said the Books,

"
We remember."

" '
Twas day's end

"
answered the Bowl. " The Master strode

in like a blind man. The fire was going—it was a raw day and a

black twilight—and he took one of you from the Shelves—"

"
It was I," whispered the Book of Poetry.

"
The Bowl sat at

his elbow, and he opened me to a page
—to a verse—and under

certain words scored great heavy lines. The words were these :

"

I and my mistress side by side,
Shall be together, breathe and ride,

So, one day more am I deified.

Who knows but the world may end tonight ?
' '

"

Ay !
"
cried the Bowl,

"

By the fire he marked it, that day's
end, with the black twilight outside and Me at his elbow ! I, the
Master's Bowl, I caught his tears as they fell, and—and it was

bitter drinking that night for the Master."
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A second Book of Poems broke silence.

"She died, whoever she was. I have a verse beginning :

' '

The Blessed Damozel leaned out

From the gold bar of heaven
"

which the Master would often read. And when he had read thus

far, he would stop and look out to that star at the window yonder,
and smile."

"
See !

"
said the Bowl, with a hushed wonder,

"
He smiles

now." They looked and saw the Master, smiling in his sleep.
And the silence fell again—the silence that was like a benediction

on that room.

"The world shall never know" whispered the Bowl.
"
No

"
the Books made answer,

" the world shall never know.

The Trust we shall keep between the Master's Book and the

Master's Bowl !
"

"
Not for long

"
came in a dry, cackling voice from the Master's

desk,
"
And very soon the world shall know !

"

"
Who are you ?

"
demanded the Books and the Bowl together.

"
I am the most beautiful and yet the saddest love-story ever

written. When I am published all the world shall weep ! And

they shall weep the more when they know that I am true."

The speaker was a thick roll of Manuscript, tied with a bit of

string and tucked away in one of the cubby holes of the Master's

desk.

"

Something must be done about this
"
said the Bowl in a dis

tressed voice.

"You can't do anything," jeered the Manuscript,
" The Master

spent years writing me. Shall I remain silent now ?
"

" If the Master wrote you," said the Bowl, "you are thereby

come under the Trust."

" Bah !
"

snapped the Manuscript,
"
What have I to do with the

Trust? I go out into the world tomorrow, to be sold in open

markets. / haven't any sentiment about the secret, goodness

knows."

"
It had been better

"

sighed the old Bible,
" If the Master had

left his secret to be guarded by his old friends."

The Manuscript broke into thin, cackling laughter.

"What? And deprive me of my sales and my fame? No!
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They shall make little books out of me that shall go all about—

and the world shall weep. But / shall be priceless ! For the

Master's tears are on my pages, and tears sell, tears sell."

" For shame
"
cried the Bowl.

" As you like
"
sneered the Manuscript.

"

Only—tomorrow

the Master's secret will not be confined to his Books and his

Bowl!"

The door opened softly. It was Mary and Old Ben, come back

again.
" The Wull said we'd find it on his desk

" said the woman,

" tied up wi' a bit o' string."
•

"

Ay
"
said Old Ben, in a whisper,

" 'Tis here."

He drew forth the Master's Manuscript with reverent hands.

"
We'll nae be doin' harm to keek intae it, Ben," pleaded the

woman.

The old man regarded her with reproach.
"
We be his servin' folk still

" answered Old Ben, sternly.
"
We'll do nae mair than the Wull says."

He carried the bundle of papers to the casket. Then, with

hands that shook, he thrust the Manuscript under the Master's

frock-coat, over his heart.
" 'Tis done," whispered Old Ben.

"

Ay !
"
said his wife, with a sigh,

"
'Tis done."

She raised her eyes to the Shelves.

" The Books," said Mary, with quivering lips," 'tis like they
ken the secret o' him !

"

" An' if so
"
answered Old Ben,

"

they've kept it week"
" The Books," repeated the woman,

"
the Books an' the Bowl."

"

Ay
"
said the old man, his voice almost breaking,

"
an' none

else."

"An' none else" echoed the woman.

Then she turned, groping her way to the threshold, blind with

tears. The man followed her dumbly. There was the sound of

a door, closing.



A Walk Before Breakfast.

Earl Simonson, '12.

THE
manners in which April affects one are as capricious

as April herself—bless her apple blossoms. When the

first pompous robin begins to pose upon the greening
campus and the University gardeners begin to tinker

with the daffodil beds and the first warm sun smiles mistily down

upon a world of staid and homely brown, some persons institute a

desultory search for the fountains of Lethe. Others are thrilled

with a new vigor and yield to the vague but potent, faraway spell
of the Land Beyond The Hills. I am among the latter.

Frankly, I had grown tired of the Hill. For two—count them

—for two successive months I had retired at the punctual hour of

somewhere between ten and one, and all on this same Hill. Over

to the west there were other hills—the hills whither fled the gray

dusk about the time that I fled for the Library. And behind

those hills was something new. Here there was nothing new.

Wherefore, at about the hour when all respectable folk take to

their connterpanes, I did me up in sweater and duster and gloves
and rubbers and set out for West Hill. I might have been going
to an eight o'clock had not my equipment belied me. My rear

pockets bulged with clean handkerchiefs and socks. The side

pockets of my duster were crammed with matches, cigarettes,

Spearmint, milk-chocolate, toothpicks, and a half pound of Cha-

cona's best confections. I was somewhat reminded of the small

boy I once knew who, directly prior to embarking with his mother

on a shopping expedition, stocked his pockets with every knick-

knack he could lay hands upon, from microscopes to button-hooks.

This small boy, I must add in self-defence, was not myself.

As I was making sure that I was completely equipped I was

startled to encounter that diminutive Viennese, Roth '13, who

evidently had something on his mind. Extraordinary individuals

have for me something of the same fascination they had forCharles

Lamb. I therefore encouraged Mr. Roth to encounter the first

muddy miles of the Watkins Turnpike in my company. It was

now about ten o'clock. Mr. Roth calculated that he could walk
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one and a half hours westward and still get home by one. So to

gether we began the rutted climb up the black hill.

The night was crisp and clear. A half moon shone directly

overhead. Venus was sinking in the west ; Jupiter burned at my

back ; my pockets were full of a number of things ; I had an in

teresting companion. What more could I ask ? The road? Ah,

yes, that road. Rutted, half frozen, half mud, steep, and with

swampy grass by the side . . . But what would you?

Mr. Roth at length broached the business of his peregrinating

visit. He wanted some poetry. It appears that he is implicated

in some new scholastic magazine, being published in New York

under the unpretentious title of The Journal of Progress. Mr.

Roth had heard that I wrote verses. He himself had never read

them, but he assured me that if he considered any of them suffi

ciently meritorious he would make bold to publish them ; nay, he

would even read all my previous efforts—here I beamed with

gratitude
—and besides, he added apologetically, he would be the

sole person to see them in both the Era and the Journal. Swal

lowing my Spearmint I assured Mr. Roth with as much gravity
as I could command that I considered my efforts entirely too poor

and bedraggled to appear in a metropolitan gazette. Then he

talked some more, and I—I promised him something.

We had now attained to an elevation whence we could see the

lights of Ithaca spread out beneath us like a glimmer of fire-flies.

Roth likened them to the lights of his paternal Vienna and shortly
turned back. I lit my first cigarette and trudged doggedly on.

The road, to be frank, was execrable—my feet were alternately

crunching and gurgling in and out of ruts. Occasionally I found

a happy haven in a stretch of lawn along the roadside, but gener

ally anything like a fair lead was impossible. In the scattered

farmsteads an occasional night-lamp greeted my eye. At one

cross-roads the dogs howled valiantly. Many spritely brooks tin

kled by in the moonlight. Once I paused to hear, across distant

fields, the rollicking whistle of some late-returning swain.

The country was rolling, and the lights of the Hill gleamed
and glimmered from alternate elevations, and then were lost en

tirely. At midnight I was making slow work of a bad going.
The moon shone in my eyes now. I plucked down the brim of
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my hat. The region was dismal. Never was there a closer ap

proximation to the dim, drear tract of Childe Roland of the Dark
Tower than that drear waste just east of Mecklenburg on a cold

April midnight under a gibbous moon.

As for the grass, it grew as scant as hair

In leprosy—thin blades pricked through the mud.

I slept for an hour on a haystack and awoke feeling like an

animated cadaver. I saw a ghost too, but it turned out to be

only the moon on a patch of old snow. At about three o'clock I

arrived in Mecklenburg and echoed through the quaint little

village without disturbing a soul. I say
"
echoed ": I had lost one

of my rubbers and had kicked off the other in disgust. The

moon had set, but I followed the rule of the telegraph wires and

found the way to Watkins. The roads were better now, and I

clipped off a fair number of miles ere the first gray appeared in

the east.

The sunrise was so glorious that I found myself perpetually

attempting to walk backwards in order that I might miss none of

its ruddy-golden transformation. As I trudged down the defile I

saw Jupiter burning like a gleam of truth in the cup of the hills

directly before me. The sun rose. At six I entered a wee, white

store-post-office and consulted the early-rising merchant-postmaster.
"
Where am I ?

"
I asked.

"

Bennettsburg," he returned, with a touch of pardonable pride.

I thanked him and bought a lallypop, for I had depleted my

stores, and trudged onward. At Burdette, three miles out of

Watkins, I took breakfast in a greasy hotel. At eight I walked

into a barber shop at Watkins. The knight of the clipping shears

who shaved me had taken eight hours sleep ; I had taken one.

He yawned over his lather ; I felt wide awake to climb the Gorge.

The difference? I had drunk of the wine of the Land Beyond

The Hills.



The Girl and the Violin.

A Dale Riley, '12.

TONY
was playing. As he tenderly drew his magic bow

across the strings of the throbbing violin,the wild, sweet

melody of a sonata floated out from the broken window

of the rickety little house on Plane Street. A look of

rapture came into the young man's face. He seemed a god filling

all the world with harmony. He laughed childishly at the reali

zation of his powers
—

powers that had often made listeners laugh

and weep. But the player suddenly ceased and stepped to the

window, as a pretty, little black-eyed girl passed down the street.

For a moment he stood gazing after her.

"

Senorite, Senorite Bianca," he whispered, but he held the

violin tightly, almost caressingly, in his arms. Again he raised

it to his chin, but this time it only emitted a few wailing notes.

"

Vi'lin," murmered Tony, "Vi'lin
—Bianca—Bianca—Vi'lin,"

and he turned away from the window, with tears in his eyes.

Then Tony carefully wrapped the violin in the velvet cloth and

placed it tenderly in its plush-lined, weather-beaten case, after

which he arose, took his hat from the nail, tucked the case under

his arm, and stepped out into the street.

The street was characteristic of the Italian quarter of any small-

sized American city. Lined with little, low, squat houses covered

with shingles and dirt, filled with old papers, rags, ashes and tin-

cans, with here and there a little puddle of filthy water in which

groups of ragged, half-naked urchins splashed merrily. The

laughter of the children mingled with the barking of dogs and

the shrill voices of shapeless, wrinkled, unkempt women, who,

gathered about the streets in little groups, talked and gesticulated

vigorously. Now and then small wagons rattled by, or pulled up
at some of the numerous booth-like shops along the streets to de

liver or collect their wares, and over the whole scene, like a mist,
arose the stench of garlic and decaying fruit.

Tony hastened through the hot and dusty streets, until he came

to the broad avenue that led to the Shady Grove Cemetery and the

residence section of the town. Here he paused and, removing his
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slouch hat, mopped the sweat from his forehead with a generous

red hankerchief. Perhaps he wiped his eyes more than was

necessary, but he quickly replaced his hat, stuffed the handkerchief

in the pocket of his blouse and hurried on. He did not stop again
until he arrived at a large, iron gate which opened, at his releasing
of the latch, upon abroad gravel driveway on either side of which

stretched cool, green lawns, dotted here and there with clumps of

roses and beds of daffodils and tulips. A tiny artificial lake danced

and glittered in the sunlight, and further away could be seen the

gravestones of the cemetary, showing white through the trees.

It was with some trepidation that Tony approached the large
mansion of Greenlawn, the residence of the Birminghams, and it

WdS with much difficulty that he persuaded the footman that he

had not come today, as usual, to sell fruit, and that he must see

Miss Emily Birmingham.
"
Have you a ca'd?

"

inquired the pompous negro with a smirk.

"
She know me. I man witha da vi'lin, da vi'lin she aska to

see when I tell her about him."

"
What is yo' name ?

"

"

Tony, Tony Falconi."

"
How does she know about yo' violin ?

"

persisted the footman,

seemingly anxious to continue his show of authority.
"
She playa at window. I see her. She comma down one day to

buya da banan' herself. I tella her I got Stradivarius. She say,

'
Show me." Next time I bringa him and she play on him. She

say,
'
I giva you mucha da mon,' but I no sell. Now I sell."

The exacting foot-man seemed satisfied, for he disappeared and

in a moment returned with a curt
" Come in." Tony was ushered

into a large, well-furnished drawing-room, the same one he had

been in when Miss Emily had offered him
" mncha da mon

'
? He

waited anxiously, mopping his brow, shuffling his feet, and from

time to time patting the violin case affectionately.
•' So you have decided to sell the violin," began Miss Birming

ham as she entered the room. She was a tall girl of the blond

type, and much less pompous than the foot-man.

"

Ye-es," replied Tony, hesitantly, fingering his hat nervously.
" But what made you change your mind ? I thought you were

never going to sell it."
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"I luva da leetle senorite an' I wan' to get marr'ed. I start

store, no sell da banan' on street any more."

"

Well, Tony, how long have you had this violin ?
"

"
Ma Padre an' He Padre have him. Ma Padre teech me playa

him."

"

Let me see it again."

Tony opened the case, took out the violin, unwrapped it ever so

tenderly and handed it over to her. While she took it to the

window and examined it closely, he watched her anxiously. Once

he started to pull out his big red bandanna, but he did not. He

only watched helplessly.

"Yes, as I told you before, I'll give you eight hundred dollars

for this instrument. It's a genuine Stradivarius, although it was

made some years before the maker's finest masterpieces."
"

All-a-right," agreed Tony, although he could hardly speak for

the lump in his throat.

And so the bargain was made. Tony went away with many

checks and bills, but with a pain in his heart, while Miss Emily

Mae Birmingham planned on another musical success, one in

which she would display her wonderful ability on the violin for

the first time on a genuine
"
Strad."

A few hours later Tony was standing at the door of one of the

poor little houses on Plane Street. He was showing a roll of bills

to a pretty, little, black-eyed Italian girl who looked at it with

wondering gaze.
"
I sella da vi'lin," explained Tony.

"
Now we buya store, talk

Engleesh alia time, be Amer'can cit's."

"
You getta mucha da mon' for vi'lin. No more musics, but I

don' care, for we get marr'ed now."

She did not care. Perhaps, had she seen Tony wipe away a

tear as he turned away, she would have understood.

The intense heat of the summer had changed to the almost

suffocating temperature of an especially dry autumn. For weeks

there had been no sign of rain and all of the small streams had

dried up in their courses. The land was dry, the roads parched,
and in the country, some of the cattle had died for want of drink.

The city water supply of Boydville had run lower than ever be

fore, and the officials had warned the people to boil whatever

city water they used on account of the consequent impurities.
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The people of the Italian district, always as tardy to receive

such hygienic warnings as to put them into practice ; were ex

periencing a terrible epidemic of typhoid fever. By the middle

of November the Italian population was more than decimated,
and at that time the epidemic was at its worst. Every day saw

processions to the cemetery of Shady Grove, and every day the

numbers in these processions grew less, because more were required
to stay at home and attend the sick. The most that the doctors

could hope was to keep the epidemic confined to the Italian dis

trict, and perhaps they did not have time to properly tend to

those already attacked. The street contained no puddles or

laughing boys, and if anything, it was dirtier than ever, although
now there were no knots of slatternly women to lend animation

to the scene. It was quiet and deserted save for the melancholy

processions two or three times a day.

Among the first to be stricken with the dread fever was pretty

little Bianca, the wife of Antonio Falconi, who had kept one of the

fruit stores on Plane Street for several months. When Tony

came home for dinner one day and found Sorra Bianca suffering
with the fever he was almost frantic. He called in several doctors

who did all in their power to recover her, but the weeks went by

and she grew steadily worse. Tony knew he would be obliged

to give up the little store to pay his bills, but he said nothing to

his suffering wife about his being forced to peddle again in the

streets. One evening, as Tony was approaching his house, having

finished his work for that day, he was surprised to see a number

of his neighbors standing around the doorway. His heart seemed

to jump into his throat; and he broke into a run.

"
Iss—iss she—

" he gasped at the priest, who came out to meet

him.

"

No, my son," replied the reverend father, reading his thoughts,

e'er they were uttered,
"
not yet, but she is leaving fast."

Tony burst into tears. He rushed into the room and knelt by

the bedside.

"

Oh, please don't go," he pleaded in the language of his adop

tion,
"

please, Bianca, please stay witha me."

The poor, feeble figure on the bed raised ever so little, and

rested a thin, emaciated hand upon the head of the stricken man.

" Don' cry," said the little woman, "maybe you comma too,
—

sometime.
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But the man pleaded on,
"

Oh, Sancta Maria, Oh, Mater Dolo

rosa ! please save her, please."

Again the voice from the bed broke in upon his pleading.

"Tony," it said,
"

Tony, I'm goin' now."

Tony arose quickly to his feet.

"
You can't, you can't," he cried out, enfolding the woman

tenderly in his arms, and kissing her passionately,
"
I won't letta

you."
At her look of entreaty the priest placed the cross to the dying

woman's lips. She smiled, very faintly, and fell back in her

husband's arms. The priest coaxed the man to release the body,

and led him away.

Interment was hasty in that dread time of the epidemic, and so,

on the next day, a sad little procession set out for Shady Grove

Cemetery, from the broken home of Antonio Falconi, a man who

had risked all for his love and his ideal of American citizenship,
and had lost.

During the service the bereaved man was perfectly calm, and

so he remained until the last sad rites were spoken over the grave.
When the final heart-felt sympathies were extended a few tears

gathered in his eyes, that was all. But when the friends and

neighbors departed he insisted on remaining by the grave. As

the procession wound off down the hill Tony watched the diggers

filling up the pit, and even after they had covered the mound over

with flowers and returned to their homes he remained behind. A

little song sparrow twittered among the branches of the maple
over his head. A squirrel ran out on one of the limbs and blinked
at him curiously. Several dark clouds appeared upon the horizon,
and a light wind sprang up in the West. It was the long-prayed-
for sign of rain ; the end of the epidemic was at hand. Then, as

Tony sat, looking disconsolately at the mound, faint strains of

music were borne to him on the breeze. The music became

louder. It was the music of a rare violin, a Stradivarius violin,
and it came from across the lake, from Greenlawn, mansion of the

Birminghams. It grew louder and still louder ; it acquired the

strength of an oratorio, and in it there was a note of triumph, but
it softened and grew sad again, almost pathetic, and it seemed to

fill the woods with an angel's song, beautifully tender, infinitely
sweet.



The Sybarites.

Earl Simonson, '12.

I stood on New Year's Eve at Herald Square,
And watched the blatant roisterers shoulder by-
Like a flock of heedless things that ply

With dismal honk along the upper air.
Youth, age and beauty—dignity were there.

Their customs and their hats alike awry ;

I say it with delight : I could espy
No face that wore the staling mask of Care.

One night to shun the sackcloth—it were well ;

But, oh ! we banish it the very day ;

Priests, lawyers, doctors—one and all we dwell

In sleek complacency and vain display—

Walk smugly down the rose-paved road to hell.
And leave the wounded dying by the way !

The Gargoyle.

Earl Simonson, '12.

When I see men so bound by little things
That they let whims turn friendship into hate,
And, on repenting, clang Pride's brazen gate

To tread the darkness that an impulse brings,
I think 'tis like the gambling wretch that flings

A fortune to the iron gripe of fate,
Or like to children in their tinsel state

When they don paper crowns to mimic kings.

There is a gargoyle on the gates of hell

That grins like some forgotten devil-god,
Carven by heathen hands in lands untrod,

Where dripping jungles cast a lethal spell :

The demon grins
—and grins at you and me—

We that clasp whims to scorn eternity !



Romance At Eden Center.

E. G. Burrows, '13.

THE
girl stopped her sweeping and looked up, recognizing

the rattle of the postman's cart. Pretty soon Sam

Wakeley's sorrel mare appeared, and behind her the

weather-beaten, canvas-covered cart with
" R. P\ D."

dimly visible on its side.

"

Hello, Bertha," said Sam, sticking out his head,
" here's

another number of that advertising paper for old maids and

bachelors. Suppose you'll write to all the men."

"I would, Sam," she said,
"

only I'm afraid I'd get a country

postman."
"
No danger ; not if they've got the same tastes as the only one

I know. Say, tell your aunt that Mis' Newton says she's coming

around to see her this afternoon, will you ?
"

He slapped the

reins on the horse's back and the cart rattled away.

The girl looked after him with a faint smile until the cart went

over the rise just beyond, then walked slowly back to the porch.

She tore open the wrapper of the paper and began to read the

description of the charms of various candidates for marriage, and

their requirements for a mate. She had just reached the column

"

Ladies without Means, Between Sixteen and Fifty," when her

cousin Joe came around the corner of the house. She hastily put

the paper and torn wrapper inside her apron, and began to sweep.
"

Any mail, Bertha ?
"

"

No, he just stopped to tell Aunt Sil that Mrs. Newton is

coming this afternoon."

"
Mrs. Newton seems to think Sam's one of these here heralds,

to go around and tell everybody she's coming."
He went on toward the store. She was not going to risk

another interruption, so she finished her sweeping, then went to

the parlor, where nobody ever came. A ray of sunlight filtered

thru the shutters and fell on the ornate old melodeon, which had

whined hymn-tunes for three generations of pious farmers, and

was still serviceable if you kept to the black keys, though it had

an asthmatic and complaining tone. She turned to the work of
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art above it with a deeply earnest appeal for help, unconsciously

making a sort of fetish of it. It was a representation of a weeping

willow, which looked more like a tree of willow plumes than

branches. It swept in a peculiarly awkward fashion over a tomb

which consisted of a shapeless lamb with a shrewd face, perched
on a draped urn. Beside the tomb was a lady with a handkerchief

to her eyes. Her feet were many sizes too small for the rest of

her, and she was clad in the Greek curve and tiny bonnet of long

ago. All this was laboriously stitched in faded silk on cardboard,
and at the bottom of the black frame was a German silver plate

bearing the names and dates of birth and death of the girl's father

and mother.

It was then that she unconsciously appealed for help in her

strange undertaking. The only heritage they had left her was a

tense New England conscience, which seemed to blame her for

not having received more. For she was dependent on her aunt

and cousin now, and this conscience continually oppressed her

with a sense of guilt in
"

taking charity
"
from them. They were

very kind to her, and did not suspect, much less encourage this

feeling ; but their very kindness made it more keen, until finally

she had resolved to take herself off their hands. A chance copy

of the
"

Hymen Gazette
"

had seemed her first opportunity.

She turned to the column she had begun to read before, and

looked down it for the description she herself had sent in. She

found it just under a naive catalogue of the attractions of a maiden
"

aged forty-five, height five feet four, weight two hundred and

seventeen pounds, strong and robust." It was bounded on the

east by the following appeal :
" Bachelors and widowers of means,

who will be the first to step forward and apply for a pretty maiden

of sweet sixteen, golden hair, blue eyes, sweet and sunny disposi

tion? Possessor of a small income, and will inherit more. Can

sing and play piano, banjo and accordeon. Fond of country life,

but oh you city !
"

On the other side a
" substantial businessman

of German extraction
" advertised for

"
a corpulent musical lady."

Beneath it was the formidable challenge of
"
a widow by law and

for good reason, one-fourth Comanche Indian, brought up a Pres

byterian, but joined the Church of Humanity. Believe in pre

natal culture, the amalgamation of souls, and the inflnence of
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home life. A lover of Nature, Poetry and Art. Will make a true

and loving companion for the right man."

The girl read her own insertion with a disheartening sense of

mistrust. In spite of its brilliant setting, it did not look nearly

so well in cold print as it had in her own hand on her best writing

paper.
" I am a country girl, aged twenty, height five feet seven,

weight 125 lbs. Brown hair, blue eyes, fair complexion, member

of the Congregational Church, and have had a high school educa

tion. Prefer country life. Good cook, seamstress and manager.

My parents are dead, and I do not want to be dependent on anyone

else for a living."
All the bloom was gone. She might expect a number of

would-be playful or even insulting answers now. Perhaps she de

served them, but they would be hard to bear in so intimate a

matter. All the township would know that she had been suddenly

deluged with mail, and as samples of the
"
Gazette

"
had been

sent to everybody, could not help guessing why. Yet her own

purpose had been blameless, and even if there were many who

could not claim as much, might she not receive an answer from

someone who could ?

Still uncertain whether she had been a fool or not, she went

slowly out onto the porch again, throwing the paper on a lower

shelf in the hall as she went. She stood for a long time looking
out over the valley she was soon to leave for some unfamiliar place.

Especially her eyes lingered on a gap in the trees where a road

came over the hill on the other side. Along this road she had

used to fancy that her Knight would come.

She was interrupted, she did not know how long after, by Joe's

heavy tread on the gravel walk, and then he came around the

lilac bush. He was sunburned and stoop-shouldered ; long arms

besprinkled with freckles hung almost to his knees, and ended

with huge red hands that never opened flat, but could stay shut in

spite of half a dozen whiter hands. He wore the usual dress of

the farmers thereabout, though not quite that of the old conven

tional type,—a battered green felt hat with holes all over it like a

sieve, blue shirt, and khaki trousers rolled high. He looked up
at the house stolidly, but his face brightened when he saw her.
"

Say, didn't that reaper catalogue come this morning? Sam

said he left a paper here."
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"No, it hasn't come yet. Oh, there was a paper, too ; another

sample of that marrying paper. I put it under the table in the

hall."

"Oh." He went on to the barn.

No mail except the belated catalogue came to the farm until

about a week later, when Sam's cart stopped again in front of the

house. Bertha, who had been on guard behind the window cur

tains every day to see him pass, ran out to get the mail herself.

"
Letter for you, Bert, man's handwriting. Young man, I

should say ?
"

" I suppose I might as well say so ; you'd tell everybody it was,

anyway, and all about him."

"

Ah, hah, she's talking right back this morning ; something

you don't want me to tell 'em, eh?"

" Look here, Sam Wakeley, perhaps you want me to let you

read my letter."

"Perhaps."
"

Well, if you stand here talking till I do, somebody's going to

wonder what's the matter with the mail."

"I'll tell you what's the matter with you; you haven't got

enough to do to keep you busy. That always makes 'em sassy."

And he drove off with a pleasant sense of having performed his

function of purveyor of repartee to the countryside.

"Smart girl, Bertha," he said to his mare.

Bertha took the letter to her room and examined it thoroughly

before opening it. It had been forwarded from the office of the

"Hymen Gazette." When she finally did open it, the cramped

writing immediately struck her as familiar. Then a picture

dropped out ; it was Joe ! He must have taken it from the gilt

album in the parlor ; he didn't have any
other. She looked long

at the rough-hewn figure, uncomfortable in a tight collar and a

Sunday coat, which, though shiny from long wear and many

brushings, had not managed to fit him yet. On his sturdy good-

natured face was an expression of pained but uncomplaining sub-

misson.

She didn't know whether to laugh or cry ; she compromised by

being angry with Joe for writing to some girl—he didn't know

what she was like—without at least asking her advice about it.
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After awhile she took up the letter and read it. It was a simple,

but labored description of the young farmer "five foot eleven,

weight a hundred and seventy pounds and I can do as good a

day's work as anyone around here." Her pique gave way to

amusement. To think of Joe wanting a wife ! As if he needed

one ! She would show him the letter, and after enjoying his

amazement to the full, would make it perfectly plain to him how

ridiculous he was.

So when he was smoking his pipe that evening just before bed

ding down the horses, she put the letter into his hands. He took

it and held it gingerly in both hands, looking blankly from her to

the paper. When at last he did speak, it was her turn to be sur

prised.

"Say, now, look-a-here, Bertha, why wouldn't—"but she fled.

He emptied his pipe, tapping it thoughtfully on the porch railing,

then went down toward the barn.
"
I never thought of that," he

said.

Bertha was up in her room, her elbows on the sill of the open

window. She was looking out over the valley, watching the faint

glow still visible in the gap in the trees through which her Knight
was to come. She had never pictured him round-shouldered,
with freckles on his arms, and so unromantically commonplace
and familliar and—but still—"I never thought of that," she said.



The Truth About The Gym Tank.

I. Alder, 'u.

OF
all the Objects ridiculed in this university, the

"

gym
"

tank seems to suffer the most. At present, it has so

bad a reputation that there are many students who

steer clear of it throughout their entire four year course.

Only the daring and hardy attempt to use it now. It is generally
looked upon as a breeding place for all kinds of diseases to which

bathers may become subject. Should a fellow catch a cold, a

pink eye, or any other contagious disease after a bath in the tank,
the tank is sure to be blamed as the cause, and the student will

go about reviling it as a dirty hole and claiming it to be

synonymous with everything detestable.

This is a judgment from appearances, which, like circumstantial

evidence, should never suffice for conviction. The poor im

pression is due to the smallness of the tank itself, its hedged-in

quarters, low, slanting ceiling, and poor light and ventilation.

The tank is 54 feet long, 13 feet wide, and has an average depth
of 5 feet, thus a contents of 3510 gallons. This body of water

is kept in a room corresponding in length and width ; i.e., the

room is the tank or the tank is the room. There is a marble slab

about one foot wide from which to get off, thus necessitating the

water route when other fellows are standing on it, and a cross-

board above the water at the other end as a landing place, which

requires some gymnastic ability to mount. Nowhere along the

sides is there a resting place to encourage the beginner to go be

yond his depth. If there were, it would make the tank so narrow

that even two could not swinr abreast. The low, slanting, wooden

ceiling is particularly helpful in aiding the impression of cramped

quarters and gives the place the cellar-like aspect. The windows

are small and at ground level. They admit only little light on

acconnt of adjacent structures and cannot be kept open on account

of dust and dirt flying in. This explains the rank repellent odor

and the stuffiness of the place, which is the only justification for

the prevailing feeling.

Water, it is true, is a carrier of many kinds of disease-produc-
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ing germs but unless they are numerous, they are insignificant.

Actual analyses of the water have shown it to be not at all

dangerous. In fact, some of the milk we are supplied with, is less

fit for use. When fresh the water is even drinkable, but shortly

before being emptied, the presence of some gas-producing bacteria

(B. coli) have been detected. These bacteria live normally in the

intestine, functionating as aids to digestion. In water, they in

dicate pollution, but unless very numerous
—and the examinations

show them to be scarce,
—or unless there is reason to suspect

typhoid or a similar disease, these may be ignored. There is

much less danger of catching a disease from the
"

gym
"
tank

than from drinking from the cups at the campus water fountains,

or in wiping oneself with one of the roller towels in the various

toilet rooms of the university buildings, or even from contact with

a door knob or any other object that may have been tainted by
some diseased person. At the present writing, there is an epidemic
of

"

pink eye
"

among the students. It is very contagious and

passes along readily through any of the above media. Epidemics
of this sort are continually occurring in our midst, being spread

largely through these economical public nuisances. They do not

begin to receive the just share of the blame if the gym tank is

taken as the standard.

The good result in the water analysis is brought about through
the unabating efforts on the part of the gymnasium officials to im

prove conditions as far as circumstances and knowledge possibly

permit. At present, the tank water is emptied twice a week,
while the top water is drained off daily. Sodium hypochlorite,
added in small quantities is used as a disinfectant to further safe

guard the water. Still better results could be obtained by total

replacement of the water. This is impossible, however, under

present circumstances, because of the heavy drain on the filtering
plant. It suggests enlargement of the plant.

Why filtered water is necessary to bathe in, however, is not

apparent. Bathers do not voluntarily drink it, and for mere

swimming purposes, all of us, as boys, have been very well

satisfied with creek water. This brings another suggestion to

mind. That is the establishment of running water in the tank

by direct connection through a pipe either with Beebe Lake or
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even with Cascadilla creek, adjoining the gymnasium. Neither

of these plans are at all expensive and could be easily carried out

by the university. A tank of such water would be far more

efficient than the present one, and is much to be desired.

Let us return to the tank as it is now. We see a body of water,

approximately 27,000 cubic feet in volume, enclosed within ugly,

narrow, uncomfortable and unsanitary confines. And this is in

tended to be used by almost 5,000 students. Think of it, only 5

cubic feet for each bather. Certainly, water must have become

a rare article lately. But this is not the reason, we know. The

explanation lies in a lack of accommodations. I doubt not but

that with the tremendous and continued agitation which has

been going on regarding the tank for more than a decade, were

the quantity or quality of water merely the difficulty, this would

have been remedied in some way long ago. The present manage

ment, in fact, is desirous of practical suggestions that will improve

the tank in any way. All university departments that could be

of any aid, have been consulted—but to no avail. Such precau

tions as requiring each bather to use the shower before the plunge,

and to deposit expectorations in boxes at either end of the plunge,

have been enforced with improved results. Further improve

ments, however, under given conditions are impossible, at least

with present scientific knowledge of sanitation.

From the evidence gathered from the bacteriological examina

tions made especially for this publication, as well as from the

analyses made in past years by other authorities, I feel justified in

stating that the tank may be used safely with the present number

using it. This I judge to be about 200 daily, from the fact that

twice that number of towels are used. However, I am perfectly

aware that the removal of the stigma from the tank will so in

crease its use, that naturally desired by the students, it will act

ually become unfit. It is only with its present restricted use that

it is safe. Therefore, unless the university wishes to continue its

past policy of repression, it ought to provide good swimming ac

commodations for all and not for a fearless few. Something

ought certainly be done to make a student's task of learning to

swim the required sixty feet a less loathed one, and thus obviate

the necessity of any one falsifying to evade this requirement.
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And the only possible remedy that will be permanent and enable

all who wish to enjoy a cold plunge during the hot weather, is a

new tank. Give us this and we'll try to bear the old gymnasium

for a while longer.

An Anthology.

Edwin G. Burrows, '13.

I drink deep here, —this is a cup to me

Like that which made the Thunder-God, grim Thor,

Helpless among the giants, since the more

He drank of it, the more it proved to be

Exhaustless, magic fed from out the sea.

And I, who am so fain to reach the shore,
To taste the brine, and hear the swelling roar

Deep-toned, of that wide ocean, Poesy,
Am filled with grateful wonder that this cup,

—

So small, so frail,—white paper and black ink,—

Should draw forever on the source of all

That soul aroma that can lift me up

Till I too see the billows rise and sink,
And hear God's spirit-waves pulsate and fall.



Mardis Manages.

Lingard Loud/ 12.

ARDIS wriggled into his pajamas, held his breath, and

climbed uncertainly over the crowded furniture toward

the wall. When he flung open the window the cold

wind which entered nearly toppled him over, and the

steam-radiator began a series of pugnacious, staccato shouts,—

Bang ! . . . Bang ! . . . Bang !—bang !—bang !—bang !—bang !—

like a small-sized boiler factory. Mardis throttled irs passionate
outburst of melody, leaped madly into the darkness, and plunged
under the covers of his bed.

Meanwhile groans of helpless rage proceeded from the other

side of the room.

"Sorry, Claude," Mardis muttered humbly in a muffled tone,
"
I must have forgotten the confounded valve when I opened

the
"

"

Dog-gone it !
"
—wailed the truculent one,

"
can't a fellow ever

get a snatch of sleep ?—Are you just turning in, you dub ?—

Huh ? . . . Well, don't answer then, 'spose you've been finish

ing your latest poetic effusion to your fair-lady-from-hum. I'll

bet it's a masterpiece !
"
—his voice died away in a sleepily sar

castic growl.
Mardis hugged himself in the cold bed, and grinned silently at

the dark ; his room-mate's ill-humored remarks about correspon

dence had long since ceased to irritate him. Besides it was a

masterpiece
—even in its unfinished condition the best piece of

work he had yet done. If it did not fix things with Lillian Ami-

don—well, nothing could !

Let's see,
—the Thanksgiving vacation would begin Wednes

day ; the letter would arrive Tuesday—thus preceeding him by a

day. That would not allow time enough for her interest to cool ;

on the contrary opportunity would be afforded for the full import

of his words to sink in and overpower her. . . .

Through the black gloom her silver-framed photograph stared

fitfully at him, and he blinked his eyes hard to hold it steady.

A soft glow pervaded the countenance, and its serious, girlish

M
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features slowly relaxed into a smile—a smile of infinite tenderness.

He began a rapturous sigh that ended abruptly in a huge, weary

yawn. . . . He had not noticed until now how tired he felt ;
—

after another yawn he stretched out, hunting a soft spot, and

pounded a hole with his head in the slender pillow. Perhaps it

was as well that the Superintendent of the college dormitories

turned off the electric current at 12 o'clock. . . . though this

had forced him to conclude his letter very hastily. . . . (Yawn).
That letter—he was convinced that it would

"
fetch

"
her. . . .

(Prolonged yawn.)
He fell asleep with the important parts of the composition

etched in his tired brain, and spent the night in a haunted forest

of words where beautiful phrases sang in the trees and ran in the

watercourses, and he searched fruitlessly for something or other

that still evaded him.

Follows the part which had seemed significant :

"
In your last you spoke of practising very hard on the piano,

and having learned some new things. I certainly am looking for

ward to hearing you play. You know, Lillian, you have the tem

perament for the piano—essentially brilliant and thoughtful
yourself, you are enabled to perform with both technical accuracy
and artistic finish. I sure love to listen to you. .

"
One thing I very much wanted to tell you about. Within

the last couple of days an exceedingly wonderful thing has hap
pened to me. It is such because it can happen only once in any
man's life time, and according to all reports usually happens when
men are ^.v^t to ten years older than I am.

u
To begin with :—every fellow has hanging in a long, solemn

hall of his brain a marvellous, life-size portrait of The Girl.

Sometimes her features stand out clearly in a strong light as

though chiselled from marble ; sometimes they are confused and

shrouded by twilight ; but the further a man moves up through
the vista of the years the more distinct they generally become,
and the more consistently, completely lovely. This is the shrine
wherein the sacredest incense of a man's heart is offered ;—there
he worships daily, hourly. The image is the genius of his'waking
thoughts, the spur to his jaded mind, the inspiration of his loftiest

strivings, and the balance wheel that governs his every action.
She is in very truth his God :—
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"
More than that,—it is this ideal of his mind for which a fel

low searches the broad, dusty reaches of the world ; scanning each

passing face for the prototype he loves,—finding here the ethereal
blue eyes, there the auburn curls, here the carmine lips and pearly
teeth, there the soft oval of the face, but never finding except once
in his life the entire glowing personality.
"Now you already know
"
Our absurd old fossil of a janitor has turned off the electric

current in the dormitory, and I am writing this by match-light.—
(Ouch :—burnt myself.)—If this is to reach you tomorrow I'll

have to put it in the mail-chute now."

Mardis.
*****

Shortly after half-past seven Wednesday evening Mardis Lyon
had given a final determined plastering to his rebellious forelock,
repolished his shoes for the seventh time, slipped on his overcoat,
and stepped forth onto the avenue where the November wind rat

tled through the arching elm-trees. He knew the hour was too

early for calls ;
—however he had finished dressing, and nothing

remained for it but to start.

Nevertheless he did not intend to arrive before eight o'clock ;

that would be childish and undignified, to say the least. More

over, as he told himself through clenched teeth, he must endeavor

to display a judicious indifference until the right moment ; in that

regard too much care could not be exercised.

He made a long, loitering circuit of half a dozen blocks, with

the highly satisfactory result that when he took out his watch
'

under the lamp post opposite his actual destination it was already

something past eight o'clock. As he marched across the narrow

porch to the door he noticed that a new door-mat, looking very

raw and yellow, had replaced the old one, and that the door-knob

shone from an unusual polishing. However the bell pushed quite

as formerly, slipping jerkily into its socket, and then hesitating

about returning so that it made a sound like a bill-collector's

rather than a gentleman's ring.

He waited, wondering in a wild access of anxiety whether they

were home, yes !—there the lights flashed on in the hall. He

gulped down his heart as the radiance revealed him, and then
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somehow of a sudden found himself inside, his coat hung up and

his derby deposited safely in a chair.

A moment later the entire Amidon family entered through the

double door of the drawing-room.
"

Hello, hello, Mardis," said Mr. Amidon on his genial banter

ing way,
" how's the professor, eh ?

"

" How do you do, Mardis," chorused Lillian and her mother,

each taking a turn at shaking his hand.

"
Glad to see you back."

"
How long does this vacation last ?

"

"Just
—why the week after."

"

Say, what sort of stuff is it they pump into you boys up there

at the university ?
"

Mr. Amidon's resonant bass drowned out

the others.
"
You've got Lillian started at this—philosophy stuff

—is that what you call it ? She has been reading the darndest

lot of books ; says you recommended them. What's that book by
Darwin ? the 'Descent of Species' or

'

Origin of Species,' and

then that big, fat
'

History of Human Marriage
'

by some Dutch

man. Yes ! Westermarck, that's it. Before supper tonight
when I came past her room

—

"

"O Father, please !
"

Lillian had blushed scarlet.

"I didn't tell you about it, did I, Mother?" continued her

irrepressible Dad jovially.
"
She was standing in front of her

dresser where a book lay open, and she glared at the looking-glass
and—"

"

Father, I think you're the limit !
"

"
You'd a thought to hear her," he went on,

"
that she was one

of those fanatical Moslems reciting an article of faith. Says she,
' This whole proposition of love, courtship, marriage and the rest,
is nothing more nor less than the pursuit of the female of a

species by the male.' I nearly burst trying to keep from laugh
ing."
All joined in the laugh which followed, and when it had sub

sided somewhat Mr. Amidon glanced at Mardis with a roguish
gleam in his eye.
"
I've an idea you're getting ready to write a book yourself

eh ?
"

"
O no," Mardis smiled sheepishly.
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"Do you enjoy your life at college, Mardis?" Mrs. Amidon

generously came to his rescue.
"
I have a mighty good time," said Mardis with vast serious

ness.
"
Of course there is always a great deal of work to be done,

if you're not a plain loafer. You know T— College is the first

and foremost for work, unlike most colleges."
"
O Mardis, how did your debate come out? I mean the one on

the commission form of municipal government."
"We won, Lillian."
" That's fine. Congratulations ! I knew you would."
"

Yes, we were given a unanimous decision. Their case did not

have a leg to stand on after our side—
"

"Well, my boy," interrupted Mr. Amidon, "my wife and I are

going to the theatre. Guess we'd better be starting, eh my dear?

Goodnight to you, goodnight Lib"

When the heavy front door closed after them Mardis and Lillian

wandered sighing into the parlor and sat down, she in one of the

huge, green-upholstered chairs, he on the bench in front of the

grand piano. Followed a pause during which Mardis' eyes ran

over the familiar, high-ceiled room. The small, mahogany sofa

had been moved from its old situation to one just opposite, and the

shiny, marble clock that used to stand on the mantel-piece, had

taken its tiny chime to ring in other regions. In its place a tall,

silver-inlaid vase—

" '

Lil
' " mused the girl discontentedly,

"
what a nickname. I

hate to be called Lil and Father knows it. He makes me tired."

Mardis smiled nervously at her.
" There isn't any very good

nickname for
'

Lillian ', is there
"
he suggested.

"

Why should I have a nickname at all?" she pouted.
"

Yea-up, that's so. I wonder if
' nickname

'
doesn't mean that

a perfectly good name has been badly damaged, nicked. Do you

know anything about phrenology
—philology, I mean ? Neither

do I, but that's what it ought to mean."

A long pause, during which she hummed the tag-end of a mel

ody and he listened, abstractedly trying to locate the tune. . . .

Out in the hall the deep-throated Grandfather clock an

nounced that it was half after eight. Mardis started ; where had

the time gone!
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" Tell me about yourself," he said, attempting to throw a subtle

tenderness into his voice,
" what have you been doing?"

"O-o-o-h nothing, and everything. I've been quite well, if

that's what you want to know. How have you
—

"

';
As the Superintendent back at the dormitories says,

' If I felt

anny betther I'd have to have a harse docther, begob !
'
What has

happened in this blooming town since I left?"

"

We-ell," she paused to pluck a pink rose from the bowl on the

table, and pressed it to her lips.
"
Poor Mrs. Frisbee has died ;

Minnie Haviland has gone abroad with her aunt ; little Arthur

Williams has appendicitis."
"
Gee !

"
said Mardis,

"
isn't that too bad."

"

Uh-huh," she nodded gravely.

Silence. Mardis swung his feet and studied the complicated

pattern in the Persian rug ; Lillian picked the petals from her

flower, and gazed vaguely at space. Both waited. . . . Sud

denly he had an inspiration : he would ask her to perform on the

piano ; that would bring her to the bench alongside him.
"
O say, come on, play something for me ;

—that thing by Rubin

stein that you wrote me about. Remember?"

She hesitated, looking dubiously first at him, then at the bench,

but he had moved to the end of it, so finally she rose slowly and

seated herself beside him. Meantime he turned around facing
the instrument, and she swept her beautifully-manicured fingers
over the keys preparatory to beginning, an exclamation forced it

self from him.
"
You have the &. .-/-looking hands !

"

She thrust them quickly behind her,
"
Please don't look at my

hands or I shan't be able to do anything."
While she played he reviewed confusedly the conversation he

had planned with such extreme care the previous night, when he

had lain awake, listening to the snores of his room-mate, and

watching the steel-blue stars. His letter ought to have cleared

the ground ; now was the time to clinch matters.

The piece concluded, she dropped her hands to the bench on

either side of her. Impulsively he placed one of his own shaky
ones over the nearer, and

" Do you remember my letter ?
"

. . .
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"Yes," in a very small, scared voice, eyes downcast, hand

struggling faintly to escape his big, detaining one.

"
Do you know who I—meant

"
—he managed to articulate.

"

No, I don't !
"
she quavered, and half rose from the seat.

He arose too, so abruptly that the bench banged over back

wards on the floor, as he seized her clumsily in his arms, and

smashed a passionate kiss on—her nose !

Angry and alarmed she disengaged herself, administering a vio

lent slap to his face.

"
O you vulgar beast !

"
she cried hysterically,

u

you
—

you're a

vicious, primal brute, and I hate you !
"

He stood staring vaguely down at her hands, not daring to lift

his eyes; then moved away breathing heavily. So this was the

end. What should he do now? . . . After a minute whose sixty

seconds seemed sixty hours he gathered his wits together, stepped

unsteadily toward the piano, righted the fallen seat after several

awkward efforts, and cast a furtive glance at Lillian. She had

dropped into a chair ; most of her face was covered by her hands,

and her breast heaved visibly.

Ought he to apologize, to tell her it was an accident ?—that he

was sorry? No, obviously that would only make matters worse,

and yet he longed with all his soul to fling himself at her feet and

humbly implore forgiveness. What should he say ? What conld

he say ? One thing was left to do ; effect an exit as speedily as

should be compatible with the shreds that remained of his dignity.

He stalked into the hall, seized his hat and coat, and fled precipi

tately from the house.

"
I am a brute. . . I seem to have an infinite capacity for

blundering," he groaned. Then in a tone of utter self-contempt

and loathing,
" If I only knew how to manage those affairs !

"

Meanwhile, back in the parlor, the girl had listened with a

startled expression to the crash of the door, and ejaculated in

chagrined amaze,

" He's gone !—gone !
—the coward !

"
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Everett Orr, 'ii.

IT
would be dangerous to claim for such a story as this a moral.

It is obviously and essentially an immoral tale, as any

C. U. C. A. man or prohibition leaquer will have no trouble

in pointing out. The statement to that effect is not, however,

an apology
—much less an advertisement—but simply a warning.

If you ask an old graduate of '96 if he knew Harold Burns, he

will probably mumble contemplatively, while he scratches his

head for inspiration,
"
Burns .... Burns .... 'fraid I never

heard of him." Burns was a freshman that year. But just ask a

man who was graduated not earlier than '97, Burns' sophomore

year ! He will treat you to a glance of contempt, prompted by

your inexcusable ignorance, and then enthusiastically promulgate,
" Hal Burns ! I should say I did know him !

"
And at this crit

ical moment you will, if you are wise, hasten to change the sub

ject ; but if you are not, and once let him get started, he will con

tinue for hours to tell you in glowing terms of Burns' popularity
and prowess.

But this is starting at the wrong end of the story.

Burns was a sufferer from agoraphobia—but none of his class

mates ever dreamed of diagnosing his case as such. To them he

was simply a "mess", a terser and more effective term.

He was just finishing his final midyear examination in Sopho
more French and he had, as was his habit,

" killed
"

it. He put

on his overcoat, turned up the collar, picked up his cap, and

walked from the room, being careful to keep as far as possible
from anyone to whom it might be necessary to speak. To be

called upon to talk to his fellow meant misery to Burns. Behind

him came the man next whom he had been sitting. Burns pro

ceeded down the long hall toward the door. The man behind him

headed for the same place. Burns listened for the latter's foot

steps, and fearing that they were overtaking him, endeavored sub

tly to lengthen his steps without appearing to hurry. He knew

by the super-sensitive man's instinct that the student at his back

was fully as eager to avoid catching up with him as he was loath
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to be overtaken. As they stepped out into the clear, crisp, nip

ping air Burns instinctively glanced behind him from the corner

of his eye, watching nervously for his unwilling pursuer's shadow

that he might assure himself that lie was not being overtaken.

But the unobliging noon-day sun cast it close behind him where

it barely missed being trampled upon by his fellow classmate.

Thus they proceeded, a meeting always as imminent as it was un-

desired. Reaching the Co-op, Burns decided to end the suspense

by entering. Steele, relieved, continued straight ahead. After

delaying a few moments within to give Steele a good start Burns

emerged and set out for his room. As he reached the northern

end of the flower bed in front of the library he looked up. There

was Steele descending the library steps ! Their eyes met and in

the other's each read the same thought—a meeting was inevitable.

"Hello, Brown— er—Burns," said Steele with a determined but

hopeless attempt at geniality.

Burns strove to appear at his ease and, as was invariably the

case, failed. He started to speak and the sound of his own voice

confused him.

"H—Hello," he blurted out, flushing. There was a distressing

silence. Burn's mind was a blank and his heart beat rapidly ;

Ned Steele groped for a possible remark and found none. Finally,
" Damnedniceweather," he mumbled confusedly and inwardly

swore.

"

Yes," said Burns with a shortness born of painful diffidence.

They had reached the path down the library slope. Both lived

on Stewart Avenue.

«
Er which way do you go?" asked Steele seeing a way out

of his difficulty.
« I Central Avenue, I guess," sputtered Burns, knowing that

Steele would go down the slope.
" I think I'll take the slope—I'm in a hurry," apologized

Steele, and they parted gratefully, each heaving a sigh of relief.

Freed from his classmate's depressing presence, Ned Steele,

whistling, slid down the hill and in doing so overtook Tommy

Jones.
"

Say, Tommy," said Ned after greetings,
" did you ever get

pocketed with that fellow Burns ?
"
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"

Yes, once," was the reply,
" but never again

—if I see him first."

"
It's like trying to talk to a wooden Indian, isn't it?" con

tinued Steele.
" How'd you hit that final ?

"

Burns, trudging despondently along Central Avenue, was think

ing of the same thing—his continued failures as a
( mixer.'

Dozens of clever things that he might have said to Steele flooded

his mind now that he was alone. It had always been thus ; from

his babyhood he had been painfully bashful and self-conscious.

His playmates had never quarrelled with him, his schoolmates

had been too much embarrassed in his presence to
'

josh
' him as

ordinary boys are
(

joshed,' and by the few fellows he knew in

college he had never been
' kidded.' Nobody ever swore affection

ately at him, nobody ever threw his arm fondly over Harold's

shoulder and, calling him Hal, talked to him earnestly and en

thusiastically about nothing. It was impossible to know him

well, for his light was hidden under the bushel of his self-conscious

shyness. Between him and his fellows there existed this im

penetrable wall of painful diffidence. To attempt conversation

with him was to become immediately bathed in perspiration from

the sheer contagion of his self-consciousness.

Harold knew all this, for he could not deceive himself, and the

knowledge made him worse. He had become introspective.

Try as he would he could never appear at his ease. In his prep-

school days he had found consolation in seeing other boys whom

he had thought as hopeless as himself, become suddenly interested

in a girl and this interest had drawn them from their shells and

and made men of them. Why thought he, could not he, who was

good looking and athletic, change in this way. But the first

time he had attempted to talk to a girl, when accidently left alone

with her, he had stumbled pitifully and retired with his mental

agony increased.

"
When I get to college," he told himself over and over again

in his last year at school,
"
I'll meet a lot of fellows and there'll

be rushes and
'

horsing
'
and all that and then I won't be a hermit

any longer."
But he had continued to evade people and had retired more

deeply than ever into his shell. Here it was block week of his

sophomore year and more than ever he avoided contact with his
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fellows as he had just been attempting to avoid Ned Steele. For

he knew himself, knew that he was very nearly a nonentity and

that other people were uncomfortable in his presence.
As he walked disconsolately homeward he turned over in his

mind the events of his college career so far. He had gone out

for his freshman baseball team and quit because some thoughtless
bystander laughed as he tripped in running to first base. For a

week he had 'starred
'
on his freshman football team. One day

he missed a tackle and heard the coach behind him swear under

his breath. From that day he ceased to be a candidate for any

thing.
Last Junior Week had been misery for him and he dreaded the

enforced idleness of the one to come.

He hurried furtively along Central Avenue to his room. There

he threw himself upon the window seat and burying his head in

the pillows ground his teeth in passionate self-contempt. If he

could only forget himself just once, forget that people were look

ing at him, and talk and talk and talk ! His head was full of

ideas, he knew, but his words never expressed them.

He could not stand such thoughts. Suddenly he jumped up

and, standing in the middle of the floor, swore furiously. Then,

catching sight of himself in a small mirror on the wall, he stopped

suddenly, abashed and crestfallen.

Such an outburst was new to him. He never swore because,

being sincere with himself, he knew that he could not do so

naturally. He never smoked or drank because he thought people
would know immediately that it was his first cigar or his first

drink, and look at him curiously or make some comment.

For the remainder of the day he read distractedly.
That evening at half past nine he made a sudden resolve. He

could stand this interminable loneliness no longer. He would go

down to the
'
Dutch

'
—where he had never been. There at least

he would not be alone.

He did so.

Though craving for companionship he continued to shrink from

it and sat down at a table in a far corner. He ordered beer.

"Light or dark?"

"Oh—er—dark." He had not known there was a difference.
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It was brought. He sipped it. It was bitter. But he took an

other sip or two before he was willing to acknowledge the fact to

himself and stop drinking.
Then for a long time he endeavored to catch the waiter's eye

without attracting to himself the attention of the other occupants

of the crowded room.

Finally the waiter stood beside him.

"
A Martini and a cocktail," said Harold in a timid voice.

"
A what ?

"

grinned the waiter.

"A Martini."

It was brought. Determinedly he took a mouthful. It almost

choked him. Another, more cautious, attempt was less disastrous,

but he could stand no more of that.

By the same slow process he got the waiter again at his side.

"
A highball," he said more confidently.

When it stood before him he contemplated it gravely. Then

courageously but quietly he counted,
"
One—two—three

" and at

"
three

"
raised the glass quickly to his lips and swallowed half of

its contents. It slipped down more easily.
"
Waiter !

"
he called calmly,

"
some sherry !

"

He sipped the wine. A smile of content overspread his coun

tenance and he finished it appreciatively. This was better.

Coolly he ordered port and laughed as he drank it.

Then with an ever-expanding smile he yelled in rapid succes

sion for all the drinks he had ever heard others speak of—rye,

milk shakes, a fizz—he did not know what kind— benedictine,

claret, and everything he could think of. All of these he but

tasted. Over each he smacked his lips with the critical air of a

connoisseur and from each, satisfied with but a sip, he turned

eagerly to the next.

Instinctively he felt that he should leave champagne for the last

crowning achievement of the evening's enjoyment. Then, with a

long Pittsburg stogie between his teeth, he shouted to the waiter,
" Mumm's extra dry !

"

It was before him. For ten minutes he gazed rapturously at it.

Then he raised a glass to his lips and the bubbles rose up and hit

his nose.
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A moment later he stood beside a table in the center of the

room. He saw Ned Steele before him.
"

Hello, Ned, old scout !
"

he cried, giving him a hearty thump
on the back. Then with his arm about Ned's shoulders and

seated on the edge of the table, he said, his face beaming with

good fellowship,
"

Let's have a song, boys !
"

(They had been

singing all evening).

They sang, Harold leading.
The fellows made room for him on the table. He sat down

and immediately became one of them. They talked and he

chimed in brightly, they joshed one another and he took part wit

tily, they told stories and he kept the table in an uproar, they sang
and his clear tenor rang out above them all. He became the

" life of the party."
When the Dutch closed he walked up the hill, one arm locked

in that of Ned and the other thrown easily over the shoulder of

Tommy Jones.

Tommy dropped off at Edgemore Lane and Hal went on with

Steele up to the latter's room. They got out pipes and smoked.

They talked intimately of athletics, work on the Hill, Junior

Week, books, plays, and, of course, girls. At two A. M. they were

hot in an argument on the ethics of modern plays. At three A. M.

the effects of his sojourn down town had begun to wear off and

Hal found himself persuading Steele that O. Henry had it over

Edgar Allen Poe forty ways.

Reluctantly they went to bed at four and the next morning as

they dressed Steele said :

"

Say, Hal, I've been thinking. How about putting you down

for a stunt at the Arts' Feed ? I'm chairman of the committee, you

know."

"

Oh, I'm no good at that sort of thing," objected Hal easily,
" but I'd be glad to help you out."

Two years later Tommy Jones and Ned Steele sat together

perusing the pages of the Cornellian that had come out that

morning.
"

Say, Tommy ", said Ned, with the book open at the senior

records, "Listen to this string of honors old Hal's got after his

name," and he read :
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" Pi Alpha Epsilon, President of the Senior Class, Sphinx

Head, Mummy Club, Varsity Baseball, Savage Club, Chairman

Junior Smoker Committee, Cheer Leader, Junior Promenade Com

mittee, Widow Board, General Committee, and about a dozen

others."

Hal had found himself.

Racked by this life of strain and stress

Tossed by this torrent-sea,
I may not seek to comprehend

Thy large serenity.

Rather the soft-eyed, soft-souled monk,
In cloistered greenery,

Who sees thy glory turn to gold
The blue Tyrrhenian sea.



The Victim of Conditions.

William P. Rose, 'n.

IT
is with a great deal of hesitancy that I approach a discussion of

the general field of competitions in Cornell. In the first place
it is an old subject—practically threadbare already. It is a

subject which will recall unpleasant struggle and the mortifi

cation of defeat to many who will read this. Many have already
tried to launch reform—but having met with a frigid disinterest

edness on the part of those whose duty it is to act, have lost heart

or abandoned the proposition altogether. In fact the general im

pression of the university community seems to be that the system

of competitions is not worthy of thought. Prof. Comfort's words

on the subject are indeed very descriptive. He said to me—"I'll

give you help because I know, contrary to the attitude of most of

the faculty, that we must have reform. I have perhaps not been

here long enough to become reconciled to seeing some of our best

students expelled from the university as victims of a system which

has never worked, does not work, and never will work."

Ever since competitions began in this university the faculty has

been busting men right and left because of those conditions. Yet

to this day that same faculty, knowing as it must know that the

good men who bust, do bust because of conditions, has positively

ignored the need of changing those conditions.

Now we cannot do away with our competitions. Our problem

is rather to retain their efficiency with fewer failures on the part

of competitors. Having passed through all the grind of a compe

tition, the discouragement of busting, and the consequent disar

rangement and destruction of the best in my college course, I

have resolved to bring the matter, together with a plan for ameli

oration, forcibly to the attention of those men who are in control

and who must ultimately act on this question.

Sluggards need no sympathy and deserve none. Men mentally

deficient must necessarily drop out of the running. But the

worthy, resourceful, honest man who finds himself disgraced be

fore the world by being branded as a common "bust" because of

conditions is the poor devil of a victim
to whom we owe a reform.
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Now, what are these lamented conditions? Cornell is noted for

the multiplicity of its competitions. They are so numerous that

few men get through college without having participated iu one

or more. We have nearly 4500 men who are connected more or

less with these competitions ; the supply of men is ever grand in

size.

Cornell is the most famous Greek letter school in the world, not

so much for the standard of the different chapters, as for the large

number of National organizations which they represent. These

chapters are constantly engaged in a merry war of competition

for prominent men. It is considered bad form to take in men

after they have made good in the university, and therefore, the

fraternities require student activity prominence from their own

men. Sad to relate, since these Chapters rely upon their promi

nent men for their standing, they must literally drive men into

competitions.
But here is the big condition, which ought not to exist, but ex

isting, drives the college man to destruction and defeat. The

competitions are cruelly long, and what is worse yet, men from

the freshman class are admitted to the most gruelling of them.

These are the conditions existing at Cornell. For the past ten

or fifteen years, the best type of man has been expelled from Cor

nell because of these conditions and still the faculty, trained to

see clearly and reason logically, sits calmly by and moves not ex

cept in forcing men away.

Recognizing this state of affairs, Mr. Dugan, late graduate man

ager, has come forward with a set of rules, whereby the competi
tions would be arranged in groups, the most important in group

A, the next most important in group B, and so forth down the

line. By the Dugan system, no man is to be allowed to carry

more than one group A competition, during one term. It would

be possible, however, to carry with one group A competition an

activity from a minor group. No distinction is made between

athletic and non-athletic competitions. With all regard for the

system and a desire to be perfectly just I do not think this pro

posed arrangement, except in athletic competitions, meets the situ
ation. Athletic competitions are of the nature of physical exer

cise and mental relaxation. Furthermore none of them require
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more than three hours out of every twenty-four. But the Dugan

plan cannot succeed in improving the conditions governing man

agerial competitions. The system has neglected one very ele

mentary feature of a competitor's make-up, his human nature.

Take a hypothetical case. Here is a freshman who wishes to win

a place on the Sun board. He chooses his competition—a group

A subject, and he is within the rule. But the competitor has at

least fifteen other men fighting against him. He must win and

to do so he neglects everything and grinds and grinds at that com

position. He closes his eyes at night thinking about it; con

sciousness digs him out in the morning with it still on his mind.

How can he hope to get through the examination period unless

he is an exceptional man ? Yet he has stayed within the reform

rules. Records bear me out.

I shall never forget a little incident that was rehearsed to me

one evening when I tried to collect a friend's Sun subscription.

It seems a Widow competitor had tackled him just before.
"
Will

you do what he did?" he asked.

"Well, what did he do?" said I.

" He got down on his knees," continued my friend,
" and act

ually begged me to pay my Widow subscription. He said he

would do anything from crying like a cat to crawling around the

plate rail of my room, if I would only pay up."

I knew the competitor well and at the time he was on the verge

of busting.

So you see it will do no good to restrict a man to one competi

tion. The competitions must be shortened.

The other of the two changes demanded has to do with the

competitor. Freshmen must be barred from competition—I know

this by experience. A freshman is too unsophisticated to choose

a competition. Because of his narrow vision, limelight, honor,

and power attract
him beyond the resistance. He does not know

the first thing about a college examination. His mind is blurred

by the continual complexity in the student life of a great univer

sity. Time slips by without his realizing where it goes. He

simply cannot enter a gruelling competition and do his college

work passably well. He must be barred.

By the time one has reached the second year he will know
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whether he is qualified to carry a competition and do his
" Hill

"

work at the same time. Fewer men will bust, better men will

win positions, a finer, truer spirit will prevail, and the faculty will

have done its duty. Will the faculty do its duty ?

The Uplift Movement at Montrose.

Morris G. Bishop, '14.

TUBBY
Wiltse dropped his

"

Saturday Evening Post
"
with a

sigh.

"Jimmy," he asked,
"

Why don't any Uncooked Beef

steaks come to Montrose?
"

"
We wouldn't know what to do with one," said Jimmy

Crandall, sourly.
"
We'd just toady him and ask him politely for

sodas and things. Lawrenceville is the only place they can broil

Uncooked Beefsteaks."

"

Yes, in Lawrenceville they run things the way they ought to

be run." mused Tubby.
"
You know, we're awfully slow up here

compared with Lawrenceville. We never raise Cain the way they
do. We only do the same old stupid things—pull off trolley-poles,

stop the clocks and paint Baldy's dog. If we had some fellows

like Dink Stover or Hickey, wouldn't we tear old Montrose apart!"
" Dink Stover graduated in the issue of June n, 1910, and

Hickey never existed anyhow. He's a god, and you'll have to

hunt for him on Olympus."
Such jarring notes could not disturb Tubby's train of thought.
" And we're just as uninteresting and stupid any way you turn.

Look at our nicknames. I don't call you a Triumphant Egg-head
or a Coffee-colored Angel. Darn it, I call you just what your

mother calls you, I call you Jimmy. Why Jimmy, that's the

name you were born with ! There are only two nicknames in

the school, and I know personally of fourteen Boneheads and

everyone that weighs over a hundred and fifty is called Tubby.
It's automatic. Then when we go into Brownie's, do we ask for

a strawberry jigger ? We do like fun. We tell him to give us a

strawberry ice-cream soda, and don't be so blame forgetful about

the ice-cream. Jimmy, we've got to reform. We've got to call
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each other by crazy names, and we've got to talk like a devilish

musical comedy. Now, Jimmy, what's your name ?
"

Jimmy rather lamely suggested
"
The Kentucky Shad."

Tubby was much pained.
"
Now if you'd been a true son of old

Lawrenceville, you'd have said,
'

My name is blank-blank-blank,'
and peeled off a name funny enough to be a good joke all by itself.
You can fill in the blanks."

Thus challenged, Jimmy finally evolved, "The Great Big Dark-

blue Wonder." Tubby re-christened himself,
"

Jumbo, the Pride

of the Jungle." Though they were obliged to admit that these

names would hardly have met the strict requirements of the

Lawrenceville nickname, yet they felt they could discern in them

something of the rakish Lawrencevillianous flavor.

With the zeal of the true Reformer, the Great Big Dark-blue

Wonder and the Pride of the Jungle applied themselves to the

Elevation of Montrose. Montrose Academy was an Institution of

Learning (here smile tolerantly) of no particular fame or distinc

tion. Its teaching staff was fairly good, its football team was

fairly good, its moral tone was fairly good. The boys stumbled

through their work and boasted of their wickedness and abused

the food and read the Saturday Evening Post religiously, just as

a hundred thousand other boys do in a thousand other schools.

It was, in short, a typical American school—a pleasant enough

place to spend one's boyhood, but not one that would be regarded

by its graduates with any very distressing amount of affection in

after life. Now Tubby and Jimmy, as well as every other in

mate of Montrose, had eagerly followed, in the Saturday Evening

Post, the adventures of the demi-gods of Lawrenceville, where

every Third-form man speaks with the tongues of men and of

angels and of George Ade, where life is but a blissful succession

of uproarious practical jokes, and where existence is rendered

beatific by the unspeakable joys of Al's and the Jigger Shop.

The inevitable comparison had by degrees become so painful that

eventually Tubby and Jimmy rose up as champions from among

the people, like Moses or Jeroboam
—or was it Rehoboam?—to

put an end to this ill way of things.

Thereupon ensued many whisperings and dark consultations.

There is, to be sure, no imperative reason for secrecy when one
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essays to change by force the character of a school, but then an

appearance of underhandedness is always effective. This atmos

phere of mystery became so noticeable that Baldy Barker, an ex

tremely popular teacher who affected a superior and pitying cyni

cism, was moved to comment upon it.

"
Mr. Wiltse," said he in class, catching the eye of the Pride of

the Jungle,
"
I gather from the furtive expression that disfigures

your noble countenance, that you are harboring a dark and guilty
secret. Have you, peradventure, discovered the ingredients of

yesterday's mince pie? Or have you been feloniously reading
ahead in your frantic desire to discover the fate of Catiline ? Oh,
Mr. Wiltse, I implore you, do not read the last page of Cicero's

Orations to learn if the heroine married the hero !
"

The class laughed obligingly. Baldy Barker, I may note, had

read
" The Prodigious Hickey," and had been much impressed

with the character of the Roman.

The first step in the campaign of Tubby and Jimmy was to

ordain the adoption of a nickname by every member of the school.

An examination of their text-books—"
The Prodigious Hickey

"

and "The Varmint"—revealed the fact that in Lawrenceville

nicknames were bestowed by the inspiration of a moment or by
the merest chance occurrence. As such a regulation would have

proved too great a tax on the originality of Montrose Academy,
the order was issued that every student should supply himself

with a new name. The nicknames that resulted were extra

ordinarily complimentary to their bearers and inventors. Every
one was inordinately proud of his new name, and insisted on be

ing addressed by his full title. No one minded calling their

friends
"
Goldilocks" or " Buffalo Bill,'" or

"
Football King," but

it became distinctly tiring to say,
"

Licker of Un-licked Cubs,
pass the butter

"
or

"
Man Who Sleeps with One Eye Open, what

does
'

Mittag
'
mean ?

"

One morning—Jimmy's birthday as it happened—a particularly
violent epidemic of whispering broke out in the school. With

many enigmatical winks and elaborate cautionings, Tubby would

deliver himself of this momentous message
—

"
Great Big Dark-

blue Wonder's room—half-past ten—three soft knocks cake

candy—cigars !
"

The atmosphere of the school throbbed with
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suspense. The fortunate ones who were invited paced the halls

with lowering brows and dark, suspicious glances, as befitted men

bearing the burden of black and damning sin.

As the mystic hour of half-past ten approached, stealthy,

pajamaed figures stole through the dark halls, darting from corner

to corner and from hiding place to hiding place. When the three

tremulous knocks sounded, the door was opened to a narrow slit.

The knocker proved his identity and slipped inside, to sit quak

ing in utter darkness among a dozen other fellow—Bacchanalians.

When the party was complete, Jimmy, the Master of the Revels,

turned on the lights with extensive precautions and elaborate

ceremonial. Mounting to the bed, he thrust one hand in his

bosom and delivered, with carefully memorized gestures, the care

fully memorized Speech Doc MacNooder Would Have Made

Under the Same Circumstances.

"
Ladies and gentlemen," he declaimed,

"
Now fades the

glimmering landscape on the sight ; now Baldy's nose is hymning

the goddess of sleep ; and now the Men of Montrose are assembled

to prove their right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness !

The time has come to—to—the time, I say, has come to—
"

" 'To pass the cigars' must be what the unfortunate youth is

tryin
'
to say," broke in the Boss Biter-off of Bull-terrier's

Tails. The B. B. O. of B. T. T. continued his mission of helpful

ness to the Tongue-tied by moving quickly to the closet, guided

by some unerring hunter's instinct, throwing aside a heap of dirty

clothes, and producing the far-famed box of cigars. Plumber's

Joys they were, of most noticeable bouquet, of a mild and gratify

ing flavor, and loaded with the very finest Connecticut tobacco—

to repeat the dealer's eulogy. When these death-dealing weapons

had been distributed, the wise in sin passed among the blushing

novices, here explaining a cigar's failure to draw by pointing out,

with lofty scorn, the end yet undecapitated, here bringing bitter

shame and apprehension into a youngster's breast by enumerat

ing the disastrous consequences of smoking a cigar hind-foremost.

All complimented Jimmy's taste, and agreed that for fragrance,

richness of flavor, and chaste elegance of band, the Plumber's

Joy was absolutely unparalleled.

"Gee, wouldn't old Baldy be mad if he knew !" whispered a

stealthy third former to his mate.
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"
Be all up with us if he did," replied his companion, darkly.

"

Gee, what'd happen ?
"

"

Expulsion."
"
Gee !

"

"Gee!"

No. i looked pensively at his cigar.
"

Gee, this is great !
"

" Ain't it slick, though !
"

"Gee!"

"Gee!"

Silence for several minutes.

"

Say, look at that star up there—where Fm pointing. Oh,

there goes my cigar !
"

"I've got it
—oh darn—damn it, I've lost mine, too."

"
I oruess ^'s no use going- down to look for them—we could
o <__> o

never find them."

"

Oh, no; but it certainly is a shame to lose such fine cigars."
"

Gee, ain't it though !
"

"
Gee !

"

One novice triumphantly displayed his inch-and-a-quarter butt

to his despairing fellows. Little did they know that he had re

tired to a corner and had blown furiously upon it until it had

reached the desired length. By this process, he afterwards con

tended (when discovered and reproached by his comrades) he ex

perienced all the delights of smoking with none of the ill effects.

But Jimmy was warned by the set, determined faces of the

roues and the distressed appearance of the uninitiated, as well as

by certain unmistakable storm-signals evident only to himself,
that the time had come for a diversion. He mounted the speak
er's bed.

"

My dear young friends, I am very happy to see so many inno

cent young faces before me this evening. To make our little orgy

still more riotous, I wish to ask Mr. Jumbo, the Pride of the Jungle,
whom you all love so dearly and respect so highly, to bring forth

my dirty clothes bag. Watch him as he produces my handsome

flowered pajamas—two collars—pair of socks—and now, gentlemen,
a cake ! 'Tis the humble offering of my fond aunt and my mother

for my birthday. And may I ask you not to be over-boisterous
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in your mastication, for discovery means certain expulsion. Say,
you fat hog, aren't you going to save me a piece?"
Now succeeded a pleasant sound of munching and festivity.

Candy was brought forth, and sarsaparilla and ginger ale ; the

abandoned debauches gorged themselves with a regal disregard of

consequences.

At last Jimmy sprang to his feet.
"
A toast, gentlemen !

"
he cried. In his bearing he strove to

unite the dashing recklessness of D'Artagnan with the suavity of

Get-rich-quick Wallingford, the unfathomable craft of Louis the

Eleventh with the open manliness of Christy Mathewson. "A

toast, gentlemen ! Long live and prosper the Chosen Few of

Montrose ; aud to hell with Baldy and—
"

The door opened.
In strolled Baldy, with that ambling, cynical gait which he af

fected whenever he could think of it. He was smiling, as usual,
in his lofty, tolerant way, but he did not say a word. At the re

freshment table he picked up a cigar and smelled it critically with

the strongest evidences of disapprobation. A piece of cake had

somehow been overlooked ; he took one mouthful—only one.

Then, still smiling benignly, he looked searchingly about the

room, evidently taking careful note of those present. At last he

broke silence.

"Wait, little lambkins. I shall be back in just a moment."

He lurched out of the room.

"Where did I leave my derby hat?" Jumbo, the Pride of the

Jungle, roused the petrified band.
"
We're canned. When he

smiles that way, he means murder or expulsion. Before I leave

for home I want to collect that half dollar from you, He's-Little-

But-Oh-My."
"What'd he go away for ? A pistol ?

"

"Goin' to get the rest of the faculty and a few cops."

But here the conclave was frozen to silence by the re-entrance

of Baldy. He strolled over to the table, and opening his clenched

fist, left something white upon its surface.

"

Fourteen," he murmured,
"

allowing for two in the closet and

one under the bed. One apiece, in half a glass of water, before

you go to bed. And Crandall, you'd better clean some of these
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things up by to-morrow. You know how we love our janitor, and

that he is apt to flit away and leave us here to languish all unjan-
ited if he sees such a mess as this. Good-night."

Deep and oppressive silence reigned for fully three minutes.

Then the Biter-off of Bull-Terrie's Tails stirred uneasily.
"

Oh,-er-Great Big Dark-blue Wonder—"

"My name," was the acrid reply, "is Jimmy Crandall."

Home-Coming.
Edwin G. Burrows, '13.

Oh, it's joy, joy, joy,
For us who widely roam,
To see the shore-line fade away

And plunge in the frying foam.

But there's a joy to the home-bred hearts

More sweetly, deeply dear ;

It is to watch from out the sea

Our native shore appear.

Oh, there's music from the nearing shore
And music here at sea,

And music in the welcome that

My home-land shows to me.

And oh, another melody,

Replying part to part
With heavenly antiphony,
Is sounding in my heart !

To a Butterfly.
Edwin G. Burrows, 13'.

Little dreamy dusky-wing,
Listen while I sing !

For you see,

Here, in me,

Little prince, a votary ;

And unto your majesty
I would bring

Offering
Fit to please a king.
Listen while I lilt a song

Tripping daintily along ;

Ere I did it, not a one

Underneath the sun,

Sang to you as I have done,
But you flit on umber wing,
Rudely leave me while I sing ;

Farewell, little dreamy dusky-wing !



T. Cub, Esquire.

W. L. Thompson, '12.

THIS
story is one of human endeavor, of the irreproachable

desires and ambitions of one T. Cub, Esquire, to mount

the shaky ladder of newspaperdom and blossom out as a

Horace Greeley, the friend of the people, the protector of

their interests and the implacable foe of the "private interests."

T. Cub, Esquire, was a dreamer with a college diploma and the

self satisfaction that he had made the 'Varsity chess team. T. Cub,

Esquire, was sincere in his ambitions and was in no way doubtful

about the final realization of his dreams, impracticable though

they appeared to his confidant, the barber.
"
Not so ver' easy as

it seems," once remarked the all sagacious Fernando.

Fernando proved right in a way, according to the Ambitious One

in a later interview. T. Cub, Esquire, expected to step immediate

ly into the shoes of the reigning monarch of the sanctum ; but

the shoes were at that moment occupied by just two hundred and

ten pounds of vitality and muscular power representing a man

with a pair of eagle eyes and the most sarcastic of tongues. Our

hero wisely put off the final attack until later. He was content at

the time with being one of the many representatives of the Press,

comforting himself with the maxim
"

Try and you will Succeed."

But this story was meant to start at the beginning and here we

find ourselves right plumb in the midst of the middle of it. T. Cub,

Esquire, would not allow such a state of affairs. Start at the be

ginning, give each step in its place and finally wind up with a

brilliant climax, a very Queen check as it were. Nothing like a

good effective style. It was a pet method of his in writing

masterpieces.
Then to begin at the start. Some one had inadvertently re

marked that our hero had the makings of a newspaper man and

should get into the
"

game
"
when he finished his education.

"

Young man," remarked one time a very officious lawyer in his

college town,
"

you have all the earmarks of a great editor. The

soulful eyes, the keen shrewdness, the wavy locks, the sensitive

face and never-say-die expression." All of which pleased the
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young man very much and he took every word to bed with him

at night and made them the filmy material for his dreams. The

dreams, I must say now, were most pleasant ones. There were

spirited battles in which our hero wielded the "mighty pen"

with facility, routing the Sword, which proved a very inadequate

weapon in the hands of the enemy of the people. Then there

were campaigns directed at Wall Street with the great result of

protecting the Lambs from the Bulls and Bears. Every wrong on

an oppressed people was righted, and the name of T. Cub, Esquire,
became great throughout the land.

Our hero left his fond campus with vivid recollections. There

had been a moistness in his eyes when he had heard the bacca

laureate sermon in which the preacher had touched thrillingly on

the terrible state of the country and of the need for men.
" The

corporations, I tell you," thundered the divine,
" will get us yet."

The words took firm root in the pregnant mind of the future man

of news and his way homeward was made dismal by the
"
Mark

what I tell you
"
of the speaker. After paying his numerous

bills which had accumulated in four years to a quite tidy bit, he

had said
"

Goodbye
"
to his college town, and marched forth to

battle with the world.
"
And there was a pen in one hand, and it

should make him famous throughout the land."

Am I getting a little too serious, reader? The pathos and the

deep sincerity that underly this biography, will creep out in my

writing however much I control it and keep it in its place. The

fond memories of my friend, T. Cub, Esquire, and his noble battles
for the truth, demand that I treat my subject with the delicate

touch of the considerate man. I can picture that noble-browed

young man, the face determined, the eyes lit up with confidence

in his power. Who could be so cruel as to say that it was conceit

that marked that face, and that college theory had left an in

delible mark on him ? Who can say that there was any feeling of
"
I know it all "in that countenance? You wrong me, reader

and you do my friend injustice even to think that he could be so

human. T. Cub was a model young man, an exemplar, as it

were.

Pass over quickly the space that should contain his home-com

ing, the gathering of the clan and the many speeches in his honor,
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not to mention the awarding of the Epworth League medal.

These things are immaterial. Meet him as he stands outside of

the office of the New York Sun, about to discuss newspaper
theories and practices in general with the editor, and incidentally
to let it be known that he would accept a position on the editorial

staff if it were kindly urged upon him. As T. Cub, Esquire, stood
outside of the old red building that marks the home of the great
American newspaper, and gazed at the hurrying thousands that

made their way into the all-devouring mouth of the financial

district, he felt the meaning of it all and clenched his fist to

intimate to himself that he would fight the trusts tooth and nail,
come what may, fall who would. His jaws clinched together

emitting the sound not of the crack of a hickory nut, but one

rather of the chestnut's endurance. The clock above the graft-
ridden City Hall—he would see to that too—pointed to the hour of

nine. There was no time to be lost. He must see the editor.

His head was high as he walked into the main corridor and

gazed tranquilly over the place for the room marked Editor. He

didn't find it. He was forced to inquire. He did so. The curtain

falls for just one moment. What mortal being should follow him

into that sanctum and listen to those words of grave importance?
The curtain rises again. T. Cub, Esquire, is out in the main

corridor again. The head is not quite as high as it was. There

is just the suggestion of disappointment on that chiselled contour.

What happened ? None can tell. The editor was probably not

in or was too busy.

But "Quit" is not T. Cubs middle name. If the Sun didn't

want him there were others. He has given away the secret. The

Sun did not need him, did not have an opening for him, did not

want him. Ah, what a blow that must have been, Mr. Cub !

"
What a fall was there." The bright daylight outside refreshed

him and added materially to his spirits. Yes there were other

offices.
" That fellow in the Sun couldn't tell a good man when

he saw him, anyhow." I'll remember him. There was just the

slightest touch of annoyance in Mr. Cub's voice. He was riled,

not vindictive.

At noon, Mr. Cub drew up in front of a resort known to all

hose who would seek newspaper fame as the famous meeting
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place of the members of the great news brotherhood.
There had

been a day when great editors had flippantly watched the seconds

fly by in there while they made merry over their "Beans and

Coffee." Who had not heard of Dolan's, Park Row's famous coffee

house ? What great Shades of former great men probably still

meet there in their travels through this world a second time ! But

the place has lost its popularity. Dennett's and Childs' and the

Baltimore Lunch have had their ill effect and the place that once

furnished immortal food for the genius of Horace Greeley is fre

quented now by casual history-loving souls.

Mr. Cub had heard about the place and had decided early in

the morning to honor it with his visit provided the editor of the

Sun did not invite him out for dinner. It was noon, I will repeat,

when our hero arrived at the place. But what a change there

was in his appearance ! The head hung limply from the perspir

ing neck, the eyes were nearly closed. One of them was slightly
swollen. The mouth had lost its firm fixity and the expressive
countenance had lost all of its charm. The clothes seemed to

have been roughly used and there was the appearance of the City
dirt upon them although the attempt had been made to wipe it

off. The collar was wilted and was dented in places. Not that

Mr. Cub made a very noticeably bad appearance. He looked like

his neighbors to some extent, for the day was warm. Add that he

had probably slipped on a banana peel and had come down hard

in his descent to the ground and you could logically explain his

dress.

But to our critical and observing eye there was a meaning to all

these details. Hide them as you would, Mr. Cub, we could see

within you. Yes, disappointment had become a habit and a spirit
of dull gloom had settled down upon that face which only three

hours before had appeared so nobly to greet the bright daylight.
My Heavens, Mr. Cub, you are not thinking of the River to end it

all ? Don't get excited, kind reader, Mr. Cub has been very much

disappointed by the newspaper representatives he has met and has

only been unable to make connections with a newspaper.
"

Lack

of experience, you know."
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Queed. By Henry S. Harrison. The Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. $1.35
net.

We venture the opinion that Queed could not have been written by anyone but

a college man. He is a type familiar enough in a university, but seldom met with

elsewhere. In a word, he is a "grind". If further support is needed, the book is

saturated with the atmosphere of "Poly-con", which is to say, Economics. Now

there are many who will at once insist that a grind, and a
"

poly-con
"

grind, at

that, can never be made interesting. But that is the surprising thing about Queed.
He is intensely interesting. He is that rara avis—a unique character, a new crea

tion.

The story takes place in a Southern town—no, not just after the war, but about
ten years ago. The story centers around the expansion of Queed' s character.

For the first two hundred pages we see him as a grind, whereupon he suddenly de

velops into a rising newspaper editor. We may be wrong, but it strikes us that

we are shut out of much of this expansion. We do not see him in the process of

development. The transformation of a recluse into a "good fellow
"

is decidedly
a scene d /aire. There is just enough of an element of mystery in the book. A

Southern turncoat by the euphonious name of Henry G. Surface has absconded

with the fortune of Miss Charlotte Lee Weyland (better known as Sharlee).

Queed, whose parents are unknown, figures prominently in the solution of the

problem, and in the final restitution of the theft.

Two things about the book are especially notable. The first is its style, the sec

ond is its up-to-dateness. It is seldom that a modern writer of fiction attains the

grace and swing which Mr. Harrison possesses. Except for one dissertation on

Evolutionary Sociology, the story moves along as if on oiled bearings. The other

excellence is very prominent and very pleasing all through the tale. For exam

ple, the description of the plant of a modern newspaper—a subject on which the

author is very well informed—is graphic and illuminating.

There is an admirable manipulation of the "triangle plot" with a would-be

man-of-affairs, Charles Gardiner West—none other—as the third party.

Altogether, Queed is eminently readable and enjoyable, which is saying much

in this day of "Robert Chambers
"

fiction.
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EDITORIAL.

The Era is so busy planning for the future that it can spare

only a cursory glance over the shoulder at the year that is

completed. We have taken certain stands on university topics
which appear to us definite, clear-cut. We

A Glance have deplored, and shall ever continue to

Over the deplore the present boarding-house situa-

Shoulder. tion. We have suggested an official uni

versity inspection of eating places, with a

view to the erection, as soon as the funds are available, of a Uni

versity Commons. We have insisted that Student Residence Halls

are both advisable and financially possible. This we shall con

tinue to expound. We contended that a special degree for the

chemists was eminently desirable. We again congratulate the

faculty on this wise step.
All these things we have urged because we believe they make

for a better and more influential Cornell. We have made our

mistakes—and who has not ?—but we flatter ourselves that they
have been on the side of over-endeavor rather than under-effort.

We, in common with the Sun, the Widow and every other student

publication have the one goal in view—we are all working for the

best interests of Alma Mater.
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During the year to come the Era wants you to take a personal
interest in what we are doing and what we are trying to do. That

there is a place for a monthly magazine at Cornell—something

that was questioned a year ago
—we now firmly believe. The Era

is yours. Your suggestions, your comment, your support are

earnestly solicited.

We have it on fairly good authority that Dr. Felix Adler of the

Ethical Culture Society of New York City has intimated that

Cornell is no place to come for "culture"—one must go to

Harvard for that. Perhaps Dr. Adler is

Cornell right ; perhaps, after all, Cornell is a

Culture. school of plumbers ; perhaps, as Hugo

Munste.rburg says, we turn out
" unedu

cated professionals."
But to what end do they foment all this discussion over culture ?

Is it not a question of individuals? We have met Harvard gradu

ates who had never heard of the Renaissance—Cornell engineers

who could quote Aristotle on occasion. Better far a self-support

ing plumber than a mumbler of the Classics who must needs

lecture to empty classrooms.

We of the Era feel as keenly as anyone, the fact that Cornell

affairs, when aired in a jaundiced press, are far
from helpful. We

do not believe, however, in the Press Club idea which our friend

the Sun has agitated. About the hardest

A Publicity thing to throttle, of which we have any

Bureau. knowledge, is the American press. Far

from being a mere phrase to mouth, its

freedom is one of the most fundamental principles of our day.

What Cornell needs, as
we see it, is not a throttled press, but an

enlightened press, and
to that end we urge the institution of a

Publicity Bureau,
.

.

-.

At the present time,
an interesting bit of news happens in a

lecture The professor in charge
denies all authority in the matter

and the reporter is referred to the President's Office, where, of

ourse, the" item has not been heard of. A Publicity Bureau

would make it its business to keep tabs on the hundred and one
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university happenings that are good stories and good advertising,

and at present never get into the papers. In this way, it would

soon become almost indispensable to the reporters, and by denying

its patronage to a man who deliberately sent out "yellow" news,

could soon justify any expense to the university which it might

incur. Many private as well as public institutions have found

this remedy for the situation very satisfactory.

Of course the best way to stop the printing of news which is

detrimental to the university is never to have the incidents occur.

Since they do happen, however, let us give the world the truth.

The Cornell crew has been called the grandest advertising

proposition that any college ever possessed. Two years ago,

there was much celebration when the men returned from Pough

keepsie. Many years ago, there were pro-

Something cessions that stretched, four deep, from

To Do. Cascadilla Building to the Post Office.

Last year, for the first time in the history

of Cornell, the men returned to a silent town and a thankless uni

versity. Some have it that three men met them at the station.

Is this the way to reward a year of rigorous training and personal
sacrifice ?

Obviously, a celebration of some kind is the least that those who

remain in Ithaca can do. The townspeople, who are so often ac

cused of not having the best interests of Cornell at heart, are the

prime movers in this matter. It has been rumored that if each

class will contribute one hundred dollars, the Ithaca merchants

and townsmen will raise it considerably. It is not right that those

who do the most for us in the world of sport, should be welcomed

home, whether from defeat or victory, by a self-appointed delega
tion of three.

To the student of theoretical Political Economy, the Era ad

vises a trip to Freeville and the George Junior Republic. At our

door a significant experiment in practical philanthropy is going
on. It is something that should command our attention and aid.

Through the Christian Association the opportunity of con

tributing to this practical charity is offered.
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Goldwin Smith at Cornell, Andrew D. White 2

Grind! Grind! Grind! (Verse), R H F. 21

Guiserpe, A. D. Riley
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Hallock, E. B., Interpreter of Browning, An 1°

He Who Hesitates is Bossed, Earl Simonson 214

Holmes, C. S., A Salmon Fishing Trip to Newfoundland 263
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How He Found Himself, Everett Orr 368
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Interpreter of Browning, An E. B. Hallock 70

Ithaca Fire Department, The A. Kotinsky 3IQ
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Jordan, David Starr, The Value of Time 191

Kellogg, R. W., The Flight of the Butterflies 143
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Lamoureux, A. J., The Situation in Mexico 288

Legend of Elvira and Rodrigo, J. S. Fassett 240

Library, The A. C. Holies 125

Lie, The A. D. Riley 179

Lincoln (Verse), Earl Simonson 207

Loud, Lingard, The Dreams of Vulcan 55

Mardis Manages 361
"

Once Upon a Time
"

171

When He Grows Up 293

Love (Sonnet), Richard L. Doane 170

Lovell, S. P., The Crime of the Boarding Houses 48
Sea Dreams (Verse) 233

Mack, Horace, Stand Cornell (Verse) 169
Mardis Manages, Lingard Loud 361
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My Mecca, C. George 221

Newman, C. H, The Registration System 101

New York State Politics, H E. Seipp 17
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October (Verse) Earl Simonson 2-
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288
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Flora Rose 98
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Stand Cornell, (Verse) Horace Mack 169
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Turrentine, I. W., The Case of Specialization vs. Scattering 163

Twesten, Lieutenant, An Incident of the Philadelphia Trolley Strike 219

Twilight Fantasies (Verse) C. E. Simonson, '12 131

'Twixt Book and Bowl, F. Dana Burnet 337
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Unfinished Lectures, The//: C. Bate, Jr., 109

Uplift Movement at Montrose, The M. G. Bishop 378

Value of Time, The David Starr Jordan 191
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Victim of Conditions, The William P. Rose 375
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Will O' The Wisp (Verse) 116
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WANZER & HOWELL

The GROCERS

Ithaca Cold Storage.
Estalished 1871

J.W.Hook,
Fruit. Produce

Butter and Eggs

Long Distance Telephone No. 80.
Nos. 113-115 S Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Atterbury System Clothes and Regal

Shoes. - - BARNEY SEAMON.

PETER SCUSA

MODERN Shoe Repairing
405 Eddy St. Ithaca Phone 428C

Choice Cut Flowers

Floral Decorations

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

BOOL FLORAL CO.
ITHACA, N. Y.

IBoston

Boston Garters are made

of be_t materials in a clean

fadtory, by well-paid help.

Every pair warranted
—

penalty, a new pair or your

money back.

BOSTON GARTERS
RECOGNIZED THE

STANDARD, AND

WORN THE WORLD

OVER BY WELL

DRESSED MEN.

Sample Pair,Cotton,25c,Silk,50c.
Mailed on Heceipt of Price.

George Frost Co.makers

BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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0UVE1.
T^peWri-fer

Rented for the Year

or

Sold on Easy Payments

Try my Dollar Fountain Pen

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

Ribbons and Supplies for all makes of machines.

HOWARD L O'DANIEL,
ITHACA PHONE 11

Bell Phone 604. 205 East State Street.
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aTook is to buy

HERRON'S SHOES
Opp. Tompkins Co. Bank

If you want Good Fitting /^/J
CLOTHES, we make them. / rj Slh *o A t/1 /__F_>

Large Assortment of \f&^&W l/%ra&vt IQ
Woolens to select from. ^B^KKU^B^&SBliBBP^

ROBINSON'S - - 214 E. State St.

A High Grade of Work Only

The Place to go for Photographs.
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L. C. BEMENT -- The Toggery Shops
Established - 1888.

Maker of Shirts to individual measures. Over 400 patterns for selection.

Hatter- Hosier - Glover - Cravetter - Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town—142 E. STATE On the_HM—404 EDDY

(a) Shops (i) Factory

Sole Agent for Mark Cross Celebrated Leather Goods for Men and Women.

Remember we guarantee every pipe that we sell for 1 year
Drop in and let us interest you in our Line'of W.D.C. Pipes.

ALL KINDS OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES.

Livingston's Tobacco Store.
118 North Aurora St.

ftrim* framing - 8>mtil} 0
315 1. #tate »t. JMfarH, N. f.

WHITE & BURDICK CO.

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.

W. G. Pope, '11, Pres't and Gen. Mgr. C. B. Ferguson, '12, Treasurer

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY

422 Eddy Street Phones—Bell 676, Ithaca 630

Agents for HASTINGS' LAVNDRY BATES' LAVNDRY.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

J. C. DURFEY
409 W. STATE STREET Bell Phone 347 -b
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"If you get it from us it's right.
"

Buttrick & Frawley
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, Sweaters, Etc.

Full Dress Suits for Sale and to Rent

Dealer in

CHOICE WESTERN BEEF.D. S. O'BRIEN,
I handle no other but Western Beef, Tompkins County Pork,

Lambs, Veal and Poultry.

The Only Genuine Farmer Sausage.
Markets : 222 N. Aurora St. and 430 N. Cayuga St.

BOOK BINDERY = » J.Will Tree
111 N. Tioga Street.

Same Entrance Cornell Athletic Office

Latest Edition "Songs of Cornell."

All the down-to-date Hits in Music—Washburn

Mandolins and Guitars, Victors, Victrolas,

Records, and Everything Musical at

LENTS MUSIC STORE, »» *• ^rqra st.

Greeting to Cornell

Cotrell & Leonard,

Albany, N. Y.

Official makers of

Caps & Gowns

The American Uni

versities and Colleges

Our Ithaca Agent

Mr. L C. BEMENT.

The Corner Bookstores

0f Taylor & Carpenter
Solicit a share of your patronage

Over forty years of existence

places them among the finest

and best college stores in the

country.

Their State Street store is one of

the attractions of the city.
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Special Rates to Student.
on subscriptions for the

HeaMng

Engineering journals

Electrical World

Engineering Record

ElectricRailway Journal

These papers are the standard authorities in electrical

engineering, civil engineering and electrical railroading.

They will keep you abreast of progress in these

professions.

They will show you the working applications of the

engineering principles you are studying.

They will help you to prepare for the^ractical problems
which you will meet when you take up actual work yourself.

Write for Sample Copies and Student Rater.

McGRAW PUBLISHING CO.,
239 West 39th St. NEW YORK



With ech package of
Fatima you get a pen

nant coupon 25 ofwhich

secures a handsome felt

college pennant ( / 2x32)
—selection of 1 00.

1^1
TURKISH

L

CIGARETTES

Words, Words, Words—

it takes
€

'bunches" of words to

describe Fatimas. They're
so individual so different.

Just smoke one, and get

that indescribable satisfaction

that comes from a perfect
blend of rare tobaccos.

My word—but they're
fine. 20 for 1 5c—an in

expensive package
—but you

get ten additional

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

"•

I iWlT •••.'!'■■'
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re-eminent Cuvees
/

of

Champagne

Their

fine quality

will at once

commend them

to the

most critical NaiJoifofnte^Briri 1743

,
CHAMPAGNE

£PERNAY-FRANC£

_iA'.!<ESSLER * <* Se,e imp°rh" NwY,w_^_
•ICIiTEMP

MOET & CHANDON

Imperial Crown
"Brut"

MOET & CHANDON

White Seal
'

'Very Dry"

GEO. A. KESSLER & CO.
SOLE IMPORTERS

New York: and: :San Francisco

Press op^ Andrus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y
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